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PREFACE

0’

This report is an end product of a year-long project by the McKinsey Global
Institute on manufacturing productivity in the leading economies of the world.
This project is a fo~ow-cm to the 1992 McKinsey Global ~titute project on
Service Sector Productivity.1 That project placed particdar emphasis on the service
sector because it has been ignored historically relative to manufacturing and because
productivity in the service sector has also been exceedingly diffictit to measure. Yet,
services make up the dominant share of all fdy-developed economies. Thus, we
felt that understanding service sector productivity wodd go a long way towards
understanding differences in performance among the leading economies.
In the course of &at project, however, we became aware of the recent work by
Bart van Ark and Dirk Pilat at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands, on
manufacturing productivity. That work and the results. of others seem to contradict
the conventioml wisdom that manufacturing in the U.S. is in sharp decline and has
fallen below manufacturing performance in Germany and Japan. The objective of
our project has been to determine relative manufacturing performance and to
explain whatever dtiferences we found.

Q

We focused again on productivity because it is the most fundamental
measure of economic performance. Productivity is the ra”tiobetween the outputs of
goods and services and the inputs of resources used to produce them. On the
national level, productivity is an important indicator of the economic strength of a
nation. For any level of employment, the higher the productivity, the higher the
living standards. Increased productivity is the engine driving economic growth that
provides society with addhional goods and services for consumption and
investment including public and social services.
This report consists of three chapters and an Executive Summary. Chapter 1
describes our objectives and approach for the project. Chapter 2 includes our nine
manufacturing industry case studies. Each case study gives the restits of our
productivity calculations and discusses the reasons for the differences we fo~d.
~
Each case is preceded by a one-page summary of the results of the case. Readers
more interested in our general resdts and less interested in the specifics of some or
all of the cases may chose to read tie summary rather than the entire case.
Chapter 3 presents a synthesis of our findings includlng our overall conclusions and
their implications for policy and for corporations.
The undertaking of this project is part of the fdfillment of the McKinsey
Global Institute’s mission to help business leaders (1) understand global economic
developments; (2) improve the performance of their corporations, and (3) work for
better national and international policies. The working team for this project
consisted of a core group of three McKinsey consultants transferred from their home
offices to the Global ktitute and a group of McKinsey sector experts. The Global
Institute consultants and their areas of specialization were Hans Gersbach (Ztiich) -
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1 Service Sector Productivityy, McKinsey Global Institute, Washington, D.C.,
October 1992.
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cars, auto parts, food processing, beer, and soap and detergent; Tom Jansen.
(Toronto) - steel and metalworking; Koji Sakate (Tokyo) - computers and consumer
electronics. Hans Gersbach was the day-to-day project manager. The sector experts
were Craig Mexander (Boston) - soap and detergent; Leon Masiewicki (San
Francisco) - beer; Glenn Mercer (Cleveland) - autos and auto parts; Mike Nevens
(San Jose) - consumer electronics; Lou Schorsch (Chicago) - steel; Lothar Stein
(Munich) - computers; Dorothea Velikonja (Brussels) - steel; and Steve Walleck
(Cleveland) - metalworking. In addition, Kathy Huang, Omar Totian, and Eric
Zitzewitz provided analytical support, and Omar Todan shared responsibility for
the processed food case study. Administrative support was provided by Ronni
Brownlee, Erika Kumoto and Rebecca Wright, and the graphic production team was
led by Ralph Romano (Washington).
We were fortunate to have the same Advisory Committee for this project
that we had for the Service Sector Productivity Project. The Advisory Committee
was chaired by Bob Solow, MIT and consisted in addition of Martin Baily, The
Brookings Institution and The University of Maryland; Francis Bator, Harvard
University; and Ted Hall, McKinsey. The wor~ng team had 4 all-day meetings with
the Advisory Committee to review progress during the course of the project.
Halfway through the project, Martin Baily joined the working team as a McKinsey
Global Institute Fellow on a ffl-tirne sabbatical. As such, he shared the project
direction responsibility with me. At the drafting stage of the report, Francis Bator
dedicated time to reviewing the objectives and approach chapter, the synthesis
chapter, and a prototype case study. He also contributed extensively to the drafting
of the executive summary. Bob Solow and Ted Hall provided frequent comments
throughout the effort including specific reviews of the synthesis chapter. Bart van
Ark and Dlrk Pilat participated in the Advisory Committee meetings and provided
advice and analytical support in our use of the Census of Manufacturing, which was
the database providing the starting point for our work. In addition, Fred GIu*,
Managing Director, McKinsey & Company, Inc. and Heino Fassbender (McKinsey
Germany) participated in the meetings with the Advisory Committee.
Throughout the conduct of this project we benefited from the utique
worldwide perspective and knowledge of McKinsey constitants on economic
performance in the manufacturing industries investigated in our case studies.
McKinsey sector leaders provided inputs to our case studies and reviewed our
results. Their names are given following this preface. In addition, we would like to
recognize the contributions of McKinsey consulting teams worldwide who provided
us with invaluable information on the structure, dynamics and performance of all
the industries we studied, while at the same time, preserving the confidentiality of
information about specific McKinsey clients.
Bill Lewis
Director of the McKinsey Global Institute
October 1993
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Recent labor productivity calcdations for manufacturing taken as a whole
show that the productivity of operations in the U.S. is higher than in Germany and
Japan and that Germany and Japan are closely matched. The common perception,
however, is that manufacturing productivity in the U.S. has fallen behind
productivity @ Germany and Japan.
To find out which view is correct and what the reasons are for productivity
differences, the McKinsey Global Institute has made a study of labor productivity in
nine manufacturing industries: autos, auto parts, metalworking, steel, computers,
consumer electronics, soap and detergent, beer and processed food. Our prinapal
findings are:
Large differences in productivity exist at the industry level - generally not
restiting from mere differences in capital.
Absent governmental and. private restraints on competition, corporate
managers cotid si@ficantly improve manufacturing productivity in all
three countries by adopting “best practice” processes at home, and sending
them abroad. Companies in all three of these countries have already
accomplished substantial adoption and transfer of best practice; however,
much remains to be done.
PRODUCITVITY FINDINGS
Exhibit S-1 shows that
T h metalworking and steel production, labor productivity in Germany has
caught up with labor productivity in the U.S., but in the other seven
industries we studied, productivity in Germany is still lower. These
results include adjustments for differences in the business cycle and
differences in product quality.
T k five of the case studies – autos, auto parts, metalworking, steel, and
consumer electronics - labor productivity in Japan is significantly higher
than in the U.S. (by 45 percent in steel in 1990). In the other four
industries - computers, soap and detergent, beer, and food processing Japan is behind, by large margins in beer and processed food. Because
more Japanese are employed in producing food than in producing steel,
cars, auto parts and metalworks combined, the weighted average of
Japanese worker productivity in our nine case studies, taken together, is
only 83 percent of that in the U. S., and only a little higher than in
Germany.
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In five cases - autos, auto parts, steel, consumer electronics, and beer labor productivity in Japan ismuchhigher thanin Germany. Inthe other
four cases, productivity in Japan is higher in three- metalworking,
computer, tid soap and detergent- fid significantly lower in food
processing. Again, because of the Iargenumber of Japanese employed in
food processing, the “weighted average of labor productivity in Japan for
our nine case studies is ordy slightly higher than in Germany.
Exhibit S-2 shows relative labor productivity @ Japan compared to the U.S. in
all nine of the industries we studied, with the width of the bars proportional to the
number of Japanese workers employed in each. Evidently, “Japanese manufacturing
exhibits the attributes of a “dual economy} with state-of-the-art” industrial processes
and craft processes side by side. (Our case studies suggest no such dual economy for
manufacturing in Germany since beer represents only 3 percent of employment in
our case studies.)
***

Witi technological know-how and capital essentially fully mobile among
Germany, Japan and the U.S., and with workers in those three market .econornies
not significantly different in educational attainment and health, one wodd expect
that by 1990-45 years after World War II - productivity in those tiee countries
wodd be closely matched. To understand why that is not the case - and to ducover
whether the observed large differences in labor productivity within each of these
industries offer opportunities for the followers to catch up -we have investigated
the causes of productivity differences within each of our nine industries.
WHY PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES PERSIST?
How much physical output a worker produces, on average, in an hour’s
work, depends on (1) what the output is, (2) the worker’s motivation and skill,
(3) the technology, plant, and equipment in use, as well as the parts and raw
materials, (4) the scale of production, (5) how easy the product is to manufacture,
and (6) how the many tasks of production are organized in detail.
Exhibit S-3 summarizes our findings about what seems to matter in each of
the nine industries we studied.
We have seen the decisive role played by “design for manufacturing” and
the “organization of functions and tasks” in the efficient production of
autos and auto parts, and the important role they play in explaining
productivity differences also in the consumer electronics and
metalworking industries. How, the work is organized in detail, and the
manufacturability of the product, largely explain why workers in the
Japanese auto industiy are more productive than in the U.S., and much
more productive than in Germany.

Exhibt S -3
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Technology, machinery and plant, and scale are important in
metalworking and steel, and in a different way, in food processing in Japan
and the production of beer in Germany. In the latter two industries, small
scale, craft methods prevaiL Consequently, labor productivity is very low.

T

Among Germany, Japan, and the U.S., differences in workers’ basic skills
do not appear to play an important role in explaining differences in
productivity in any of our nine industries. Leading edge producers have
successfdly transferred their home-based processes to production facilities
in all three countries.

Most, if not all of the things that cause significant differences in productivity
are subject to choice by managers. That is certairdy the case when it comes to the
manufacturability of the product (“design for man~acturing”) and how the work
place is organized. Yet great differences persist.
Why mamgers at the leading edge first adopt the methods they use, we have
not attempted to explain in detaiL However, we find that virtually all the leaders
are now competing with the best external and interml producers and that they are
condmdng to improve their productivity at a rapid pace. We also find that in the
computer, soap and detergent, food and beer industries, productivity leadership has
not changed but has remained in the U.S. for a long time. However, in the other
five cases (autos, auto parts, metalworking, steel and consumer electronics),
operations in Japan overtook competitors in productivity within the last two
decades. Prior to becoming productivity leaders, most of these industries in Japan
were competing against their best external producers in Europe and the U.S. They
became leaders by developing and implementing revolutionary innovations. Such
innovation may have been triggered by exposure to the productivity leaders, but we
cannot be sure of this point from our case studies.
Our case studies do throw light on why other manufacturers M other
countries (or even at home) have failed quickly to follow the leaders. We find that
the intensity of competition to which mamgers are exposed and, more specifically,
the degree to which they are faced by direct competition from producers on the
leading edge, matters a great deal.
To illustrate

Direct competition from leading edge auto producers in Japan has caused
the exposed U.S. auto industry to respond in kind. The German auto
industry,, largely sheltered from Japanese competition, has not –
productivity in the German industry is significantly lower than that in
both Japan and the U.S.
Food production in Japan; sheltered from leading edge producers abroad,
has failed to modernize. Clearly domestic competition has not sufficed to
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force the consolidation that wodd be necessary to achieve high
productivity.
h contrast to autos and food, computer producers in all three countries
(with the exception of a small segment in Germany) have been fly
exposed to competition worldwide. The differences in labor productivity
are smti.
Exhibit S-4 plots relative productivity (relative to the industry leader) against
an index of the degree to which a national industry which is a productivity follower
is exposed to leading-edge competition worldwide (globalization index). The
evidence supports the hypothesis that in stirmdating productivity advance, global
competition matters a lot.
IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

e

For manufacturers, exposure to competition worldwide depends on the laws
and regdations that govern investment and trade. Our hypothesis that such global
exposure profoundly affects the mamgement decisions on which productivity
depends implies, therefore, that barriers to trade and to foreign direct investment
will profoundly affect productivity. Such barriers for autos are especially important
because efforts to improve productivity h this industry spill over to auto parts,
metalworking and steel.
Our analysis suggests that foreign direct investment (transplants) has been a
more powerful way of improving productivity than trade has been, espeaally in
Germany and the U.S. (Exhibit S-5). Transplants from leading edge producers:
(1) directly contribute to higher levels of domestic productivity, (2) prove that
leading edge productivity can be achieved with local labor and many local inputs,
(3) put competitive pressure on other domestic producers, and (4) transfer
knowledge of best practice to other domestic producers through the natural
movement of persomel. Moreover, foreign direct investment has provoked less
political opposition than trade because it creates jobs instead of destroying them.
~us, foreign direct investment is likely to grow faster than trade.
It is especially important that re@ations and their interpretation and
implementation not hinder the establishment of transplants. Also, the market for
corporate control shodd allow the entry of productivity leaders through mergers,
acquisitions, and joint ventures. We find the entry of productivity leaders to be
easier in these respects in the U.S. than in Germany and Japan.

o

A question remains whether tem~o rary protection from foreign competition
might not have a positive effect on. a domestic industry’s performance by providing
it with time to reform. In principle, the answer could go either way. But on the
evidence we find that in only one industry in one country has trade protection led
to improved productivity in existing facilities (car production in the United States).

1
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The VRA on Japanese car imports in the United States did provide Chrysler and
Ford with the time they needed to become competitive with Japan. We found no
other recent example.
Granted, if one goes back far enough, there are others. The Japanese
government’s protection of its “infant” auto, computer, metalworking and
consumer electronics industries very likely helped those industries develop to the
point where they codd compete on their own. Moreover, in knowledge-intensive
industries like computers and metalworking, the Japanese government used the
power of market access to require the tiansfer of technology to companies in Japan,
thereby increasing domestic and eventually global competition. But, as a general
rule, protection, once given, is hard to withdraw. Persisting ineffiaency is its most
likely result.
We do find evidence that transplants contribute to productivity
improvement. To the degree that trade restrictions encouraged forei~ companies
to shift production to the United States -in metalworking, steel, cars and consumer
electronics, the resdt was an improvement in American productivity. But in our
opinion, the impact of these trade restrictions on corporate decisiom was small.

9

As a rough indicator of the “global exposure” of the productivity fo~owers in
Germany, Japan and the United States, we sorted the data points on Exhibit S-4 by
country and calculated the average for each country by weighting each industry by its
employment (Exhibit S-6). Measured by that index for the nine industries, the
followers in the U.S. appear to be the most exposed to global competition and
consequently closest to the leader. On average, followers in Germany face
considerably less exposure and Japan has very little. The resdt for Japan is heavily
determined by food processing, whifi employs a lot of people but is not exposed at
all. This result suggests that the most significant opportunities for policy changes
leading to improved productivity are ~ Germany and Japan.
IMPLICA~ONS

FOR CORPORATIONS

We observed several cases of successful transfer or acquisition of best practices
across the countries we studied. However, as long as there remain large
international differences in productivity in an industry, as is the case in eight of our
nine industries, further opportunities exist for leading-edge producers and
followers. Leadirig edge producers could increase profits by raising labor
productivity (and standards of living) in other cou ntries by transferring their
methods abroad. For the followers, the fact that they follow is both an opportunity
and a threat an opportunity because copying best practice is a lot easier than.
imovating; a threat, because government protection or even local customer loyalty,
are not a reliable foundation for long term good health. What will happen to the

6
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~‘ German auto industry when Japanese transplants in the U.K. start exporting cars in
large numbers to continental Europe? Merely doing all right against cWrent
competition is not a sufficient test.

*

CHAPTER k OBJE-S

AND APPROACH

In this chapter we describe our motivation, objectives and approach for
studying manufacturing productivity and relate our work to the research we began
alxnost 2 years ago on service sector productivity. Our objective for both studies has
been to understand a fundainental measure of economic performance productivity - and identify the reaso~ for differences in productivity across the
Triad.
WHY MANUFACTURING

PRODU~VI’IY?

Productivity is the ratio of the output of goods and services to the input of
resources used to produce them. On the national level, productivity .is an important
indicator of economic strength; for any level of employment, the higher
productivity, the higher the population’s material living standards.
National Productivity

@

The best aggregate measure. of the material living standard of a nation is gross
domestic product (GDP) per capita. To compare GDP across countries, the OECD
converts national currencies into a common currency using purchasing power
parity exchange rates. The aggregate OECD data shows that 1990 GDP per capita in
the U.S. was 14 percentage points greater than in West Germany, 18 percentage
points greater than in Japan, 19 percentage points greater than in France, and
27 percentage points greater than in the U.K., when measured in utits of equal
purchasing power (Exhibit l-l). These are somewhat surprising facts, partly because
they contradict the commonly held view that the U.S. has fallen behind, and partly
because in a world where technology and capital are fully mobile among advanced
market economies, the common expectation has been that an almost perfect
convergence of productivities would have occurred by now. In 1945, the U.S. GDP
per capita was much higher than in Europe and Japan. However, even half a
century later, most countries have not yet caught up. While rebuilding and
matching best practices is easier than pushing out the frontier, it is still a long, slow
process.
Exhibit 1-2 shows how per capita income has evolved since 1950. We see that
although France, Germany, Japan, and the U.K. initially converged towards the U.S.
level during this period, the convergence has slowed or stopped since 1980.

@

One reason for some of the remaiting differences in per capita incomes is
that more people work in the U.S. than in most other countries. The two-income
family has become increasingly common in the U.S. but remains less so in Europe.
Thus, the number of people employed as a fraction of the total population is higher
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in the U.S. than in Germany and France (Exhibit 1-3). The difference in incomes for
these two countries and the U.S. rem~
significant, however, even if we look at
output per employed person (Exhibit 1-4).
To get at the effiaency with which labor is used, a further adjustment can be
made to take account of the fact that the length of the standard work week and
vacations vary from country to country. Workers in Japan average more hours at
work per year than those in the U.S., who in turn, generally have less vacation time
than workers in .Europe. h general, such m adjustment wodd further increase
measured differences between Japan and the U.S. and reduce We difference between
the U.S. and France or Germany. Becatie hours worked are not collected on a
comparable basis across these economies, there remains some uncertainty over
comparative national data in terms of output per hour. Moreover, we concluded
that the measurement of output in the government, education, health and real
estate sectors (“non-market sectors”) was now virtually impossible. Thus,
productivity measures which include these components were suspect. In trying to
resolve this uncertainty, we mrrowed our focus to just the market sectors and
examined differences in productivity. Removing the norunarket components, we
estimated the relative productivities of France, Germany, Japan, we U.K. and the
U.S. The resdting comparison for 1988, based on the 1990 PPP benchmark and fdltime equivalent employment, is illustrated in Exhibit 1-4. In all cases the estimated
relative productivities are lower for the market sectors than for the overa~
economies, with Japan showing the largest difference. After all these adjustments,
the U.S. market sector remains the highest among the major industrial countries.
What explains tie remaining differences? Dividing the economy into
services and manufacturing, our first conjecture was that the answer codd be found
in the service sector, since-services dominate both employment and output.
Service Sector Productivity
A clear picture of service sector performance codd not be easily obtained
from official sources. Therefore, we took a detailed, bottom-up look at the market
part of tie service sector. We followed a case study approach for five industries,
using McKinsey information to make adjustments to existing data and to achieve
consistency. The “sample of five service industries, airlines, retail ba~ing,
restaurants, general merchandise retailing, and telecommunications, comprised
21 percent of market services (Exhibit 1-5). If we were going to find evidence that
contradicted the differences suggested at the aggregate level, we wodd expect to find
them in services. We found no such evidence.
Exhibit 1-6 summarizes the labor productivity results for the five service
sector case studies and compares these restits with the productivity results for the
market part of the GDP. Our cases show that the U.S. has higher productivity in
most sectors; the only exception to this general finding lies in the restaurant
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industry. The ma@tude of the differences implied by the sector and industry
results is consistent with the differences at the market GDP level in each country.

To identify possible steps to improve productivity performance, we needed to
better understand the reasona for the productivity differences in service industries.
Labor productivity is a function of the available technology, the advantages and
disadvantages of large scale, labor skill, capital ~tensity, output mix and how
workers are, combined with the other inputs to produce output. We call this last
category the organization of functions and tasks. Many of the above determinants of
productivity, especially the organization of functions and tasks, are the result of
choices made by management.
By the process of elimination we “concluded that at the level of the production
process, the organization of labor was crucial in three of our cases. In contrast,
differences in capital intensity and scale of operations played a surprisingly small
role in explaining the productivity gaps. And differences in the mix of services
provided by each industry had only limited explanatory power.

*

On higher levels of causality, we concluded that me most important
differences across countries reflect how managers respond to the environment.
Competitive intensity powerfully influences mamgement behavior. Thus, in
evaluating the reason for the higher U.S. productivity levels shown for the service
i,ndustry case studies, we find the effect of competition on mamgement behavior to
be the likely principal cause. Competitive pressures on service companies operating
in the U.S. are greater *an in the other countries.
Lower competitive intensity in these five service industries in Europe and
Japan is mainly the result of regulation and policy, particularly in the airline and
telecommunications industries where state ownership prevails. Thus, we
concluded that differences in labor productivity in these cases are ultimately caused
by differences in economic policy and regulation, especially as these affect freedom
of entry and pricing.
Manufacturing

Productivity

The productivity results of the service sector case studies supported the
differences suggested at the aggregate level. We then turned to the other substantial
sector in the economy, manufactiing, which is frequently a topic of public debate,
as some people believe this sector plays a disproportionate role in the development
of imovations and strategic technologies.
The Manufactu rinv Se ctor

o

The share of total employment and total value added in manufacturing is
very different across countries. As Exhibit 1-7 shows, in the market sectors in the
U.S., manufacturing accounts for only half of the value added of the service sector.
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Both sectors contribute roughly the same amount in Germany, and Japan is in
““ between.

a“

The relative importance of manufacturing, comtruction, mining and utilities
as sources of employment have declined slightly since the 1950s in the U.S. and
Germany, but substantially increased in Japan (Exhibit 1-8). This development in
the U.S. has come to be described as “de-industrialization: whereby traditional
manufactiing is said to be gradually replaced by rapidly growing service industries.
Looking at the branches within manufacturing, we see that job growth was largely
stagnant or shrinking in most sectors in Germany and the U.S. (Exhibit 1-9). The
substantial increase in employment in the machinery and equipment se~or in
Japan led to a 13 percent overall ticrease in its manufacturing employment.
Changes in employment have otherwise been relatively small across branches in all
three countries.
Manufactured goods account for the majority of exports and ‘tiports ti
Germany, Japan and the U.S. (well over 70 percent for the U.S.). However, focusing
exclusively on traded goods, such as autos, can be misleading since much of the
manufacturing sector is not traded. Exhibit 1-10, which presents the intensity of
trade flows between Japan and the U.S. in manufacturing, illustrates this point.
Very little trade occurs between the U.S. and Japan in the majority of manufacturing
ti”dustries (labeled “other manufacturing”).
@

Manufacturing sales include value added from services; the manufacturing
sector buys a lot of its inputs from services, and the distribution of manufactured
goods is also part of the activities counted in the service sector. Using the U.S.
manufacturing sector as an example, we find that 47 percent of the value of sales of
industrial goods (at point-of-sale) is created by services, due to both service inputs to
manufacturing (e.g., design, software, etc.); and distribution (e.g., advertising,
transportation, etc.) (Exhibit 1-11). This resdt shows that a large number of service
sector jobs and activities depend upon the demand for manufacturing activities and
vice versa.
. .

.Productiv 1tv Stud ies Results
Since 1950, manufactiing productivity levels in Germany and Japan have
converged toward that of the U.S., which is consistent with the classical catch-up
hypothesis which says that aggregate productivity differences among industrialized
countries should disappear over time (Exhibit 1-12). However, similar to the GDP
per capita “tiends, Germany has not continued to gain on the productivity leader
since 1980, and has had a lower productivity growth rate over this period.

e’

There have been many international studies on manufacturing productivity
and some insightful new work is becoming available. A sample of estimates from
various cross-country comparisons agree on the rank order of manufacturing
productivity levels for Germany, Japan and, the U.S., but there is considerable
disagreement over the magnitude of the gap (Exhibit 1-13). T:e van Ark/Pflat (1993)
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resrdt suggests that German operations are within 20 percent of the U.S. level, but a
study by Dollar and Wolff (1993) reports that the same operations are only half as
productive at the end of the 1980S. There is also no consistency as to whether
Germany or Japan is closer to the U.S. in manufacturing productivity. Furthermore,
the changes in relative productivity levels over time are not My consistent. In
some studies Japan shows some convergence towards the U.S., whereas other
restits suggest an almost constant gap. Although all restits show that German
productivity in marcufactiing has slipped in the 1980s, the degree varies somewhat.
One explamtion for the differing resdts is that the studies used two different
approaches (Exhibit 1-14). The first approach converts currenaes with (a selection
of) purcbsing power parities (PPPs) used for productivity comparison of the
overall economy or the market economy. This PPP is based on final expenditures,
and therefore, on price comparisons for specified consumption goods, final services
and investment. The approach is now widely used for international comparisons of
per capita income and productivity, and was applied by the OECD, Hooper and
Larin, and Dollar and Wolff for the manufacturing sector. However, this approach
suffers from various shortcomings. First, expenditure prices include retail and
distribution margins which may be different across countries and which are not part
of manufacturing output. Second, expenditie PPPs fail to take into account
differences in the prices of imports, raw materials, and parta and components, which
in some industries form a substantial” portion of manufacturing output. Third,
exports are excluded and imports are included in expenditure PPPs.
The second approach, applied by van Ark and Pilat (1993)1, is based on data
from the Census of Manufactures of different countries. This data is used to
construct PPP exchange rates for specific manufacturing industries “at the factory
gate.” This so-called “industry of origin” method creates a PPP which can be used to
convert all of the output of an industry into a common currency. An industry of
origin PPP, or more briefly, an industry PPP, represents the number of units of
different currencies needed to purchase an equivalent amount of an industry’s
output. To obtain valid industry PPPs, however, one has to match products that are
comparable in terms of quality and variety. This is not easy to do with publicly
available data, since the Census carries only product groups such as “diesel engines,”
and diesel engines may differ considerably across countries because of variations in
types and sizes.
Manufacturing Productivity
Results at the Branch Level
We looked at, the van Ark and Pilat work on relative productivity levels for
selected branches of manufacturing industries in 1990. As Exhibit 1-15

1

van Ark, Bart and DirkP]lat. “CrossCountryProductivityLevels Differencesand
Paperson Economic
Actioi&:Microecotcomics,
2: 1993; (forthcoming).
Causes: Broobrcgs
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demonstrates, their work indicates that the higher level of productivity for U.S.
production does not apply tiorrnly
to the individual industries within
manufacturing. Thelevel ofproductivity inseveral Japanese induatry categories is
similar to, orevenhigher than, that of the U.S. (e.g., thetranaport and machinery
branch). Therelative productivity levels of thernanufacturing branchesh"
Germany reveal a more uniform picture. Although aggregate manufacturing
productivity levels may differ by modest amounts between Germany and Japan,
Exhibit 1-15 suggests that aggregate numbers do not provide a very complete picture
of these economies. With widely varying industry productivity levels, there are few
industries in Japan close to the aggregate relative productivity level.
Causes of Manufacturing
Productivity Differences
Van Ark and Pilat (1993) investigated the causes for the productivity
d~ferences they found by looking into four factors. Exhibit 1-16 presents their
resuhs and helps explain part of the productivity gap between Japan and the U.S.
However, because capital intensity and plant size cannot be separated, we can ordy
estimate a range for the amount of productivity gap that can be explained.
Comparing Germany and the U.S., the four factors have no explamtory effect nor do
they suggest reasons why the productivity gap should be as large as it is. (See
Appendix I for a summary of some related economic studies on productivity.)
It was clear to us that further analysis at a more disaggregated level was
required to explain the observed differences, partictiarly since these countries’
industry-by-industry rank orderings are not uniform. Only at that level did we
think we wotid find causes that could be helpfd to policymakers and managers.
OBJECTIVES OF OUR STUDY
We chose Germany, Japan and the U.S. for our study because a very large
share of manufacturing is located in these cowtries. The manufacturing sectors of
these countries dominate worldwide production and international trade of
manufactured goods, accounting for approximately 50 percent of the world’s
production and about one third of international trade in manufactured goods in
1988. However, one shotid not come away from this study with the impression
that all leading edge manufacturing has originated in these three countries.
ComPaNes located in several other countries have contributed substantially .to the
development of the industries studied.
Since international productivity comparisons rely on the consistency of input
and output data, and on the accuracy of the PPP, the large differences in national
productivity estimates leave considerable uncertainty about the relative
manufacturing productivity levels of Germany, Japan and the United States.
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Therefore, to improve our understanding of relative productivities and to
understand the reasom for the @erences, we looked closely at specific industries.
We conducted nine case studies with three objectives in mind (1) to
understand the relative performance of manufacturing facilities located in
Germany, Japan and the U.S.; (2) to identify the causes of the observed differences in
the industries studied; and (3] to draw implications for policy and corporate strategy.
We used the case study method to both test existing stidies on manufactiing
productivity and develop our own understanding of the aggregate productivity
differences. We focused exclusively on calculating the productivity of labor.
However, labor productivity is not a complete measure of productivity; in we cases
where capital productivity is important, we provide discussions on capital intensity
and ita impact on productivity.
Identi~lng Causes of
Productivity Differences

*

There is a direct connection between the productivity of an economy and the
living standards of the citizens that live and work in that economy. It is troubling,
therefore, that the economics literature has not provided fully satisfactory
explanations of why produc.tivi~” grows over time within countries, or tie related
question of why productivity varies across countries at a point in time. Numerous
economic studies have investigated the contributions to productivity that derive
from capital, education, technology and other factors. Nevertheless, there is no
consensus explanation of productivity differences in the literature and many
economists regard both the sources of productivity growth over time and the
reasona for dtiferent productivity levels as being, in large part, mysteries.
The focus of our productivity studies has been on differences in the levels of
productivity within particular industries among operations in Germany, Japan and
the U.S. Like others, we have found that large productivity differences persist across
the Triad, which deepena the sense of mystery. With technological know-how and
capital essentially fully mobile among Germany, Japan and the U.S., one wodd
expect that by 1990,45 years after World War II, productivity in these three countries
wotid be closely matched. To understand why this is not the case, and to discover
whether the observed large differences in labor productivity within each of these
industries offer opportunities for followers to catch up, we have investigated the
causes of productivity differences within each of the industries studied.
We did not expect to solve tie productivity mystery in this project, but we
hope to have made a contribution to its solution. In particular, we sought a better
understanding of the role of technology, physical and intellectual capital, and the
organization of functions and tasks in manufacturing productivity. On a higher
level of causality we also analyzed how industry stiucture and conduct influences
management decision-making. Our experience in the service sector study suggested

*

PRODU~
THE MEASUREMENT

AND
OF OUTPUT

Productivityreflectsthe efficiencywith whichresourcesare used to create value in the
marketplace.It is measuredby computingtheratio of outputto input. For example,average
laborproductivitycan be definedas the ratioof tie ou@ut producedina countryor an industry
to thenumberof hoursworkedto produceit. Mcdties in measuringproductivityariseboth
horn the outputand inputsidea. As such,it is oftennecessaryto use differentvariantsof
productivity,dependingon the availabilityand accuracy of data.
With respectto output, here are threebasicmeasurementapproacheswhichcan be takm
physicalunits,value added, and gross output, Whilephysicatoutputis the preferredmeasure,
it is not alwaysfeasibleto comparephysicaloutput due to productvariety as wellas
dfierences in qtilty. Thisapproachalso requiresthat one have data from the same part of
thevaluechainin everycountry;in somecountriesan industrymay simplyassembleproducts
whilein othersit may producethem tim raw rnaterMs. Physicalmeasureswould tend to
overestimatetie productivityof the former,as leaslaborwotid be requiredto producethe sanu:
mowt of output. me ordymse in thissmdywherethisissuewas not a problemwas thebeer
industry– litersof beerweretakenas the measureof output.
An alternativeapproachto physicaloutputis to use value added. Thisis tie approach
takenin all of the case studiesexceptbeer and food. Here valueadded is definedrougfdyas
factory-gategross outputlesspurchasedmaterialsand energy. The advantageof usingvalue
added is that it accountsfor differencesin verticalintegrationacross countries. Furthermore,it
accommodatesqualitydfiererrcesbetweenproducts,as higherqualitygoods norrnaltyreceive a,
price premiumwhich tr~slates into highervalue added. Onecomplicationarkes from the
factthat value addedis not denominatedin the samecurrencyacrosscountries. As a result,this
approachreqtires a mechanismto convertvalueaddedto a “commoncurrency,a topicwhich
willbe discussedina subsequentbox.

*

Thethirdapproach,and the one whichis appliedin tie focalcase study,is to use gross
output. Usingshipmentvaluesalso requiresthat one lookat the samepart of tie valuechain
acrosscowtie$. Furthermore,as witi vahreadded,a mechanismfor convertinggrossoutputto
a co~on currencyis needed. ~Is approachis normallyusedwhenthefirsttwo are not
feasibledue to the lackof data, as was the casewiti the processedfood study.

@
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that the degree of competitive pressure helps explain productivity differences, and
we suspected that tie same is true in the manufacturing sector. Finally, we believe
that some of the explamtions for differences in productivity relate back to the
external env~onrnent in which industries operate. Governments everywhere are
concerned with creating the right environment for business success and economic
performance and finding the proper balance between market forces and government
re~ation,
and between consumer interests and producer interests.
Drawing

Implications

for

Policy and Corporate Strategy
We set two objectives when drawing our conclusions and implications. The
first dealt with the implications for poli~ What are the productivity losses and
gains associated with certain policies (e.g., trade, specific re@atiom, investment
rties, etc.)? Our second objective was to draw out implications for corporations by
answering the question How can compaties profitably take advantage of
productivity differences by acquiring or transferring best practices?
OUR APPROACH

o

To calculate productivity levels, we began with the methodology van Ark and
Pilat (1993) used to derive industry PPPs from the Census of Manufactures in
Germany, Japan and the U.S. The measurement of labor productivity requires
consistent output and input data and a way to transfer value added from one
currency into another. (See boxes on Output, Input and Currency Conversion for
more detail). Value added in a single currency shotid reflect measurable quality
differences for which customers are willing to pay a price premium (see box entitled
“Productivity and the Measurement of Quality”).
We focused on labor as our input measure, and other input factors which
influence labor productivity were treated as causal factors. The reasons for singling
out labor are as follows. First, labor is the most important input factor in terms of
share of output; second, labor productivity is closely comected to living standards;
third, measures of productivity which include other factors, such as total factor
productivity, are very hard to estimate.
Sources

*

of Data

After starting our project, we realized that we would need to considerably
improve the census data. The industry PPPs derived by van Ark and Pilat from the
Census of Manufactures were not sufficient for productivity comparisons at the
industry level because of quality and mix differences within product groups.
Moreover, the employment and value-added data for these three countries are not
folly consistent. Two basic steps, described further in Appendix II, were needed to

PRODU~
AND
THEMEASURWENTOF INPUTS
Outputper unitof laboris a commordyusedmeasureof productivity,and it is the me~od
we adoptedin @ report. Thereare two basicways to do this. Thefirstis to measureou~ut
per employee.while this is normallythe easiestmethod,it has a numberof drawbacks,the
majoronesbeingtit it doesnot accountfor differencesin part-timelaboror for differencesin
hoursworkedby M-time labor. As such,the’alternativewas usedhere outputper hour
worked. In additionto avoidingtie aboveproblems,it betterreflectsthe cost s~cture of
manufacturingwheremostlaboris paidon an hourlybasisas opposedto a salary.
Anotherissuein laborinputmeasurementis whetherto incorporateskilldfierences
duectly. %metirn= in productivityanalysisa skilledor educatedworker is countedas being
equivalentto more h
one unskilledworker. We have not followedthisapproach,preferring
to see skilldifferencesas a possiblecause of producdvitydfierences. We followedthe same
approachwith otherinputsto the productionprocess.
Average labor productivityis commonin the literatureof productivityanalysis,because
laboris the pdrnaryfactorin valueaddedin most industriesand for GDPas a whole. me
compensationof laborrepresentsabouttwo-thirdsof GDP. bbor is immobilerelativeto
capitaland is associatedwith geography,thus makingit a key factor in the choiceof
productionsites. Butnot all productivityanalysisfocuseson laborproductivity. A dfiererd
measure of productivityis total factor productivity(also calfedmultifactorproductivity).
Thisis computedas the ratio of outputto an indexof bothcapi!aland laborinputsrather than
just laboralone. Its advantageis thatit explicitlyincorporatesthe contributionof capitalto
theproductionof output,wherecapitalis the stockof machineryand structures,and in some
cases, the stock of R&Dand human skillcapital,too. Its disadvantageis that it is much
harder to computethan average laborproductivity. Findingconsistentdata on capitaland ita
contributionto outputfor severalcountriesis tricky.
Althoughwe choseto use laborproductivityrather than totalfactor productivityfor our
analyses,we did not ignorethe contributionof other inputsto production.We re~ie hat labor
productivitycm increasebecauseof increasesin the amountof capitalusedby eachworker,
improvementsin technology,mgement and”organization,or advancesin the skillsof the
workforce..We have includedtheseaapec~of tie productionprocessin our caumlity
frameworkfor explainingproductivitydifferences.Averagelaborproductivityis our
productivitymeasure,butwe recognizethecontributionsof otherinputsas causalfactorsinour
discussionof the results.

CURRENCYCONWRSION
(INDUSTRYPUR~ING
POWRRPARITY)
Oneway to compareoutputvaluesindfffererdcountriesis simplyto convert&em to a
commoncurrencyusingmarketexchangerates. Tocomparetheoutputof tie Germanand U.S.
steelindustriesin 1990, for example,the average exchangerate in 1990 betweenthe doliar and
tu cunvertGoutputinDMtudub, .r viceversa. If this
tli~titti~i DM& be.+
procedureis used,however,comparisonsof outputwillbe biasedby fluctuationsin the exchange
rate. In 19SS,when the dollm.wasvery high,\U.S.outputwould have lookedparticularly
large. In 1987,however,the dollartiled
and usingexchangerates wodd have producedthe
oPPositeres~t. ThisprOblemmakesthe use of exchangerates questionable,A bettermethodof
conversionis to use purchasingpowerparities(PPPs). Ideally,one wodd liketo have a specific
PPP for theindus~ underexarnination,calledan industryPPP,,whichcomparesthe unitprices
at the factorygate of comparableproductsacrosscountriesinan industry.
We usedcomparableproductsproducedbythe manufacturingoperationsof thegivffl
industryin all”~ counties, suchas a personalcomputerwithcertainattributesor a ton of
steelof a certaintype, for example. Supposethe factorygate priceof a computerin the U.S.
was $6,000,whilethe priceof the samecomputerin Germanywas 12,000DM. me PPP in this
casewodd be 2 DMper 1 U.S.$. Thepriceof tie standarditemin DMin relationto the pricein
dollarsgivesa PPP exchangerate for the industryfor the U.S.-Germanycomparisonand
similarlyfor the Japan-U.S.comparison. Wherewe had severalstandardproductsin the same
industry,we weightedthe individualproductPPPsto constructan averagePPP exchangerate
for the industryas a whole.
IndustryPPPsare oftenvery dtiferentfrom marketexchangerates,even thoughone might
expectthem to be similar. Afterall, if unequal,someonecan buy a productin the U.S., takeit to
Germanyand sellit, thenchangethe moneyintodollarsand end up withmore dollarsthan the
productcost. A personcould,inprinciple,makea profitby exploitingthe discrepancybetween
PPP rates and currencyrates. Thissuggesb that internationaltrade shodd force market
ex@mge rates to ~ual PPP ra~s.
OnereasrmMISdoes not happenis that exchangeratesreflectnot ordyflowsof tiaded
goods, but also capitalflows. The reasonthat the U.S. dollarwas so high in 1985 was that
Klghinterestrates attracted a huge inflowof capitalthat drove the dollar up as foreign
investorspurchaseddollarsto investin the U.S. A secondreasonfor potentialdifferences
betweenPPPs and the exchangerate has to do withrelativepricingdifferencesacrosscountries.
While the exchange rate essentiallyis an avera$e price level for tie whole economy, relative
pricesbetweencountriescan differdramaticallyacrossindustries.InJapanthe priceof food
relativeto the price of cars is much higher than in the U.S.
A thirdreasonfor the divergencebetweenmarketexchangerates and industryPPP rates is
that rnanYcountrieshave,taxes, tariffsor nontariffbarriers. A 20 percentdifferencein pricefor
the samegoods in two differentcountriescan simplyreflectthefact that one of the coontries
has a 20 percentvalue-addedtax and the other does not. A finalreasonfor tie disparity
between,exchangerates and PPP ratesis that not all itemsare traded. A substantialportionof
manufacturedgwds is usuallynot tiaded,and eventiadablegoodsfaceobstaclesin theform of
tariffs,transportationcosts and other restrictionson trade, all of whichserve to preventfull
price equalization.

PRODU~
THEMEASUREMENTO~Q;AL~
Inorderto makemeanin~ productivitycompe
acrosscountries,adjustmentsmustbe
made for dfierences in qusfity. our procedureaccomplishesthisin the followingway. Firstwe
~ to comtructthefndusfryPPPsby comparingproductswherequalitydifferencesare not
significant. Wecompareliti productstoZ&productsfor that part of industry output where
thiswas possible. For example,we lookedat the producerpricesof a giventype of stml in the
threecountries(SWthe C~cy
Conversionbox in thischapterfor detailsof the PPP
corrstiction).
The firstissueof qualitythen arisesfor tiese comparableitems. Are they really of the
samequalitywhenwe compareacrosscountries?We decidedto assumequali~ was tie same
acrosscountriesunlessthere are dfierences that mwt the followingtivepart test. The
dfirences in qualityare: 1) recognizedby consumersand suchtiat they are willingto pay a
pricepremium;and 2) area resdt of dfierencesinthe productionprocess,and not of advertisfrig,
tradition,nationalism,differencesin information,etc.’We adjustour comparableproducb for
quaiityordyif the productdifferencesmeetthesetwo conditions;otier notionsof “quality”are
r~=ded as consumerpreferencediffermcwand ~eated as expbmato~ factorsfor productivity
differences.
To give examples We assumedthatGermanbeerand U.S.beerwere of the samequtity
evm thoughmanyobserversbelievethat Germanbeertastesbetter. Thisis becauseour experts
toldusthatin mostcasesU.S.or Germanbreweriescodd massproducebeerinGermanythat
tasteslikeexistingGermanbeer. Thusthis “qutity” dfierence fail~ the secondpart of the
two part test. In contrast,we assumedthatJapaneseautos were of higherqualitythanU.S.
autos of similarsizebecausewe had evidencethat U.S.consumerswithready accessto all
modelswere willingto pay a premiumfor the Japanew,autos;the quflltydfierences dso
involvedproductionprocessd]firences.
me secondstepinaccountingfor quti]tydifferenceacrosscountriesariseswithproducts
that are not comparable. We argue that, providedtie PPP has bem corrwtly estimatedfor the
standardproductsof theindustry,thereis no furtheradjustmentnecessaryto takeaccountof
specialtyproducts that are eitherhigher or lower in qualitythan the standardproducts., The
basisfor thisis that specialtyproductswillcommanda higheror lowerprice in the marketthan
the standardindustryproductsandwillconsequentlyadd moreor lessto valueaddedper unit
thanthe standardindustryproducts. Theprice syskm in marketeconomiesautomatically
providesa qualityadjustmentbecauseit reflectsvahreas perceivedby customers.
Ourprocedureis baseduponan idea similarto that of hedonicprices,whichrely on the
marketto revealthe value of productsattributesto consumers. It worksproperlyordyifthe
productsmade in an industryare closesubstitutesfor each other,the marketsare competitive
and customershaveUnrestrictedaccessto,theentireproductset. Theseconditionswillnot be
satisfiedcompletely,but usingthe pricesystemdoesgive us our bestavailableinformationand
we note in our causalanalysiswherewe thinkthe conditionsmaybe violated.
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We recognizealsothat customersmay vahreproductsdifferentlysimplyb-use they
perceiveand experienceproductsin diverseways,eventhoughthesedistinctionsare not basedon
measurableproductdifferences.Theseare generallydue to differencesin taste,advertising,
brandimage,traditionor custom,and Wormation. Productdifferencesof tils type can differ
substantiallyacrosscountriesandare frequentlyimportantin consumergmds, whereconsumer
perceptionsand brandimageare majorbuyingfactors. Productdifferentiationbaseduponthese
differencesin preferencescan alsoprovidevalueto customers,but thesedifferenceswere treated
as causalfactorsat the externalfactorslevelof the framework. Thesepreferencescan change
rapidlyas newinformationbecomesavailableor as newproductsare in@oducedand are often
the resultof advertisingand lessof the productionprocess.
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remedy these problems. First, we adjusted the Census of Manufactures data in detail
to make employment and value-added comparisons across countries consistent.
Second, we changed or constructed industry PPPs based on McKinsey expertise and
publicly available information.
Coverage of the
Manufacturing Sector
A sample of nine industries was selected tit comprise between 15 and
20 percent of employment and between 17 and 22 percent of value added of the
manufacturing sector in the three countries (Exhibits 1-17 to 1-19). The case studies
were selected on the basis of the following criteria. First, we tried to cover the entire
range of the manufacturing sector as broadly as possible. Second, we wanted to
include different types of manufacfiing production methods, including assembly
and process industries. Third, we only undertook case studies where McKinsey has
sufficient knowledge to understand and determine the causality of productivity
differences.
Framework for
Explaining Manufacturing
Productivity Differences
In order to identify and explain the causes of observed productivity
differences, we developed a framework that captures all major possible causes and
reflects their relationships to each other within a given hierarchy. This framework
proved useful and applicable in studying each of our nine industries and in
structuring our discussion of causality.
In constructing this framework, we distinguished three hierarchical levels of
causality (Exhibit 1-20). First, we concluded that the observed productivity
differences must have some proximate causes, meaning that operations in
Germany, for example, must do something different that makes output per hour
worked higher or lower relative to their counterparts in Japan or the U.S.
(Exhibit 1-21). The production process, which has the most immediate and direct
impact on labor productivity, includes the output (mix, variety and quality), the
production factors (capital, scale, design for manufacturing, basic skill of labor and
raw materials and parts), and the way in which the production factors are put
together in operations (capacity utilization and the organization of functions and
tasks). Second, we concluded that the differences at the production process level
were the restit of past and present industry structure and behavior which is
captured under the nature of competition. Third, we judged that competition and
the behavior of managers are heavily influenced by the external forces confronting
and constraining managers, in both the market and policy environment. We call
this third layer of causality “external factors.”
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The exterml factors include those elements which indirectly influence
productivi~. maketcon&tiom
(demmdfactors, relative kputprices/factor
availability and other industries) and policy and re~ation
(macroeconomic
condition, competition roles and concentration rules, corporate governance rties,
labor roles and unionism, and other re@ationa).
The framework is further
explained in Appendix III.
Generating
Hypotheses

and Testing

The calctiations starting from census data give the productivity differences to
be explained; then we asked McKinaey experts who work in the industries studied to
suggest explanationa for these productivity differences. Economic analysis provided
the basis for organizing the alternative hypotheses about productivity differences,
determining how these alternatives are interrelated and tesdng the hypotheses.
However, our approach was based much more on the macroeconomics of
competition among firms than most of the economics literature.

e

Testing and revising our hypotheses and assessing the relative importance of
the different causal factors were done through benchmarking studies, plant visits,
and multiple rounds of interviews with McKinaey constants
and active industry
managers. Through meetings and discussions and repeated reviews and revisiona
of the case studies, we have tried to resolve differences in points of view and to
bring in additional data or evidence from the business and economics literatures.
Although the focus of this report was productivity, we also took note of the
financial performance of the factories and companies we studied.
We recognize that we are not the first to combine business experts and
economists in an attempt to understand productivity differences; studies at leading
business schools have been made of various industries, especially the auto industry.
And we have made use of the insights these studies have provided. However, we
believe this project is broader than prior, similar work in that we studied nine
industries in three countries and ufllzed the experience and data generated by
McKinsey’s worldwide practice. The productivity data from census sources have
also provided valuable discipline when making comparisons of industry
performance.
The benchmarking studies that have been used in assessing hypotheses
consist of tie following key elements: (1) identifying the manufacturing and
managerial processes that need to be assessed, (2) selecting facilities for comparison
(these usually include smaller operations as well as the industry leaders),
(3) observing and measuring in detail how well these processes - and specific tasks
within processes – are performed, and (4) interpreting resdts. Prior McKinsey work
provided some benchmarking resdts for this study, and in some cases, the project
team members conducted small-scale benchmarking studies of their own, geared to
productivity differences.

11
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Based on the benchmarking studies, plant visits, interviews with industry
experts and Advisory Committee reviews, we have been able to make an assessment
of the causes of productivity ~erences
in manufactiing operations in these
industries across the three countries. In most case studies, the breakdown of the
overall difference is made qualitatively; we can distinguish the elements of the
framework which are the most important sources of difference from those less
important or unimportant. Although quantitative information at the company
level was frequently available to support our conclusions, we were able to show the
quantitative measures in only a few cases in order to preserve confidentiality.
Despite the fact that we”camot be sure that all potential biases have been eliminated,
OW.methodology involfig independent sources and an iterative review process
does try both to check whether our resdts are corrector not and to ensure
consistency.
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APPENDIX I

SOME PRIOR PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES
In recent years, there have been some attempts to isolate and analyze the
factors that account for observed producti~ty differences among countries in a
given year. A study by Davies and Caves (1987) attempted to analyze the
manufacturing, productivity gap between Britain and the United States during the
1970s on the basis of an estimated produdon function, using census-based
productivity estimates for 74 manufacturing industries in 1967 to 1968 and for
94 industries in 1977. They found that disrupted labor relations and low
management skills account for a large part of the British/American productivity
gap. More recently, Caves et al. (1992) carried out various studies comparing six
countries. by estimating the degree of technical ~efficiency (i.e., the amount of
inputs over the minimum required) as distinguished from allocative inefficiency
(i.e., ,tie wrong combination of inputs given their relative prices). The estimates
were again derived through regression analysis from estimated production
functions. Most of them refer to comparisons of changes in technical efficiency at
the national level.

9
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Dale Jorgenson with various co-authors have produced a range of papers on
the technology gap among Germany, Japan, and We U.S. They also make use of
production functions, but instead of using regression techniques, Jorgenson makes
use of highly-disaggregated data on output and on input of labor, capital, and
intermediate goods. According to one of their most recent publications, Jorgenson
and Kuroda (1992) found that the technology gap, which is the difference between
the productivity level in the U.S. and Japan after correction for the use of labor,
capital and intermediate inputs, was just over 10 percent in 1980. However, it
increased to over 50 percentage points in 1985. Although Japanese performance
continued to improve in some industries, it remained behind the U.S. in others.
Conrad (1992) found that Germany’s tetiology
performance deteriorated from an
advantage over the U.S. of 4 percentage points in 1980 to a disadvantage of
4 percentage points in 1986. (A selected bibliography for this report, as well as for the
case studies, is available upon request.)

*

flATIS~CAL SOURCESFORCOMPARISONS
OF WUFACI’URING PRODUCTIVITY
We usedthe followingstatisticalsmsrceaas a sfardngpoird forourproductivity

.easUremenk
~
We obtied valueaddedand employmentfrom Kostsnsfrukfur
der
Uneternehmen
1987 and 1990 (SfatisfischesBundeaamt). Workinghourawere providedby the
@ti@t @ Mtreitemrkt md Betifors@mg (N~berg). Unitv~ues for 1957were obtained
imProduzierenden
Geroerbe
(SfafisfisrhesBundesamt)and extrapolated to
from Produkfion
Produkte
other years with producer price indexesfrom PreiseundPrsfsindtisfir gewerislichs
(StafistischesBundesarnt).

1987and
V~ue addedand emplo-t
werefakti from the Censruof Manufactures
1990ReportbyIrzdusfries
(h41TI).The information
on priceswas obtainedfrom the
for 1987, and extrapolatedto ofheryears with weighted
corresponding J7eportfryCorrrmodiffss
domesticand exportproducerpriceindexesfromPrireIndexArrnwl1991@ti of Japan).
ofLuborStaffaftm
1987 and extrapolatedto
Working hours were calcuhted from the Yeorbook
other years with the MontMybti Reoiew(Mtis@ of Labor).

o

E
Industryvaluedadded,employmentand priceinformationfor the U.S.was taken
(U.S.Departmentof Commerce). For 1990, value added
from the 1987 Census@Murrufuctures
and employmentwere obtainedfrom the 1990 AnnmdSurrrey@Marru@tures. Hoursworked
were obtainedfrom the Bureauof LaborStatistics(BLS),and priceindexeswere tskenfrom
ProducerPriceIndexes(BLS).
~

m
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DATA ADJUSTMENTS

In order to get output, input and currency conversion data for our study, we
used data from the Census of Manufactures (see box entitled “Statistical Sources for
Comparisons of Manufacturing Productivity” for sources of specific data). We then
modified the data in two different ways.
of Input and
Output Data Across Countries

Consistency

For industry input and output, for example, we relied on the statistical data
gathered by the Census of Manufactures in each of the countiies studied. The ordy
exceptions were the soap and detergent industry and the German automotive
assembly and parts industries, where we used McKinsey data. Then, to make input
and output data comparable across countries, we made a series of adjustments.
The data from the Japanese Census of Manufactures was available in a
similar format to that of the U.S. (i.e., establishments of all sizes), therefore
the only consistency issue was to make sure that the same definition of
value added was applied. Most of the necessary adjustments was for the
data from Germany.
The German data was only available for legal units with 20 or more
employees and included auxiliary employees (i.e., head office);
consequently, we created a comparable set of data for the U.S. that included
auxiliary employees, but not establishments with fewer than
20 employees.
No direct comparison between Japan and Germany was possible because of
differences in the reporting of auxiliary units. (It was impossible to net
them out of the “&rman figures and we were not able to add them
consistently to the Japanese figures.)
In some cases, labor input was adjusted to include or exclude apprentices,
part-time work, etc. (eg., steel).
Derivation of Industry PPPs
We used five basic principles to check and modify the industry PPPs as they
were calculated by the Groningen research group.
*
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hp rovin~ existing vroduct cat~

r v matches. The census data provided
us with m industry PPP on the assumption that all products are similar
(i.e., a diesel engine is a diesel engine or a car is a car). To correct for the
Mference in products, we undertook two steps. First, we adjusted for
differences in the product mix. For instance, the composition of cars in
Japan is different than in the U.S. in terms of size and basic features.
Therefore, the industry PPP has to be corrected for differences in the mix of
products. Second, even with similar basic features, cars can differ with
respect to reliability, functio~ty,
etc. We called this difference quality
differences. Quality differences are defined by the price differential an
average consumer is willing to pay for ,a content-equivalent car, based on
his/her perception of tangible differences in the product.
Y

Add in~ new v roduct mate he~. Another way to derive industry PPPs is to
look for new product matches from other public sources or from
McKinaey data. These new matches can be combined with existing
product matches from the census or they can serve as the base for a totally
new industry PPP.

T

us in~ exuorts and domestic sales PPPs. A third way to calcdate the
industry PPP is to use the PPP for exports and domestic sales and weight
them according to the share of exports and domestic sales in total
production. The export PPP is usually close to the current exchange rate,
adjusted for distribution or discount differences. The PPP for domestic
sales can be calculated in a few ways. For instance, by gathering
information about price differentials between export and domestic sales
one can derive the data. In one case, we cotid derive the price differential
from cost and profit comparisons of companies produang sidar
products.

1

us in~ final ex~enditure PPPs. A fourth way to obtain factory-gate,
processed food PPPs was to calctiate them from final expenditure (ICP)
PPPs. This was done because it was impossible to make”the usual quality
adjustments to PPPs derived from census data matches. Deriving factorygate PPPs from final-expenditure PPPs required two adjustments. The
final expenditure PPPs reflect the price ratios at the retail level, and these
may be different from those at the factory gate because of differences in the
relative margins of the distribution charnels as well as in included sales
or value-added taxes. Thus, we took out the distribution margins and the
taxes. In addition, we controlled for the fact that final expenditure PPPs
reflect final prices which exclude exports but include imports.

q

Accounting for “double deflation”. In addition to modification of PPPs
based in gross output, some industries in particular countries (consumer
electronics, computer and steel in Germany and Japan) exhibited different
input and output PPPs. For instance, inputs in some industries are traded
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more freely than output and thus priced at world market rates. ~ such
cases we caltiated a separate Input PPP and applied the Output PPP only
to gross output and the Input PPP to inputs..

In every case study we applied each of these prinaples depending on the
availability and reliability of data. The industry PPPs were extrapolated from 1987 to
1990 with time series analysis, and the details of the each industry’s calcdation are
explained in the case studies.

o
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APPENDIX III

THE FRAMEWORK
FOR EXPLAINING CAUSALITY
In order to identify and explain the causes of the productivity differences we
found, we developed a framework that captures all major possible causes and
reflects their relationship to each other within a given hierarchy. However, since
the framework was designed to analyze differences in labor productivity at a given
point in time, additional elements were required to help explain the intertemporal
aspects of technological and industry evolution, such as the shortening of product
life cycles or the fragmentation of industry structure.
As mentioned earlier, we identified three levels of causal explmations: the
production process, the nature of competition, and external factors (Exhibit 1-20).
The Production Process

e

~ the level of the production process, there are three basic elements that
explain possible differences in productivity. First, the estimates of labor productivity
can differ because of output differences as seen from the buyer’s perspective. We
call this first basic element “output.” Second, labor productivity differences can be
caused by differences ~ the mix of basic inputs, such as capital, the way products are
designed, labor, raw materials and parts. We call this second element, “mix of
production factors.” The third element which can cause differences in labor
productivity is caused by the way the basic inputs are combined. We call this
category “operations” (Exhibit 1-22).
Y .-t.
TWOindustries in different countries never produce exactly the
same output as seen from the buyers perspective. Differences in output
can influence labor productivity in ttiee different ways
— Outout “mix. The output of industries can differ in terms of the mix of
Droducts. Differences show UDin the outuut of finished products (e.g.,
~iquid versus powdered deter~ents), the ~utput of finish~d goods anti”
parts (e.g., ~ versus electronic parts), and product life cycle differences

(e.g., Ax of new and old products).
— Outout oualitv. Even if two industries produce essentially the same
sort of products, there may still be tangible features that differ for which
consumers are willing to pay price differences.
-

OUtDU t varietv. Plant-by-plant comparisons may produce a different
range of brands or products than company comparisons. This may
happen even if the overall industry output mix is the same.
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Differences in the number or variety of products may cause differences
in labor productivity because the production process is more or less
complicated (e.g., higher variety leads to more set-up time).

*

~ Mix of ~roduc~.
The ioice
productivity in a number of ways
-

of inputs can greatly influence

Cm.
We use capital in the sense of physical assets (not land) and
their embodied processes (e.g., machines, equipment, plant and
buildings, and the hardware in information systems). Capital can
influence labor productivity in three different ways
●

●

●

Ca uital intensitv. If an industry works with a higher capital
intensity (i.e., uses more capital in combination with each unit of
labor), we expect that this industry would show a higher labor
productivity.
Qp ital vintar~. A similar effect can happen if there are differences
in the vintage or age of capital, espeaally if one industry applies a
more modern stock of capital (e.g., newer tools or computers).
Cap ital technolo~. The age of capital camot always explain
differences arising from the use of different equipment. It is often
more appropriate to talk broadly about capital technology
differences whenever different equipment is used which causes
productivity differences.

Economies o f sca le. We use the term “economies of scale” or “scale
effects” to describe the situation in which a firm can increase its value
added (or output) with less than a proportional increase of all inputs;
“diseconomies of scale” refers to the opposite relationship between
output and input. If scale economies exist, a larger establishment is
more productive than a smaller one. If one industry consists of larger
firms than another, and the production process exhibits economies of
scale, this causality factor wodd explain resulting differences. Two
kinds of economies of scale can be distinguished
.

Economies of scale on the plant Ieve1 exist if plants exhibit
economies of scale, e.g., fixed plant overhead maybe spread over a
larger output or relative material use declines with larger output.
Economies of scale on the com~anv leve 1 are found if the whole
legal entity shows economies of scale, e.g., overhead labor as
marketing, research and development, etc., are spread over a larger
output.
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Labor Productivity differences can arise
for man~.
when firms in an industry use diff~rent ways ‘to design products for
manufacturing which are otherwise equivalent in the eyes of the
customer. De~ign for manufacturing describes techniqu~s used to
increase the ease of fabrication and assembly, e.g., the standardization
of components, the minimization of the number of parts and screws,
tools used, and production steps, etc.

*‘“

-“

. . .
.
.
‘ Is of labor/m-c
Another possible cause of
motivm
productivity differences is the skill of non-managerial labor. If
employees in one industry are more skilled in the art of producdon
stemming from their basic education, they may be able to produce
either more or better quality output in a“given period of time within a
given organization than employees in another. Thus, the SW factor
tries to capture differences in the quality of labor input, excluding those
things influenced by management (i.e., training, etc.).
The residual factor we are left with very often is the intiinaic
motivation of the labor force (i.e., the motivation of workers stemming
solely from their social environment and history /dture, but not
those things that management controls). Higher motivation can result
in less idle time, higher speed or quality of individual work, or more
efforts to support colleagues.
Labor productivity may be higher because of
Raw mate rial and ~@.
special attributes in the raw materials or parts used as inputs. This may
also stem from speaal relationships with suppliers. For example, a car
company may be able to influence the design and production of parts in
a way that does not increase cost, but requires less labor to assemble.

$

Operations
Capac ity uh“Iization. Given similar inputs and scale, labor productivity
across markets may differ simply because of differences in the demand
cycle and the utilization of labor inputs. Here we are only concerned
with the utilization of inputs; the way that inputs are mi~ed together is
captured under the next entry. Note that cyclical adjustments have
been made for those industries greatly affected by business cycles (autos
and metalworking).
—

Organization of functions and tasks. This category describes the
effectiveness and efficiency with which labor and other inputs are
brought together in the production process. The causal factor captures
differences in the organizational structure and core processes of
companies, which determine the division of labor, the processes to
improve the organization, centralization versus decentralization, etc.

,..,
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It also captures the way in which companies orga@e

*“

communications

internal
and design incentive systems to maximize output,

The way ind~tries organize their functions and tasks has an impact on
the motivation of workers. For instance, under different working
environments and leadership styles, employees may be more or. less
wfig
to work efficiently. ti this setie, the aspects of motivation that
are related to incentives are included under the organization of
functions and tasks.
The Nature of Competition

*“

At the level of industry structure and management behavior (or
management decision-making), we can distinguish between two basic sets of
evidence. First, the restits of past management behavior often play a role in today’s
decision-making. Past behavior may have influenced such things as the structure of
the industry or the history Wd cdture of companies, which determines behavior
today. Second, the mture of competition resdting from present behavior or
conduct of companies in the marketplace also influences management. For
instance, one can identify differences in how companies in an industry compete
through such things as product differentiation, product variety, price, advertising
and new product development. In addition, the nature of competition can also be
determined to a great extent by the level of intermtional competition (trade) and
foreign direct investment, and the nature of vertical relationships between suppliers
and distributors (i.e., in terms of time, exclusivity, etc.).
External Factors
Observing that there are differences in the way industries and managers
behave, raises the next question. Why does management decide to manufacture
products using a particular production process that is more or less productive than
some other process? The answer to this question lies on the third level of causality.
To understand the different behavior of managers and of industries in various
countries, we must explore the external forces that mamgers face. We grouped the
external factors affecting management behavior into eight categories (Exhibit 1-23).
They are related to differences in consumer tastes, relative factor prices and factor
availability, and other industries which can affect industries. In addition, short-run
macroeconomic conditions, policy. and regulation governing competition, labor
rules and unionism, corporate governance rules and other regulatory constraints
are external forces that constrain managers.
~. Market conditions

o

–

Demand facto rs. Customer preferences for final products may
influence managers’ choice of the mix of products they provide.

20
Customers in partictiar regions or countries may fioose products from
industries producing in tieir region or country over products from
foreign sources, even if there are no substantive differences among the
products supplied.

*“”

Differences in relative input
prices, especially the relative cost of labor, capital, energy, raw materials
and parts, can create different incentives for managers to substitute, for
example, labor for capital, or to utilize more or less labor-intensive
production processes. In addition, suppliers maybe restricted in their
ability to supply other countries, inhibiting others from producing
similar products.
er i dustr es Other industries, such as intermediate customers
(O;M) ~nd di~tr~butors, can affect management behavior by enlarging
or decreasing stiategic freedom and influencing the production process.
Therefore, they can indirectly have a significant impact on labor
productivity.

9t

~ Policy and re@ation
. .
short-run macroeconom i c cond 1tions and mana~e~.
Short-run
macroeconomic conditions can have various influences on the
constraints and incentives of managers. The most prominent example
is the influence of overall swings in aggregate demand which can affect
demand in a particdar industry. Another example is that large swings
in the exchange rate can have an effect similar to price increases or
decreases, which induce mamgement reactions that might not have
occurred under more stable conditions.
on rde~. Different competitive
environments may cause different management behavior. If there is
an appropriately desi~ed antitrust law, enabliig free entry and
pti-s-tig
collusion, %e resdting competitive intensity maybe high
and managers are likely to behave differently than if the competitive
intensity were low. These dtiferent patterns of behavior may cause the
creation of more or less productive production processes in different
industries.
-

*

Labor rules and unionism. While the relative prices of basic inputs
determine management behavior, other features of these markets are”
also relevant. In the labor market, the balance of power between
management and labor may vary among industries due to different
individual and collective rights of labor (e.g., workers councils,
unions). In addition, the work roles and compensation schemes
supported by national laws may increase or decrease the possibility to
put in place certain types of production processes. Thus, these

t

differences may generate different constraints and incentives for
managers to consider when they deade on the elements of the
production process.
Coruo_vemance
rules -t
for corvorate contr@ . Siiarto
the labor inputs, there are substantial elements apart from the capital
costs which play a role in explaining the. set of comtraints and
incentives for managers.. There are three elements to consider here.
First, there can be differences in the rules governing companies (e.g.,
board rules, rules for shareholders, banks and other stakeholders to
Muence company deasion-making). Second, we observe differences
in the rules governing the interactions among companies (e.g.,
takeover and disclosure laws). Third, differences along both of these
dimensions can result in tota~y @ferent corporate governance systems
which give very different incentive schemes for managers to improve
labor productivity.
Other remlatorv constr aint~. In addition to the comtraints embodied
in the items above, there can be many additional intermtional (e.g.,
tariffs or trade rules) or domestic (e.g., health and safety requirements)
regulatory constraints for an industry.
***

We applied this framework to each of the case studies. The framework is
dynamic in two respects. First, the framework, especially on the levels of industry
structure & management behavior and external factors, is a mixture of the past and
present industry situation. History is brought into the picture if it can explain the
labor productivity differences observed in 1990. Second, although our framework
lacks explicit dynamic elements, such as product life cycles, the exhaustive list of
reasons for causality differences at the production process level includes such
elements (e.g., differences in the product life cycle are treated as differences in the
product mix). We will point out the dynamic “Mture of the framework in our
causality discussion.
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of labor and deeign for manufacturin~ not high tech factories or worker
ekills, are key factors of productivity. Intense competition with best practices in the
Triad drives management to improve productivity.
Organization

The auto assembly industry shows that modem, mass production can enjoy high productivity
growth, despite enormous product complexity and continuous product innovation. Japan made
13 million cars and light trucks in 1990, the U.S. 10 million and Germany just over 4 million
cars.

Why is Japan so productive? Two factors appear to be fundamental. First, the way
companies organize their processes, labor, and communication within their plants and with their
suppliers is important. Organizational principles such as integration, continuous improvement,
and supplier management are methods by which higher labor productivity is achieved. Second, the
way products are designed for ease of manufacturability
and assembly affects productivity.
All of
these traits are epitomized in Toyota, which is 40 percent more producttie than any other
automotive assembler in Japan, and which also holds roughly 40 percent of its home market.
Why hae the U.S. drawn close? First, the U.S. benefits from substantial Japanese
transplant production.
Secondj as demonstrated
by operations such as Ford’s in Atlanta, automakers
in the U.S. have greatly improved their product~!ty and overcome the legacy of the lower
competitive intensity of the “Big Three” era. In fact, U.S. automotive assemblers now are, on
average, equally as productive as most Japanese operations, with the exception of industry leader
Toyota.
,.
Why does Germany lag? The automotive industry in Germany illustrates how the lack
of exposure to international productivity leaders has impeded labor productivfiy growth.
Complexity in design for manufacturing and problems in the organization of labor are the major
reasons German operations are lagging. Furthermore, automakers in Germany are burdened by a
complex, highly specialized and inflexible job classification system, and a lack of incentives from
stakeholders to improve productivity.
Manufacturers in Germany are now attempting to bring
about rapid productivity improvement through joint ventures and major cost cutting. The
necessary commitment
to improve appears to have finally arrived as a result of the recession and
increasing competitive intensity in Europe.

PRODU~
IN THE
AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLY INDUSTRY

*

h all the world’s leading economies the automotive industry, and in
partitiar, vehicle assembly is considered one of the core m~~a~ing
sectors:
The significance of the automotive assembly industry stems not only from its share
of employment, but also from its central role as a consumer of a wide range of
mechanical and electronic parts, machine tools, and steel. The automotive assembly
companies vary widely in the number of components they produce in-house, with
General Motors at one end with about 70 percent vertical integration, and Chrysler
and the vehicle producers in Japan at the other end of the spectrum with 30 perc{mt.
The automotive assembly industry also serves as a locus for many leading
technological innovations in both products and processes. As such, changes in fl~e
automotive assembly industry affect a significant part of the rnmtiacturing sector
and, in turn, the overall economy.
The automotive industry is also among the most discussed and debated of
industries, often in comection with government involvement. The recent
initiation of car import deregdation in Europe, as well as the more general issue of
global trade restrictions, are high on the list of discussion topics, along with
environmental, safety, and fuel efficiency regulation. These issues promise to
remain important in the future as well, especially since Europe, North America, and
Japan are urdikely to eliminate all restrictions to trade and foreign direct
investment.

*

We think that an understanding of the relative performance of the worlds
major automotive assembly industries would provide a better understanding of the
issues behind these debates. In addition, the automotive industry continues to
become more and more international. A sound point of view on the relative
performance of the industries in different countries, as well as an understanding of
the causes of any dfiferences, becomes increasingly important for developing
corporate strategy or designing industrial policy. Much analytical work has already
been done on this industry, but surprisingly we dld not find a value-added-based
analysis of labor productivity which deals satisfactorily with the issue of currency
conversion, and thus, achieves comparable output for the entire industry. Given.
our belief that the importance of understanding international productivity
differences, we believe it vital to attempt to derive a more satisfactory measure.
We believe this case study contributes to the discussion in four ways
q

First, our measures of labor productivity for the automotive assembly
industries in Germany, Japan, and the U.S. give a top-level insight into
the performance of the three industries. They show that during the 1985
to 1990 period (the period for which the latest reliable data is available)
Japan was leading the race, with the U.S. somewhat behind, and Germany

m
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distant third. mere were wide variations in productivity for fhms
within each natioml grouping.
a
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Second, our time series amlysis of relative performance shows how “the
operations based in each of the three countries have reacted to changes in
the global competitive. environment. It highlights how the industry ink
the U.S. responded to intense competition with Japan throughout the
period.
Third, our causality amlysis suggests that differences in design for
manufacturing, and in the organization of functions and tasks, appear to
be driving a large proportion of the differences in labor productivity at the
level of the company production process itse~.
Fourth, our causality analysis on higher levels explains how and why
different national competitive environments in Germany, Japan, and the
U.S. have contributed to the current situation. Whereas, the industry in
the U.S. during this period is recovering from its earlier, less competitive
stance (after a costly transition), the industry in Germany ia still threatened
by severe productivity shortfalls. The resulting policy issues challenge two
fundamental aspects of the German economic system, namely its market
for corporate c;ntrol, and the micro structure of the German labor market.
Overall, the automotive assembly case illustrates how modern mass
production in large markets can generate high labor productivity growth, despite
high levels of product complexity. It also shows ,how large productivity differences
within countries, as well as between countries, can persist for a long time, which has
its own implications for public policy.

@

We start our analysis with a brief description of the automotive assembly
industry. In the first section we measure productivity differences in 1990 as well as
in previous years. This section is followed by an analysis of the causal factors
explaining the measured productivity gaps. Finally, conclusions are drawn about
causality and the policy isiiies arising from these.
THE AUTOMOTIVE ASSEMBLY INDUSTRY
The Business System
And Production Process
As Exhibit A-1 illustrates, there are three main types of players in the overall
automotive industry: materials and parts suppliers, vehicle assemblers (original
equipment manufacturers – OEMS), and distribution networks of car dealerships.
The first link in the chain, the supplier, tends to be highly fragmented, with
thousands of legal entities in each country performing primarily engineering and

“o
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manufacturing tasks. The OEMS, by contrast, are much more concentrated, with
only slightly more than a dozen major firms around the world. The composition of
these firms also differs substantially from one country to another. Some are also
heavily involved in component manufactiing.
General Motors is about 70 percent
vertically integrated, the same figure for Chrysler or a typical firm headquartered. in
Japan is ody 30 percent, while Germany averages 50 percent. One thing which all
the OEMS have in common, however, is a high level of R&D expenditures, usuaklly
around 5 percent of sales. This level is due in part to the highly technical mture of
the modern car and its production process, and to the complex web of product
re@ations that each vehicle must meet. (However, compared to industries such as
machine tools or electronics, R&D expenditure as a percent of sales is lower.) The
last link of the chain, the dealership network. serves as the primary commercial
distribution channel. Dealers tend to be, for me most part, OEM subsidiaries or
legally independent franchises, and thus are separate from me OEMS in terms of
productivity reporting. These are not addressed in this report.
The focus of this case study is the prodtiction process of assembly by the OIIMS
(a second case study examines the supplier industry in more detail). As Exhibit A-2
shows, there are essentially four steps in the assembly of a car, each with varying
levels of labor intensity. In general, the first three (stamping, welding, and painting)
tend to be heavily automated, often consuming less than 20 percent of a plant’s
labor force. The remaining 80 percent of the plant’s workers are involved ~ the
final assembly of the car, wM* involves incorporating the engine and transmission
as well as other components into the body and chassis of the car.
the equipment used in these assembly plants tenda to be specializ~sd,
OEM facilities generally produce exclusively cars or trucks, and usually just a few
models of each.
Because

Inpu*

,~e raw materials used in a car are fairly straightforward. Nearly 70 percent
of the weight of a car is composed of steel and iron. Plastic, aluminum, rubber, ~lnd
glass comprise another 20 percent, and the r~mainder is comprised of items such as
cloth for seat covers.
As Exhibit A-3 illustrates, no one item dominates in the value of a car. The
production
accounting

costs are fairly eve+y distributed across different areas, ,with no “one part
for more than 20 percent of the total value.

Industry Size
The automotive industries in Germany and Japan have enjoyed steady rates
of growth in production since the mid-1960s (Exhibit A-4). The same was not true in
the U. S., however, where the industry was exposed to severe downturns in 1982 and
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ADJUSTMENTS
IndustryCoverageand
Vertid IntegrationAdjusfmen&
The~~
industiyde~tion of automotiveassemblycontainsa very substitid portion
of the automotiveparts indus~ as well. As such,we were ody ableto derivedkctly from the
censusdata productivityfiguresfor the~
Germanautomotiveindustry. Productivityfigures
for the two individualsegmentsof the industrywere obtainedfrom proprietaryMcKinaey
benchmarkingstodies. Thesestudiesprovidedus withthe relativeperformancesof the
assemblyand parts industriesin Germanyvis-i-vis theh foreigncounterparts. In addition,it
was necessoryto performan adjustmentin industrycoverageto accountfor the factthat the U.S.
industryalw containspersomd-uaelightfrucka,countedelsewhereas commercialvehiclesand
not includedin the “automotive”industryas traditiorudlydefiied.
PurchasingPowerParities(PPP)Adjustments
1

~.
me raw cerrsusdataprovidedus withan industryPPPbasedprimarilyon
the assumptionthat “acar is a csr; everywhere. Thisis obviouslynot true. To correct
for this,we undertooktwo adjustments.Fret, we adjustedfm productmixby askingthe
followingquestion Howmuchworddtheaveragepriceof a Japmese or Germancar
changeif that countryhad the sameproductmix as the U.S.? “Sameproductmix”is
definedhere accordingto the EuropeanABCDEmarketsegmentation,whichclassifies
cus accordingto sizeand basicfeatures. Thisstandardis norrnaffyemployedoxdyin
Europe,but it providesa worldwideyardstickagainstwhichothercountries’cars can
be evaluated. Aftercfassifyfngcars in Japanand the U.S. accordingto the ABCDE
standard,and applyingvalueweightsto .mWof the marketsegments,we were able,tO
derive the appropriatemix adjustment(Efiblt A-6). The resdts showedthat
Japanesecars are on average “lighter”than thosein the U.S. and the mix adjustment
was substantial.Towards1990, thisadjustmentbecomessrnsfler,reflectingtie move of
Japaneseproducersintolarger lmury cars. Surprisingly,the resultsshoweda similar
butsmalleradjustmentforGermany. Thewell-knownreputationof Germanyin the
luxury cars markethidesthe fact that a large portionof Germancars are in smellercar
=sm~~.

1

OuaIity dinferences.Productmix aloneis not a fuflysatisfactoryadjustmmt. Simce
there are substantialdifferencesin reliability,fictiomlity, and basic qusfityamong
cars in a particularmarketsegment,we madesnotheradjustmentfor thesedifferences.
We used, as describedin ExhibitA-7, differentmethodsin Ge-y
and Japanfor
determiningdifferencesin qualitywith the U.S. as a reference. Qualitydfierences are
definedas pricedifferentialsa consumerwithunresmictedaccessto foreignproducts
woufdbe wiU1ngto pay for a content-equivalent
car, basedonhis/her perceptionof
tangibledifferences(e.g., reliability,functionality,etc.). ~s definitionrequiresus to
separateconsumerpreferencesintoone part relatedb“tangibleproductdifferences,end
anotier part relatedto differencesbased on intangible,mtiomlistic preferences.

CapacityUtilizationAdjustments
Thebenchmarkingyear, 1990, as in most other years, has the characteristicof seeing
the three counbiesat differentstages of the businesscycle. The fact that the U.S. was
alreadyin a slow-downled to substantialdecreasesin capacityutilizationas comparedto
previousyears. Japan,however,was at the top of itsbusinesscycle. We estimatedthe
effecton labor productivityof thesechangesin capacityutilizationto be roughly8 to
12 percentagepointsagainst the U.S. However,part of the low capacity utilizationin the
U.S.couldalsobe seenas en inabilityto downsizeoperations,whichrelatesonceagati. to
management’sorganizatiomlskills. (me sameeffectappearsto be occurringin Japanin
1992to 1993,as productionvolumedropswithoutlargereductionsinemployment)
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again in the late 1980s. Japan has surpassed the U.S. in production volume, with
almost 10 million cars produced in 1990 compared to 6 million for the US. Until
1990, continued growth in Qrrnany allowed it reach a level of more than 4 fllon
cars. (Note that when light truck production is included in these figures, Japanese
and U.S. production in 1990 rise significantly higher, to 13.5 million and 9.8 million,
respectively. Light trucks have less impact on ,tie German figure, adding ordy about
300,000 units in 1990. “Light trucks” in the U.S., and to a lesser extent in Japan,
include pick-up tru~, minivana, and sport-utility vehicles (SUVS), such as Jeeps,
many of which are employed for personal use as “car-like” vehicles. While we
focus in this report on car production, for purposes of data comparability, readers
shotid be aware of the major impact on the OEMS of light truck production,
especially in the U.S., where there is significant sharing of product and process
technology between cars and light trucks.
While the three co-tries
have considerable differences in output, the levels
uf timployment in each industry are ruughly the same, raiiging from 700,000 tO
800,000 for the automotive industry as a whole (Exhibit A-5). Roughly one-third of
that amount is devoted to vehicle assembly and related OEM functions.

PRODU~TY

RESULTS

Adjustments
The diversity of output in the automotive assembly industry, and the
differing degrees of vertical integration make it impossible to use direct physical
comparisons to measure productivity. Therefore, measures of value added were
used in this study. The data for value added and other measures< including
employment and hours worked, were obtained from national industrial census
records. By combifig these data with induatr y-specific purchasing power parities
(PPPs), we were able to derive labor productivity levels by country.
However, before comparing the productivity of the industries in Germany,
Japan, and the U.S., we had to make a number of adjustments reflecting differences
in products, levels of vertical integration, capacity utilization, and reporting
methods used by the three countries (see box entitled “Adjustments”).
Labor Productivity Results
Afler making the adjustments desm”bed above, the aggregate results of our
analysis show that the automotive assembly industy in Japan was roughly
16 percent more productive than the industry in the U.S. in 1990. By contrast,
productivity in Germany was two-thirds that of the U.S. (Exhibit A-8). Although
experienced obsemers would expect to see lower labor productivity in Germany, the
magnitude of the gap is somewhat surpn”sing.
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Because of the mture of the data on the industry in Ge~any, we codd
construct a time series analysis only for the Japan/U.S. comparison. The resr,dts
shown in Exhibit A:9 reveal that from 1985 to 1990, both the U.S. and Japan
experienced substantial productivity gains. The industry in the U.S. was able ~
remain close to tit of Japan in absolute terms for most of the time period (and to
substantially catch up in relative terms), although in 1990, productivity fe~ slightly,
due to the recession in the U.S. and the resulting decline, in capacity utilization.
When we adjust for capacity utilization, the U.S. remains close to Japan in
productivity growth during this time period.

*

In an industry wi~ ordy a few large players in each country, one key quesfion
is whether firms within a country also have large differences in labor productivi~i
Indeed, we do see large physical productivity differences in the U.S. among the C~.S.
companies, and among U.S. operations of OEMS originating in Japan, known as
transplants (Exhibit A-10). This result shows quite dramatically that large
productivity differences are present even within a country. Turning to Japan, w(:
find an even more striking picture. h 1987 (as well as tioughout the 1980s we
believe), Toyota showed a productivity advantage of roughly 40 percent over other
major OEMS in Japan (Exhibit A-n). Toyota gained its edge roughly 10 to 15 years
ago and has been able to sustain it over @e.
UUSES

OF PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES

Exhibit A-12 summarizes our views on the causes of the demonstrated
productivity differences among the tiee automotive assembly industries. Two
fundamental forces appear to differentiate the industries and companies in those:
industries on the production process levek the way companies organize their
processes and labor around production within their plants and with their suppli(srs
and the way companies design their products. On a higher level of causality, we
obsetie large differences in the competitive behavior of these industries, which also
helps explain a substantial part of the dtiferences in companies’ production
processes.
For example, the U.S. is much more exposed to the international
productivity
leaders from Japan than is Germany. Moreover, the competitive pressure arising
from the decision of OEMS to compete on the mdtiple dimensions of product price;
range, and development is much higher in Japan than in Germany where
competitive initiatives are more circumscribed. Furthermore, the way managers
compete and behave can also be substantially explained by external factors. For
instance, in Germany the labor market and the market for corporate control,
together with high consumer loyalty and implicit and explicit regtiations, provide a
set of conditions and incentives which do not encourage managers to work for
quantum leap productivity improvements as vigorously as do their competitors . In
the U.S., the legacy from the previous “Big Three” era was still having productivitydampening effects in the late 1980s, although its influence was diminishing year-byyear in the face of intense competition from Japan.
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h the following discussion we will use this general framework to explain in
more detail the reasons for the observed differences in productivity. First, we will
discuss the way companies organize themselves internally to do business, tien
analyze to what extent the differences have been determined by industry conduct,
and then other external factors. In each case, we will examine all the commonly
cited reasons for productivi~ differences, dividing them into groups of factors that
either did, or did not, actually influence our resdts. Finally, we will look at maj~~r
dtielopments in these factors since 1990.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
Y Organization of functions and tasks as a causa 1 factor. We found that tl~e
organization of functions and tasks - essentially a management decisiai~ is the main causal factor in explaining productivity differences in this case
study. We will discuss some of the key organizatioml prinaples which
seem to be crucial for achieving high labor productivity.
ialization versus intematr“on. One of the sharpest differences
between the German and Japanese labor systems is the emphasis on
specialization by the former and integration by the latter. The German
system has high numbers of job classifications which compartrnentidize workers and prevent them from assuming broader roles. Japanc:se
management, on the other hand, stresses integration over
specialization. This emphasis is reflected in ~gh levels of teamwork
and front-line empowerment, as well as group coordination, rather
than craft-based individual excellence. The U.S. lies somewhere
between Germany and Japan on this spectrum, but is moving closer to
the iatter. The benefits of doing so can be seen, for example, in Fords
highly productive Atlanta plant; which achieved large increases in
productivity by substantially reducing restrictive work rties, (within. a
unionized context) in conjunction with redesigning the product for
easy assembly. In Germany, the focus on specialization has led to
excessively high complexity in the production process.
5pec

co ntinuous imurove ment. Cen@al to the well known Japanese
concept of continuous improvement is the employee involvement
systems employed in many firms in Japan. This system, along with
front-line empowerment to implement suggested improvements,
helps firms continuously refine their processes at the margin. Over
time this system yields significant productivityy improvements.
Improvements take the form both of reduced labor requirements and
lower defect rates, which of course, further reduce labor requirements.
Toyota, for example, was able to reduce its employment in one paint
shop from 8 to 3 employees over the course of 4 years simply by
following employee suggestions with regard to cutting down worker

*
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distances. One of the reasons this system works is that many
of the workers involved do not fear losing their jobs as productivity
grows, due to lifetime employment guarantees by firms. However, this
guarantee may not be sustainable without the ever-growing vewde
output volumes characteristic of Japan from 1950 to 1990. Since the
1980s, OEMS in Japan have not guaranteed lifetime employment to all
employees.

walking

rrher _ement.
Another key organizatioml element is the ‘way
in which an OEM manages its suppliers. The benefits which can re[stit
from good management in this arem take the form of reduced labor
needs and improved product quafity. These benefits are achieved
through at least two mechanisms reduced complexity and shared
quality control. The former is the restit of fewer direct suppliers to the
OEM (see data in the automotive parts case study). Whereas, in
Germany and the U.S. an OEM may have thousands of direct suppliers,
the comparable figure in Japan wodd be in the hundreds. Furthermore, these suppliers provide more standard~ed parts. The OEM i!;
able to save labor both in the management of supplier relations as well
in the handling of material parts. In addition, effective supplier
relations allow the OEM to shift most aspects of component design and
, quality management to the supplier, once again reducing OEM labor
needs.

ca~.
A typical example of how OEMS in Japan use
capital most effectively is the care they take to make sure that their
machinery and equipment is of similar quality throughout a
production line. ~s emures better process control and, thus, reaps the
full benefits of each piece of machinery. This condition is further
enhanced by spreading investment out everdy over time rather thm by
investing in large “crash” programs. In addition, key equipment, sl~ch

Mective

use o f

as presses, are often developed jointly by the O% and the parts
supplier, adjusting the machine until it can be operated by a highly
skilled small team.

Additionally, only the best OEMS in Japan have been able to design one
production line for producing radically different models
simultaneously. This is a particdarly effective use of capital, however,
it requires year-long worker training.
Please note that we did not address other Japanese management concepts
commonly discussed, such as “just-in-time” and “autonomation,” and the
host of tools which go along with these concepts (kanban cards, production
smoothing techniques, etc.). Instead, we have tried to stress what we
believe are the underlying organizational foundations of these principles
and systems.

“
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~so note that partially as a restit of such organizational principles, w{>rk
intensity and individual task speed have been shown to be considerably
higher in Japan than, for instance, in Germany. As discussed later, a
fraction of these differences cotid also be explained by higher intrinsic
motivation of workers.
A final point is that lower employee turnover rates in Japan have
generated substantial savings in terms of recruiting and training costs.
Furthermore, lower turnover preserves the tacit knowledge of the firm,
w~ch is quite valuable, but difficult to transmit to new hires. The value
of this aspect of labor is made clear by the example of the transplants in the
U.S., where it is estimated that higher turnover rates in the U.S. versu:s
Japan burden facilities with a 5 percentage point labor productivity
disadvantage as compared to similar plants back in Japan.
All of the characteristics of the Japanese management system described
above are epitomized by Toyota, which se~es as a model of labor
productivity both inside and outside Japan for the automotive as well as
other industries. In fact, more is to be learned from studying Toyota as a
company, than by studying Japan as a country with regard to labor
productivity ~ the automotive assembly industry.
Our hypothesis that management’s organization of employee functions
and tasks, and design for manufacturing are the major causes of the
observed differences in productivity is further supported by a McKinsey
benchmarking study carried out through reverse engineering as well as
compari$om at factory locations.
Iv and low com~lexitv) as a
causa 1 facto r. Differences in design for manufacturing is another primary
factor explaining the differences in labor productivity between OEMS fi~
Japan and others. In designing products, firms in Japan remain very
conscious of how such designs affect the manufacturing function, and
attempt to specify them so that they are easy to produce and assemble.
This joint product/process design system, including the OEM and its
supplier partners, involves both standardizing parts so that they can be
used in multiple models and reducing the overall number of parts in the
car. The result is a reduction in the amount of time needed to assemble a
car., and thus lower labor costs as well as less time and money spent in the
product development process itself.’
(we

Qf_assemb.

Less important causal factors
—

Raw materials and D arts. The previous discussion leads naturally to
the point that when the design and production of car parts are also
executed along the same lines as that of the overall car, the parts are
especially well suited for assembly. The assemblers then have an

e
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advantage in labor productivity. This factor is highly dependent on. the
relationship between the OEM and the supplier, and on how well the
OEM can take advantage of the specialized skills of the supplier. We
observed that this additional factor plays a role, but a somewhat less
important one, than overall design for manufacturing.
-“

“

While not a major causal factor, worker
motivation can be important in certain cases. Toyota’s system, for
example, requires high employee commitment. This commitment can
be sustained best with a young and intrinsically highly motivated work
force. In general, intrinsic motivation gives a small additioml
advantage in terms of labor productivity. In Japan, for instance,
employees are willing to discuss work and make improvement
suggestions outside their paid working time, which can account for as
much as an additional 5 percent of hours worked. ~S ty~, of effort
has been far less common in the U.S. and Germany.
ltal intensitv Germs nv/laDan. Based on investment data from the
1980s, one observes that capital titensity in OEMS was higher in Japan
than in Germany. There has also been less investment in new
equipment in Germany than in Japan in recent years (Exhibit A-13).
However, note that our next observation implies that tiese capital
differences do not explain the major part of the productivity gap.

Having discussed the major and the less important causal factors, we will
now turn our attention to the non-differentiating factors.
~ Non-differentiating

causal factors

ital intensitv U.S. /Tauan. The existence of advanced laborsaving
technologies would imply that a substantial part of labor productivity
differences codd be explained by differences in the amount of such
capital put into place. Surprisingly, the data and analysis do not suggest
such a relationship (Efibit A-14). h. fact, the total capital intensity of
the OEM industry in Japan is slightly lower than that of the U.S., even
though it dld increase its rate of investment at the end of the 1980s. h
general, the three industries have by now adopted similar investment
levels. This lack of correlation holds not only in cross-border
comparisons but also within a given country. In Japan, for instance,
even though Toyota holds a 40 percent productivity lead over its
competitors, its capital intensity is roughly the same as the others’.
(Exhibit A-15).

Cau

—

~.
In the automotive assembly industry, the achievement of critical
scale for plants, as well as for companies, is obviously crucial for
success. Today, critical scale is often cited at about 200,000 to
250,000 units per year at the assembly level. However, as Exhibit A-16
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illustrates, using the North American example, scale is not a
differentiating factor for labor productivity. There are even signa that
some companies have overdone it, with their plants showing slight
diseconomies of scale.
.

o

.

dinferences. One of the most discussed and debated issues ti
this field is whether the edge enjoyed by companies originating in
Japan in terms of labor productivity is due to superior work force skfls.
In tackling this question, one has to’ first recognize that the skills
workers use and apply have different effects when the management or
organization of their taska differs. What we are addressing here,
however, is the question of whether one cotid, for example, achiev{>
Japanese levels of productivity with U.S. workers, provided those
workers were given similar training as in Japan. The evidence from
U.S. transplant data suggests that differences in worker skills are not a.
sigrdficant source of natioml productivity diffeteI~ces. The Japanese
transplants are able to achieve similar productivity in the U.S. as in
Japan using newly recruited and careffly screened and trained
workers, although such plants are usually able to “skim the cream”
from the local labor DOO1,acceutinz ~erhaus one iob aPPlicant in ten.
However, reorganiz~d piants’ h tie ‘U.S. ~sing e~stir”g”(even
urdonized) work forces, such as Fords Atlanta plant, can also achieve
comparably high labor productivity (Exhibit A-in.
BaSlc skdl

The Nature of Competition
Why have the automakers in Japan been able to sustain a high level of labl~r
productivity growth over time? Why has the industry in the U.S.., in general, be{;~
to close to the gap with the industry in Japan, while the indushy in Germany has
not? Our next analysis in trying to answer these questions lies in the behavior of
the automotive industry as a whole at the national scale.
..
Y ~etibon
-19 9Q. Exhibit A-18 summarizes the type and
degree of competition in each of the thee countries, based on the strategic
variables automotive companies can manipulate. The industry in Japan
exhibits competition on the basis of price, but also on product range,
differentiation, and development. All of these dimensions greatly
increase the pressure on other companies to improve productivity, either
by threatening them through supplying the same products or by displacing
competitor products with superior ones.
Today, the industry in the U.S. exhibits substantial competitive intensity,
in which price and product range tend to be the leading elements. The
emergence of the transplants and the high levels of exports from Japan
have also made product development a key competitive variable in the
U.S. (Exhibit A-19). Thus, the industry in the U.S. now shows a degree of

e
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competitive inte~ity similar to its counterpart in Japan. The industry’s
response can be seen in the massive 1980s restructuring undertaken by the
“Big Three.” As Exhibit A-20 illwtrates, the competitive threat to the car
manufacturers originating in the U.S. has led to substantial plant
restructiing.
The driving force was exposure to the productivity leadt~rs
from Japan.
In contrast, the primary basis for competition in Germany is product
differentiation, through adding new features to existing cars. This factor
does not strongly encourage productivity increases. Furthermore, firms in
Germany tend to be much more narrowly focused on partictiar market
segments and therefore, do not face the broader competitive pressures of
the market. In addition, in Germany we observe that earlier foreign &rect”
investments (FDI) by the OEMS in the U.S. have be~
to behave more
like other companies headquartered in Germany. For this reason, they
have not served as international “converging mechanisms” as is typici~lly
the case with FDI. (This behavior is changing as both GM and Ford in
Europe have introduced major improvement plans since 1990,) Until
recently the threat from Japanese imports has been relatively weak in
Germany; due to protectionist measures at the level of the EC (which we
discuss later) and to Japanese manufacturers’ preoccupation with the U.S.
and their own domestic. markets.
De nati re of competition - 1980s. Differences in the prior competitive
behavior of industries can have long-lasting effects on their current
relative performance. The automotive assembly industry in the U.S.
demonstrates this. While the picture we observe in 1990 concerning the
nature of competition was also the picture throughout the second half of
the 1980s, prior to that competition in the U.S. was significantly different.
The industry exhibited relatively low competitive intensity until the early
1980s (Exhibit A-21). This supply structure helped to temper the use of key
competitive variables such as price and product development. This
removed much of the pressure and incentive for managers to improve!
productivity. In addition, the high profits some U.S. companies earnecl
during this period of low competitive intensity made them slow to
respond to emerging threats from Japan, In the late 1980s we still see the
legacy of this situation as the U.S. strives to cat~ up with Japan.
for producb “vitv.improve men~. The partial convergence of
U.S. and Japanese productivity levels, as well as recent attempts by the
industry in Germany to get closer to world productivity standards, are the
result of three related factors. First, exports from Japan ied to an
immediate increase in the pressure to improve performance in the U. S.,
and helped eliminate legacies from the earlier environment. Second, the
strong growth of highly productive. Japanese and Japanese-American
transplants helped increase U.S. productivity, in part because they are now

.
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embedded in the U.S. productivity figures, and in part because of the
competitive pressure they put on other pltik in the U.S. to perform.
Thirdly, the emergence of transplant joint ventures with domestic
producers espeaally increased the transfer of knowledge to the U.S. firms.
Similar attempts at joint ventures are also occurring in Europe for the
same reason. However, as of 1990 they had not led to major
improvements in productivity.

*

External Factors
When it comes to the general business environment, Germany, Japan, and
the U.S. exhibit substantial differences. The following section discusses how the
industries differ in these external factors, which affect management behavior anti
the nature of competition, and dtimately, producti~ty.
~ Important external factors
Customer demand. Customers around the world value certain lummy
cars beyond the tangible advantages they provide, or are willing to pay
a substantial price predum for marginal safety or comfort differences.
For example, the sale of Mercedes, BMWS, and more recently, Toyota’s
Lexus line, in any place where wealthy people live attests to the fact
that cars are often used as signafing devices for social status.
Furthermore, U.S. customers have relatively lower preferences for
domestically-produced cars, but German and Japanese customers &Ive
a strong bias for domestic products. However, while in Japan local
preferences acts as a “bonus” for the manufacturers, in Germany they
are essential conditions for the survival of the industry.

e

We found that consumer preferences in Germany, other than the
tangible quali~ adjustment we discussed earlier, can offset basic labor
productivity differences of even 10 to 20 percent. This effect is
significantly smaller in most other European countries. Preference for
nationally produced cars is based on custom and tradition, and on tie
high-speed environment “autobahri” in Germany, as well as on
preferences for national labels and brand image. Regardless of its
source, this preference which may erode as borders throughout the
OECD erode, has been important to the success of the German OEMS.
-

Labor rules, unionism, and COrUOrate ~OVe rnance rules. We believe
that a connection between the labor market and national corporate
governance roles creates a set of incentives for German managers
which results in lower productivity.
On the labor market side, three main obstacles create disincentives for
managers to forceftity try to increase productivity. First, work rules

*
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and job classifications make it much harder for managers to introduce
state-of-the-art Japanese or U.S. elements of the organization of
fmctions and taska described earlier. Second, the high cost of laying off
surplus labor in Germany creates disincentives to reduce unneeded
parts of tie w9rk force. Md, anecdotal evidence suggests that the
German piece-rate worker compensation system results in lower
productivity than other forms of incentives.
As for the market for corporate control, we observed in Germany that
the probability is very low that managers codd be threatened by
dissatisfied current or fume asset holders. This is reinforced by the fact
that the boards of companies origimting in Germany include, to a lt~rge
degree, representatives of the work force. The other potential
“incentive aligners”, the large industrial banka, have also not provi~ied
an impetus for labor productivity improvements, p~tially because
their boards are often intertwined with those of their clients, The
market for corporate control, thus, does not seem to force industrial
operations in Germany to accelerate its race for increased productivity.
Obviously, the main arwent
against the hypotheses stated above is
the counter-example of Japan, where the market for corporate control
ii also not driven by shareholder action, and the labor market has iti
own rigidities in terms of lifetime employment. However, as long ~ls
one is competing on the product market side with the productivityleading companies, as the industry in Japan is, any lack of enforcing
mechanisms from other sectors becomes less important. Since the
industry in Germany is not competing directly and fu~y with the
leading edge firms, tie effec~ of the market fur cotporatk control
become

more important.

ations (tar iff and nontar iffl. Still present in the U.S. in 1990
was, the prohibitive tariff on imported light trucks of 25 percent, which
gave considerable relief to threatened U.S. companies especially as this
tariff in many cases had been extended to the highly profitable ~uck.based sport utility (“Jeep”) segment as well. Furthermore, Japan has
since the early 1980s, followed a Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA)
on cars due to intense American political pressure. In 1990, the VRA
had however, lost much of its importance, partly because of the
emergence of the transplants, and partly because of the regained
competitive base of part of industrial operations in the U.S.
In Europe, four major sources of re@ation serve as barriers for nonEuropean produced products to reach Germany (Exhibit A-22). First, EC
borders provide an initial barrier. On the tariff side there is a 10 percent
import duty on cars, and even higher rates for light trucks. In addition,
there exists an EC-wide VRA on Japanese imports. Furthermore,, the
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number of cars produced by Japanese transplants in Europe has been
capped at 1.2 million (although the Japanese do not acknowledge tius
limit). In addition, there maybe an impliat understanding of a
potential ceiling on Japanese imports into Germany. mere is no
supporting documentation on this issue, although, as the import dfita
strongly suggest, an tipliat contract codd exist (Exhibit A-23).
However, one has to recognize that other European countries, e.g.
France and Italy, have much higher import restrictions than Grmtiriy.
As for Japan, while in 1990 various informal barriers to automotive!
imports may have remained (such as the high cost of buying land for
an importer’s dealership network), the market was at least formally
quite open. Of the three”mtions, Japan was the only one that had no
automotive import tariffs of any kind. Arguers to the contrary shodd
take note that at least, the European OEMS had penetrated “closed’
Japan to the same extent as the “open” U.S. market, holding about t~
4.5 percent share of both markets in 1990.
Obviously, there are many other regulations affecting the automotive
industry worldwide (Exhibit A-24). However, their impact on labor
productivity can be viewed as minimal, mainly because of substantial
convergence of these regulations in each country.
~ Less important external factors
Macroeco nomic co nditions. A familiar theme in the discussion of the
automotive assembly industry is the role which yen appreciation has
played. For example, the dramatic appreciation of the yen@) from
over Y200/$ in 1985 to an average of about *144/$ in 1987 increased
drastic~y the price pressure which Japanese exports felt in the U.S. b
a sense, this appreciation worked as wodd a price decrease by U.S.
competitors., and substantially increased incentives to imProve
productivity on the part of the Japanese. However, one shodd not
overstate the influence of the exchange rate movement on labor
productivity. First of all, industrial operations in Japan were already
clearly leading in productivity when the appreciation began. Secondly,
Japanese productivity growth seemed to only slightly increase after the
appreciation of the yen began.
co
conce ntrat ion rules.. As mentioned earlier, the legacy
of the prior U.S. market structure probably still had some effect on the
level of U.S. labor productivity in 1990. Until the early 1980s, GM l~eld
a market share, which, if any bigger, might have tiiggered interverltion
by antitrust authorities. This condition created a stable situation in
which GM had no incentive to push ahead because of potential
antitrust intervention. Most of the players enjoyed highly successful
financial results. The failure of antitrust laws to influence the largest
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U.S. player to increase productivity faster may have had a role in the
relative decline of the industry in the U.S.

*

In discussing each of these external factors, one might get the impression Iht
they are independent of each otier. This impression would be misleading, as the
essential features of the soaal market economy in Germany, for example, are based
on the combination of labor market n,des and the way corporate governance roles
are designed, In addition, if a nation’s labor productivity is much lower than that of
global competitors, it can only survive and sustain its employment level if such a
productivity disadvantage is offset by a combination of demand and
informal/formal barriers,
OUTLOOK
Unsustainability of High Growth in Japan
During the period 1985 to 1990, Japan experienced extremely high rates of
growth in productivity. Since 1990, however, this trend has slowed substantially.
Part of this has to do with structural changes taking place in the country., For
instance, it is unlikely that the automotive industry in Japan wfll be able to prest?rve
its lifetime employment guarantee now that domestic demand growth has retret~ted
to replacement rate levels. Consequently, worker incentives for continuous
improvement may be threatened. Lower demand dtie to recession across the Triad
*S also affected operations in Japan in the early @eties.
Fimlly, after years of
kuizen effort and the implementation of literally millions of worker improvement
suggestions, additional productivity improvements have become increasingly hard
to attain. While it not expected that these changes will cause the industry in Japim
to fall behind that of “the other two countries in the Triad, it is likely that its rate of
productivity growth will be dffficdt to sustain.
The U.S. and Germany Close the Gap
The productivity gap between the U.S. and Japan will probably not be
completely eliminated in the near future. However, it shor.dd become narrower as
the U.S. reaps the benefits of its restructuring. In addhion, as productivity in both
countries improves, the relative importance of any gap declines. Once a given car
can be made in 18 or”22 hours with very low defect rates, as it can be in the better
plants of Japan and the U.S., the basis of competition begins to shift to design and
marketing differentiation, with the few hours of labor gap becoming less significant.
The future of the industry in Germany is not so certain, however. The OEMS
there are attempting to face the challenge of increased global competition through
joint ventures, major cost cuting, and benchmarking programs. The gap which
they must overcome, though, is much larger than that of the Us., and the obstacles
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which stand intheway arealso more formidable. However, the necessary
commitment to trdy improve has apparently finfly arrived.
Varioui factors have combined tocreate this cornmitient.
Ontheoneknd,
customer loyalty for domestically produced cars is continuing to decrease in
Germany and Europe . On the other hand, the stifl small but rapidly growing stire
of transplants in the EC, especially in the U.K., is imposing even more pressure on
the rest of the European industiy. Also, U.S. companies operating in Germany have
learned how to become more competitive, partly based on the transfer of experience
from their sister divisiona in the U.S.
Furthermore, the increasing competitive threat is sharpened by the current
trend in the EC to continue to ease restrictive regulations. Not ordy has there been a
weakening in the administrative and. technical borders within the EC, but the EC
has adopted a plan to further lower import restrictions, especially with regards to
Japanese producers (although this process is being bitterly debated and reviewed f~
the current recessionary period).
The necessity to improve productivity in Germany, however, will inevitably
clash with other external factors such as corporate governance roles, labor
re~ations ,and unionism, which we addressed previously. However, if the
industry is to survive in a global marketplace, these obstacles must be overcome.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
We have discussed the car assembly industry as a case example of a core
manufacturing industry. We have found large productivity gaps between Gerrnmy
and the U.S. and, to a lesser extent, between the U.S. and Japan. As summarized in
Exhibit A-25, we organization of functions and tasks and design for manufacturing
and the complexity associated with them are the key differentiating factors on the
level of the production process. The availability of parts which are easy to assem131e,
capacity utilization, and intrinsic motivation also contribute to the productivity gap.
On a higher level, the observed productivity differences can be traced back to
differences in the nature of competition in 1990, and to some extent even earlier.
The major causes of productivity differences on the level of external factors include
customer preferences, regulator y constraints, the joint effect of corporate governance
rules and labor rules, and unionism. Macroeconomic conditions and competitive
and concentration rules play a more minor role.
From this study we reach the fundamental conclusion that external factors,
upon which governments most often focus their policy efforts, can result in a
substantial hobbling of a country’s ability to “force” an industry to leading
productivity levels. This conclusion was true of the industry in the U.S. before
about 1980, and is still applicable to Germany. In the German case, the automotive
industry represents the most dramatic example of how originally very beneficial
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elements of the “social market economy” have begun to hinder productivity
growth.
We will discuss policy issues first in terms of Germany, where the
productivi~ issue is most salient. ~rmany has three options. First, it codd try to
replace its vanishing protective borders with new ones against imports, and agtinst
the emerging transplants in the U.K and Spain. This move wodd most likely place
the current EC institutional set-up at risk, since it would make necessary limits at
the German border which violate fundamental prinaples of the EC. Second,
Germany codd follow a passive approach by leaving all activity to the industry and
to other agents who have a stake in the automotive industry. However, Germany’s
best hope is probably to adopt a third way a policy agenda designed to ease the
transition of the automotive industry to higher labor productivity. This agenda
could entail deregdating the labor markets on the one hand (e.g., reducing work
rties, redesigning incentive systems, etc.), and introducing more competitive
elements into the market for corporate control on the other (e.g., permitting or even
encouraging the merger of weaker firms by stronger ones), while retraining workers
to adopt to more productive practices, or to enter other occupations. The recent
substantial restructuring efforts h the automotive industry in Germany raises
hopes that in the future these operations will come close to the productivity leaders
in the world,
As for American policy, we can observe that exposure to competition in tkle
late 1980s has helped reduce the productivity gap, and that any action now to
decrease such exposme through protectionist measures wodd most likely be
counter-productive. The U.S. is well on track to virtual parity with the Japanese
OEMS, and probably wotid do best to simply continue its present course.
Germany and the U.S. must recall, however, the limited impact of
government action on free markets. The fact that Toyota leads the world in
productivity, but is itself atypical wittin Japan, demonstrates that the best a state can
do is create conditions favorable for the emergence of a Toyota. It cannot legislate
such a company into existence.
As for Japan, the policy issues in the high-growth 1980s are only now
emerging, as the OEMS are crippled by slowing demand at home and abroad.
Continued success for the Japanese OEMS will depend on how well and quickly they
adapt to a low-growth/high yen environment. Steps already being taken in this
direction, including increased overseas output, some reduction in domestic capacity,
renewed efforts to cut product complexity, etc., may already be having positive
effects. If this is indeed the case, the U.S., and especially Germany would be well-.
advised to redouble their efforts to further increase productivity levels, since a
Japanese automotive industry that can successfully survive its current problems
will likely re-emerge as an even more formidable competitor in the mid-1990s.
h summary, competition appears to be good for tie automotive assembly industry
wherever it is located, although it may bring with it short-term, painful dlslocati.ons

in employment, as companies strive to respond and improve. Policy efforts are
therefore best focused on encouraging conditions that favor open competition, and
encouraging companie5 of any nationality to invest freely (e.g., in transplant
operations), as the market dictates. After thes~ basic conditions. are set in Place,
governments and countries shodd step aside, permitting the best companies to
move ahead. This path is most likely to lead to sustainably Strong industries aro~d
the world.
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The high productivity
of the auto parta industry in Japan can, in part, be
traced to the same factors which make the Japanese automotive
assembly industry
highly productive.
State-of-the-art
manufacturing techniques are transferred from
automakers to their suppliers. Given the close-knit relationships between parts suppliers and the
auto assembly companies, innovative techniques originating in one are easily transferred to the
other. Design for manufacturing and the organization of labor are critical in explaining the
productivity advantage of the Japanese auto parta industry, while the use of technology and inherent
worker skills have less explanatory power.
On
differences

a higher

level, the differences in productivity across the three countries are rooted III
in industry structure.
Japan has a tiered structure
of suppliers, while in
Germany and the U.S. there is a flatter structure in which both large and small
suppliers interact with the original equipment manufacturer (OEM). The result of
this difference in organization is that, in Japan, the number of direct suppliers to the OEMS is much
less than in Germany or the U.S. However, because the division of labor in Japan is more
pronounced, there are more parts producers in total in Japan than in Germany or the U.S. This
tiered structure helps the entire auto industry and its suppliers reduce the level of operational
complexity, and thus cost.
This industry structure in Japan and the resulting low number of supplier-OEM contacts
have also affected the way these relationships are managed on a day-to-day basis. In Japan; auto
parts companies have relationships with OEMS which are characterized by a balance between
cooperation
and pressure from the OEMS. In the U. S., most contract$ between automakers
and parts companies have been short term, and in this relationship, most of the bargaining power
lies with the automaker.
If suppliers increase productivity, most of the economic benefit flows to
the automaker in the form of lower prices. In Germany, the arms-length relationship between auto
assembly companies and their suppliers is also a barrier to productivity improvement.
As a
result, U.S. and German parts suppliers have less incentive to become more productive.
In Japan,
the automakers’ relationship with its parts suppliers is far more cooperative, but at the same time
intense. This is reflected in the payment system which attempts to guarantee the parts supplier a
reasonable margin, while at the same time providing strong incentives for productivity
improvement.

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
AUTOMOT’fVE PARTS INDUSTRY
The automotive parts industry in Japan has overtaken its U.S. counterpati in
terms of labor productivity, and remains well ahead of the industry in Germany.
The differing mture of relationships between assemblers and their suppliers across
the three colmtries is at the root of these differences in productivity, md manifests
itself in the varying methods of production organization and design for
manufacturing.
The automotive industry as a whole plays an important part in the health of
most industrialized economies. While this. fact normally draws attention to the
vehicle assemblers (e.g., Ford or Fiat), the truth is that more people are employed,
and more value added is created, by automotive parts suppliers. In fact, this
segment of the industry is the largest supplier industry in the world. As discussed
in the cars case, the parts industiy obviously plays a crucial role in the success or
failure of the automotive assembly industry it supports.

.0”

While the parts industry is linked in partnership with the assembly industry,
the two are actually very different on a number of fronts. First of all, tiere are
relatively few assemblers, but many parts suppliers; there are slightly more than a.
dozen or so major assembly players worldwide, but thousands of parts suppliers in
each of the leading economies. ~us, parts suppliers are, on average, very small
compared to the assemblers. In Germany, for instance, auto suppliers have become
the epitome of the medium-sized firm. However, while the vast majority are small
firms, suppfiers such as Bosch in Germany and Nippon Denso in Japan have sales of
over $10 billion, Other major suppliers include TRW and Allied-Sigml in the U.S.,
Aisin Seiki in Japan, and Mannesmam and Siemens in Germany.
The automotive supplier industry has come into the spotlight of public
discussion as a result of the potential impact of this industry’s restructuring
(triggered by original equipment manufacturer - OEM - restructuring) on future
employment in all three countries. Our goal for this case study is to contribute to
the current discussion in thee ways:
Firstr our measures for labor productivity – based on value added, industry
purchasing power parities (PPPs), and capital intensities -of the auto parts
industries in Germany, Japan and the U.S., give a top-level insight into
the performance of the three industries. They show, as of 1990, that
operations in Japan have the highest productivity, with the U.S.
substantially behind, and operations in Germany at an even lower level.
Second, our time series analysis of relative performance shows how the
automotive parts suppliers in Japan reacted to changes in the automotive
assembly industry during the second half of @e 1980s. They increased
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their productivity significantly, whereas in the U.S. productivity seemed
not to grow during this time.
Third, we focus on the nature of the relationship between suppliers and
OEMS as a key determinant influencing the labor productivity of suppliers.
We also illustrate how competition among OEMS influences suppliers
though these relationships.
Our report is divided into three sections, the first of which overviews the
automotive parts industry in the three countries analyzed. This section is followed
by a discussion of the methods employed to measure output and productivity. The
last section explores the causes of labor productivity differences among the three
countries, and the implications these differences have for the fu@re of each
industry.
THE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS INDUSTRY
Industry Definition

@

The term “automotive parts” covers a wide array of products. A typical car
may have 20,000 parts, depending on how far subassemblies are broken down.
These parts range from large stamped body panels, to machined transmissions, to
electro-mechanical fuel systems, each with varying degrees of importance to the
industry. As Exhibit B-1 illustrates, five major classifications of parts account for
about two-thirds of value added in the industry. b the United States these products
fall under the heading “Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories” (SIC 3714,3592, 3694).
The comparable industry code in Japan is 3113 while in Germany they are combined
with cars under 3311 and 3314. As with all census data, we only capture those
companies whose primary business is in automotive parts.
The Business System
And the Production Process
As meritioned in our auto assembly industry case study, parts suppliers,

vehicle assemblers, and car dealerships are the three main players in the overall
automotive industry. The parts suppliers form the first link of this value chain. In
turn, the supplier segment has its own value chain. As Exhibit B-2 shows, in
addition to R&D, there are three stages of production components, subsystems, and
entire systems. The last two stages involve assembly of parts from the previous
stages. In general, production becomes more automated and plants become larger as
one moves from components to entire systems.

e

While the above paragraph describes the different stages of the production
process, it does not necessarily reveal anything about the legal borders of the firm.
Some firms and some plants are involved in all three stages, while others tend to
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specialize in one or two (Exhibit B-3). The former paradigm is more cbracteristic
the U.S. and Germany while the latter is common in Japan, where a tiee-tiered
system resdts most often in highly-speaalized plants.

of

The production equipment used in these plants tends to be dedicated to
automotive parts, which is one reason why parts suppliers tend to serve the
automotive industry exclusively.
Industry Size
As mentioned earlier, the automotive parts industry is, in fact, larger than the
assembly industry, both in terms of employment and value added. AS Exhibit B~
shows, the parts ind~try in ,Japan employed more people than the industry in the
U.S. in 1990. The @ends in the two countries are not the same, however. While
employment in the U.S. fell between 1987 and 1990, employment in Japan increased.
With respect to production, Japan increased its output during the same
3 years by about 50 percent, reaching a level of output more thn double that of the
U.S. (Exhibit B-5). Similarly, Japan dramatically improved its level of value added
during this period. Part of this gain was due to @aeased exports to newly-bu~t
Japanese assembly transplants around the world.
Role of the Automotive Parts Industry
a

The parts industry is important to the assembly industry for a number of
reasons. First of all, it can contribute approximately a third of the value. added of the
factory price of a car. Second, parts suppliers can have a strong impact on the level
of final customer satisfaction. Aside from obvious quality factors, serviceability and
availability of parts are also important; after the design of the car itself, these factors
rank highest in importance to consumers.
A third factor which accentuates the importance of suppliers to assemblers is
the role they play in incorporating technolo@cal innovations in the car. The clearest
example is the growing use of automotive electronics and computerization in
everything from instruments and anti-lock brake systems (ABS), to passive restraint
sYstems (airbags). ~ addition to helping integrate these systems into the car, the
suppliers often serve as the source for technological imovations in such products.
PRODUCTIVIV

RESULTS

Adjustments

m

The enormous diversity of output in the automotive parts industry as well as
the different degrees of vertical integration of parts companies, makes it impossible
to measure physical productivity directly. Thus, at the heart of our productivity
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measurements are data on value added, employment, hours worked, and industry
PPrs.
However, before comparing the productivity of the automotive parts
kdustries in Germany, Japan, and the U.S., we had to go through a process very
similar to that employed in the automotive assembly case, in order to deal with the
issues. of industry coverage, reporting methods, and product mix adjustments. As
with automotive assembly, capacity utilization differences lowered U.S. productivity
in the automotive parts industry by rougtiy 10 percent in 1990.
Labor Productivity
Afier making the needed adjustments, the aggregate results of our analysis
show that the automotive parts industy in Japan in 1990 was 24 percent more
productive per hour worked than the industy of the U.S. By contrast, productivity
in Germany was three-quarters of that of the U.S. @xhibit B-6). As in the
automotive assembly case, productivity in Germany had to be derived indirectly
from McKinsey data. However, cars and parts taken together were compared with
the overall automotive productivity figures derived from census data, and the
results correlated well.
Because of the mture of the German data, we codd conduct a time series
analysis ordy for the Japan/U.S. comparison. The resul@ shown in Exhibit B-7
reveal that, whereas in 1985 the industry in Japan was less productive than that of
the U.S., by 1987 the two had reached parity. Furthermore, the industiy in Japan
continued to improve from 1987 to 1990 by over 20 percent, but productivity
increased ody slightly during the same time period in the U.S. This minimal
improvement was due, in part, to the slowdown in the U.S. economy and the
restiting drop in new car sales, which, in turn, lowered factory capacity utilization.
In contrast, the OEMS in the U.S. were able to remain relatively close to OEM
productivity growth rates in Japan.
This rather striking increase in auto parts manufacture labor productivity in
Japan, in contrast to the U.S. case, is fairly well corroborated, if only indirectly, by an
independent empirical study performed by Cusurnano and Takeishi, over a similar
time period (1987 to 1990). Their swdy compared oEM/supplier
inter’actio~
for
four different parts families (shock absorbers, instrument panels, meter clusters, and
front seat assemblies) in both Japan and the U.S. The results (Exhibit B-8) show
traditional U.S. suppliers passing on annual, price increases to their OEM customers
even as their Japanese counterparts achieved regdar price savings, indicating at
least directionally the persistence of the productivity gap. The Japanese transplants
in the U. S., working with a mixture of Japanese and U.S. parts, achieved a middleground level of performance, all the more impressive since all of these plants were
still in a start-up phase at this time, but ~ereby demonstrating the “portability” of
Japanese techniques for labor productivity maximization.
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Note that the benefits accruing to the OEMS in Japan from their strong supply
base extended beyond price reductions. While cutting prices, suppliers in Japan
were also improving on already very low defect rates, saving their OEM customers
significant inspection and rework costs. The U.S. base was also improving, but at a
slower rate and from a much higher initial defect level. Again, the transplants
occupied the middle ground, starting from a defect rate higher than in Japan, but
cutting it down at a very fast rate.
The productivity figures stated above are averages for all establishment sizes.
As Exhibit B-9 shows, however, there are wide differences in relative productivities
across plant sizes. In both Japan and the U.S., there appear to be significant
economies associated with larger plants. The disparity is espeaally striking in the
case of Japan, where there are differences of ahnost 150 percent between the largest
and smallest plants. This phenomena reflects the so-called “dual economy” in
Japan. The automotive parts industry here takes the form of a three-tiered system of
suppliers, in which third-tier suppliers build simple components, which are then
assembled into subsystems by the second tier, which, in turn, go to the first-tier
suppliers for final assembly into system” and cans. The components producers tend
to be both smaller and relatively less automated, requiring more labor per unit of
output.

o

CAUSES OF PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES
We will examine the reasons for the observed differences in productivity at
three levels (Exhibit B-10). The first is causali@ at the production process or firm
level, that is, the way companies organize themselves to do business. This level
includes the degree to whiti companies take advantage of technology, as well as
their level of efficiency in utilizing resources. While this level of analysis explains
the most immediate sources of productivity differences among the tiee industries,
the second and third levels attempt to explain why the production process is set up
as it is in the first place. Here we look at differences in the structure and competitive
behavior of the industry, along with external factors which can influence the
production process.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
The productivity gaps which exist between Germany, the U.S., and Japan are
explained by two differences in the production processes across the three countries:
the organization of firm functions and tasks, and the nature of product design.
T organization of functions and tasks as a ca usal factor. Primary among
the reasons why parts suppliers in Japan are so higtiy productive is the
way in which they organize themselves. The advantages in this area come
in large part from their close relationship with the OEMS. Many of the
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techniques of lean production first adopted by the assemblers were later
transferred to the parts suppliers. Therefore, many of the organizational
principles are similti to those mentioned in the automotive assembly
case. They include integration versus specialization of labor, and
continuous improvement through suggestion systems and front-line
empowerment:
OEMS further h~lp s~~pliers by getting them involved in
the vehicle design process early,. working together on standardizing parts
for ease in production. and assembly.
Pes im
- for manufacture in~ and comDlexitv as a causa 1 facto r. As with the

assembly industry, desi~ for manufacturing can have a significant imPact
on prod~ctivity ~“ the p~rts b~iness. In Japan, OEMS have made major
efforts to design products for manufacturability and ease of assembly, thus
allowing both themselves and their suppliers to cut costs. Furthermore,
suppliers in Japan are given much more responsibility for designing
products (Exhibit B-II), allowing them to make improvements more
easily and frequently. ‘In contrast, many of these responsibilities are
retained by the OEM in Europe, presumably inclu~ng Germany
(Exhibit B-12). In addition, there are fewer dedicated factories in Germany,
and many more highly specialized factories for partidar parts and
components in Japan.
Costs of the suppliers at all tiers can be further reduced by designing
primary components for easy assembly and subassembly. These benefits
are enhanced by the standardization of parts across car models. The major
outcome of design for manufacturability is that suppliers need to make
fewer parts, and those that are needed can be produced in fewer steps with
far less labor.
Nippon Denso and other major Toyota suppliers have most closely followed
the above principles, inspired by Toyota, and have achieved especially high
productivity levels as a result.
Having discussed the two major caWal factors, we now turn our attention to
factors that appear to be of minor importance, or non-differentiating.
ital intensitv and technolovy as a minor causal facto r. The existence of
advanced”labor saving technologies would imply that a substantial part of
labor productivity differences can be explained by differences in the
amount and kind of capital put in place. Surprisingly, the data and
analyses do not suggest such a relationship (Exhibits B-13 and B-14). We
do not find evidence to support a claim of correlation between capital
intensity and labor productivity in this industr y. Although investment in
recent years has been higher in Japan than in the U.S., Japan was building
up an existing capital stock which was 17 percent lower than that in the
U.S. However, the same is not true for Germany; capital investment per
labor hour lagged behind that iri Japan and even the U.S. The renewal of

caD
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factories and the introduction of new production techniques in Germany
were not pursued in a manner similar to that of the larger Japanese parts
operations.
. .
Sca 1e as a non -differentiate n~ facto r. Productivity in the U.S. is lower than
in Japan even though there me more larger plants in the U.S. As
Efibit B-15 illustrates, however, many parts reach aitical incremental
production scale relatively quickly; hence, scale does not play as important
a role as it does in the assembly industry. (Note that many parts for which
scale is very critical, such as engines and transmissions, are manufactured
in-house by the OEMS.) Ordy a few parts require very high output
volumes to reach critical scale for production at the margin.
~;ic sk“11differences as a non-differentiating facto r. One of the most
discussed and debated issues in this field is whether the edge enjoyed by
Japanese companies in terms of labor productivity is due to inherently.
superior work force skills. In tackling this question, we be~. by
recognizing that the skills workers use and apply obviously have different
impacts if the organization of tasks, as set up by mamgement, differs. The
question to answer is whether, companies could achieve Japanese levels of
productivity with U.S. workers, provided those workers are given similar
training to that received in Japan. The experience of Japanese automotive
supplier transplants in the U.S. suggests that achieving similar levels of
productivity with U.S. workers is quite possible.
The distribution of skills within the industries in Japan, Germany and the
U.S., however, is not the same. In the U.S., skills are distributed more
uniformly across plants, while in Japan there is a strong correlation
between the size of the plant and the skills of the work force. While
overall skill levels average out across the countries, the higher-skilled
workers in Japan seem to be much more concentrated in the largest plants.
The situation in Germany is very different, with basic skill levels being
high across the board. However, this high skill level has not been
translated into high productivity.
Interestingly, a remaining issue is how the dramatic productivity growth
achieved in Japan in the latter half of the 1980s was distributed. As Exhibit B-16
shows, this growth was heavily concentrated in the largest plants, which is
indicative of the penetration of good manufacturing techniques into suppliers in
the first and even second tiers. As expected, the most productive plants also gained
market share. During this time, the automotive parts industry in Japan also
embarked on a substantial investment campaign. Overall, capital intensity in 1990
almost reached the level of the U.S. industry, whereas Germany lagged behind. This
implies that the lower labor productivity of Germany is, to some extent, offset by
lower capital intensity when one considers total factor productivity.
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External Facto= and Industry Behavior
Why is it that plants in Japan have been able to sustain such a long period of
productivity growth? Whyhasthe industry inthe U.S., onaverage, not been able to
foUowtie productiti~ tiprovements tiautomotive parts plants kJapan.
Why is
the German parts supplier industry so far behind?
Our analysis of these questions in terms of the nature of competition and
other exterml issues boils down to one determining facto~ the relationship of the
supplier to the OEM. Industry experts judge a good relationship to be a necessary
condition for acfieving leading-edge industry performance levels. This issue has
two facets which deserve particdar elaboration. On the one hand, there are
structural differences in the automotive industries of the three countries which
define the general relationship between the supplier and the OEM. On the other,
there are differences in the way those relationships are managed on a day-to-day
basis within the existing structure.
n
in i
The primary difference in industry
structure in Japan relative to the U.S. or Germany is the tiered system of
suppliers (Exhibit B-17). By contrast, Germany and the U.S. possess a
flatter industry structure in which both large and small suppliers interact
directly with the OEM (Exhibit B-18). The resdt of this difference in
organization is that in Japan the number of direct suppliers to the OEM is
much less than in Germany or tie U.S., which helps to reduce the level of
purchasing complexity, and the need to manage numerous tirect contacts
with suppliers (Exhibit B-19). This relatiomhip is true, not only at the
company, but also at the plant level. Smaller span of control by players in
each layer makes the subassembly process more efficient. However,
because of the tier division of labor with the industry in Japan, Japan
still has a greater total of parts producers than the other two ‘natiom-.
Pl~e.

Industry structure also comes into play in terms of vertical integration,
which may explain part of the difficulty the U.S. supplier base had in
improving labor productivity in the late 1980s. Parts manufactiers
vertically integrated into vehicle OEMS make up over one-third of the
US. parts industry’s total sales, in contrast to the Japanese industry, where
despite high levels of “affiliation” between OEMS and suppliers (e.g.,
through management exchanges, minority shareholdlngs, etc.), OEMS
tend to retain little in-house parts production beyond the”– admittedly
very significant - categories of drivetrain components and body panels.
As a resdt, to the extent that captive parts suppliers exerted a great
influence on the overall U.S. parts industry’s productivity figures, the
unique constraints on these in-house facilities tended to slow the entire
indus@y’s progress. These constraints on productivity included parts
plants wage rates linked to traditionally ~gh OEM assembly plant levels,
limited management flexibility to shift production tasks among workers

*’
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and plants (due to similar OEM contract linkages), and the natural
tendency of the OEM corporate structure to favor in-house supply despite
its often less competitive price levels. The German industry faced similar
challenges in enhancing the productivity of in-house supply, especia~y in
very large vehicle assembly “cities,” where labor/management dynamics
were such that outsourcing of supply to more specialized independent
vendors proved diffidt to accomplish.
Qlff
“n”n
m
relati
“ . Not only are the
~structures of the three industries different, but also the ways in which
specific suppliers and OEMS interact. Usually this issue is discussed iri the
context of the Japanese keirefs~ system. Here, hcrwever, we concentrate on
some key principles which are applicable to other countries as well.
Exhibit B-20 goes into this issue in detail.
Differences in the incentive svstems. In the U.S., most supply contracts
have tra~tionally been short term in nature, as well as often using
mdtiple suppliers rather than sourcing from a single supplier for. one
type of part, and, consequently, hold the threat that the OEM will
switch suppliers once the expire. This fact helps explain why suppliers
seem to have given away much of their value surplus in order to
retain the OEMS business (Exhibit B-21). A consequence of this
“squeeze” of suppliers is that they have little incentive to increase
productivity, since the benefits may be captured by the OEM, while the
suppliers are saddled with the costs of the improvement. This
asymmetrical relationship has been the norm in the U.S. As a result of
the nature of these relationships, there have been few successful joint
efforts at development. A similar story holds true in Germany, where
the OEM often sends a supplier a blueprint for parts and does not
expect or necessarily desire any feedback with regards to potential
improvements. Although negotiations are based on cost competitive
bidding, the complexity of products and features have prevented
significant increases in productivity. (As competitive pressures have”
intensified, however, both these countries have adopted more
“Japanese” approaches.)

@

By contrast, in Japan the OEMS relationship with first tier suppliers
has been a balanced array of incentives to cooperate. Suppliers are
encouraged to invest in labor training and specialized capital by
exchanging members of management, receiving OEM financing, and
employing interlocking equity holdings, among other means.
Furthermore, while pricing in the U.S. is dominated by competitive
bidding which tends to reduce supplier surpluses to zero, suppliers in
Japan have often been guaranteed a minimum gross margin rate
(Exhibit B-22) with negotiated reductions in cost over time, forcing
productivity improvements. Japanese OEMS know cost components of
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parts suppliers in detail tiough joint development and design process
of parts. Japanese OEMs delegate the design of parts to first- and
second-tier suppliers, while many suppliers in the U.S. tie depending
on the blueprints from the OEMS. When Japanese OEMS negotiate the
prices of parts, they have a standard procedure to estimate
manufacturing costs by assessing machineries, raw materials used,
manufacturing steps, and production time. Japanese OEMS and
suppliers work jointly on improvements in every production task
(value analysis). me gains are distributed depending on who
suggested the idea. The same procedure is replicated in the
relationship between first- and second-tier parts suppliers. This system
provides high incentives for productivity improvement on the part of
the supplier. The overall result is higher productivity for the
suppliers, and lower parts prices for the OEMs.
Differences in kno wled~e transfe r. In addition to indirect incentives to
improve productivity, the OEM also provides the supplier with direct
help in the form of consulting services to help improve its business
functions and engineer exchanges to help improve its production
functions. This Dractice has s~read to the U.S.. where Ford, and most of
the Japanese tra~splants, hav~ established supplier “insti~tes” to
accomplish their purposes. Recently, in Japan, but also to some extent
elsewhere, OEMs and major suppIiers, including cast die
manufacturers, are networked to computer aided design (CAD) and
computer aided manufacturing (CAM) which are able to transfer
design and significantly reduce the development dine for new car
models.
Exl
~a. i“
Part of the reason why the tidustry in
Japan has been successful at integrating the functions of the first-tier
suppliers and their OEMS is because of the exclusivity of relationships
as laid out in the well-known keiretsu system. h order to have better
designs for manufacturing, OEMS must have better designed parts with
lower defect rates. The companies in Japan follow the concept of
building quality into the parts rather than tightening inspection of
assembled cars and reworking them when problems arise. In this
process, cooperation of and improvement by parts suppliers are crucial.
This system not only increases the level of trust, but also improves the
ability of the supplier to effectively serve the OEM. For a variety of
reasons, including suppliers’ desires to grow their business globally, the
exclusivity of these links is ebbing, however, and it will be interesting
to see what effect ttis change has on the productivityy of suppliers
(Exhibit B-23). In the short term there cotid be improvements based
on increased scale, but success in the long run will require
standardization of parts across OEMS.
-
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Having discussed the major external factors, and the relationships among the
“” supplier and tie OEM, we will not address other less .tiportant ones as they are
similar to those in the automotive assembly case, and are propagated to this
industry through its relationship with the OEMS.
OUTLOOK

e

The automotive parts industries are undergoing substantial change in all
tlu’ee of the countries analyzed. The one which will undergo the most dramatic
changes in the future is the industry in Germany, which is beginning to feel strong
pressure to improve performance as a resdt of tie downturn in that country’s
assembly industry. These firms will also face increasing competition from
automotive suppliers in other parts of Europe, as assemblers respond to the “Europe
1992” phenomenon and continue to source more regionally, and less mtionally. At
the same time, we expect to see the structure of relationships with the OEMS in
Germany gravitate toward a tiered structure like that in Japan. OEMS in Germany
are trying to simplify their procurement process by reducing their number of direct
suppliers. In addition, the relationships they do retain will most likely resemble
those in Japan more than the current ones in Germany. This change, is in part,
because OEMS are seeking to reduce the development time needed for new products,
and suppliers can play a key role in trying to meet this goal, but only if they are
assured of tie benefits of fuller participation. A new design in the relationship
between the two shotid become tie norm in the futie.
However, overcoming the
old paradigm - arm’s length at best and adversarial at worst – will not be easy.
Regardless, external pressures are expected to restit in dramatic fianges for the
industry in Germany.
As for the U.S., productivity is expected to improve. This outcome, is likely
in large part, because the changes predicted to occur in Germany are akeady well
underway in the U.S., especially with respect to improving relationships between
OEMS and parts suppliers. This improvement has largely occurred because parts
suppliers in the U.S. faced economic pressures earlier than those in Germany, both
from the OEMS and from more than 400 Japanese automotive parts transplants that
entered the U.S. during the 1980s. The reswt has been a shake-up in the U.S. parts
supplier industry, in which the more productive firms are benefiting from closer
relations with the OEMS, while the less productive firms are being forced to either
improve, or exit, or drop to a lower tier position.

a

While Germany and the U.S. are moving closer to Japan in terms of having
fewer but closer direct contacts between suppliers and OEMS, Japan is moving closer
to the other two in the sense that the exclusivity of relationships is breaking down.
This change is due partly to an attempt by the suppliers to increase profits and partly
to OEMS trying to achieve greater parts commonality. Whether this trend
accelerates, and. whether this lack of exclusivity reduces the OEMS willingness to
invest in its suppliers, is as yet unknown. (Furthermore, parts plants in Japan will”
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encounter slower growth in demand as assembly transplants overseas begin to
source more and more locally.)
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
As mentioned earlier, the automotive parts industry was chosen as a case
study because of its leading role as a supplier industry, and its impact downstream
on the assembly sector. We have shown that rapid productivity growth in the latter
half of the 1980s in Japan allowed that country to overtake the U.S. as the
productivity leader, so that operations in Japan now hold a 24 percentage point
advantage. The gap with Germany is even larger. As Exhibit B-24 summarizes, we
believe there are two main factors at the production process level which help
explain this gap the organization of functions and tasks, and differences in ,design
for manufacturing. The advantages of Japan with regard to these two factors is, in
large part, the restit of the cooperative, but nonetheless, demanding relationship
between suppliers and OEMS. This case serves as a classic example of the effect the
links to other industries can have on another industry’s productivity.

a

The implications for government policy in the automotive parts industry are
similar to those in the assembly industry. Germany is, again, the country which
faces the most “dramatic changes in the future. One way or another, the industry
will be forced to become more productive, through large layoffs, the adoption of
new mamgement, techniques, and the consolidation and merger of weaker firms
with stronger ones. Whatever government actions can be taken to support and
accelerate these trends (while mitigating short-term displacement suffering as much
as possible, for example, through retraining) will strengthen the industry in the long
run, and will establish again a strong automotive supplier industry in Europe.
Continuing “squeezes” on suppliers without assisting the necessary restructuring
codd lead to a decline in the industry, as was seen in the U.K. auto parts and
assembly industries in the 1970s. It is especially important not to neglect the auto
parts industry at the expense of the more visible assembly industry, since, as even
industry leader, Toyota, has affirmed, “the strength of our company derives from
the strength of. our suppliers.”
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The metalworking industrv makes machine tools, machining centers, and automated
manufacturing systems,-such as ~abats and transfer lines. During-the 1980s, the leading
metalworking operations in Japan switched from craft processes, which stress skills in

mechanical design and manual operations, to a predaminantiy modern industrial process,
which requires tie integration of satiare
and electronics, the abiiiiy to autamate production and
standardize parts and products, and.the ability to design for manufacturing. The industrial process
approach means that metalworking firms in Japan have longer production runs, ecanomies of scale,
and hence, greater productivity than metalworking operations in Germany and the U.S. which have
been slow to make this transition.
In the first three decades after the second world war, gavemment policy in Japan encouraged
standardizatian and consolidation through R&D funding, technology import/export licenses, and
other policies. The government played a very act”we role in the evolution of the industry. The
legacy af this early involvement remains salient today.
In part because of the growing share of Japanese transplants, U.S. fires are beginning
to modernize their production facilities and should expect a relative improvement in
productivity over the next few years. Metalworking firms in Germany, which once got a 30 percent
price premium for their products in Europe because of their high quality, have been slow to
upgrade their production practices. Today, German firms face stiff competition from high quality,
low cost Imports.
The use of one productivity figure for the metalworking industry in Japan masks the fact
that the industy structure is different than in Germany and the U.S., and that an averaging effect is
taking place. A small number of large, highly productive companies operate alongside much smaller
establishments that have low productivity, but pravide low-priced services and inputs to boost
productivity at the big plants. The small players are, by and large, less productive than most
metalworking companies in the U.S. and Germany.

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
METALWORKING INDUSTRY
The metalworking industry produces the equipment and tooling which other
industries use to cut, form and manipdate parts. Because improvements in the
production processes of these other industries usually requires the introduction {If
different and better machinery, metalworking is often an important source of
manufacturing innovation.
While the makers of mafine tools in Germany, Japan, and the U.S. enjoyed
stable and growing demand from the end of the Korean War to the first energy
crisis, the past two decades have been charaderized by slow growth and high
cydcality. Throughout this period, @e level of competition in~eased as players
entered what were rapidly becoming global markets for increasingly standardizeci
and automated metalworking products. The national competitiveness of
metalworking industries became a source of political controversy, especially in the
U.S., where some domestic manufacturers were facing elimination as a restit of
import competition.
Before the 1980s, successfd companies only required skills in metinical
design and production. By 1982, however, success in metalworking manufacturing
required additional skills in four ‘win areas (1) the integration of electronics and
mechanics, (2) the ability to standardize and design for manufacture, (3) the
application of automation technologies to the~ own production process, and (4) the
integration of customer’s innovations into their own product line. Metalworking
companies were then required to bring together basic machines with sophisticated
computers and software, and become knowledgeable in dlscipliies ranging from
materials technology and mechanics to software design and factory automation.
The success of industrial operations in Japan and the relative decline of those in
Germany and the U.S. is the story of this transition. The metalworking case
illustrates how reducing complexity through product and process standardization
can lead to longer production runs, economies of scale, and factory automation,
which combine to greatly improve productivity.
The report is organized into four parts. First, we will define the
metalworking industry, then we will discuss the measurement of output and labor
productivity. In the last two sections, we will discuss the causes of significant
differences in productivity, and the resulting implications and outlook for the three
metalworking industries.
~E

METALWORKING

INDUSTRY

The metalworking industry is made up of a variety of activities and end
products (Exhibit C-I). In our study, we have captured the fabrication of parts and
the assembly of standard machine tools (e.g., saws, lathes, milling machines, etc.),
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machining centers, and automated manufacturing systems (e.g., machine cells,
robots, and transfer lines) (Exhibit C-2). The trend over the years has been a
movement away from manual or hard-programmed, single-purpose, stand-alone
tools, toward automated, flexible, mdtipwpose ,ones (e.g., machinirig centers)
networked or linked together with automated material-handling equipment.
While this shift has occurred in d three markets, industrial operations in Japan
have participated to a much greater degree in product standar~ation
and factory
automation.
The shift in products is mirrored by a similar shift in production processes
within the metalworking industry itself. The traditional craft or custom
manufacturing process, developed at the beginning of the cenmy for work on
stand-alone tools, has been phased out slowly. Due to the complex nature of the.
products, the large number of process steps required, and the manual operation of
equipment, craft shops using stand-alone tools have proven much less producti~re
than metalworking operations using modern technologies (Exhibit C-3). mere
remains a significant number of factories in Germany and the U.S. which operate
along craft lines, and even some in Japan. However, many of these older operations
are unprofitable. Since the early 1980s, most factories in Japan hve been redesigned
for standardized unit production, whereby the parts, products, and production
processes are simplified, designed for commonality, and automated. Products have
also been redesigned to be assembled fruni Staxldard parts and components that are
either purchased complete from low-cost suppliers, or are machined in-house by
flexible, multiple-task ‘machining centers and handled by automated moving and
storage systems. These technical innovations were paralleled by organizational
concepts that resulted in revolutionary increases in productivity.

The output of the metalworking industry is hard to estimate and compare. in
physical terms or on a unit basis because of great d~ferences in product mix. Tht!
best approximation, therefore, is the value of. output (Efibit C-4). We derived a
metalworking industry purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rate to convert
domestic industry values into U.S. dollars (see box entitled “Adjustments”). Using
this extinge rate, the ourput of each bdustry in 1990 was Q,e following Japan,
$40.0 billion; Germany, $12.9 billion; and the U.S., $11.6 billion (S10.3 billion in tile
German/U.S. “comparison). Although industrial operations in Japan generally
perform fewer activities in-house (value added as a percentage of output in Japan
was ody 47 percent in 1990 as opposed to 59 percent in Germany and the U.S.) value
added in each industry in 1990 shows a pattern similar to output. Operations in
Japan had the largest value added at 18.9 billion. Those in Germany were next at
$7.6 billion, and those in the U.S. had $6.9 billion (or $6.1 billion in the German/U.S.
comparison).
Metalworking operatiom in Japan employed “239,250 people in 1990, while
those in Germany employed 163,630, and those in the US. employed 119,900 (the
U.S. employment for the German comparison was 110,960). The hours worked per
e
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ADJUSTMENTS
PPPCalculation
Theoutputandvalue-added
figuresforoperationsin GermanyandJapanwereconverted
toU.S.dollarsusinga PPPexchangerate. ThePPPconversionratewascalculatedusingtwo
metiods first,by improvingexistingcatego~ matchesin the censusdata, and secondby
derivinga weightedaveragePPP for exportaand domesticseles. TheexportPPP is usually
closeto the exchangerate,but is adjustedfor distributionor discountdifferences.me domestic
PPP was calcdated by derivingthe pricedfierendal from cost and profitcomparisonsof
companiesproducingsimilarproducts.
TheGermanPPP was similarusingbothmethods. For Japan,however,it proved
impossibleto makeuseti matchesusingthe censusdata. As a resdt, tie JapanesePPPwas
calculatedusingordythe fit method. ThePPPs caltiated for 1990 were 2.18 DM/$ and
138Y/$. For 1987, the PPPscalchted were 2.28 DM/$ and 140 Y/$.
DoubleDeflation
In the case of &rrnany, a sd adjustmentwas madefor doubledeflation. SeCausethe
GermanPPP was somewhathigherthan the exchangerate, we had to adjustfor the higher
price of domesticallysourcedinputsrelativeto the world priceof outpuE. The impactof ~S
adjustmentwas to lowerGermanproductivityby lessthan5 percent.
me JapanesePPP was so closeto the exchangerate thatno adjustmentwas necessary.
CyeliealAdjustment
Thetimeperiodofour study,from1987to 1990,coversa numberofuniquecircumstancesin
the Japaneseeconomy. @er thisperiod,the metalworkingindustryexperiencedboth a bust
end a boom. Afterthe signingof the PI- Accordin 1985,the valueof the Japaneseyen rose at
an unprecedentedrate, and exportorientedirrdustieswitnesseda dropin outputand production.
For the metalworkingindustry,thisrestited in a dramaticdrop in orderswhichcaused
Operafig rates to fallto an all time low in 1987. By 1990, however,metalworkingoperations
wereagainboomirr&as tie resdt of strongdomesticandoverseasdenrand.To rninitie the
effectof thisswing,we have adjustedtie productivityof the Japaneseindustryto an average
operatingrate (calculatedover the lo-year period preceding19YIJ).‘Ihe impactof rhis
adjustmentwas to raise1987 productivityby 7 percent,and reduce1990productivityby
3 percent.
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employee in 1990 were the following in each indur,try Japan, 2,197 hours; Germany,
1,604 hours; and the U.S., 1,963 hours.
The stie of these industrial operations does not indicate the relative
consumption of machine tools, however. Germany and Japan are net exporters of
metalworking products while the U.S. is a net importer and has been since the
1970s. Since 1985, over 40 percent of new machine tools sales in the U.S. (by value)
have been imported (over 50 percent by units). Approximately 50 percent of these
imports came from Japan while approximately 15 percent came from Germany.
PRODUCTIVITY RESULTS
Comparing the value added pff hour worked in 1990 using a PPP exchange
rate, and adjusting for double deflation and changes in the business cycle (see box
entitled “Adjustments”), the productivity level of metalworking operations in
Japan was 19 percent higher on average than those in Germany or the U.S. (see
Exhibit C-5). In some segments, such as machine tools, the average productivity of
op~ations in”Japanwus as much as 35 p~cent higher than operations in the U.S.
(operations in Germany are not broken down in that level of detail in the census,
see Exhibit C-1).

*

*

As Exhibit C-6 demonstrates, “tie productivity of metalworking operations in
the U.S. and Germany were, on average, higher than that of Japan prior to 1987.
Since 1987, however, operations in Japan have become much more productive.
This rapid productivity growth was caused by the revolutionary transition of
operations in Japan to automated production processes in the 1980s and the redesign
of many products to be made from standard parts, components and modules. These
changes resdted in a phenomenal increase in output that had li~le impact on the
amount of labor required. For example, the actual physical output of machine tools
(e.g., number of units) increased by 16 percent per year over this period, while the
input of labor increased by only 6 percent per year. This resulted in real productivity
“growth of 8.5 percent per year (as measured by value added per hour worked).
What these productivity comparisons do not reveal, however, is that before
1987 many individual companies located in Japan were already more productive
than those located in Germany and the U.S. Breaking the industry down by
establishment size, industrial ‘operations in Japan demonstrate a distinctive pattern
(Exhibit C-7). While the average productivity of operations in Japan in 1987 is
approximately equal to those in Germany and the U.S., establishments in Japan with
more than 500 employees were far more productive than smaller ones. By contrast,
establishments in Germany and the U.S. were all much closer to the industry
average, regardless of size, and were at a sigtilcant disadvantage compared to large
establishments in Japan. The rapid productivity growth of the metalworking
industry in Japan is reflected in improved productivity “across establishment sizes
(and especially in larger ones in such areas as metalworking), and the growing share
of workers employed in larger establishments (Exhibit C-8).
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The higher value added per hour worked at the larger establishments was a
factor of their outsourcing more activities both outside their industry and within
their industrv,
,.. (i.e.,. leaving the fabrication of parts and components to smaller
establishments). While th~ first instance is a matter of cross”industry organization,
the second is an aspect of the “dual economy: which we have observed in other
industries. Essentially, smaller establishments provide services and inputs to the
assembly operations of large plants, at lower wages and at lower prices than the
industry average. This arrangement gives larger companies a competitive
advantage, especially in overseas markets. These large,, highly produtive
companies also tend to be the ones driving exports and foreign direct investment.
(See the syntiesis chapter for a more complete discussion of the production process
differences for large and small plants.)
CAUSES OF PRODUCITVI~

DIFFERENCES

Using the general framework of this study, we examine the reasons for the
observed differences in productivity at three levels. First, at the level of the
production process, then at the level of the industry structure and behavior, and
finally at the external factors that also influence management decision-making
(Exhibit C-9).
Causflity at the
Production Process Level
The relative productivity advantage enjoyed by metalworking operations in
Japan in 1990 is largely explained at the production process level by differences in
scale and capital, product design, the integration of functions and tasks, and, to a
lesser degree, product mix (Exhibit C-10). During the 1980s, metalworking
operations in Japan”had redesigned their parts, products, and production processes,
to a higher degree of standardization than the majority of companies in Germany
and the U.S. As a resdt, many manufacturers in Japan achieved sufficient scale to
justify large-scale investments needed for automated manufacturing, material
handling, and assembly systems. These new technologies facilitated better ways of
organizing functions and tasks, both within the operation and with suppliers. In
1990, these advantages were not captured by the majority of producers in Germany
and the U.S.
T

ital and scale as causa 1 facto rs. Whereas metalworking production in
Germany and the U.S. was largely based on low volumes of highly
specialized products (as it had been since the beginning of the century),

Cav

production in Japan was characterized by high volumes of standardized
products. This type of production in Japan was made possible by a higher

degree of industry consolidation and concentration. For example, most
machine tools makers operating in the U.S. and Germany during the 1980s
produced only five or six units of a given machine in 1 year. Many
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companies operating h Japan, however, were able to produce ten times
that in a single month.
Over time, higher unit volumes allowed companies operating in Japan to
simplify product designs for manufacturing with standard parts and
components. In addition, higher volumes permitted them to justify
heavy investments in industrial manufacturing systems and automation
equipment. For example, metalworking operations in Japan were the first
to develop and apply flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) to their
operations throughout the 1980s. FMS allowed m~y of them to achieve
economies of scale at even lower volumes, and to develop more
customized products. The resdt of these labor-saving technologies was a
rapid increase in productivity.
Based on these observations, we wotid expect that metalworking
operations in Japan wotid have much higher levels of capital intensity .
and investment than those in Germany and the U.S. In measuring capital
stock, however, we found that capital intensity in each of the three
industries was sixnilar in 1987, although operations in Japan and Germany
did invest more in the years leading up to 1990 (Exhibit C-11). Part of the
reason why we find lower than expected capital intensity figures in Japan
is that operations in Japan do fewer activities in-house (e.g., value added is
ody 48 percent of the industry gross output, as opposed to 60 percent in
Germany and the U.S.). As a result, less capital is required and the
machinery in place tends to be only that which is re@arly and
productively put to use. For example, most machine tool producers in
Germany or the U.S. either m~e their own casdngs, or buy them and do
all of the rough machining themselves. In Japan, metalworking
operationa often buy high quality, pre-machined castings from the
foundry, eliminating the need for labor and equipment to do rough
finishing.
~ ~~im for mariufactur inz as a causa 1 facto r. Metalworking operations in
Japan are characterized by a greater degree of standard parts, products and
processes that result in high productivity. The design for manufactiing
and the simple, linear process layouts in most Japanese operations require
less labor but produce higher levels of output. Operations in Germany
and the U.S., on the other hand, are characterized to a greater degree by
product and process complexity resulting from their relatively low levels
of product and process standardization and their lower product volumes.
Based on factory tours and interviews in Germany, Japan and the U.S., we
estimate that the number of parts (e.g., ball bearings) and tools (e.g., drills)
being used in best practices for standardized machme tool production had
been reduced to one-tenth of what was originally required in craft
production. This reduction had been achieved by designing or redesigning
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products so that they cotid be produced using standardized parts and
components and automated equipment. For example, the most modern
factories use three-dimetiional computerized design (CAD) equipment to
program a series of machining centers to work on standard parts and
components that are moved from station to station using automated
material handling and storage systems. This greatly reduces the amount
of parts, tools and labor required for the manufacturing of standard
machine tools, while at the same time greatly increasing output. Many of
the companies operating irJapan have completed tis transition, and
have successtily integrated their electronic and mechanical technologies
with the design process. Similar product and process redesigns are
underway in leading machine tool manufacturers in Germany and the
U.S., but weakened financial and market positions slow their efforts to
catch up.
The overall impact of product and production simplicity is “lower costs,
shorter lead times, better quality and, consequently, better productivity.
Q.ganization of functions and tasks as a causal facto r. A recent McKinsey
survey of 39 machine tool companies in Germany found that the
organization of functions and tasks was a key driver of corporate success in
MS tidustry (success was defined by ROS, ROE, and. the growth of sales
and profits). At the heart of this success was simplicity. Compared with
their less successfd rivals, the best machine tool companies had fewer
customers, fewer products, fewer suppliers, shorter lines of
communication, and better trained workers (they spent up to four times
more on in-house training).
As a restit of more simple product desi~ and process layout,
management in metalworking operations in Japan in 1990 had a better
opportity
than in Germany and the U.S. to optimize the definition and
allocation of tasks. Operations in Japan gave workers higher levels of
responsibility, empowering them to perform and redefine their tasks, and
instilling in them a desire to continuously increase the rate of operating
improvements.
The simple, linear process, used by many factories, operating in Japan,
emphasizes the ptil of customer orders (i.e., parts and components are
ordered and fabricated only for the machine being worked on, not built for
stock). This practice results in lower work-in-progress inventories and
fewer people dedicated to material handling: In addition, companies
operating in Japan rely to a much greater degree on supplier relationships
to replace labor in low productivity operations.

m

The piece-rate compensation ~y.steni, used by industrial operations in
Germanv (Exhibit C-12) is an example of how the ,organization of
function: and tasks may negativel~ influence productivity. The piece-rate
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system reduces the flexibility of workers in an operation. &y attempt by
mamgement to increase output is often seen by labor as an attempt to
speed up operations, and often becomes an area of dispute. 13ecause,labor
in Germany has a voice in the running of companies, management is
often discouraged from seeking higher output. While the impact of the
piece-rate system is hard to measure, anecdotal evidence suggests that
German productivity could be substantially higher if new incentives codd
be designed.
B9duct m ix as a causa 1 facto~. Product mix is a somewhat less important
factor in explaining productivity differences in 1990. Because of their
design for manufacturing, metalworking operations in Japan had a higher
share of production of standard, off-the-shelf machine tools. In addition,
they produced a higher share of automated manufacturing systems, such
as machining centers and station-type machine tools (Exhibit C-13).
Metalworking operations in Germany, although similar to tiose in Japan
in terms of scope (e.g., making both off-the-shelf tools and customized
products), cotid be characterized as being more focused in niche
mechanical markets, and less on systems. Those in the U.S., on the other
hand, had largely abandoned the standard, tool market, but maintained a
relatively high level of production in systems and in complex, highly
capable equipment for the aerospace industry. Finally, the ~tegration of
electronic technologies with machine tools was also at different levels:
operations in Japan had a higher share of sales in numerically controlled
products in 1990 than those in Germany or the US. (Exhibit C-14).
The effects of this product mix difference are difficult to quantify.
Producers in Japan reduced the price of many products through their
efforts to standardize and comrnoditize production, but also increased the
productivity of their operations and gained market share (e.g., Fanuc had
almost 50 percent of the global market in numerical controls in 1990).
Producers in Germany were somewhat immune to the commoditization
of many standard prodticts. Few Japanese-made products had yet entered
the German market and many customers preferred customized products.
As a result, prices in Europe were still very high in 1990. Producers in the
U.S., on the other hand, had lost market share to import competition and
were largely pushed out of many standard tool markets. What production
remained in the U.S. was focused, to some extent, on higher value, niche
markets, and in those protected from foreign competition.
su~arv . [Exhibit
C-15),,. the higher uroductivit~ of metalworking
.
operations in Japan was largely the restit of greater standardization of parts,
products and processes, larger volumes of automated production, and superior
organization of functions and tasks. 17aw materials, labor skills, and intrinsic
motivation, although important to the performance of individual companies, were
non-differentiating factors across the countries studied.
“.
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External Factors and Industry Behavior

Why have metalworking operations in Japan been more successti at
standardiziig products and at automating production than those of Germany and
the U.S.? Why have companies operadng primarily in Japan been more successti
at integrating electronic and mechanical skills? The answer to these questiona is the
story of convergence and crossover resdting from the dramatic consolidation,
standardization, and automation of metalworking operations in Japan, and the
relatively slow evolution of those in the U.S. and the German industries.
..
me nature of competitio~. The nature of competition in the three
countries under study has a number of dimensions. First, concentration
has played a substantial role in allowing operations in Japan to make
tiovations
at the production process level. Second, the higher level of
competition in Japan, especially as it relates to international exposure (e.g.,
exports and foreign direct investment), has also provided stimulus for
productivity improvement. And finally, the greater reliance on vertical
relationships has permitted the removal of low productivity activities to
other industries.
The metalworking industry in Japan is characterized by fewer players
with higher market shares than operations in either Germany or the
U.S. Exhibit C-16 illustrates this point. Ten years ago, the ten largest
machine tool companies in the world were located primarily in the
U.S., today most are located primarily in Japan.
Because of the higher level of product standardization, however, the
number of companies in Japan selling similar products is higher than
in Germany and the U.S. Over the past few decades, this situation has
provided higher levels of domestic competition that has restited in
higher productivity in 1990. Metalworking” companies in Japan
compete fiercely for sales of standardized products through price
reduction and product innovation. The fragmentation of
metalworking operationa in Germany and the U.S., on the other hand,
has put them at .a relative disadvantage (Exhibit C-17). Few players in
those markets had sufficient scale in the 1980s to justify investments in
laborsaving devices such as multiple-function machining centers and
factor y automation. As a result, operations in the U.S. and Germany
were relatively more specialized in 1990, and competition in similar
products was much lower. In the case of the U.S., the low level of
competition was characterized by lead times between orders and
deliveries of up to 2 years in the early 1980s (providing a significant
opportunisty for imports).
International competition has also played a role in spurring
productivity growth in companies located primarily in Japan. While
no official restrictions prevent entry into the Japanese market, buyers
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oRenexpress apreference forlocdly-produced mactie tools. The
imported products found in Japan (Exhibit C-18) areeither low valueadded machines from Asia, or higMy specialized ones from Europe and
the U.S. The low levels of imports are not surprising in fight of the
much higher productivity of operations in Japan. (However,
operations in Japan have not always been the most productive.
Compaties located& Japan imported much of the technology used to
make machine tools from the 1950s to the late 1970s.) In terms of
exporta, companies located in Japan sent 36 percent of their production
offshore (Exhibit C-19), much of it at the leading edge of technology or
competing head-to-head with the technology leader. In some markets
(e.g., numerical controls), companies located in Japan control a
substantial “shareof the global market. h addition, many are making
significant foreign direct investments in Asia,, North America, and
Europe (East and West). This spurs productivity growth by exposing
the greater part of the industry in Japan to global competition.
The metalworking market in Germany has traditionally been tradeoriented but the mture of its competition is mostly regional. Even
though it is a net exporter of machine tools, well over half of its exports
go to other European countries (Exhibit C-18). In addition, many of its
overseas markets are in specialty products and custom machine tools
where it currently faces little international competition. fi 1990,
import exposure was limited to production from other European
countiies (70 percent of imports), with little coming from world-class
exporters (i.e., Japan) (Exhibit C-19). The makers of standard mactie
tools were thus protected from global competition by EC legislation
(VRAS), antidumping cases, and a preference for German products,
both in Germany and in the rest of the European Community. These
factors combined effectively to keep Asian products out of the market
and to maintain the regional nature of European competition. Since
1990, these factors have begun to break down.
In general, metalworking operations in the U.S. have largely focused
on the. domestic market, although exports as a percentage of production
is not far behind operations in Japan, especially the non-European
exports of operations in Germany (Exhibit C-18). As in Germany, many
of the products exported from the U.S. in 1990 were highly specialized
or customized tools, which faced relatively less international
competition. Nevertheless, operations in the U.S. were operdy exposed
to import competition until ~987 (when the federal government
negotiated a voluntary restraint agreement with a number of trading
partners). “In 1990, however, the U.S. imported 46.5”percent of machine
tools consumed. In addition, transplants (primarily of companies
operating in Japan) account for as much as 10 to 15 percent of domestic
sales in the U.S. Many people in the industry expect this share to grow.
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The growth of transplants, combined with the large import share of we
U.S. market, shotid significantly raise U.S. productivity in coming
years by exposing the largest part of the industry to global competition.
As stated above, the use of vendors and affiiates to provide parts,
components and services is much more prevalent in metalworking
operations in Japan than in those of tie U.S. or Germany. This
outsourcing allows producers in Japan to push some of their lower
productivity activities tito other industries or into smaller, affiliated
companies. (See the synthesis chapter for a more complete discussion
of the production process differences for large and small plants.)
1

~vernrn~
and the re@tory
envirom.
Metalworking is the ordy case we studied where government intervention
played a positive role in productivity improvement. The degree of
government intervention and re~ation,
although similar across all
three countries by 1990, was historically important for industry
development and productivity improvement of the Japanese industry.
The legacy of past government policies helps explain the productivity
convergence and crossover of the metalworking operations in Japan in the
1980s, and the large productivity advantage enjoyed in 1990. In addition, it
helps explain the unique vtinerability of operations in the U.S. in the
1980s and, perhaps, the potential vtierability
of those in Germany today.
While government intervention helped in this instance, we would like to
point out that the policies put in place increased the level of competition
in both domestic and global markets.
Prior to the 1960s, Japan had numerous small producers with highly
differentiated products and markets (much as Germany and the U.S.
had in 1990). Beginning in the 1950s and continuing well into the
1970s, the Japanese government encouraged industry consolidation
and product standardization in a number of ways (Exhibit C-20).
First, the government used its buying power to deliver the message of
consolidation to the industry, both through procurement policies and
through state companies. For example, the Japan National Railway
(JNR) amounted that it would only work with a limited number of
large size companies. Companies that did not meet this criteria were
encouraged to merge with larger players or close. Because of its unique
buying power after the devastation of World War II, the government
was able to use this tool effectively until the 1960s, when it then
switched to more activist policies.
Second, companies were encouraged to produce minimum lot sizes for
specific products based on MITl guidelines. From 1957 until the 1970s,
the government
published these guidelines which were increasingly
used in the allocation of R&D funding, subsidies and export support.

11
Companies which did not meet these criteria were again encouraged to
merge or exit.
Finally, .R&D funding, technology import licenses, and other subsidies
for new product development were only available to a few producers.
This method essentially allowed the govermnent to a~ocate a potential
new market to a limited group of players (while other players were
encouraged and funded to develop other markets). ~s. allocation
helped set industry standards and, along with standardization and
consolidation, resdted in rising economies of scale and increased
competition in similar products. A good example of this process was
the development of numerical controls. The government provided
opportunities to a number of electronics companies to develop these
new products. Fujitsu-Fanuc focused on the development of
numerical control (NC) tetiologies
and on providing ma@e
tool
builders with standard, flexible, mtitipurpose controls. As a restit of
ita success, Fanuc was able to obtain and maintain a large share of the
NC market, which helped establish industry standards both in the
control industry and in the machine tool industry, which had to adapt
machines to suit the standard controls. The end resdt was a higher
level of competition in both the control and metalworking industries,
despite relatively fewer players and larger market shares tian in
Germany or the U.S.
Metalworking operations in Germany and the U.S. did not evolve
along the same lines as those in Japan, but remained characterized by
numerous, small producers with Rghly differentiated products. In
both countries, pressure to consolidate or standardize production was
insufficient, either from outside or within. Within the industry,
individual producers had no incentive to build standard tools because
they believed this chnge wodd destroy much of the value in their
custom products in terms of after sales support. In addition, they may
have feared government intervention or competitive reprisal. As a
result, the industry had little incentive to push through
standardization. @tside of the industry, no single buyer was large
enough or under sufficient pressure to take it upon themselves to
improve metalworking productivity (although automakers tried halfheartedly in the 1980s). More important, governments did not see that
the majority of customized tool makers had local or product
monopolies. As a result, they were not philosophically inclined to
intervene in what seemed a healthy, vibrant and competitive market.
The development of numerical controls is a good example Of how
companies in Germany and the U.S. evolved differently. Computer
numerical control (CNC) as a technology was originally developed and
applied in the U.S. In both Germany and the U.S.,, a large number of
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players began producing higNy customized computer controls for use
on their machine tools. In the U.S., in partitiar, producers initially
focused on complex designs (for defense and aerospace industries) that
proved costly and complicated. Many companies designed controls
thinking that, because they had mastered the mechanics of machine
tool making, they codd easily master the electronics as well. They
used existing facilities and people to develop controls that, for end
users, remained expensive, limited to specific machines, and diffitit
to program and reprogrti.
Thus, the movement to numerical
controls in Germany and the U.S. was very slow and provided little
additioml competition between machine tool companies. In addition,
these markets became tierable
to the more flexible designs of
producers from Japan.

*’

. .
rket cond~-.
Three issues under market conditiom must be
addressed. First, the macroeconomic environment had a profound impact
on. product demand in the metalworking industry. Second, tie cyclical
nature of demand influenced the way in which management made
decisions. Third, local preference is often a significant element of demand
in Germany and Japan. Finally, the role of other industries was also an
important factor in promoting productivity in metalworking.

&

The metalworking industry is highly sensitive to the overall economic
climate. In 1990, Japan was experiencing what is now referred to as the
“bubble economy: an unprecedented burst of economic activity that
restited in record levels of investment and specdation (Exhibit C-21).
In Germany, the euphoria over German unification and the
movement to a single market in Europe by 1992 also resulted in record
levels of economic output .md growth. The booms in Japan and
Germany resulted in unprecedented demand surges in 1990. In the
U.S., on the other hand, growth had already slowed and machine tool
companies had witnessed a drop in orders.
—

The cydlcal nature of the industry had dfiferent effects on productivity.
In Japan, down cycles were rare in the 1970s and 1980s. Because they
were @owing rapidly, often into export markets, operations in Japan
needed new production capacity to meet growing demand. Hence, they
enjoyed more frequent opportunities to experiment with new
production processes and organizational approaches. Even whe,n
external shocks slowed the domestic market, the export market (up to
40 percent of production is exported) took up the slack. The German
and the U.S. metalworking markets, on the other hand, were proving
to be a roller coaster (Exhibit C-22). Because of the product and industry
specific nature of the majority of the companies’ output, amual
meetings of industry associations would often focus on forecasting
demand; with little emphasis on issties relating to productivity. As a
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result, mamgers spend most of their time trying to predict the demand
cycle and mamge their capacity, and too little time on improving
operations.
In each of these countries, local preference has been an issue. In
Germany and Japan in particdar, domestic manufacturers demonstrate
a preference for relationships with local suppliers, including machine
t~l makers. The best example of”~ preference is found in Japan,
where many players in the auto industry have developed their own,
in-house, machine tool manufacturers. They have vertically
integrated both to develop proprietary tools and to help other suppliers
customize their products for their unique requirements. Meanwhile,
manufacturers in the U.S. have demonstrated a preference for
imported machine tools since the 1980s.
Finally, the role of other industries plays a significant part in
productivity improvement. Over 25 percent of the industries’ output
is absorbed by the auto industry (and often as much as 40 percent)
(Exhibit C-23). The auto industry can, thus, play an important role in
disciplining and encouraging development in metalworking. In Japan,
for example, auto assembly companies have worked in cooperation
with machine tool builders to make improvements and innovations
in their products and in their productivity (costs). In @rmany and the
U.S., this role never fully developed. Moreover, machine tool
companies in Japan were more closely tied to large customers through
long-term contracts. Since demand was more predictable, they codd
design a simplified, linear process that made the most of tecl’mological
and organizational imovations. In the U.S., most customers sought
competitive bids for new business. ~s created an environment of
uncertainty and prohibited investments in technological and
organizational improvements.
k Germany and the U.S., g~vernment contracts (e.g., defe~e) have, at
times, played an important role, especially in the introduction of new
technologies, but not to the extent of providing market discipline or
pressure to improve productivity.
f

Industry dv namics relating to t he dec line of the U.S. and vu lnerabiliW of
the Ge rman industr ies. The profound differences in industry structure
and behavior, combined with external factors, set the stage for a coKlsion

between metalworking operations in Japan and the U.S. in the early 1980s
(Exhibit C-24). These same conditions have important implications for
~peratiom in Germany todaY.
—

The economic turmoil of the 1970s provided the metalworking
industry with a roller coaster of rising and crashing demand. In the
late 1970s and early 1980s, machine tool orders in the U.S. were at very
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high levels. These high levels were the resdt of many industries
retoohg to make sma~er, more energy effiaent products. Large
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corporate buyers, such as the auto industry, got preferential treatment
during the resdting boom, while many smaller customers, such as job
shops, were left with long lead times. Small buyers, due to the contract
fiture of their work, are less able to wait for tools and less interested fn
longevity (beyond the specific job). As a resdt, they began to buy what
was then viewed as lower qtiality, off-the-shelf products fTom Japan,
Taiwan, and Korea.
Operations in Japan were able to provide rapid delivery and
installation of standard products, and guaranteed rapid service to make
up for lower quality, Beginning with the lathe market, they moved to
vertical machining centers, and finally to horizontal mac~ng
centers. Over the years, the quality of both products and service
improved, as did relationships with the job shops. In 1982/1983, when

big buyers stopped buying matie
tools, many metalwortig
companies in the U.S. found they “codd not get back into the lowmargin market which they traditiomlly turned to in down cycles.
Imports had captured the only growing part of the market, and were
able to grow theh share in other parts as they recovered (Exhibit C-25).
As a resdt, many companies operating in the U.S. decided to exit low
value-added markets, such as standard, numerica~y-controlled
commodity tools (Exhibit C-26), preferring to source them from Japan
in order to fill out their product lies. Then these so-called high-value
markets suddenly came under pressure on two fronts. First, highvalue markets such as station-type tools (including transfer lines) were
higMy cyclical (Exhibit C-27) and became very unattractive when
domestic players tried to increase sales. Second, the ma~ning centers,
which were now largely imported, were able to do more of the
activities traditionally reserved to highly customized station-type tools.
As a restit, companies operatig primarily in the U.S. were competing
in shrinking parts of the market (e.g., transfer lines) while the growing
parts were ,dorninated by non-U.S. producers (e.g., mac~ning centers)
(Exhibit C-27).
OUTLOOK

@“

The outlook for each of these industries will be different in the next few years.
The German industry has the most to gain in terms of productivity improvement.
Although it was at par with the U.S. in 1990, we suspect that its productivity may
erode in the coming years as a result of the current, recession and tie growing flOW
of non-European imports, which will eventually undertine the market power
traditionally enjoyed by German prQducts. AS in the auto industry, comPanies in
Japan are now making tools capable of dislodging both the standard tool makers and
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the specialty tools producers that previously enjoyed significant price premiums.
While operations in the U.S. have spent the past decade restructuring, those in
Germany are only now facing this challenge. As a resdt, productivity in domestic
operations shodd improve in the long run. In the short run, however, the
necessary restructuring will restit in the shake-out of weaker players and the loss of
many jobs (as happened in the U.S.). Nevertheless, governments shodd ensure
that metalworking operations remain exposed to intermtional competition to
maintain their long-term viability.
While the dominant position of metalworking operations in Japan is yet
unchallenged, they face a stream of cheaper exports from operationa in such
countries as Southeast Asia, Brazil, and India (many from their own transplants).
As with the U.S. in earlier years, this evolution has forced the industry to abandon
some low value markets at home and abroad, and to focus on higher value ones.
More important, the opportunities to increase productivity through ~owth are
largely exhausted. Growth opportunities are limited b the domestic market, and
export markets are becoming more competitive. Moreover, fimncing for large scale
investments will not be as cheap or as easy to obtain in the 1990s. Future
productivity gains, therefore, are more likely to come in the form of better
integration of functions and tasks and laying off redundant workers.

.*

~
U.S. industry is now reviving from its new demise in the 1?80s, and the
productivity outlook seems quite strong for the 1990s. Some new companies have
started up in recent years and all indications suggest that these and many older
companies will continue to do well when the VRA is dropped in 1994. Other
players who have been lingering may finally be pushed out. In addition,
multinational companies originating in Japan have made significant investments
in transplant operations in the U.S. in recent years, some of which are now
considered to be among the best plants in the industry. These trends shodd
significantly improve U.S. productivity, perhaps narrowing the gap with operations
in Japan substantially. In short, the U.S. industry has begun its process of
restructuring and is now well positioned to compete in the global market.
However, additional efforts will be required to rebuild overseas sales and
distribution networks.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES

*

We have discussed the metalworking case as an example of how redesigning
production to increase standardization can lead to an increase in the volume of
those standardized parts and products, which, in turn, can provide opportunities for
reorganization and automation (Exhibit C-28). The ultimate outcome of this process
was a dramatic increase in productivity in metalworking operations in Japan that,
over time, allowed them to catch up to operations in Germany and the U.S. during
the second half of the 1980s, and to smpass them by 1990. The pivotal role played b y
the Japanese government in this process needs to be recognized. While the
objectives of MITI are not well understood, the outcome of two decades of

u
@

‘ encouraging consolidation and standardization was a d~estic
players, but higher levels of competition in similar products.

industry with fewer

The relative complacency of companies operating primarily in @rmany and
the U.S. was not obvious at the time. With hindsight, it is easy to say that the
German and U.S. governments should or cotid have played a similar role. But this
was unlikely. Even today, German metalworking products are widely considered to
be the best in terms of preasion, accuracy and longevity. Many people still wonder
why compaties operating in Germany shotid worry about these new
manufacturing innovations in Japan.
Metalworking companies in Germany shotid be more concerned about the
productivity of their competitors in Japan. While metalworking operations in the
U.S. have undergone restructuring as a restit of a decade of import competition and
foreign direct investment from Japan, operations in Germany have yet to face the
current situation. In some ways, however, they are in a much better position than
operations in the U.S. were during the 1980s, especially in terms of their perceived
high quality and niche-market dominance. Even these advantages will eventually
erode, unless the industry is encouraged to rernati competitive in the international
market.
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Older integrated plants in the U.S. and a lack of minimills in Germany lower steel
productivity. Organization as well as technology makes the difference.
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The average steel productivity numbers do not tell the whole story for this industry.
German and U.S. productivity are equal in 1990, but how each country arrives at the those
numbers is entirely different.
There are two distinct ways of producing steek traditional
integrated mills and minimills. Because of their organizational flexibility, use of technology, and
lean management structures, minimills are roughly twice as productive.
Productivity of
minimills does not vary much from country to country, but the prevalence of minimills does.
Japan and the U.S. have approximately the same percentage of minimllls. Only 6 percent of
Geman production
comes from this highly productive
format.
The dominance of integrated mills and the lack of minimills in Germany explains much of
Germany’s productivity gap with Japan. Why are there so few minimills in Germany?
Productivity improvements and new technologies mean layoffs in the steel, ore and coal industries.

Government policies discourage laying off employees. Therefore, Germany is burdened with laborintensive capacity, leaving little room for the entry of minimills. Despite its higher share of
minimills, the U.S. is only even with Germany, U.S. productivity has been undermined by financial
restructuring, often reinforced by labor and supplier concessions as well as local government
subsidies, that have allowed unproductive, integrated mills to continue producing steel despite their
poor economics. In some cases, this outcome has been encouraged by relatively lenient U.S.
bankruptcy

laws.

Much of the productivity difference among integrated mills in the U.S., Japan and Germany
is due to the age of the mills. Newer plants take advantage of new high-productivity
technologies
and have adopted new approaches to organization.
Although it has been upgraded, more of the U.S.

integrated steel-making capacity dates from before World War Il. Germany’s capacity was added
during the 1950s and has since been upgraded. Japanese facilities are newer, dating from the
1960s and 1970s. In addition, from 1970 to 1987 Japan invested over 20 percent more in steel
mating than the U.S. Ultimately, however, these integrated mills are facing challenges from more
productive and more flexible formats (e.g., minimills), and cheaper imports and substitutes.

●

Outlook The steel industty in Japan has lost ground to Germany and especially the U.S.
since 1990. An estimate of labor productivity for 1992 places Japan only 20 to 25 percent ahead
of the U.S. and 30 to 40 percent ahead of Germany. Even adjusting for the drop in capacity
utilization following the bursting of the bubble economy, the U.S. has gained ground relative to
Japan and Germany. Unlike the U.S. industry, which is relatively far along in the restructuring
process, the Japanese and German industries face significant challenges. Given the higher returns
to investors, “higher productivity, and greater flexibility of minimills, the large, modern integrated
facilities of the Japanese and German plants are proving to be underutilized and costly.

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
STEEL INDUSTRY
Steel holds a special place in economic history. It was the backbone of
industrial development throughout much of Europe, Asia and North berica.
~ough
much of this century, steel companies operating in Germany, Japan, and
the U.S. maintained positiona of prestige and influence. Even today, although the
relative importance of steel has declined, the steel industry geta a disproportiomitely
large amount of attention in the press and in the halls of government. Deep-seated
emotions are evoked by perceived internal and external threats to domestic steel
production and employment.
Since the 1970s, steel has also become a synonym for a mature or declining
industry, and; in the case of operationa in Germany and the U.S., for regional deindustrialization or “rust belts.” Even operations in Japan, which had been able to
maintain high levels of performance within a deteriorating global environment,
have been profoundly shaken by the co~apse of the “bubble economy” in the early
1990s. In each of these industries, shrinking domestic demand, rising imports, and
the loss of traditional export markets has restited in the need for substantial capacity
reduction. Over the same period, however, high levels of capital investment were
required to maintain and upgrade remaining facilities. While this situation was
somewhat similar across Germany, Japan and the U.S., the governments and stet:l
producers of these countries started with very different assets and operating
practices, and subsequently made very different decisions concerning capacity
reduction and investment. The productivity differences we observe are largely the
result of this combination of different starting points and different responses to
market pressures.

THE STEEL INDUSTRY
Consistent with the rest of this document, our analysis focuses on the steel.
industry in Germany, Japan and the U.S. in 1990 and, to a lesser extent, in 1987. }Ls a
result, it does not take into account more recent developments that continue to alter
the competitive landscape for this industry, particdarly in Japan. These more
recent developments are discussed in the section entitled “Outlook.”
Our productivity comparisons are based on comparable data for products and
industries using the censuses of manufacturing in Germany, Japan and the U.S.
(Exhibit D-l). Using census definitions, we have captured the fabrication of steel
products in both integrated facilities and minimills. These products include:
semifinished products, such as billets and blooms; flat products, such as steel plate,
steel sheet, and coated sheet; and long products, such as H-beams and rails. Steel
tubes and pipes as well as specialty products (e.g., galvanized and aluminized sheet)
are also included.
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TWO main types of steel plants are used in the production of steel product%
integrated production and ~
production (Exhibit D-2). The integrated
process gets its name from the fact that it integrates both iron-making and steelmaking activities, thereby covering production processes that run all the way from
ore to finished products. In ironrnaking, raw materials such as coal and iron ore are
processed into coke and sinter/pellets.
These materials are then combined in blast
furnaces to produce pig iron. The iron is then sent to the steel mill where it is
converted into steel in basic oxygen furmces (BOF) and cast into’ ingots or semis
(billets, blooms and slabs). Slabs are transformed into flat products in hot-rolling
rrdlls, where they are pressed into plate or lung sheets ai~d then cooled and coiled.
This coil can then be cold rolled, coated, and finished. Some of the sheet wilf
“further be processed into tubes and pipes. Billets and blooms are transformed in
structural mills into long products such as heavy sections, I-shapes, and rails; and in
bar mills or wire-rod xnills into such long products as bars, light sections and wire
rods.

*

The minirnill process gets its mme from its sm?li size. Whereas the capacity

of integrated mills typically ranges from 2 million to 10 million tons per year, ttu;ir
minimum efficient economic scale is usually in the range of 3 to 4 million tons.
Minimills, on the other hand can efficiently operate with a capaaty as low as

100 thousand tons, although most are in the range of 300 to 600 thousand tons
(Exhibit D-3). More important, we will see that the productivity of mi~llls
(based
on value added per hour worked) is roughly twice that of integrated producers. The
smaller scale and higher productivity of minimills relative to integrated mills
restits from differences in technology, product complexity and organization.
In general, steel companies in all three countries sell directly to customers as
well as through trading houses, brokers and distributors. However, distribution
across the three countries varies somewhat, both in terms of structure of the system
and the degree to which steel companies are vertically integrated in distribution
activities. Steelmaking operations in Japan and Germany are tied to their
distribution systems through ownership or cross holdings to a greater degree than
operations in the U.S., which largely gave up distribution in the early 1980s to focus
on steelmaking.
Estimates of crude steel production are useful to compare the output of each
steel industry in physical terms (Exhibit D-4) but are not useful for calcdating
productivity. Crude steel production does not reflect differences in product mix,
quality and value, and therefore camot be divided by hours worked to derive robust
productivity estimates. A better approach is the use of sales values. Using a PPP
exchange rate derived for each industry by comparing price levels over a wide range
of comparable products, the 1990 output of each industry was as follows
(Exhibit D-5): operations in Germany were the smallest at $28.7 billion in sales;
those in Japan had sales of $72.7 billion; and those in the U.S. had $56.8 billion in
sales ($56.3 billion in the German/U.S. comparison).
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ADJU~S
IndustryPPPs
me purchasingpowerparity(PPP)exchangeratesforthesteelindus~ werederivedhorn
numerousproductmatchesacrossallgradesofproductsfoundin tie 1987Censusof Manufactures
forGermany,JapanandtheU.S. Thebasicmethodusedwastoimprovetiese productcatego~
matcheswhennecessary.A weightedaverageof theseproductPPPswasthencalwlat~,
resrdtig h theindustryPPPsusedinthisstudy.ThePPPsfor 1990(andotier years)were
arrivedat by inftating(ordefladng)1987pricesby me producerpriceindicesof thetwo
counties beingcompared. New PPPswere tkenCaldated from the inflated/deflateddata. A
slightadjustmentwas madeinthe case ofJapanfor the shiftin demandin longproducts
resrdtingfromtheconstructionboomassociatedwiththe “bubbleeconomy”of IWO.The
resddng PPP for Germanyfn 1990was 1.90DM/$ (1.88DM/$ in 1987); thePPP forJapanin
1990 was 170Y/$ (149 Y/$ in 1987).
Employment
Emplo@ent numbersfor operatiominGermanywereadjustedto excludeapprentic=or
“azubls”becausetheydo not contributeto the productionof steelor do productiveactivitiesin
the.mill. Azubisnumberedapprotitely 10,000in 1990.
DoubleDeflation
mere was no adjustmentmadefor doubledeflation.Two testsassuredus hat therewereno
distortionsresuldngfrom differencesin the pricelevelof inputsarrdoutputs. First,we observed
that the PPP for bothJapanand Germanywas very closeto the exchangerate in 1987 (our
benchmarkyear). Second,we calculatedan inputPPP and comparedit to tie outputPPP. We
didtkisbecsux we were concernedthatpriceleveldifferencesin suchkeyinputsas ironore,
and coal (for integratedproducers),and scrap and electricity(for minirnills)would have a
distortingeffecton outputprices. By calculatingariinputPPPbasedon the pricesof kpu~,
weightedby productsandtechnology(e.g., integratedversus rnirrirnills),
we found~t the
inputPPP retched theoutputPPPsofbothJapanandGermany.Irr1990,theinputPPpswere
188DM/$ and 173Y/$.

—
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The value added in each industry in 1990 had a similar pattern as outpub
operations in Germany were the smallest, with $12.3 billion of value added;
operations in Japan produced $28.6 billion of value added; and operations in the
U.S. created $21.6 billion value added (or $21.5 billion in the German/U.S.
comparison). Differences in input prices - although si@cant
in some areas (e.]:.,
scrap) - have ordy a rrdnirnal effect on aggregate value added md productivity. Aa a
resdt, such differences are not reflected in our estimates (ste box entitled
“Adjustments”).

e

Steel operations in Germany employed around 181,000 people in 1990, while
those in Japan employed 192,000 people and those in the U.S., 227,000 (234,000 in ~
German/U.S. comparison). This includes subcontractors, who frequently represent
a large proportion ef the total labor force, particdarly in Japan and partitiarly at
newer plants. During that same year, the hours worked per employee were the
following in each industry Japan, 2,177 hours; Germany, 1,495 hours; and the U.S.,
2,018 hours. The accuracy of these numbers is important, as our productivity
comparisons relate to hours of labor input, not to total employment.
PRODU~TY

RESULTS

In 1990, the produ~ivity level of steel operations in Japan, measured in terms
of value added per hour worked, ‘was 45 percent higher than the productivity of
.
.
oP=afions. in Germany and the U.S. @xhibit D-6). In earlier years,, the operations in
Japan “wereat an even greater advantage to those of Germany and the U.S.
&xhibit D-7). Between 1987 and 1990, the productivity lead of operations in Japan
decreased - a trend that has continued through the early 1990s.

*

According to census data, the productivity gap between steel operations in the
U.S. and Germany in 1987 was approximately
13 percent and bd been closed by
1990. We believe that this result reflects uncertainty in capacity utilization rather
than a clear cut productivity difference. We have not adjusted the productivity of
the U.S. or Germany to reflect the business cycle (See box entitled “Adjustments”).
Our suspicion is that the relative productivity difference in 1987 was fairly similar to
that existing in 1990 (i.e., both had about the same productivity).
CAUSES. OF PRODU~VITY

DIFFERENCES

Using the general framework of this study, we will examine the reasons for
the observed differences in productivity at three levels (Exhibit D-8). The first level
is the way companies organize themselves to do business, that is, their scale, their
efficiency in the utilization of resources, and their ability to take advantage of the
best technologies. This level describes the entire observed productivity difference at
the production process level. Then we ask why the production processes in these
countries are organized differently, and offer explanations on the second and tird
levels. The second level looks at the differences in the structure and competitive

e
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behavior of industries. The third level examines external factors such as tie policy
environment and the product market environment.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
At the production process level, the different productivity of Germany, Ja]pan
and the U.S. can be largely explained by (1) differences in the share of w,,
(2) differences in the mix of technology in integrated “mills and (3) differences in the
organization of operations of integrated mills (Exhibit D-9). A minor factor that
helps explain the productivity differences at this level is (4) the different mix of
products manufactured in each of the three countries. Differences in technology
and operations within -1s
are generally minimal.’
~mills
as a causal factor. The lower shre of ~s
in
Germany explains a large part of the gap in productivity between
operations in Germany and those in Japan, and wodd reduce the relative
productivity of steel operations in Germany relative to those in the U.S.,
were it not for offsetting technology advantages in integrated facilities
(Exhibit D-9). For example, if Germany had tie same ratio of miNrnill:s to
integrated mills as Japan and the U.S., then the produfitity of its
operations would be 16 percent higher.
While producers located in the U.S. lead those in Japan and Germany i.n
the use of electric arc furmces, a number of them are located in integrated
facilities or in specialty steelmaker (e.g., stainless steel) that do not fit the
industry definition of minimills. Those that do fit the description of
minimills have a similar share of production in Japan and the US., at
about.22 percent of production. Germany, on the other hand, derives only
6 percent of its output from two miNmills (Exhibit D-10).
Based on a number of benchmark studies and economic models in eacl~ of
the three countries studied, “weestimate that minimills are more t~
twice as productive as integrated mills when measured in terms of value
added per hour worked (Exhibit D-n). Technology differences are a part of
the reason. As mentioned above, integrated mills process raw materials
into iron, which is then converted into steel. The material handling, blast
furnaces, and basic oxygen furnaces required in this process dictate a
minimum efficient capacity of 3 to 4 million tons per year. Minimills
eliminate the entire ironrnaking process, but use scrap steel which is then
melted and converted using EAP technology. The minimum capacity for
such a process can be as low as 100,000 tons per year and, while more
intensive in terms of capital and electricity, requires much less labor per
unit of physical output. In addition, because minimills are somewhat
newer than the majority of integrated mills, they tend to have more
*
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modern equipment in dowtream
fadlities than do integrated players.
This also reduces the need for labor.
The productivity advantage of rninimills does not come just from
technology, however. What distinguishes minimills from integrated
faalities is not only the use of less labor-intensive melting technologies]
and finishing technologies, but also a simpler process in terms of inputs
(scrap), products (mostly commodity long products), and operating
structure. Until recently, ~
production has been limited to a
narr,ow range of commodity long products because ~s
codd not
attain the quality levels required of flat products. As a resdt, ~
have focused their operations on a limited number of products. This
focus, combined with new technologies, has allowed minimills to reduce
production complexity, encourage labor flexibility, and limit the need fior
expensive overhead (e.g., R&D, production planning). These factors hi]ve
translated into organizatioml dtiferences that are visible throughout the
mill (Exhibit D-12).
In fact, we estimate that 50 to 70 percent of the productivity advantage of
minimills (over integrated mfl!?) is due to operatingdifferences rather
than purely technical differences. (This depends greatly on the products
involved, the technologies being used, and the companies being
compared.) Relative to integrated mills, mamgement in minimills is
highly decentralized and responsive. Corporate overhead is almost
negligible (in large rninimills as few as 20 people or less). The work force
has a much higher degree of flexibilhy (in the U.S., rninimills are largely
nonunion, but even in unionized “facilities work roles are more flexible,
allowing for multicrafting, team-based problem solving, and crossfunctional interaction). Finally, management has built supporting
systems, including compensation (profit sharing, productivity pay) and.
team-based evaluation, that contribute to an environment of continuous
improvement and bottom-up initiatives.
Inte~ated producers, on the other hand, have had a hard time reducing
product complexity because of the scale and technology of their primary
operatiom. Blast furnaces only run efficiently at a given size and rate of
output, on a continuous basis, and are very expensive to shut down. In
order to absorb the steady flow of iron, integrated producers built a variety
of rolling and finishing mills to produce a wide range of products so that
the operation could run full. Traditional, large integrated steel mills
typically produced 10 to 15 different products at a single site. This
approach” added to the organizational complexity of tl~e operation and
resulted in higher production and overhead employment per unit of
output than in minimills, which typically produce one or two products.
In addition, the past wealth and power of integrated producers and of their
unions has left a legacy of organizational rigidity.
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d mills as a causal factor. Steel operations in
Japan also gain a productivity advantage over those in Germany and,
especkilly, the U.S. from the scale and age of technology and equipmefit in
integrated facilities. Operations in Germany also have an advantage
relative to those in the U.S. (Exhibit D-9). While operations in the U.S.
have maintained a number of facilities and equipment that predates
World War II, much of tie equipment .ti Germany was rebuilt after th~~
war. In both cases, this equipment has since been frequently upgraded tmd
refurbished, but Germany has the advantage of a newer base. Operatio]w
in Japan are even more modern, having been built up significantly in the
1960s and early 1970s. A large part of these operations has been redesigned
to incorporate more automated systems (e.g., material kndling, c*il
binding, wrapping), continuous systems (e.g., casting, rolling, pickling, and
annealing) and elemonically controlled processes.. Moreover, the
Japanese industry in many ways effectively redefined the state of the art in
scale and process technology (e.g., blast furmce scale). The resulting
differences in technology, especially important in such areas as blast
furmces and castirig equipment (Exhibit D-13), explain much of the
productivity advantage in Japan. As a resdt of their newer, larger and
more automated equipment, integrated mills in Japan required
approximately 25 percent fewer labor hours in downstream facilities
(material handling, pickling, rolling, annealing and coating) than those! in
the U.S. Relative to integrated ds
in Germany, those in Japan
employed 15 percent fewer labor hours in downstream facilties.
Capital intensity figures confirm that investment levels were much
higher in steel operations in Japan (Exhibit D-14). On a capital stock per
hour worked basis, producers in Japan invested over 20 percent more than
those in the U.S. during the period from 1970 to 1987. Capital stock
numbers for operations in Germany over the same period seem
surprisingly low (only 66 percent of the U.S.), but make sense when one
considers the low share of minimills and the fact that integrated mills are
less capital intensive (on an hours worked basis). While it is clear that all
three industries have invested in upgrading their steelmaking equipment
and facilities, the labor saving of this investment has probably been lower
in the U.S., where it has overwhelmingly been directed at brownfield
investment in existing sites. (Brownfield returns are typically lower than
greenfield returns since retrofit costs are often higher than the costs of new
designs, and the logistics of older plants often undermine the efficiency of
newer processes.)
Organization of functions and tasks in inte~rated mills as a causa 1 factor. If
we assume a similar mix of technologies
and a similar
mix of products in
all three industries, the key lever for raising productivity would be in
operations, or the integration of functions and tasks. Although the intraindustry differences in steel operations are often greater than the inter-
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industry ones, operations in Japan are noted for having performed betiter
along this operatio~l dimension in the 1980s than operations in the IJ.S.
and, especially, Germany.
The organizational elements which characterize the integration of
functions and tasks in steel operations in Japan are the following
(Exhibit D-15):
-

Strong corporate ctitures characterized by (1) corporate planrdng or
steel planning departments that provide higher levels of management
capacity and leadership to the mills; (2) strong technical development
and control functions that maintain basic operating principles, solve
problems, and integrate mill functions; and (3) cross-functional
teamwork for problem solving, learning, md high internal aspirations.

-

Excellent labor relations characterized by (1) successfi efforts to
re~uit and permanently retain some of the best students from Japanese
universities and technical schools; (2) high levels of work force
flexibility manifest in mdticrafting (e.g., in maintenance), the use a,f
operators for routine maintenance, and the use of a subcontracted work
force as a buffer for adjusting capacity to match demand; and (3)
worker-led self-improvement programs or jishu kann’ (JK) activities
such as total quality management (TQM), total productivity
management (TPM), and continuous improvement (hizsn).

-

A resulting ethic of continuous improvement.

Steel operations ti the U.S. have only attempted to titroduce these
imovations within the past 10 years, while most in Germany have yet to
do so. Workers in the U.S. and Germany cooperate in TQM programs and
quality circles but, in many cases, management has been unable or
reluctant to introduce more sigfiicant cdtural change. In some cases,
especially in Germany, external pressures and adherence to social market
ideals have caused management to commit itself to limits on work force
reduction. As a result, operations in Germany remain somewhat
hierarchical and overburdened with organizational complexity (e.g., more
levels of management and “less flexibility in the work force). Manning
levels across many functions are higher than in operations in Japan and
even somewhat higher than those in the U.S.
Product mix as a causa 1 facto r. Product mix is a minor factor. ,Mthough it
is difficult to generalize, flat. products, stich as steel Sheet, strip and plate,
command higher prices and are more often higher in value added per
hour worked than long products. In addition, coated sheet is even higher
in terms of value added per hour worked. This difference is partly due to
end-use applications and the production processes required. Flat products
are generally used in other industries, such as automotive and packaging,
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that require very high quality products. h 1990, integrated facilities ~a[de
had not yet learned to
the greatest part of these products; ~s
overcome impurities in their scrap supplies or to achieve the minimum
efficient scale of hot strip mills. Long products, such as shapes (e.g., Hbeams), tubes and pipes, and wire rods, are generally used in light and
heavy construction. Wther than requiring an attractive appearance, tie
key buying factor in long products is strength, which is easily satisfied
using EAF technologies. As a result, there has been much more
competition and lower prices in long products.
In general, operations in Japan have a higher share of long products than
those of either Germany or the. U.S. (Exhibit D-16), but fhfs difference is
offset by a higher share of coated products than operations in Germany>
Operations in Japan also have a higher share of specialty products, but one
that is difficdt to quantify. The restiting effects of this mix on
productivity is minimal, however, resulting in 5 to 10 percent of the
productivity gap between any two industries.
While no one wodd suggest that labor skills, raw materials, and capaaty
utilization have no effect on steel productivity, we found few differences in the
countries under study along these dmensions in the 1987-1990 period. AS a result,
we found that these variables were non-differentiadng in terms of 1990
productivity. The similarity of capacity utiation
figures, however, may mask e[
more significant difference related to the trend in output. By 1990, the U.S. steel
market was declining, while it was booming in Japan and still strong in Germany.
Declining markets tend to weaken productivity performance even with similar
operating rates. Therefore, the U.S. performance gap wifi Japan maybe overstated
if one focuses only on 1990 data. This hypothesis is, in fact, born out by the
significant deterioration in the performance of operations in Japan after the bursting
of the bubble economy in 1991. Finally, only marginal differences could be found
relating to intri~ic motivation (such as the unpaid hours worked by employees in
Japan mentioned above) (Exhibit D-17).
External Factors and Industry Behavior
The observed differences at the production process level restit from
management decisions. What we now want to understand are the reasons for (1) a
relatively lower share of rninimills in Germany than in Japan and the U.S.; (2) the
relatively higher levels of investment in integrated operations in Japan and, to
some extent in Germany than in the U.S.; and (3) the differences in organization.
across each of these industries. The explanations of these differences at the
production process level are found in the external environment and in the industry
structure and behavior.
~

Causes of differences in minimill share. The lower share of minimill
operations in Germany, relative to the U.S. and Japan, is the result of a
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number of factors including higher barriers to entry and exit, different
competition rules and enforcement, protection from new entrants and
impotis, government intewention in the labor markets, different markets
for corporate control, and the irdluence of factor markets.
While a smpshot of domestic steel production shows that steel operations
in Germany were somewhat more concentrated than those in Japan and
the U.S. in 1990 (Exhibit D-18), we found that this concentration was nc~t
particdarly relevant to ow observed differences in productivity. The
relevant markets for steel production are often regional or - in the”case of
Japan - global, and concentration has little effect on industry behavior.
What has played a much more important role in the past is the entry and
e~t of capacity and players.
In each of these markets; chronic overcapaaty and flat-to-declining
demand growth have limited entry since the first oil crisis. Even Japan.
has seen no new greenfield investment in integrated facilities since the
early 1980s. In all three countries, capacity ~owth in integrated fatities
was largely the result of speed-ups, reduced downtime, and investments
in new equipment for existing plank; The most important source of new
entrants into the steel industry, therefore, came in the form of new
minimills and minimill companies.
The incentives and barriers to the introduction of minimills were very
different in each of these countries (Exhibit D-19). In tie U.S., the
incentives included cheap scrap and electriaty, and easy market share
growth because of the higher costs and lower quality of integrated mills.
As a restit, minimills could produce steel as cheap as, or cheaper than,
imported steel. Barriers in the U.S. were also low as a resdt of industry
fragmentation (e.g., the breakdown of industry concentration), strong and
growing local markets far from most integrated producers (e.g., Florida,.
Texas, California) and the availab~lty of capital and entrepreneurswp
outside of the steel industry (e.g., steel users).
In Japan, the incentives and barriers were both moderate, but the outcome
was similar. The cost and quality of the integrated players in Japan were
much better than those in the US., and there was a technical bias for
integrated steel. Nonetheless, the rapidly growing market until the 1980s
provided ample opportunity for entrepreneurs to start up minimills. In
fact, inte~ated players, seeing the threat to industry conduct from
independent minimill players (e.g., Tokyo Steel), took a controlling
interest in many minimills. The growth in capacity and demand for scrap
eventually raised barriers to further independent players entering the
market.
The low number of minimills in Germany was the result of low
incentives and very high barriers. The market in Germany had a tectical
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bias for integrated steel and was satisfied with the cost position and quali~
of the industry’s output, especially relative to other European players. me
German market lacked the strong growth available in Japan, however, and
the barriers to ~
production were substantial. o~y two *ills
were built in Germany in the early 1970s, and these were nearly dritien out
of busbess in the 1980s. The barriers came from a number of factors
-

The market for corporate control in Germany provided little incentive
to management due to political intervention and pressure from labor
markets (an integral part of the “social market economy” of postwar
Germany). These forces kept integrated producers from swittt~
tetiologies
that wodd radically reduce jobs in either the steel
industry or in its suppliers (e.g., coal and iron ore) (Exhibit D-20).
Factor markets also provided little incentive (Exhibit D-21). While
Germany may have had cheaper $redit than the U.S. as a res@t of btlnk
lending (e.g., lower hurdle rates, longer payback), there was also less
pressure to perform or find high-paying investments. In addition,
high energy and scrap costs, inflexible labor, and adversarial
relationships between management and unions resdted in
disincentives to moving to less labor-intensive production.
To complicate matters, the European steel crisis, which started in th(:
mid 1970s and grew worse in the early 1980s, resdted in a series of
national and EC government attempts to restructure the European
steel industry. As voluntary agreements failed, mandatory capadty
reduction plans were introduced that were linked to a quota system
and financial aid, The quota system,and thehighlevelof subsidies to
state-owned and ineffi&ent players, essentially elimimted entry
opportunities for new players (ticluding minimills) and reduced the
~t
tOexistig players.

The barriers to exit or capacity reduction are uniformly high across all
three industries. In both Germany and the U.S., where real reductions in
capacity were required, capacity reduction was an issue that qui~y became
politicized (Extibit D-22). In both countries, local and state governments
intervened to protect jobs, while financial restructuring (including
bankruptcy) and labor and other supplier concessions to vulnerable plants
allowed insolvent players to continue operating and financial groups to
provide employees and entrepreneurs with funding to buy out existing
owners. As a restit, the staying power of weak players was substantial.
This staying power was especially true in the context of the European
market, where national gover~ents
pumped over $50 billion into the
industry from 1975 to 1990 to support weak players and encourage
rationalization. Relative to most. other European steelmaker, operations
in Germany were strong (only receiving about $3 billion “inaid). As a
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resdt, there was a political reluctance to reduce capacity in Germany while
weaker European

rivals still operated.

. .
...
fb.
Investment
tises
of dinferences in investment m _ated
and profitability are often correlated. For example, profitable industries
are often worth investing in, The level of profits within an industry is
usually the resdt both of (1) market conditions and (2) the mture of
competition. On both of these fronts, integrated operations in the U.S.
faced a more challenging environment in the 1980s, resulting in lower
profits and, ultimately, lower levels of investment in integrated facilities.
In each of these industries, the was a key driver of the observed
productivity differences, especially the role played by the auto industry
(Exhibit D.23]. Whereas markets in other regions were in decline, the s~el
market in Iapan and Asia experienced s~tained growth through much of
we 1970s and 1980s. While production from Japanese operations peaked
in 1975 (see Exhibit D-4), the rapid decline experienced elsewhere was
avoided until recently because of the rapid growth of the auto and other
industries in the 1970s and 1980s, and their willingness to support a
profitable steel industry. h 1990, Japan was also experiencing an
unprecedented burst of economic activity that restited in record levels of
in~estment in construction. Throughout this period, the aggressive
quality standards and delivery requirements of the auto, machinery, and
construction industries ensured a preference for high-quality local
products and suppliers.
Other in-dustries, the auto industry in particular, played an important r,>le
in helping the Japanese industry obtain higher productivity. For example,
the auto industry put a great deal of pressure on steelmaker to develop
new products and tiprove efficiency (i.e., reduce costs), while at the same
time allowing the steel industry to keep a share of the productivity gains it
generated. Every year, steel prices were essentially decided in price
negotiations with major, first-tier Japanese companies in such industries
as automotive, electronics, and transportation. Other industries thus
played a controlling function by discipliig
poor quality or price
performance, and rewarding improvement.
In Germany, the market for steel was not as attractive as that of Japan.
Steel demand was flat through much of the 1980s, although the market
expanded in 1990 as a result of the construction boom resulting from
German unification and the movement to a single market in Europe by
1992. Like Japan, however, buyers in Germany also expressed a strong
preference for high quality local products and suppliers. This resulted in
price premiums that were usually higher than world prices and often
higher than steel prices in other EC countries. Ufllke Japan, however, the
auto industry in Germany never developed a strong influence by
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The market in the U.S. showed a similar pattern to that of Germany.
Demand was largely flat, and other industries did not play as strong a
supporting role, although the capital and import markets arguably
provided some discipline. Integrated producers had a hard time raising
capital to make new investments, and were forced to use off-balance sh~eer
financing mechanisms to attract new investors. Ultimately, most of the
leading U.S. integrated firms raised financing through equity investments
by their Japanese competitors. The larger, more successfd minimills had
little trouble investing in new plants and equipment.
The nature of competition is somewhat different in each of these
industries (Exhibit D-24). For example, steel operatiom in both Japan and,
to a smaller degree, in Germany exhibit behaviors typical of a low
competitive intensity industry (e.g,, little price competition). Operations
in the U.S. exhibited similar behaviors up until the early 1980s, but have
since become more fragmented and now compete intensely. The restii of
these different competitive environments has been different levels of
profitability and investment.
The steel industry in Japan has common understandings and industry
practices that optimize industry profitability. Capacity and production ime
managed according to demand forecasts” and production guidelines
published by the Japanese government. As a result, shifts in demand are
met with similar shifts in supply that keep steel prices in equilibrium.
This intercompany cooperation and industry-wide discipline, along with
the price leadership of Nippon Steel, resdted in steel prices in Japan that
were often 15 to 20 percent higher than on the world market during the
late 1980s. The ordy recent theat to this system has been the independent
minimills (roughly 40 percent not affiliated with one of the main steel
companies) and imports that have managed to take a Wowing share of the
commodi~” steel market through price competition. This threat has been
sufficient to spur integrated producers to improve productivity, but not yet
enough to significantly undermine profits.
Operations in Germany work in much the same way as those, in Japan,
although the process of setting capacity and production quotas has at times
been legislated by the EC Commission. From. the mid 1970s to the mid
1980s, the Commission decided production quotas for the whole European
market and for individual companies. Only in this way, it was assmed,
wotid Ewopean steelmaker keep supply and demand h balance. The
end restit was higher-than-market prices and limited opportunities for
new entrants. Especially in Germany, preference for local production and
local suppliers allowed German producers to charge higher prices,
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especially to industries that were enjoying high profits, such as the autcj
industry.
International competition in terms of exports and imports is also different
in each of these countries (Exhibit D-25). b all three, imports are
controlled to limit the threat to local prices and operating rates of
imported steel. These controls are especially important in Japan and
Germany, where the capacity and price maintenance behaviors depend on
controlled markets. Germany is exposed to high levels of import and
export competition, especially within the European Community, but
imports from Asian and East European countries are Often limited.
European governments often resort to trade policy, subsidies and capacity
management on behalf of local producers (Exhibit D-26). The goverm.ent
in Japan does not fo~ally regulate trade. However, trading houses limit
imports of non-Japanese steel, and many buyers (e.g., auto industry) and
some bureaucracies (e.g., transportation, construction) impose product
standards (for quality and performance) that are often difficult and
expensive for importers to meet. Many give up rather than jump the
hurdles.
The U.S. industry, by contrast, no longer has the low competitive intensity
and high prices of the 1970s and early 1980s. The growth of rninimills and
of imports, in spite of trade protection (e.g., VRAs and trade suits), has
since elinated
the possibility of such behavior. As a result, the U.S.
market has been much less profitable than the market in Germany or
Japan (Exhibit D-27). Although many estimates suggest that steel
companies around the world have not earned their cost of capital in the
past two decades, the capital market system tithe U.S. was especially hard
on integrated players, dropping the six largest players from A and Aa
ratings in 1980, down to B and Ca ratings by 1987.
The poor profitability of the U.S. industry, caused by changes in the steel
market and in the mture of competition, resdted in low levels of direct
capital investment in integrated facilities (relative to Germany and Japan).
Nevertheless, financial markets did invest in minirnills, and companies
operating primarily in Japan did make some investments in U.S.
integrated facilities. In Germany, market conditions and the nature of
competition supported investment in integrated facilities, but investment
was constrained by quota limitations on capacity, especially on mitimills.
In Japan, by contrast, both demand and industry conduct rewarded – or at
least encouraged – capacity growth and efficiency improvement. In the
late 1980s, Japan’s Big Five steel compaties - Nippon, NKK, Kawasaki,
Surnitomo, and Kobe - issued convertible securities worth almost
2 trillion yen. As a resdt, steel operations in Japan invested heavily in.
facility modernization and capacity expansion. The legacy of this
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investment is both high productivity as well as significant overcapaci~
and financial liabilities.
.
.
Causes o f different orua-ons

o f fu~.

While it is

difficdt to determine ‘whether the organization of functions and tasks
evolves as a resdt of changes in tetiology
or environment, or whether
it is responsible for their development, it is still possible to describe the
differences observed and to make hypotheses.
In the case of steel operations in Germany and the U.S., the legacies of low
competitive intensity can help explain the difficdty of achieving
significant changes in the operating practices of integrated producers. For
example, the low threat of new en~ants may partly explain why German
steel producers have been less successfti in changing their organization
and operations. This lack of change has left these integrated producers
v~nerable to imports and new technologies - particularly steel from
Eastern Europe and from minimills. Many integrated producers in 1990
were still finding it difficult to change their operations and tieb. cd~e.
Now that the free entry of independent ~s
in the U.S. has resdted
in increased industry dynamism and innovation, we suspect that U.S.
operations will see significant productivity gains in coming years,
provided minimills can continue to increase their share of markets and
the weaker integrated players exit.
The dynamism of Japan, however, is harder to explain. Part of this
behavior has to be attributed to the auto producers that worked
extensively with steel producers to reduce costs and improve product
quatity. &other part is due to labor pradces, such as ~~s~~ ~nri, that
developed after World War II. Relationships with suppliers are also likely
to be important (Exhibit D-28). The use of vendors and aff~lates to
provide materials and services is much more prevalent in the Japanese
industry than in either the U.S. or Germany. This allows the industry to
push some of its lower productivity activities into other industries or into
smaller, affiliated companies.
In summary, the exterml factors that have had the most influence on
productivity in each of the countries under study are re@ations (e.g., quota system
in the EC) and other industries (e.g., auto demand in Japan). Less important
factors - such as macroeconomic conditio~, product demand, competition/
concentration roles, corporate governance rules and labor rules – have also had an
impact.
O~OOK
Several trends are clear. Our findings suggest that production will continue
to stift from integrated mills to rninimills for reasons of higher productivity, higher
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returns oncapitai investment, and lower damage to the environment. Inadditil>n,
“ titifls
wflalso be@competig
kflatproduct
markets; tieyhavelearnedtl~
overcome the minimum efficient scale of hot strip mills and are working to
overcome the impurities in their scrap supply. ~s
have now begun to enter
flat product markets using scrap substitutes (e.g., hot-briquetted iron) and blast
furnace iron, often imported from neighboring (low wage) countries - while at tl~e
same time exploring new scrap-substitute technologies (e.g., iron carbide). In
addition, new technologies have been developed (or are be~g developed) to reduce
the minimum scale of hot strip mills to around 800,000 tons or even less (e.g., tNln
slab casting using a continuous casting process). Nucor, the leading North American
minimill company, is now using these new inputs and technologies to challenge
integrated producers in sheet products; others are likely to follow. At least one
integrated firm, Dofasco, has amounted it will build such a facility with a minimill
partner, Co-Steel.
As a result of these technological changes and shrinking efficient scales,
investment in the steel industry is likely to change dramatically in future years. The
globalization of capital markets has removed the option of integrated players
investing their way out of these Wficdties. Cheap capital is no longer available in
Germany and Japan, and integrated players are at an obvious disadvantage in these
over-supplied markets. They are also not likely to be as profitable, unless
governments increase the level of protection and impose unacceptable costs on
domestic users of steel and steel products.
over the long term, integrated operations will be able to respond to these
pressures in only a limited number of ways reorganize or be e~nated.
Our
findings suggest that they will have to focus on reducing operating complexity and
organizatioml excess - in short, they must become more like minimills. Layoffs are
likely in all three countries, and can be expected to be especially large in @rmany
and, potentially, in Japan. Integrated companies are exploring new ways to run their
businesses, such as abandoning the traditional primary end of the business
altogether, for example, by investing in EAF equipment or by using imported
semifinished steel to ‘make finished produc@. ~S latter approach might make
particularly good sense in Europe for two reasons: (1) cheap blast furnace iron is
readily available from the former communist countries that have available capacity,
lower labor costs, and Mgh unemployment; and (2) employing people in their own
countries will reduce their desire to emigrate to the EC. The net effect ‘of such
radical restructuring, however, could be a reduction of from 50 to 80 percent of
German steel industry employment.

While the productivity of steel operations in Japan was 45 percent higher
than operations in Germany arid the U.S. in 1990, steelmaker in Japan have since
lost ,ground. Using changes in physical productivity to estimate tianges in valueadded-based productivity, we have estimated the labor productivity of steel
operations in Germany, Japan and the U.S. for 1992 (Exhibit D-29). Operations in.
Japan have seen their lead narrow to 20 to 25 percent, both because of lower
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operating rates in the Japanese industry and because of improved productivi~ ti~
Germany and, espeaally, the U.S. (The real productivity improvement in the U.S.
of 10 to 15 percent resulted horn net labor reduction, technical upgrades in seas
such as casting, hot strip millin& cold rolling, and coating, and further
improvements in organization.)
The Japanese industry is now facing a formidable challenge. The productivity
loss reflects a &op in production but not in employment. While a return to the
demand levels of 1990 would bring Japanese labor productivity levels backup to the
130 to 135 percent level, it is not obvious that the current downturn is just another
dip in the business cycle; real structural changes seem to be required of steel
operations in Japan. The growing sophistication of steel producers in other ~ian
countries has had a demonstrable effect on Japan’s net steel trade balance, which
declined from 30 million tons in 1985 to 9 million tons in 1991. ~s, combined
with slowing domestic demand[ suggests that overcapaaty is a long-term problem.
Shotid this downturn prove to be structural and not cyclical in nature, tht~
steel industry in Japan is bound to lose “itshuge productivity lead. Overcapacity” and
under utilization of capacity will put pressure, not ordy on labor productivity
(unless steel companies find ways to lay off workers), but also on capital
productivity, which has been reduced even more. As a measure of both capital and
labor productivity, total factor productivity for steel operationa in Japan and the lJ.S.
illustrates a rapid deterioration of the advantage enjoyed by operations in Japan
(Exhibit D-30).
U steel producers in Japan maintain industry conduct through this crisis, ~hey
may be able to share the burden of industry rationalization. External pressures,
from first-tier compardes in other industries (e.g., auto, electronics, transportation)
and from govermnent agencies, might also provide the necessary incentives to
streamline production and improve productivity. Another possible outcome,
however, is that the Japanese market may see much more competitive intensity and
lower prices. Pricing and capacity coordimtion may break down if capitai markets
place more pressure on steel companies to perform. In addition, Japanese steel
companies may prove incapable of developing ties to other excellent customers in
Asia (e.g., shipbuilding and autos in Korea, electronics, in Malaysia). Without
continued growth in the export market, steel production in Japan is likely to drop
further.
The restit of these changes will be that many traditional integrated
companies will disappear in the coming years, although some will make the
required transition to new technologies and to new organizational structures. In
Germany and the”U.S., although the adjustment process has been underway for
some time, it has much farther to go. In Japan, operations are already very
productive, but will only remain so if producers can reduce capacity, maintain
competitiveness in the still growing Asian steel market, and rethink their
traditional reliance on scale and massive investment.
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SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
Our findings on the causes of productivity differences in the steel industry are
summarized in Exhibit D-31. In generaI, the main drivers of the productivity
differences related to differences at the production process level, especially in regard
to the share of minimill technology, the age and scale of capital in integrated
facilities, and the organization of functions and tasks in integrated facilities. The
production processes differed because of profound differences in the exterml
environment and the nature of competition.

e

In Ewope, the importance of employment in steel resulted in political andl
bureaucratic intervention that was perhaps well intended (e.g., ratiomlize the
industry, save jobs, save local production), but resdted in lagging productivity
performance. Investment and subsidies went largely to integrated producers who
are still at a disadvantage relative to minirnills and imports. ”In the case of
Germany, the market for corporate control and the quota system kept minimills
.from”being buiit, Our findings suggest that operations in @rmany cv close their
productivity gap by investing heavily in rninimills, by rationalizing their integrated
facilities, and by improving their organization of functions and tasks ti integrated
facilities. Our study also suggests that governments shodd no longer protect the
industry from import competition, and should recognize the strong economic case
for investments in minimills.
Many operations in the U.S. are already undergoing such structural changes.
The minimill share of the U.S. market is large and growing, and integrated mills
have had to undergo further radical adjustments just to remain competitive. For
example, not all integrated players will be able to continue producing a full range of
products for a ftil range of customers. Some of these mills will undoubtedly
remain competitive for some time, but many will have to close facilities. Our
findings suggest that this process is gradually reestablishing the international
competitiveness of the U.S. steel industry. Therefore, the U.S. government should
let this process continue.
Until recently, uperatiorti h~ Japan set the standard for steelmaking productivity.
However, the collapse of the bubble economy and inmeasing competition from
foreign producers have destroyed the traditional Japanese paradigm for high
productivity and performance.
Ufllke in Germany and the U.S., this is the first
time that steel operations in Japan have had to make the difficult decisions

associated with structural change (although some premonition of the current
challenges was evident between the sharp appreciation of the yen in the mid 1980s
and the emergence of the bubble economy). Shotid capacity remain at current
levels, the industry will lose its ability to maintain low competitive intewity. This
wodd be a good thing, both for the Japanese economy in the Short run, and for the
industry in the long run. Steel producers in Japan will only remain highly
productive if facing competitive pressure, and the required adjustments will be
made more efficiently if driven by market forces. The steel industiy in Japan is also

*

PRODU~
IN THE
COMPUTER INDUSTRY
The computer industry MS been one of the fastest growing and changing
industries. It is often used to represent modern industry, and it is characterized by
its constant innovation and extremely high knowledge intensity. It is clearly one of
the most globalized industries we have studied. The computer induatiy is
important not ordy for its own sake, but for the producdvity of other industries such
as services and white-collar office activities.
Jn hardware manufacturing, we have observed a convergence in productivity
thoughout the late 1980s. As company activities in this @dustry go beyond borders,
products, as well as production processes of hardware, are becoming more similar
thoughout the Triad. The distinctiveness ,of products made in each region is now
disappearing. This productivity convergence is driven by the standardization of
parts and components, global activities of mdtimtional companies, cross border
alliances and active internatioml benchmarking by manufacturers.

*

Although we understand that software and hardware are complementary and
that the software side”of the computer industry is increasing in its value and
importance, we made productivity comparisons only in hardware manufacturing
produ@on. The primary reason is that we are, studying “manufacturing”
productivity. The nature of software production is totally different from that of
manufacturing. In addition, the Census for Manufactures does not provide data for
software and services and a purchasing power parity (PPP) for software is not
available at all. Our study of the hardware side of the industry does however yield
many interesting conclusion. In particdar, the study of the hardware
manufacturing shows how innovation has spread across borders and led to
productivity convergence. This finding codd provide an important lesson for other
industries in showing how the lack of barriers to globalization leads to rapid
productivity improvements on a global best practice level.
~s industry has exhibited two major trends. The first major Wend is a s~ft
from large mainframes to desktop computers as the predominant type of hardware.
As Exhibit E-1 shows, the number of persoml computers and work stations is
increasing as companies use them to replace”large to medium-scale computers. This
change is due in large part to the improved performance and functionality of
smaller computers. In turn, this has led to a shift in user demand away from
centralized processing systems to more decentralized “client” systems that are,
networked to “servers.”

@

The second major trend is the increasing use of open systems. Computer
manufacturers at one time competed by offering hardware which required their
own proprietary, software. Today, however, users compel manufacturers to comply”
with de facto standards. This movement away from a closed, proprietary system

*“’
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architecture has accelerated into the world-wide standardization of the industry.
This standardization has contributed to significant @provements in the cost
performance of computers resdting from scale economies. The advancement of
semiconductors, especially microprocessors, has contributed to the performance of
computers. It also increased the availability and compatibility of computer software.
These trends are changing the computer industry all over the world.
Companies which perform well today codd easily become losers in the next 5 years
because of me industry’s dynamic mture. This intensive, “free” competition drives
technology developments and vice versa. Players who fail to adapt to new
environments will soon disappear.
Indust~

Overview

The production process of computer manufacturing takes place ~ two basic
steps. One is assembly and the other is loading software and testing. In PC
manufacturing, the standardization of computer parts and components has made
the assembly process simpler and shorter. The increasing use of outsourcing for
component production has made the computer production process less oriented
toward manufacturing, but more toward testing and packaging. The software
loading and testing process is also largely automated. In larger computers, the
production process is rather complex, relying more on manual processes which are
mostly done in-house. In addition, the trends toward simpler processes and the
increasing use of outsourcing are true, but to a lesser extent.
The computer indus~y is probably the most globalized of our case studies by
any measure. As Exhibit E-2 shows, its output is heavily traded and the volume of
trade is rapidly increasing. Operations in the U.S. and Japan have huge and
increasing trade surpluses with Europe; Japan has a large trade surplus with the
U.S.; and the market outside of Europe and the U.S. is growing faster than these
regions. In addition, foreign direct investments (transplants) are a major part of
each domestic industry’s production, especially in Europe. Mtitinatioml
companies originating in the U.S. ffly manage 56 percent of computer production.
These mtitinationals have been the industry leaders in Europe since the 1960s.
me size of the Japanese industry is now approaching that of the U.S. in terms
of output (converted to U.S. dollars using industry PPP). The German computer
industry alone is about one fifth that of the U.S. in terms of output, but the industry
size in the whole of Europe is roughly equivalent. While industry output is
increasing in all regions, value added and employment are declining as a restit of
industry restructuring (Exhibit E-3).
The amual market growth of this industry (in nominal dollars) was over
15 percent until 1988, and”then slowed to 3 to 7 percent after 1989. The physical
output growth (real growth) of the industry would be over 30 percent per year over
e
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Industrydefinition
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~.
Wedefinedtie computerindustryas hardwarernsnufacturing.h
otherwords,weexcludedserviceactivitiessuchas softwareprogrammingservicesand
-terrance,
becausethey are categorizedin thenon-manufacturingindustryand are not
iricludedin the Censusfor Manufactures.Softwareand other servicesrepresented39 percent
of the total data processingindustryrevenueof $317 biion bI 1991, compared@33 permt
in 1986.

~

~.. .
Computerpartsandcomponentsmanufacturing(iichrding
semiconductors,ASIO, WD displays,keyboards,andPCBS)are categorizedunder
electronicspartsmanufacturingand not intie computerindustry.Therefore,we only
capturedthefinishedgoodsassemblyof computersin our project. me industrycatego~ is
slightlydifferent TheJapanesecensustendsto includemanufacturersof semifinishedand
peripheralcomponentsin the industrycode for data processingmachinery(Japanese
SIC3W1). However,tie U.S. censusstrictlyseparatesall parta and components
manufacturersintodifferentindustrycodesanddoesn’tincludethemin computersand
peripheraldevices (US. SIC3571,3572,3575, and 3577).

T

~.
Thecensusdoeanotprovidethebreakdownof computersby type(e.g.,PCS,
minicomputers,mainframesand workstationa). Thus, we did not compare productivity by
type of product from the census data and hd to constict an a~egate industry PPP from
other data to take the produet *
more effectively into account. Production in Europe k
still focused on large computers while the U.S. has tie largest share of PCS. .Japan is in
between the two regiom but is relatively more fwused on peripheml production.

*

PPP
The only exact product matching we were able to find was personal compute~. We have
researched wholesale pricing of personal computers and calctited unit price ratios from publicly
available sources. We double checked this PPP with internal data of personal computer rnanufa.cturers
h,p:oducer’ prices level. Then, we have estfrnatd the PPP for ofier productslikemainframe,

rmmcomputerand peripheralsby toting
cerrsusunitpricesin tis case study.

the da@ withMcKinseycolleagues.We didnot use

Double Detlation Adjustment
~ the computer industry, many pars and compon~~ are smdard~ed ~d heavily ~aded
in the global market. We assumed that these standardized parts (e.g., semiconductors, MPUS,
HDDs, flat panel displays) are traded at market exchange rates: The market exchange rate in
1987 was 1.80 DM/$ and 145 yen/$. me Ppp we U* fOr OU@ut iS 2.29 DM/$ and l= Y~/$ in
1987. Therefore, we had to use a different PPP for inputs. Based on the assumption that most of
the core par!s for computers are traded or priced in tie internatioml market, we estimated that
“55percent of the material inputs are globally priced and, as such, should be converted using
market exchange rates. As Exhibit 8 shows, the impact is a 10 percent and a 4 percent decrease
in German and Japanese productivity respectively. Because of the lack of sufficient raw
material data in the German census, we have based this calculation on the U.S. census
materials breakdown. Since the U.S. computer products fix have highest PCs portions and
since PCs are the most standardized and have the most widely traded parts, the impact of
double deflation can be overstated. However, the &end in productivity is still towards
converg~e.

e

e’

the last two decades if we measured it using constant producer prices. At this
growth rate, the industry ia now 250 times bigger than it was two decades ago.
The producer price index shows how rapidly the price of computers has
decreased with improving technologies. Personal computers have shown the
sharpest drop in prices since 1989, implying a high level of competitive intensity
and rapid technological change in the industry (Etibit E-4).
PRODU~

RESULTS

Adjustments

Before comparing the productivity of computer manufacturing, we had to
make adjustments reflecting subtle differences in PPP for input and output (double
deflation). We shotid also be aware of the differences in industry definition and in
mix of the products in each of the tluee countries (See box entitled “Industry
Coverage and Adjustments”).
Labor Productivity

e

Using value added per hour worked, converted at the computer industy PPP,
the productivity of Germany and Japan was 81 percent and 82 percent of the U.S.
level in 1987. Towards 1990, the productivity of the three regions was converging to
89 and 95 in Germany and Japan @xhibit E-5).
As Efibit E-6 shows, the real amual productivity growth between 1987 and
1990 was 17 percent for Germany, 19 percent for Japan, and 14 percent for those in
the U.S. (deflated by producer price indexes). The source of the productivity growth
is different for each of the countries. In the U.S., as Exhibit E-7 shows, hours worked
were reduced through a massive industry restructuring. Mairdrame manufacturers
significantly reduced their employment in the late 1980s; IBM’s layoffs were
symbolic of the downsizing occurring ti the mainframe segment of the industry.
Production shifted to PCs and PC manufacturers, while also reducing employment,
increased production throughout this period.
Background to Productivity Growth
New phenomena were at work in PC manufacturing. Due to the increasing
standardization of core parts and the outsourcing of subsystem manufacturing by PC
manufacturers, the value added as a percentage of sales in PC assembly was
decreasing. In addition, the increasingly automated production process required less
labor input. Consequently, the production process became simpler and more
uniform across the region. This trend can also be observed in workstation and
medium-scale processors.
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Another phenomenon during this period was a shift of production to Asia
and
Europe.
Major PC manufacturers, such as Apple and Compaq, now have
“
factories in places such as Singapore and Ireland. The percentage of their producdon
in the U.S. is getting smaller as the cost advantage of Asian manufacturing for
subsystems increases., A similar trend is observed for manufacturers originating. in
Japan and Europe. However, this trend has been mitigated somewhat by the fact
that good customer service increasingly requires production facilities to be located
near tie final market. This shift towards Asian production is one of tie reasons
why the labor input of the U.S. computer industry fell during the late 1980s.
For operations in Japan, massive investments in information technology
during the “bubble” economy of the late 1980s restited in high output growth in
the Japanese computer industry(Exhibit E-7). Japanese productivity has ticreaied
because the industry was able to mamge the increase in output with a relatively
small increase in labor input, . Today, however, computer manufacturers in Japan
are having a hard time adjusting to the demand slow-down.
For operations in Germany, the situation is somewhere between that of
operations in the U.S. and Japan. The impact of client-server computing was not yet
significant in the late 1980s and computer makers in Germany still had huge sales in
large-sized computers. The German industry also began restructuring during this
period and reduced labor input. As a restit, the productivity increase was higher
than in “theU.S.

e
Productivity by Size of Establishment.
We found very different relationships in Japan and the U.S. between
productivity and establishment size. As Exhibit E-8 shows, the establishments in the
U.S. with 500-1000 employees are much more productive than the larger
establishments. In Japan, on the other hand, large establishments are much more
productive than smaller ones.
One possible reason for the higher productivity of smaller establishments in
the U.S. is the emergence of small, but imovative storage, PC, and workstation
manufacturers. These establishments are independent and more productive than
other manufacturers because they have fewer workers in overhead and support
functions, focus on fewer products and simpler production processes, are in an
earlier stage of the product life cycle (and thus gain higher margins), and outsource
intensively, keeping only high productivity activities in-house. At the same time,
the dynamically changing induspy environment forces large establishments, which
are often mainframe producers, to adjust to the cost of declining margins in their
traditional products and businesses.

*

The Japanese size difference in productivity has an entirely different
explanation. h Japan, large establishments tend to focus on finished goods with
fully automated and rationalized production processes, while small establis~ents
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semifinished goods or attachments with more labor intensive
processes. Sm~estabEstients
tiJapmvery
ofiensupply tieksetiftished
parts
to larger establishments and are often partly owned by, or engage in binding longterm relationships with, the firms they supply. Large corporations do most of the
industry R&D and then transfer product and production tectiologies to their
smaller suppliers. Small firms in Japan are therefore much more dependent on
large firms than their American counterparts.
manufacture

e“

:

This relatiotihip between large and small firms in Japan helps explain the
difference in productivity. Small establishments are often used as production
capacity buffers and are subcontracted for final assembly production when larger
establishments have excess demand. This allows larger companies to enjoy stable
production levels, practice life-tinie employment, and attract a higher-skilled labor
force. Small companies are faced with very mtable demand, and since they are
allowed relatively thin margins by their larger customers (who control new
technologies and thus wield significant bargaining power), they pay low wages and
attract less-skilled, less-experienced labor (Exhibits E-9 and E-10). Although the
industries in Japan and the U.S. divide low and high-productivity activities
ddferently with respect to firm size, the industry-wide productivity is quite similar.
CAUSES OF PRODUCI’IVI~

*

CONVERGENCE

Two recent industry phenomena have supported the convergence of
computer manufacturing productivity in the three regions under study. First, the
standardization of operating systems, parts, and components has made
benchmarking and product comparisons much easier. Second, an increased “rate of
technological spillover has caused a convergence in production technologies and
management practices. Global alliances and joint ventures provide opportunities
for information exchange; foreign direct inves~ents transfer innovations from one
market to another; and the standardization of products has increased the
possibilities for precise reverse engineering (Exhibit E-II).
Causality at the
Production Process Level
Companies in each region of the Triad have traditionally taken different,
approaches to improving productivity. Practices are now converging however, as a
result of increasing globalization and other fundamental industry trends. The U.S.
has led many new innovations, which have now spread over the rest of the world.
For example, operations in Japan traditionally excelled in streamlining production
and product development (as we have seen in other assembly industries such as
consumer electronics and the auto industries). Their production efficiency is well
known in this industry. However, these advantages are now being eliminated by
operations elsewhere that are rapidly catching up.

*

“
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Needless to say, innovation drives the productivity
development of the computer industry. Having many innovative
companies in a region gives advantages to that region. As we can see from
productivity by size of establishments, small but focused companies in the
U.S. lead the industry in terms of innovation and productivity. However,
these innovations are quickly transferred to other regions. In tie case of
workstations, new products or product standards created in the U.S. are
sirmdtaneously produced by manufacturers in Japan and Ewope, often
through joint ventures.

T tiovation.

Another interesting result from the
Yroduct life cvc 1e (product redesi@.
survey is the converging product life cycles of computer products. As
Exhibit E-12 shows, the product life cycle of new PCs is now converging
within a range between 14 and 18 months across the Triad, and we found a
similar tendency in printer life cycles.
As products become more global and international competition among
producers intensifies, product life cycles will continue to converge. This
trend means that players are now required to have similar production
process renewals and similar product development lead times. As a
restit, the shorter development times for higher-productivity products in
Japan will no”longer be a differentiating factor across the Triad.
The case of automation provides an example of convergence in the
production process. Automation machinery is globally traded and the
techriology is widely available; the deckion to automate is driven by the
length of a product’s life cycle. A shorter life cycle makes it more difficdt
to recover the automation irivestment costs. Therefore, in final assembly
of PCs,, for example, the automation level is not always increasing. As
product life cycles converge within the Triad, degrees of automation
would also be similarly influenced.
process techno loov (machinery and equipment. intangible cauital). We
have also observed the convergence phenomenon in the production
process of one of the key components. Surface Mounting Technology
(SMT) is one of the most advanced technologies in computer
manufacturing. This technology is used to mount electric devices on
printed circuit boards (PCBS). As the surface density of PCBS increases, the
insertion technique is shifilng from manual to surface mounting (SMT).
An interesting finding from the survey is that companies based in Europe,
Japan, and the U.S. are pursuing the development of SMT to a similar
degree (Exhibit E-13). SMT is a good example of how production processes
are now converging.
Front-line emDowerment (0rzanization of functions and tasks). One of
the typical examples of the Japanese production system is the delegation of
responsibilities to production line workers. McKinsey has surveyed
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103 worldwide electronics compa~es with a detailed questionnaire, and
has developed a database of companies, including many in the computer
industry. As Exhibit E-14 shows, one interesting resdt is that the
delegation of resp.omibility is converging among computer companies in
the Triad. Front-line empowerment, which was perceived as a Japanese
production feature, is now being applied to production processes in other
regions. The survey also shows that more productive companies delegate
more responsibility to workers. As a restit, this partitiar Japanese
advantage is being lost as workers’ responsibilities, are becoming similar
among Triad manufacturers.
Othe r uractices in Production processes. We have also observed
convergence of many other aspects “ofproduction. Product complexity
(measured by number of parts per subassembly), inventory turnover of
raw materials and work-in-process, and delivery accuracy (measured by
percentage of on-time shipments) are rapidly becoming more similar. All
these examples reflect one common theme differences @ hardware
production are disappearing (Exhibits E-15, E-16).
The process of assembling hardware is becoming less and less dtiferentiated as
the globalization of production progresses. We will look at the convergence
mechanism of the production process in the next section.
Industry Behavior
In this case study, we discuss the external factors that have led to productivity
convergence rather than productivity differences. The major vehicles for this
convergence are the following (1) the dominance of multinational corporations
and their high levels of foreign direct investment, (2) the standard~ation of parts
and components and their global consolidation, (3) the development of global
alliances and partnerships, and (4) the active use of benchmarking within the
industry. As a result, the nature of competition is similar across the Triad.
‘II Multinational corporations and foreivn direct investrne nt. h this study,

we compare the productivity of computer manufacturing in each region,
regardless of the ownership of the facilities located there. As Exhibit E-17
shows, a large portion of computer production in Europe is done by
mtitinationals originating in the U.S., and the ratio is probably even
higher in Germany. These multinationals have been playing an
important role from the beginning of the industry. IBM has been the
number 1 producer in each region since the 1960s, and still holds
42 percent of the market for large-sized computers today. Siemens, the
biggest German producer,. has increased its market share in terms of brand
sales, in part due to acquisitions. However, a major part of .Siemens
mainframes are now OEM manufactured by Fujitsu, a multinational
originating in Japan. In Japan, 17 percent of computer production is done
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by mtitinationals originating in the U.S., mmely IBM, Urdsys, DEC, and
Hewlett Packard. The 17 percent figure does not seem very high, but it is
the highest share of non-Japanese originated production in Japan in any of
our nine case studies. The computer industry, also exhibits the highest
non-German originated share in Germany among the industries we stidy.
The relative openness of Japan and Germany to foreign direct investment
in this industry has made it one of the most globalized. Mtitinationals
originating in the U.S. have transferred production processes to their
tra~plant facilities, and interviews confirm that the productivity of
transplants rivals the productivity of the home country.
ization of Darts and components and therr globs I
T mrd
conso lidation. In computer production today, a given part or component
is often sourced from one or two suppliers worldwide. The globalization
and standardization of PC parts and components is almost complete, while
in other computer products it is proceeding rapidly. For example, the
semiconductor memory industry is mainly controlled by manufacturers
primarily operating in Japan and Korea who sell to most assemblers of
PCs, workstations, and medium-scale processors. In micro-processors,
Intel has a 70 percent share of the world market and its processors are used
regardless of the geographic location of OEMS., Flat panel displays, such as
liquid crystal displays, active matrix displays, and plasma dis~lays, are
mostly purchased from producers located in Japan, like Sharp or Toshiba.
CRT (brown tube-type) displays are produced in Taiwan and Korea.
Motherboards and keyboards are mainly produced in Taiwan, either by
local companies in Taiwan, or by Triad transplants seeking lower costs of
production. Other components, like FDD (floppy disk drive) or HDD (hard
disk drive), are also made by several manufacturers headquartered in the
U.S. and Japan. Printed circuit boards produced in Taiwan have the same
board size and screw hole positioning regardless of manufacturer. The
question of the “nationality” of computer products is thus becoming
meaningless.
The consolidation and concentration level of the computer parts and
components industry is much higher than in the computer assembly
industry. More importantly, consolidation has taken place on a global
basis so that every assembler sources a given part from the same dominant
region.
With regard to parts for larger computers, trade is growing among Triad
mainframe
producers.
Slemens is sourcing 9-inch HDDs for mainframes
from NEC, a Japanese producer. Hitachi, NEC, and Fujitsu are supplying
mainframe parts and subassemblies to the European producers Olivetti,
Bull, and Siemens, respectively. However the consolidation of parts and
components in mainframes and mini-computers is behind that of PCs.

9
Global al~ces
and DartnershivS . Global alliances and p-erships
are
very active in this industry, although their effectiveness varies
considerably. In the mainframe industry, for example, most of the
products sold by Siemens are at least partly manufactured by Fujitsu. Most
of the Olivetti brand mainframes are manufactured by Hitachi, and part of
the BW brand mainframe is manufactured by NEC. In the PC industiy,
the first version of the Apple notebook, computer (the “Power Book”) was
manufactured by Sony. Citizen, a Japanese watch mantiacturer,
used to
manufacture PCs for the Compaq brand. Panasonic (Matsushita)
manufactures PCs for the IBM brand. Hitachi sources workstations from
IBM Japan. ArndaM and ICL are now owned by Fujitsu. The list of crossborder relationships is endless. The resdt is that manufacturers have set
up information exchange charnels through specific business alliances
wkch are another convergence vehicle for productivity.
.
.
Active mte rnati“onal be nchrnarking. In this industry, benchmarking is
constantly being done by manufacturers, research compa~es, and
customers. Many computer manufacturers such as IBM, Hewlett Packard,
and DEC invest significant resources in mo@toring their competitors’
products, processes, and productivity.
Computer industry market research
firms publish periodical reports with price performance comparisons and
detailed product specifications. In addition, many computer industry
magazines publish product comparisons. The resdt of all this
independent benchmarking is an excellent source of feedback to
manufacturers, increasing their awareness of comparative performance
and improvement
opportunities.

External Factors
Y Mstorical context. When we talk about external factors affecting the
computer industry, we must look back into the history of its”development
in each region. The industry was born in the U.S. and spread out to the
rest of”the world. As a result of intellectual property protection and high

product-conversion costs for proprietary software, the industry tended to
be controlled by a limited number of producers. Initial government
reaction to the industry is still affecting productivity levels today. The
Japanese government protected and promoted the industry intensively in
its early stages, but later they deregdated and exposed it to fierce global
competition. The German government has tried to protect and promote
computer companies originating in Germany, but the largest part of
computer production in Germany has been done by mr.dtinationals
originating in the U.S. Government protection reduces incentives for
companies originating in Germany to improve their productivity to the
world’s best practice level. These companies are still struggling with lower
performance.

*
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If we look at the history of the computer industry in each region, we find
interesting differences. Computers became available on a commercial
basis in the U.S. in the early 1950s. The fist computer was IJnivac
(Universal Automatic Computer), produced and sold in 1951 by
Remington Rand. IBM then started producing the IBM 701 in 1953, the
704 in 1955, and the 705 in 1956. It also launched its first mid-sized
computer, the IBM 650 in 1955. The 650 became a best seller and IBM
established a strong position in the industry, taking a .73 percent share of
all computers installed by 1956. Since then, IBM has been by far the largest
player in the U.S. market.
As Exhibit E-18 shows, ~M entered we Japanese market in the early 1950s
tid introduced its IBM 650 in 1958. At that time, no Japanese
manufacturers were capable of making computers on a comrneraal basis.
IBM also played an important role in the European market h~the 1950s.
~s position was partly a legacy of IBM’S global control of the punch card
system business. Since then, IBM has remained the largest player in each
region of the computer industry, except Japan. In 1960, IBM had roughly
5,000 patents related to comptiters in and out of the U.S., and any
manufacturer trying to make computers on a commercial basis had
difficdty breaking through this patent barrier. In addition to the
technological and production process patents, IBM’s closed system of
proprietary hardware and software created very high conversion costs for
users to switch computers and a high entry barrier for competitors.
The second difficdty in competing agaht IBM was the fimcial burden
of supporting both R&D and computer leasing. In order to keep
developing new technology and new products in the computer business,
huge R&D resource commitments. were required. Also, computer
companies traditionally leased their products out to end-users and thus
had to cover the huge financial cost of computer production themselves.
Hence, small, companies without significant financial resources could not
have entered the market. IBM had a governing market position on punch
card system and could count on its rental fee revenue to finance its
development and operating costs. IBM also obtained low-cost, long-term
financing from Prudential Life Insurance. As a result, IBM was able to
maintain its advantageous position for a long time.
The leading and differentiated position of IBM, while limiting the degree
of competition during the early stages of the industry, dld have numerous
positive benefits. The concentrated R&D efforts of IBM led to the
development of new technologies and products. In the 1970s, when U.S.
antitrust legislation forced IBM to switch to open system architectures, the
benefits of IBMs research efforts spilled over to the industry at large. IBM
clone manufacturers developed products using the industry standard
which IBM had created, and competition among these new. entrants
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brought down prices and drove product and process improvements.
While the increased competition ti the 1970s led to lower prices, better
products, and higher con,sumer surplus, it is not clear that the
fundamental research done by IBM in the 1950s and 1960s wotid have
been economically possible in the more competitive environment of the
1970s.
. .
Ma ket co d hens and regdato y e vironment m t e Tava~
A.
‘~~ Japanese gover~entnaran~d
to”cre~te a domestic
industry that was able to compete with IBM. The Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) requested that IBM open its
patents to Japanese manufacturers in return for its exceptional
approval of ~M’s 100 percent ownership of its transplant operation
under Japanese law in 1960. In this way, the Japanese government
sought to support the domestic computer industry. It had already
funded R&D projects in the 1950s, and later, it had institutionally
promoted the industry by helping to establish a leasing/financing
company for computers (Japan Electric Computer Company JECC).
The Japanese government also provided tax exemption for profits from
the computer business from 1961 to 1966.
As we see in Exhibit E-19, computer manufacturers originating in Japan
have been gradually increasing their domestic market share. In the
world computer market, Japan was the only country to have broken
IBM’s original regional position. These government programs
provided support at an early stage of the domestic industiy
development and eventually functioned as a “global antitrust policy.”
In 1964, the Japanese government decided to open the computer
market to imports and partly deregulated foreign direct investment, an
action which the U.S. had strongly requested. In 1975, all imports and
foreign direct investments were dere@ated.
Along with the
deregdation, the Japanese government subsidued the domestic
computer industry with a 35 billion yen budget and urged the six major
computer manufacturers to group themselves into three by alliances.
Fujitsu and Hitachi made an alliance and codeveloped a domestic
computer which surpassed the IBM 370 in some performance aspects.
This development was successful due to government subsidies and
technology acquired though the alliance of Fujitsu and Amdahl. MITI
also initiated semiconductor development projects, which became
critical for high performance computers. Since this time, computer
manufacturers originating in Japan have competed intensely with
IBM.
In the PC market, the situation was totally different. The domestic
Japanese PC market has been naturally protected by Japanese linguistic
applications. In order to run software written in Japanese characters,
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had to carry extra Random Access Memory (RAM) in order
support Japanese language applications. The number of non-Japanese
PC manufacturers which sold Japanese language PCS in the Japanese
market was very limited. h fact, until recently, ordy IBM did. As a
resdt, the Japanese PC market has been dominated by NEC which
controlled over 50 percent of the market by leveraging its Japanese
software availability. This doesn’t affect larger computers since it only
influences man-machine interfaces. h our productivity comparison,
the reason why the Japanese industry PPP is higher than the market
exchange rate is partly because of this natural protection from global
competition. In 1991, Compaq and Dell started exporting PCs to the
Japanese market by releastig a new type of operating system called
DOS/V which supports the Japanese language. Today, the Japanese PC
market is becoming intensely competitive because of lower priced,
imported PCs by manufacturers primarily based in the U.S.
PCs have

. .
Maketcodtio
sadthe
e+ latorv envirorune nt in the G
A.
ilGe~ma~y, IBM;S position has been eroded but n=rcome
(Exhibit E-20). The German government tried to promote the domestic
computer industry by fostering research projects or by suggesting mergers
and joint ventures to create economies of scale. Siemens, in particular,
repeatedly acquired compafles in trouble. It reorgatied its information
system business in 1976 and made it profitable for the first time in 1978.
Nixdorf codd not compete in the market and was acquired by Siemens in
1990. The goal of this consolidation was presumably the creation of a
German-based company that could rival IBM, but the creation of a single
German computer company was not combined with the exposure of that
company to world-class competition. While each country favors its
domestic industry for public procurement (e.g., “Buy American” in the

U.S. or high Japanese share in Japanese public sector bidding), it only
becomes protection when companies are not competitive in the global
market. By insulating Siemens from both domestic competition by
encouraging acquisitions) and foreign competition (by providing
procurement contracts), German~olicy lessened the incentives for
improvement to world-class productivity standards.
Development Towards the 1990s

*

The implication of differences in the external factors in Germany and Japan is
that active government. intervention which introduced competition and promoted
domestic industry worked better in Japan than in Germany. In Japan, the
government obtained the transfer of basic patents to Japanese manufacturers and
offered government support in the early stages. However, the govervent
also
encouraged the development of an industry structure which featured three or more
domestic competitors and allowed IBM (and later other U.S.-based companies) to
compete as well. Furthermore, Japanese compaties were also encouraged to
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compete abroad. By fie1980s, tie Japmese computer market was relatively open
and no significant government subsidies were given to the industry. Convergence
in productivity suggests that having manufacturers headquartered in Japan
competing in the global market is now good policy. Generally, it is doubtfd that
goverwent protection has positive restits in developing an industry beyond
giving it a chance to get started. It often spoils the ,tidustry and reduces the
incentive to be globally competitive, as was the case in the @rman-based computer
industry. Manufacturers originating in Germany still receive significant”
government protection and procurement contracts and the relative price of
computers in Germany is higher than in the U.S. or Japanese market. Looking at
the productivity level of German-based companies, it is clear that the protection is
hindering productivity convergence.
OUTLOOK
The productivity convergence of the computer industry will continue as the
globalization of manufacturing activities proceeds. We may observe new hardware
product developments, but the innovations will, be quickly transferred to each
region with the convergence vehicles we have seen before. Intense competition
will likely result in ongoing consolidation.

*

As we see in Exhibit E-21; computer demand today is also converging. The
diffusion of products and production processes throughout the advanced economies
is resdting in a convergence in customer demand for computers. ~s convergence
of demand will continue to tilve the convergence of products and of production
processes. The net restit will be that intense competition will be a driving force for
productivity improvement. While this industry may see a slow-dowh in market
growth ti nomiml dollars in terms of real growth, after adjusting for price
decreases, market growth will be high. In other words, consumers will continue to
benefit from the rapid improvements in productivity through an ever increasing
consumer surplus.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
The national productivity of computer hardware manufacturing has
converged and will remain converged in the future given intense global
competition and convergence vehicles. This is summarized in Exhibit E-22. New
imovations of products or production processes are transferred across borders
immediately by multinational companies or global alliances. Parts and component
manufacturers have been consolidating further and are leading the standardization
of products and production process across advanced economies. The lack of barriers
to global competition has been a key driver for productivity convergence.

o

The single most important policy implication of this study is, in short, encouraging
competition. Trade “protection and subsidized procurement inhibit competitive
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pressures that force the adoption of the global best practice. However, as shown in
the development of the industry in Japan; it is clear that government can play a role
in encouraging technology trmfer, so long as it also encourages domestic and
intermtioml competition. At the same time, the German experience illustrates the
risks of extending protection and subsidies to domestic producers.
In this industry, given the level of globalization and speed of changes, global
market mechanisms seem to work quickly. Any trade policy or re@ation airned at
constraining activity may cause a slowdown of productivity growth and a shift of
producdon to less re@ated regions. The ody necessary re@ations might be those
intended to foster competition. As an extremely knowledge-intensive industry,
computer products are often considered to be intellectual property and are protected
by laws or patents that create a natural tendency toward constrained competition.
The Japanese strategy of protecting its infant industry while getting IBM to
relinquish some of its patent protection, functioned to promote industry
competition in the 1960s. The industry in Japan was eventually able to compete
with IBM, and this competition contributed to the rapid world-wide productivity
growth of computer manufacturing over the past three decades.
There is a trade off, however, between the protection of intellectual property
“(to assure the return of R&D investments for imovation) and the diffusion of

*

developed technologies. Often the diffusion of technological know-how is required
to break down the inefficiencies associated with high market concentration.
In the
development stage of an industry, innovation shodd be encouraged with strong
intellectual property rights. Later, however, the benefits of the technology shotid be

enjoyed as efficiently and widely as possible.
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High competitive intensity of consumer electronics companies in Japan drove up
physical productivity and spilled over to the U.S. through foreign direct investments.
Operations in Germany have been under major restructuring to improve product design
and organization of functions and tasks.

*

German consumer electronics companies demonstrates a theme common to many of the cases:
a “domestic industry” with trade barriera ie a major cause of low productivity,
high prices relative to value, and less innovation in design for manufacturing and organization of
functions and tasks. The consumer electronics industry in Germany is at a crossroads today. It
must either open up to global competition and reap the benefits of better products and improved
productivity,

or continue to be protected

and see productivity

fall further

behind.

The case of Japan echoes many other cases by showing that high competitive
intensity in this csse mainly within Japan - is good for improving physicai product”wity,
innovation,
and value. Consumer electronics also exemplifies Japan’s dual economy, one
comprised of several highly productive, export-oriented
companies supported by low productive
subcontractors,
parts and component manufacturers.
The productivity increase in recent yeara is
mainiy attributable to a displacement of the production of smailer companies to Southeast Asia as a
result of the high yen appreciation.
While at first glance these productivity figures imply that consumer electronics
mskers in the U.S. sre competitive,
they mask a simple”truth about this industry. Unlike the
other case studies, the industry in the U.S. is very small. The only major product made in the U.S.
is the TV, and oniy 8 percent of the TVs made in the U.S. are produced in factories
operated
by the companies originating
in the U.S. Lack of involvement in consumer
electronics is not necessarily bad for the U.S. economy as a whoie, because value added per person
in this industry is lower. This is partly due to fierce price competition among the companies
originating in Japan.

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
CONSUMER ELECI’RONICS INDUSTRY
The output of the consumer electronics industry in Japan is roughly 10 times
the size of the U.S. and Germany. Not surprisingly, the consumer electronics
industry in Japan is not dramatically more productive than what remains of the
industiy in the U.S. However, productivity in Germany lags behind the other two
substantially. The main causes of the observed productivity gap with Germany are
differences in design for manufactiing
and differences in the organization of
functions and tasks. IILaddition, operatiom in Germany are affected by the
substantial protection of the EC market. The consumer electronics industry in Japan
demonstrates only a slight productivity advantage over the U.S. because the U.S.
concentrates on the most productive of the product categories and not on a fuU
range of products.

For the last three decades, consumer electronics has been one of the most
important industries in bringing new amenities to our daily lives. Products SUChas
TVs, VCRs, CD players, and hi-fi audio equipment have become an integral part (of
our households. Moreover, the quality, variety, and availability of these products
has improved significantly over the last few decades, while at the same time, their
prices have continued to decline. The high competitive intensity of companies
brought us new and innovative products and led to the rapid replacement of less
productive operations (“creative destruction”). The net resdt of these trends has
been a large transfer of economic surplus to consumers.
However, the industry has not created”high productivity jobs in.the global
economy, and the shift in jobs across borders has been small. Higher competitive:
intensity of the industry has made the jobs in this industry low paying and limitt:d
just as it has made the products higher quality and numerous.
The consumer electronics industry has been the subject of many discussions
and debates in the popular press, especially in terms of the industrial and trade
policies of Europe and tie U.S. Many have argued that the unfair trade policies
resulted in the loss of U.S. domestic consumer electronics production. On the
contrary, our finding is that productivity differences are sufficient to explain the
outcome. In order to resolve this issue, we will develop a point of view on the
relative performance of the different coun@ies, as well as an understanding of the
causes of differences
in productivity. Furthermore, we wfll discuss the implications
for corporate strategy and industrial policy.
Industry Definition
The consumer electronics industry is defined here as “household audio and
video equipment manufacturing.” In the U.S., it includes TVs, VCRs, stereos, car
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stereos, radios, record players, video cameras, tape recorders, and other audio
products. The three regions differ slightly in industry coverage in products and
parts (Exhibit F-l).
In 1990, about 400,000 people worked in the consumer electronics

industry in
the three comtries
70 percent of them in Japan, 20 percent in Germany, and
10 percent in the U.S. (Exhibit F-2). The employment represents 2.5 percent of total
manufacturhg
employment in Japan, 1.2 percent in Germany, and 0.2 percent in the
U.S. Not surprisingly, output is also very different across the regions. The
consmer
electronics industries in Germany and the U.S. are only one-tenth the
size of that in Japan and the industry size has been stable over the 20 years
(Exhibit F-3). We must be aware that the employment in the three countries studied

represents about one-third of total world consumer electronics industry and today
Southeast Asia is growing to be the biggest production region.
Contrary to the image formed from the many recent new product developments, worldwide nominal dollar sales have grown only 6 percent annually (1986 to
1991) using market exchange rates (Exhibit F-4). Real growth rates worldwide are
similar, since the “producer price index in U.S. dollars was constant during this
period. Production volume of new products increased rapidly after release, but
qui~y demeased as pr~duc~ rapidy ma~ed aqd returi= declined to margin~
levels.
Starting with radio receivers in the 1950s, the consumer electronics industry
has released many generations of new products (e.g., black and white TVS, color
TVs, stereos, tape recorders, hi-fi audio equipment, CD players, VCRs, and video
cameras or camcorders). In general, at least one new product generation appeared
every 10 years. As one generation became obsolete or sa~rated the market, a new
one came into the market and sustained the growth of the industry.
Many of these markets are now saturated,, with sales focused ma~y on
replacement.
Furthermore, the industry currently lacks a new generation of largescale products. Household penetration of radios and TVs has reached almost
100 percent, wtile the penetration of audio equipment and VCRs has been stable.
Only those “companies which are ultra-efficient, or can overcome the maturation of
demand by releasing new, differentiated products faster than othe,rs can remain and
grow in this industry. As such, the two key factors for success in this industry are
the capability to develop new and imovative products and the production process
efficiency needed to survive in the commoditized market.

The Production Process
Consumer electronics has two types of manufacturing. One type is part and
component manufacturing and the other is final assembly. These two
manufacturing processes are often carried out in different locations or countries by
different companies. Major parts include printed circuit boards (PCBS, i.e., the
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INDUSTRY COVERAGE AND ADJUSTMENTS
Indue@ Definition

lndus@ coverage in DroduW. Inadditionto finalproducts,GermanandJapaneseindus~
codesincludewme partsandcomponentsmanufacturersforaudioandvideoequipmentwhich
are separatelycategorizedin the U.S.census. Thereare someother differences.TheGerman
industryincludes pre-recorded records and tapes which are not in the Japanese or U.S. census
data. However, the impact of these products is relatively small as &ey account for ody
6.2 percent of output. In Japan, “electronic audio equipment” also incfudee blank tapes, which
account for 7.7 percent of the entire consumer electronics fndustry in Japan (Etibit F-l).
There is a slight dfierence in tie treatment of the
.Setifin ished vroducts mamrfare.
manufacturing of semifinished products in tie Standard Industry Classification of each coun~.
The Japanese census in~ude manufacturers of parts and semifinished componen~ in its industry
cod= (e.g., in “electric audio equipment” and “video recording end duplication equipment”).
The German census also includes core parts production in its census. However, the U.S. census
strictly separates all parts end componerds rnarmfacturers in a different indus~ code (e.g., not
in the ‘%ousehold audio and vidm equipment” finished products code). As a reedt, the number
of establishments in Jap& classified as beiig in tiIs industry is over 5,000, but half of tiese are
parts and senritihed
components manufacturers. In the U.S. there are ordy
378 establishments. Due to the relatively lower productivity of parts production in Japan, tis
difference codd potentially understate the productivity of Japanese industry.
PPP
We have improved product category matches from the Census of Manufactures end
caldated a PPP for each consumer electronics product (e.g., TVs, tape recorders, car stereos,
etc.). We divided each product category into different sizes and compared, for example, TVs of
the same size. men we calculated a weighted average PPP for the entire industry.
We cofimed our PPP with other price comparison data like the Japanese MITI survey end
an electronics eector survey. Our PPP looks reasoriable compared with the other surveys.
Double Deflation
In tie consumer electronics industry, most of the parts end components inpu~ are
standardized end heavily traded in tie global market. We can ass~e that these
standardized parts, (e.g., semiconductors, CRTs, magnetic heads, and LCD displays) are traded
with market exchange rates. The F’PPs we used for output in the productivity calculation were
2.93 DM/$ and 139 Yen/$ in 1987. The market exchange rates in 1987 were 1.80 DM/$ ~d
145 Yin/$. Therefore, we have adjusted the productivity calculation by using different
exchange rates for outputs and inputs (the double deflation tec~]que). The result is a
10 percentage point decrease in productivity in Germany, while the impact on productivity in
Japan is negligible (less thsn 1 percentage point).

3

chassis of TVs), Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs), other displays, magnetic heads, laser
pickups, speakers and packaging. Today, as PCB density increases, its size is
decreasing. While most basic devices are now standardized, compQnente like pCBS,
integrated circuits (ICs), and plastic packaging are custom designed by assemblers and
manufactured by subcontractors.
~ manufacturing is a goQd example “QfcQnsumer eleCtiOniCSassembly. The
TV assembly line flows from unpacking parts onto conveyer lines to monitoring the
image of assembled TVs. The core parti of a television include CRTs, a chassis,
plastic cabinets, and speakers. The CRTs and the chassis, the most labor-intensive
and high-value components, are often manufactured in different lines or locaticlns.
The design and organization of their production is crucial for production yields,
since higher rates of manual processing (e.g., soldering) adversely affect the
products’ defadt rates. The final assembly line of TVs is mQre automated; each
worker produces 10 to 30 TVs per day. Therefore, the labor cost component in fi]nal
television assembly is small.
The three regions differ in the degree of vertical integration. The consumer
electronics industry in krmany had a higher value added as a percentage of out,put
in 1987 (around 40 percent), while the US. and Japan were close to 30 percent. This
difference is partly because of different industry defirdtions. The census statistics
include parts and components production in Germany and Japan but not in the U.S.
k addhion, companies based in Germany manufacture their chassis and PCBS
relatively more in-house, while companies in Japan often outsource them. Final
assemblers, or original equipment manufacturers (OEMS), source parts and
components from suppliers and then assemble and test them. OEMS often exchlnge
standardized parts, such as CRTs or magnetic heads, with each ofier. Major OEh~S
based in Japan often have white goods production (e.g., refrigerators, washers and
dryers, and micrQwave ovens) within their operations, but outsource PCB
production to subcontractors. This practice is less common in Germany, and it
potentially affects German productivity negatively.
PRODU~TY

RESULTS

The relative productivities of the consumer electronics industries in
Germany, Japan, and the U.S. in 1990 werfi 62 percent, 115 percent, and 100 percent,
respectively after the double deflation adjustment (see box entitled “Industy
Coverage and Adjustment”) (Exhibit F-5). If we comPare the productivity of fie
largest U.S. category, TVs, the gap between the U.S. and Japan increases to
31 percentage points (Exhibit F-6).
In the aggregate, productivity in Japan surpassed productivity in the U.S. and
increased the gap with Germany between 1987 to 1990. The annual “powth rate (If
productivity in Japan between 1987 and 1990 was 15.0 percent compared to
6.1 percent in the U.S. and 6.9 percent in Germany (Exhibit F-7).
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Thehigh productivity growth in Japan sterns mainly from two factors. First,
physical output has increased in Japan; productivity increases are often associateci
with increases in demand. Second, employment in the industry in Japan has
decreased, primarily in the smaller, less-productive establishments which saw their
production shift to Asia and elsewhere. This case is ordy one of our nine case
s~~es in which the deche in employment h Japan between 1987 to 1990 was
more than that in Europe and the U.S.

e

Productivity by Size of Establishment
We found very interesting resdts when comparing productivity figures by
size of establishment. As Exhibit F-8 shows, .in the U.S., establishments do not
become more productive on average as the number of employees increases above
100. In Japan, by contrast, plants with more than 1,000 employees are much mort:
productive than smaller establishments. The distribution of productivity is
completely different in the two countries,
There are explanations for this big difference in productivity k. Japan. h
Japan, large establishments tend to focus on finished goods and key components
production, while small establislunents manufacture semifinished components (or
parts, and supply ,fiem to larger establishments. In addition, large establis@ents
are often ffly automated and ratiomlized in their production process, while
smaller establishments have more labor intensive processes. It is, therefore, not
surprising that smaller establishments pay lower wages.

@

Since smaller companies have “lower costs and more flexible organizations,
large establishments sometimes use them as production capadty buffers and
subcontract out a part of their fiml assembly production when they have excess
demand. At the same time, large corporations spend a large percentage of their
budgets on R&D and transfer new production technologies to smaller suppliers,
who usually do not invest much in R&D. This high R&D value added is captured
in large corporations through lower input costs and better capacity utilization.
After the ~laza Accord of 1985 and the rapid yen appreciation which followed,
the number of small- and medium-sized consumer electronics companies in Japan
decreased significantly, increasing the average prodtictivity of the consumer
electronics industry in Japan (Exhibit F-9). Some of these companies shifted their
production to other induspies or changed production location. Furthermore, large
companies began sourcing components from suppliers in Southeast Asia, and tie
remaining smaller companies provided only”buffer production of parts. Some of
the small-companies changed ~heir business from parts manufacturing for
consumer electronics to supplying other growing industries such as the automotive
or computer industry.
e
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CAUSES OF PRODU~

DIFFERENCES

Summary

@

Since the U.S. consumer electronics industry today mairdy consists of
transplants from Japan and Europe, we will first focus on the causes of the
differences between Germany and Japan. Then, we will discuss the different
industry dynamics in the U.S. and Japan
,
COMPARISON OF OPERATIONS
IN GERMANY AND JAPAN
Exhibit F-10 summarizes our view on the causes of productivity differences
among the comumer elecbonics industries. In the production process level, the
most important causalities come from differences in design for manufacturtig al~d
organization of functions and tasks. In Japan, the appreciation of the yen forced
unproductive Japanese parts suppliers out of the country, often into other parts ctf
Asia. In Europe, the trade protection and subsidies of the European Commtity
allowed less productive companies to survive. At the same time, companies in
Germany are being restructured by other European companies, as the European
consumer electronics industry continues to consolidate.
. .
o f nab“onal oroduct mix on Dr oducbvltv. Product mix hiis
significant influences in each region. h Germany, TVs and radios accclunt
for 30 percent of the industry in terms of employment, but in Japan th~y
account for less than 10 percent of total consumer electronics employment.
Sixty percent of all VCRs are made in “Japan, while European production is
small and is performed mostly in joint ventures with Japanese comparties.
In general, the value added per hours”worked of VCRs is less than tw~
thirds that of ~s, and as such, a higher portion of VCRs in Japan redu{ces
the overall productivity of the consumer electronics industry in Japan.
Audio equipment, which is also low in productivity, has a relatively large
share in Japan (Exhibit F-n). If we were to limit the comparison to

Y me itiuence

“*

products produced in all three markets (primarily TVs), productivity in
Japan wodd be mucli higher, and the gap between the U.S. and Japan

would increase by a factor of two.
Another difference in product mix is reflected in Japanese specialization of
new products. Companies operating in Japan have a higher share in
technolo~v-intensive new Products. Worldwide, Japan’s share of
producti~n is 23 percent fo~ TVs, 31 percent for car ~adios and tape
recorders, 45 percent for other audio equipment, 62 percent for VCRs, and
89 percent for video cameras (Exhibit F-12). Furthermore, liquid crystal
display (LCD) monitors and TVs were still only made in Japan in 1990.
Although counter-intuitive, this result often works against, Japan in terms
of productivity. VCRs and video cameras, which are usually considered to

@
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be technology-intensive, high value-added products, ~n out not to be on
a per hour worked basis. This concentration on low-productivity products
lowers me industry productivity of Japan on average and decreases the
productivity gap with the other two regions.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
Pesiw for ~
as a causal facto r. One of the main causes for
the. productivity differerices is design for manufacturing.
The designs t>f
products manufactured in Japan are superior in two ways. One is a
superior design-to-cost process, which reduces the inputs and assembly
processes required by using simpler structures and components. This
resdt is mairdy achieved through parts standardization across products.
Standardization increases the simplicity of products, commonality of parts,
and minimizes the creation of unused features. It also reduces the
manpower required in the testing process. In addition, recent modeb. ire
designed to fit customers’ needs. This design eliminated functions which
customers dld not value and made the product less complex than
competing products from other countries.

The other superior aspect of designs in Japan is their manufacturabtlty,
which restits in significantly less rework and scrapping. These
manufacturing-oriented designs reduce labor inputs by as much as
17 percent (Exhibit F-13). Although hard to describe, these innovations are
usua~y an accumtiation of improvements on the product development
side, with close feedback from those involved in production. This
advantage @ desi~ for manufacturing is dependent on better
organization of functions and tasks by the product development and
process engineers.
Product redesim as a causa 1factor “(uroduct life cvcle]. McKinsey’s ‘detailed
“Excellence in Electronics’’survey of 103 world electioIties compaities
revealed that the life cycle of products made by companies in Japan was
two-thirds that of companies in Germany. Moreover,, the share of
corporate sales from products introduced in the last 12 months was
64 percent in Japan and only 33 percent in Germany (Exhibit F-14).
Companies. in Japan release new products more frequently, and sales from
these products are much higher than those of their German counterparts.
Companies that release new products earlier than competitors gain higher
value added since the product prices start out high but drop quickly. Time
is an essential factor for success in ttis industry and companies in Japan
have done a better job at managing it. We suspect this might provide
higher value added for productivity in Japan.

e ‘“
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tasks as a causal facto r. One of the typictd
examples of the Japanese production system is the delegation of
responaibfities to production line workers (front-line empowerment). As
Exhibit F-15 shows, one interesting resdt is that the delegation of
responsibility was different in 1988, but is now converging among
consumer electronics companies in the Triad. Front-line empowerment,
which used to be perceived as a ~apanese production feature, is now being
applied to production processes in other regions. As a restit, this
particdar advantage of Japan is being lost as workers’ responsibilities
become similar among Triad manufacturers. The survey also shows tlmt
more productive companies delegate more responsibility to workers.
They also use a team approach and frequent job rotations to increase
cooperation and commtication
among divisions, and tn break rlnwn
organizatioml barriers. h Germany, product developers and assembly
line engineers are more segregated, and the status of researchers and
product designers are clearly Mgher tin that of line engineers. The
regular rotation and more frequent interaction between R&D and line
engineers found in companies in Japan produce better designs for.
manufacturing.
Less important causal factors
—

Machine. rv and eaui~ment (technolo~v). Two different types of

technology influence the observed productivity levels. One is stanclard
production process technologies, like PCB mounting. According to the
McKinsey “Excellence in Electronics” survey, the timing of
introduction of surface mounting technology (SMT) is converging, and
companies in the Triad are using the same generation of technolo@es
to manufacture their products. ~ese globally available technologit:s
are increasingly becoming non-differentiating factors in explaining the
productivity differences.
The other type of technology which differentiates companies from
their competitors is the core product, or core process, technology which
is integrated into company operations. For example, the Japanese
manufacturer, Sharp, is on the leading edge of LCD design and
production. When Sharp released its new video camera with a color
LCD monitor screen, no competitor could produce an equivalent
product
for at least a year. This kind of technology can differentiate a
company from its competitors and result in higher value added. Scmy,
for instance, has a clear advantage in laser pickups and high density
mount and precision deck mechanism technology used for PCB
mounting. These teckologies result in its dominant “market share of
~~
the portable CD player market. These company-based advantages can
raise the productivityy of the”entire region in which the companies
operate. Technology is one of the reasons why the consumer

8
electronics industry in Japan has a higher productivity. However,
these technologically differentiated products such as LCD-TVs, video
cameras with LCD monitors, and portable CD players, are still a sma~
part of total consumer electronics production. For example, LCD ~7s
account for ordy 12 percent of the all TV units produced in Japan and
3 percent of Japanese TV production value, and they were only
produced in Japan in 1990. Portable CD players constituted 11 percent
of total CD player production value in 1990 in Japan, and less than
1 percent of total world consumer electronics production in terms of
value. Although technology may affect the industry more in the
future, the current impact on productivity is relatively low.
External Facto~ and Industry Behavior
me consumer electronics industry has been through a dymmic restructuring
in each region. In Japan, less-productive, small- to medium-sized parts and
components manufacturers shifted to Asia or went out of business because of the
rapid yen appreciation after 1986. This change raised the productivity of the
industry on average. Jn Germany, protection at the EC level has kept consumer
electronics prices high, and allowed relatively unproductive compdes to survive.
Within the EC, however, the consumer electronics industry in Germany has beeln
forced to restructure by pressures from other companies in Europe (e.g., Thomso]n
and Philips).

me.na~ re of comoeta“lion.

Today eight of the world’s ten largest
consumer electronics companies are headquartered in Japan and contrc)l
75 percent of world production Matsushita, Sony, Hitafi, Toshiba,
Sanyo, JVC, Sharp, and Mitsubishi. The competitive intensity in the
Japanese market is probably the tigheat among the three regions, and is
now spilling over to the rest of the world as companies in Japan invest
overseas. Today, these transplant operations are spreading competitive
intensity as well as high productivity around the world. Companies in
some countries, rather than facing this threat, are seeking market
protection against competition from Japan.
I{eTu lations (VRAs, non-tariff barriers). In Germany, consumer
electronics companies have gone through a transition. Since the 1970s,
the German consumer electronics market, in accordance with European
Community regulations, has been protected by tariffs. In the 1980s,
European manufacturers delayed the development of VCRs, and imports
from Japan rushed into the European market. In 1982, the French
government suddenly routed all VCR imports through Poitiers, an
obscure custom post, to get the Japanese-owned companies to agree on
“export moderation” to the EC as a whole, and to reduce the balance-ofpayment deficit in France. Since 1983, there has been a VRA on Japanese
VCR exports to the EC. In response, the Japanese-owned manufacturers

*
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have built transplants or engaged in joint ventures in Europe (e.g., Sorly
Wega, J2T Holding, MB Video in Germany) “(Exhibit F-16).
The TV industry in Germany has been protected from Japanese imports by

EC tariffs and trade re@atiom.
However, with @e integration of the
European Community, the consumer electronics industry in Germany
was restructured by other European companies, mmely Thomson and
Philips. German companies such as Saba, Nordmende, Dual, and
Telefunken were acquired by Thomson, while Grundig is now 31.6 percent
owned and controlled by Philips. ~s restructuring may have helped
manufacturers in Germany raise their productivity levels to those of
Thomson or Philips, but the continued lack of ffi exposure to
competition from Japan has left Germany behind Japan and the U.S.

‘II Less important factors
. Product demand differs in some respects across
regions. For example, the U.S. and German customers tend to watch
TVs in relatively darker rooms while Japanese customers watch TVs in
bright rooms. These different viewing habits require different
resolution levels in the cathode ray tube. In addition, Japanese
customers tend to buy mtitifunctional TVs with broadcasting satellite
tuners or “picture in picturefl (i.e., a small screen appears within the
regdar screen). Although this difference in taste might be the resdt of
marketing in Japan, consumer demand in Japan is such that TVs for
the Japanese market are required to have higher performance
capabilities. The impact of performance differences on productivity is
small and manageable for manufacturers operating in Japan.
However, for companies based in the U.S. or Europe trying to enter the
Japanese market, these requirements may become a problem, especially
when combined with other barriers. We find the same Japanese
demand for high quality in other products, such as portable cassette
players (for compactness and function), and VCRs (for more functicmal
reservation systems) simply because “ofconsumers’ preference to
purchase new technical gadgets. These higher performance
requirements in Japan have partly prevented the entry of non-Japanese
foreign direct investment, and the more sophisticated demand
requirements have meant that new product and market developments
are taking place primarily in Japan.
-

Labor rules and unionism. The consumer electronics industry has
seasonal demand volatility. In Germany and the U.S., the demand for
consumer electronics goods reaches its peak in December, especially
around Christmas. In Japan, it is April, June and December. People
move to new locations in April as the school year begins. In addition,
Japanese workers receive a biannual bonus in June and December,

*
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which stirrndates durable goods consumption. Therefore, consumt~r
electronics companies in Germany and the U.S. maximize their
production prior to one peak period while companies in Japan Mv(?
peak demand periods spread more evenly throughout the year.
Companies in the U.S. hire seasoml workers and adjust productiorl
capacity to meet this dem~d volatility, but companies in Germany
hive less flexibility to adjust the number of workers because of strict
union rules. This itiexibility obviously hurts companies in Germi~ny.
COMPARISON OF OPERATIONS
IN JAPAN AND THE U.S.
When we compare the consumer electronics industries in the U.S. and Ja]?an,
we need to limit the scope of our industry to televisions, because this is the ofly
substantial product category made in the U.S. In addition, we need to Understand
the transition that companies originating in the U.S. have gone through in their
manufacturing of NS since the 1970s. For example, over 90 percent of U.S.
television production is now manufactured by companies originating outside of the
U.S, lmgely from Japan and from Europe. In this discussion of causafity, therefore,
we will focus on why the U.S. consumer electronics industry is so small, and on
why its productivity is so high compared to Japan.
~ Muence of product nu“x. The impact of product mix is much more
significant in the case of the U.S.-Japan comparison. In the U.S., TVS and
radios account for 50 percent of the industry in terms of employment, as
opposed to 10 percent in Japan. There is no production of VCRs in the
U.S. This situation ,may imply two things: TV manufacturing may
remain in the U.S. because it is highly productive, and trade protection
(e.g., VRAs) may also make the relative productivity of this product
higher by causing transplmt operatiom to be built in the U.S.
In addition, TV manufacturers in the U.S. shifted some of their laborintensive production to Mexico (e.g., chassis manufacturing) while final
assembly and high-productivity activities have remained in the U.S. This
shift has raised the average productivity of television manufacturing
performed in the U.S.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
co mva nv mix and Droductivitv. The consumer electronics industry is, in
fact, one of the most globalized industries in our study, with about
25 percent of the Triad market being served through inter-Triad trade
(Exhibit F-17). It is also mostly made up of transplant operations from
Japan and Europe, in part due to the existence of VRAs. Folly 43 percent
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of television production in the U.S. is manufactured by companies
origimdng in Japan, and another 33 percent is made by companies
originating iri Europe. “Companies based in the U.S. serve only 8 perce]nt
of the U.S. market (Exhibit F-18). In ~ production, for example, Zenith is
the only U.S.-based company remaining. Average U.S. productivity
therefore measures the productivity of a mix of Japanese; European, m.d
the U.S.-owned companies, where the htgh share of more productive
Japanese transpltit contributes to higher overall productivi~.
Historical Industry Behavior
and Nature of Competition
. .
elec~omcs ndus~~ in the U.S.
Japanese exports to %e U.S. market st~rted with th~ transistor radio in the
1950s, followed by TVs in the 1960s. Manufacturers in the U.S. were
especially hurt by lower-priced. TVs from Japan. In 1968, the US
Electronics Industrial Association charged 11 Japanese-owned comPafies
with dumping, and in 1969 and 1971, Zenith and Magnavox filed a req~lest
for a unitary tax against Japan. Those two suits were dismissed in 1978, but
a series of additional lawsuits filed against Japanese manufacturers (e.g.,
antitrust damage claims and escape clause applications) led Japanese-based
companies to agree to voluntary restrtiint agreements (VRAS) and orderly
market agreements (OMAS) which included local content requiremen~
for transplants. When implemented, these restricted the number of
Japanese TV shipments to the U.S. to 1,750,000 units (Exhibit F-19).

T Meal

backgou

d of the cons~e

By the mid-1970s, most of the Japanese-owned manufacturers had beer~
exporting over 1 million TV units each per year, which was the minimum
TV production needed for critical scale. The increasing trade friction
between the U.S. and Japan, and the restiting VRAe encouraged Japanltsebased manufacturers to directly invest in TV manufacturing in the U.S.
Sony started TV production in the U.S. in 1972, Matsushita acquired
Quasar in 1974, and Sanyo acquired Worwick in 1977. Toshiba and
Mitsubishi entered the U.S. production in 1978, as did Hitachi and Sharp
in 1979. Today, 43 percent of U.S. television production is made in the
transplants of companies originating in Japan (Exhibit F-20). The Japanese
transplants brought higher productivity to the U.S. The original TV
manufacturers in the U.S. decided to divest themselves of their TV
production and sold it to non-U.S. based compa+es. For example, RCA
and GE brands are now owned by Thomson, and Magnavox and Philcc)
have been taken over by Philips. The only original TV producer that is
still in operation today is Zenith, and it has already”shifted its core
component production to Mexico.
In the 1980s, most of the TV manufactiers in the U.S. including
transplants shifted their component production to Mexico. Average
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employment inplants located in Mexico is three times higher than pla[nta
in the U.S., However, labor productivity as measured by production
output per employee is almost four times lower (Exhibit F-21). In other
words, jobs in the U.S. consumer electronics industry have shifted to
Mexico, more so than to Japan or Europe. Japanese. and European
transplants in the U.S. afso have taken advantage of labor and other factor
cost differentials through the vertical disintegration of the production
processes. This shift of the low”productivity parts of TV production to
Mexico has been similar to the shift of Japanese part mantiactur~g to
Southeast Asia.
The creative destruction of the consu mer electron irs indl~.
The
producer price of VCRs in Japan declined sharply after 1985 so as to remain
competitive on a dollar basis. The real implication of this decline on VCR
productivity is complex, however. While physical productivity incr$ased,
the nominal dollar productivity of VCR production in Japan decreased by
over 30 percent from 1985 to 1990 as a resdt of sharp product price
decreases (Exhibit F-22). The fierce competition among manufacturers
based in Japan commodltized the VCR industry and dragged down the
nominal produ~vity level. The price drop of VCRs has, clearly benefited
consumers and contributed to huge consumer surpluses. However, it
made the entire VCR manufacturing industry less attractive to
manufacturers and resulted in a reduction or exit of players in Europe and
the U.S. From a financial poiid of view, the com,umer electronics
industry in the U.S. is better off by having given up on VCR
manufacturing. Also the economy is better off because of the low
productivity of ths product. The differences in competitive intensity fn
the TV and VCk segments of this industry underscores the fact that the
physical productivity of industries with different product mixes cannot be
measured solely by value added per hour worked.
We can observe this commoditization phenomena in other consumer
electronics products such as radio cassette recorders and CD players. Tfle
fierce competition among companies based in Japan often resulted in
sharp price declines (Exhibit F-23), which made the industry unattractive
because of the dlfficdty of carting cost of capital. The real issue was not
that companies in Japan were wiping out other competitors, but Mat tl~ey
commoditized the industry and increased their physical productivity at
the same time. The intense competition brought on by companies in
Japan benefited consumers but hurt manufacturers. Europe and the U.S.
took different approaches to this “creative destruction.” European
companies pushed for the market protection now provided by the EC
while companies based in the U.S. largely made the decision to exit.
Exit dec isions of the US. ow n ed co muanies. In the U. S., companies are
very sensitive to threshol; hurdle rates necessary to earn their cost of
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capital. Hurdle rates are used as a measure of business performance and as
a basis for investment decisions. When competition from Japan made the
industry less attractive, companies based in the U.S. stopped investing in
new plants and equipment since they cotid not expect adequate returns
from them. h addition, many tried to liquidate existing facilities.
Gradually, the traditional players in the U.S. television industry becam~e
less productive than well-equipped Japanese plants, and made busines:s
decisions to sell their production facilities and exit the industry. They
have since shifted their resources to more productive and profitable

businesses like communication devices, household appliances, or
industrial electrodes.
firm level. However,

Exiting the industry was a ratiunal dk~itili at Vie
the long term impact on the technological position

of the U.S. economy is difficult to predict since technologies such as hi[;h
density packaging, SMT, LCD are used for other industries like mobile
communication equipment manufacturing,
_tions
on TVS. The ordy major product remaining in th$ consumer
electronics industrv in the U.S. is the television. This market has been
protected ttiough ‘VRAs and Orderly Market Agreement (OMAS) sinc(:
1977. At this time, many Japanese and European transplants came intcl the
U.S. and a local content re@ation was imposed on these transplant
operations to ensure that they source more than 50 percent of their parts
and components from U.S.-based suppliers. All of these regdations hiive

slowed down the process of “creative destruction” and have kept some
television production in the U.S.
OUTLOOK
We have found substantial productivity differences in 1990 among the tiee
countries, and Exhibit F-24 summarizes the major causal factors. This gap increases
if we adjust for product mix dtiferences. The causality at the production process
level results from differences in design for manufacturing and the organization of
funtions and tasks. Howeverr differences in these factors are now being stud,ed by
companies in Europe through benchmarking or joint ventures. As such, the
differences will be smaller in the future as superior production processes spill over
into other regions through transplants and foreign direct investments. In the long
run, productivity of similar products will converge in the thee countries.
However, product mix differences may increase as companies in Japan
increase specialization in newer, technology-intensive products tike 8mm video
cameras or LCD TVs. Japan is ahead in terms of technology accumulation and faster
development of new technologies, especially in miniaturization. For example,
video cameras, largely manufactured in Japan, are not based on a single technology
but rather require a set of core product and process technologies, including digital
signal processing, high density mounting, artificial intelligence, and system interface
technologies. These technologies are accumulated” through the production of other

*
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products like CD players or “wallonans” (portable cassette recorders). Since
companies operating in Japan have been active in manufacturing these related
products, they have been able to accurndate the core technologies needed for 8rrm
video camera manufacturing. It follows then that most tideo cwera production is
still done in Japan. This technology d~i~
issue can be critical for the future
development of new types of products which require a combination of several cc~re
teti~logies,
and may prove an adv~tage tOcompaniesbased inJapan.one
cannot predct the inipact of product specialization on the average productivity of
the industry, as it is unknown how valuable new products will be to consumers
because of technology differentiation and how rapidly intense competition in Ja~Jan
will drive down prices and nominal productivity.
In Germany, restructuring will continue as foreign direct investment from
Japan increases and trade protection is losing its control over competition. The
head-tc-head competition against the companies from Japan will reqw.ire companies
based in Germany, as well as the rest of Europe, to be even more respomive. To
succeed at restructuring, their productivity will have to converge to best-practice
levels.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
The consumer electronics industry in Japan is continuously being faced with
the need to reduce employment, especially among small estabhshments. Jobs have
moved to Southeast Asia, and more will do so given current exchange rates. At the
same time, companies based in Japan are shifting commoditized product
manufacturing to Southeast Asia, retaining ordy differentiated products
manufacturing in Japan. These all contribute to increase productivi~ of companies
operating in Japan.
Germany is facing an even more serious problem. Over the last decade, the
EC government regdation has provided umbrellas over the German companies,
permitdng both inefficient domestic companies and labor practices to survive in
exchange for higher consumer prices. Japanese transplants in Europe are more
productive than German-owned plants, which not only have design deficiencies but
also a structural problem in the, form of a ‘labor surplus. Compa’ties losing
competitiveness are shifting production to Spain or Asia.
The U.S. consumer electronics industry is in a relatively better position, since
Japanese transplants are bringing about better production processes. Furthermore,
plants in the U.S. have been able to improve productivity by increasing sourcing
from Mexico and Asia. Almost all U.S.-originated companies, however, have exited
from this low-productivity business and have reallocated resources to other
industries. Therefore, we may be able to say the U.S. economy is relatively better off.
There might be an argument that the U.S. may shut itself out of an important
industry by exiting - consumer electronics will not necessarily always, be low
productivity, and innovations in consumer electronics may prove vital for other

E

industry. The European alternative of long-term industry protection, however,
wodd have been very expensive in te~
of higher consumer prices, lower
domestic productivity, and the diversion of resources from other high tech
industries. The return benefits of remaining in the industry are speculative
enough, and the present costs of protectionism high enough that the ‘U.S. economy
probably benefited in the long term from its exit decision.

*

The important lesson from this industry is that high competitive intensi~ is
always good for physical productivity. Although Japan proteded its infant
consumer electronics industry at the cost of higher consumer prices and slower
productivity ~owth in 1950s, the industry has been exposed to global competition
since it began competing in export market in tie 1960s. In Europe, trade re@ation
may protect short-term profitability, but in the long run, the productivity gap with
the world’s Ieatig-edge
companies will inaease. Protection designed to sustain a
so-called “domestic” industry or protect existing jobs is done at the cost of high
consumer prices, often much more expensive than the cost associated with the lIDSS
of jobs. The consumer electronics industry in Qrrnany is facing a aitical choice
now. It must either expose itself to global competition, or maintain, t{>be under the
EC protection it has enjoyed in the past. Continued protection will ordy lead to ~~
vicious circle of weaker performance and further protectionism.
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Much of the productivity difference between Germany, Japan, and the U.S. in food processing
can be explained by the evolution from craft-based to industrial-based production. The
adoption of mass production techniques and laborsaving technologies have driven increases in the
absolute levels of productivity in the U.S. and Germany. However, this has not been the case in
Japan, where the industry employs roughly the same number of workers as the U.S. industry, yet
produces just one-third of the output. Furthermore, Japan has over 67,000 food processing
establishments, compared to the U.S.’S 21,000. While there are large, modem firms in certain
categories in Japan, they do not face competitive pressures from abroad.

The current situation in the Japanese market has been allowed to persist for two basic
reasons. On the one hand, consumer demand for fresh and highquality products has
helped to keep the industry fmgmented, serving primarily local markets. On the other hand, the
Japanese industry has been isolated from competition on three fronts. The first is government
regulation. Tariffs, quotas, content restrictions, and quarantines on imported goods, all help to
protect the domestic industry from foreign competition. The complexities of the distribution
system serve as a second barrier to new entrants. The time and up-front costs associated with
establishing a distribution network discourage many from entering the market and thus help to
preserve the status quo. In addition to insulation from foreign competitors, Japanese food
companies are spared price pressure from retailers and wholesalers. In Germany, the top
five retailers account for 43 percent of indust~ sales. in the U.S., the figure stands at
21 percent, but on a market-by-market basis the figure can be as high as 70 percent. By
contrast, in Japan the top five retailers account for only S percent of sales. The bargaining power
of the Japanese retailer is far less than that of its German or U.S. counterpart, and as such, it is
less able to squeeze food processors on price. With little price pressure from either retailers or
foreign competition, Japanese manufacturers have had little incentive to increase productivity.
They remain unproductive and vulnerable to trends of market liberalization and increasing retailer
consolidation.”
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Germany, while closer to the U.S. in terms of consolidation, has a few industries, such as
meat and bakery, which more closely resemble their Japanese, rather than their U.S. counterparts.
While consumer tastes for fresh and high-quality products are influencing which production
methods are chosen, efforts to further consolidate food operations in Germany are expected.

PRODU~
IN ~
PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY

istie

food
!argest single c~nsumer goods indwtry,
and as SUCh
plays an imp~rtant role in the health of an economy. In & three comtiies, it
accounts for the largest share of employment in consumer goods manufacturing.
Furthermore, processed food covers the largest share of the economy of any of tiie
case studies presented in tis report. .fie importance of the industry is accentuated
Processed

when one examines the entire food chain, including not ordy manufacturing but
also wholesaling and retailing (Exhibit G-l).
Historically, the food processing tidustry has been dominated by mtional and
locaf players. Ordy in the past 20 years has the face of the industry begun to take on
an international look. This switch in the nature of competition has been made
possible by a number of factors. Aside from the opening up of ,titermtional mwkets
and an increase in foreign tiect investment, the industry has been htilped by
changes in production processes which have facilitated consolidation on.a larger
scale. Specifically, many of the categories in this industry have moved from craftbased to industrial-based production methods. The increase in automation and the
adoption of labor saving technologies which accompanied this switch have helped
to increase absolute levels of labor productivity, particdarly in the U.S. and Eurc)pe.
We shodd not overstate the global nature of tie industry, however. WKie
large global players such as Nest16 and Philip Morris have emerged, compared to
other industries, processed food is heavily a domestically-based industry. While this
situation is changing, a number of forces still compel companies to compete on the
level of domestic or even local markets.
The processed food case study illustrates how differences in consumer
demands along with protectionist policies and distribution logistics can impact an
industry’s productivity by affecting the mture of competition. ~ese factors, alolng
with others, have allowed craft-based techniques to survive in the era of industrial
production. The penalty these faders impose on labor productivity is dramatic,
primarily in Japan and to a much lesser extent in Germany.
This case study is divided into four sections. The first overviews the
processed food industry in the three countries analyzed, Germany, Japan, and the
U.S. This section is followed by a discussion of the measurement of output and
productivity. The last two sectiom explore the causes for productivity differences
among the countries and what implications these have for the future of the
industries.
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Industry Definition
The definition of “processed food is not always clear nor easily agreed upon.
For the pWpmes of this projeti, however, we have included all food products which
do not go duectly from the farm to the store. In practical terms, this ticludes all
food categories except fresh produce (Exhibit G2).
Beverages, both alcoholic and
non-alcoholic, are excluded from the comparisons. In the United States this
definition covers most of tie products which fall under the heading “Food and
Kindred Products” (SIC 20). The comparable industry codes for Germany and Ja]?an
are 68 and 12, respectively.
A consequence of using such a broad definition as the one chosen here,
however, is that no one or eventwo production processes cover the buk of the
industry. The techniques and machinery used may often be applicable to just om~e
category. However, while processing varies considerably across categories, the
majority of final products tend to take one of four form fresh (e.g., meat), ~l(~d
(e.g.; dairy), frQzen. or &ed (e.g., tamed, boxed foods). Of the four forms
mentioned above, the one with the longest industrial history is dried products.
Automated canning lines, for instance, can &ace their roots back 6 decades. By
contrast the mass production of frozen products has been around for only 3 to 4
decades.

*

The Business System
As for the role of food processors in the larger picture, they typically fdfilIl but
one stage of the food chain (Exhibit G-3), which stretches from farmers to final
consumers. The level of vertical integration is “forthe mQst part relatively low,
rarely exceeding two stages of the chain. A few ftims such as ADM which serve as
bo~ agribusiness companies and processors, and a few others such as Godiva bc~th
process and retail their products. However, for the most part, firms restrict
themselves to processing and possibly distributing products.
The majority of processed food, usually over 80 percent, is distributed
though the retail channels. The remainder goes to a variety of establishments,
including restaurants,
hospitals, and schools.
Industry Size
As mentioned earlier, processed food is among the largest industries in an
economy. In 1990, the value of U.S. factory shipments was over $325 billion, wltile
the respective figures for Germany and Japan were $65 billion and $101 billion
(Exhibits G-4 and G-5).
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As for industry employment, the U.S., with the largest market, also employs
the largest number of workers, 1.3 million in 1990. Japan, by contiast, even though
its output is only one-third that of the U.S., employs just slightly fewer workers.
German employment is somewhat more in line with the per-employee output a,f
the us.

Even though labor ratios vary substtitially across the three countries, the
value-added content of the manufacturing process is similar, at around 30 to
35 percent of factory sales.
Indust@ Evolution
Processed food, like many consumer industries, is an industry which relies
heavily on advertising and promotion. This aspect of the industry became
espeaally important during the, 1980s, partictdarlyin Europe and the U.S. During
this period, advertising costs rose substantially due to fragmenting media channels.
This situation was aggravated by an explosion h the number of SKUS (stock kee]?ing
units). Furthermore, growing consolidation of the retail trade allowed retailers to
obtain greater concessions from manufacturers in the form of trade promotions. As
a result of these changes, advertising/prornotion costs came to account for as m~[ch
as 50 percent of the wholesale price for highly branded products such as breakfast
cereal. The total industry average is also relatively high at roughly 25 percent.
While the 1980s saw an increase in the selling expense of food processors, this
increase was counter-balanced by a decrease in the cost of production in Europe and
the U.S. This decrease was due in large part to an increase in consolidation, whi(ti
resulted from the massive wave of mergers and acquisitions of the 1980s. From ~984
to 1990 alone, there were over $61 billion worth of acquisitions over $300 million
(Exhibit G-6). Virtually all of these transactions involved only American or
European firms.
& mentioned earlier, processed food is still primarily a natioml and; in some
cases, local industry. While trade of processed food has been increasing, the share of
imports and exports in”final consumption is relatively low compared to the othetr
ease studies in this report. In the U.S., for instance, imports and exports combined
account for less than 5 percent of consumption. while German figures are
considerably higher, the majority of the trade is intra-EC trade. These figures do not
mean, however, that there are no global players. While trade may be limited,
foreign direct investment is high. In 1990 alone, firms based in the U.S. investecl
$16 billion abroad while foreign food processors invested $23 billion in the U.S.
PRODUCTIVI1’Y RESULTS
In contrast to the other case studies in this report, the productivity levels for
the processed food case are based on factory shipment values as opposed to value

a
InputiOu@ut Data
In order to obtain consistent output figures, we based our resd~ on M shipments. If the
industries in the tiee countries were organized differently in terms of shipping titerrnediate
goods to other processors to fish, we codd end up overstating the actual output of the industry
through double-counting. In this case it was discovered that Germany had 6 percent more of is
factory shipments going to other processors than either Japan or the U.S. As such, the German
shipment values were reduced by 6 percent to put them on par witi the other two countries and
thus eliminate the effect of double cormting. Similarly, Japanese shipments had to be verified
to avoid double counting arising fmm subcontracting activities.
Another factor which had to be taken into consideration was differences in hems workd,
which vary across the three countries. In Japan the figure is over 2000 hours per year, while in
Germany and the U.S. the figures are somewhat lower (Exhibit G-7).
Industry PPPs

A major methodological departure from the other case studies is that in this instance we
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cslcdated factory-gate processed food PPPs by starting witi &l expenditure (I@) PPPs.
This was done because it was impossible b -e
the usual qufllty adjustments to PPPs derived
from census data matches. To derive factory gate PPPs from final expenditure PPPs required two
adjustments.
1.

D]stributi“on mareins. The final expenditure PPPs reflect the price ratios at ,tie retailer
level, and these may be different from those at the factory gate because of differences in
the relative margins of the distribution channels. To avoid this problem, distribution
~@s
(boti wholesaler and retailer) were calcdated for the three countries using census
and McKinsey data (Exhibit G-7). Netting these margins out of the product pfices made
factory gate PPPs feasible.

2.

-.
Another potential problem in using fial expenditure PPPs is that they are
calculated to include taxes. As such, differences in sales or vdueadded taxes could distort
the PPPs. As it turns out, tax rates between Japan and the U.S. have the same net effect.
However, there was a significant difference with Germany. Adjusting for the h]gher taxes
in Germariy brought the GePPP down slightly.

The above adjustments were performed on all @dividual category PPPs (e.g., meat, dairy,
etc.). An aggregate PPP was then obtained by weighting the individual category PPPs by the
value of shipments. The resuldng industry PPPs from this procedure turned out to be
1.931 DM/$ and 241.1 Y/$ in 1990, down sfightly from 1987 (Efilbit G-7)
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added. The reason for choosing this measure was because it was impossible to gt:t
accurate input prices for calctdating value added as a resdt of government subsidies.
The use of shipments is also justified by the fact that food processing captures a“
similar portion of the value chain in each of the three countries.

@

Adjustments
Before making productivity comparisoti between the countries, we had t{>
first make adjustments to the fatiory shipment values as reported by the Census of
Manufacturers as well as to the PPPs as reported by the OECD (See box entitled
“Adjustments”).
Comparability of Results
As with most of the case studies, differences in category definition and levels
of aggregation across the three countries made it necessary to establish two se~ari~te
comparisons, one between Grmany and th~ U.S. and the other between Japan and
the U.S. As a result, the Germany-U.S. comparison applies ordy to legal units with
more than 20 employees, and includes headquarters employment. The specific
consequences of this limitation for processed food will be discussed in a later part of
the case study. me Japan-U.S. comparison, by contrast, includes all people
employed in the industry, but only at the plant level. As such, one should be
cautious in making direct comparisons between Germany and Japan.
Labor Productivity
Afler making the adjustments described above, we were able to arrive at a
final dollar value of shipments per hour worked for each of the three countries in
1990. In the Gmuny-U.S. compurisoti this fumed out to be $90 for Gemany asd
at a productivity level 76 percent that of the U.S.
$119 for the U.S., placing G~any
By contrast, Japan’s productivity was only 33 percent of that of the U.S. @xhibit G-8).
These figures were up slightly from 1987, due to higher real productivity

growth rates in Germany and particularly in Japan (ExMbit G9). ~ general,
however, the increases in productivity were relatively small in comparison with the
other studies in ~s report.
The productivity figures stated above are the averages for all categories and
establishment sizes. As Exhibits G-10 and Gll show, relative productivities differ
significantly across food categories, both in Germany and Japan. Furthermore, the
breakdown by size of establishment (or in the case of Germany legal entity) shows
that in Japan larger plants are more productive than smaller ones, which is not the
case for the U.S. (Exhibit G-12). The larger plants in Japan are at about 40 percent of
the productivity levels of similar sized establishments in the U.S., wtile those
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REAL LABOR PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE IN
THE PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY 1987-90
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY COMPARISONS
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY COMPARISONS
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES
ESTABLISHMENT
SIZE 1987
PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY
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CAUSES OF LABOR PRODUCTIV~
PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY
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below 20 employees are only 25 percent as productive as their U.S. counterparts.
The German breakdown also seems to indicate a certain degree of economies of
scale. However, the effect is relatively shall.
CAUSES OF PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES
Using the general framework of this report, we examine here the reasons for
the observed differences iri productivity at three levels (Exhibit G13). The first is
the production process level, which is the way companies organize themselves tc} do
business. This level includes the degree to which scale and capital matter as well as
the level of efficiency in utilizing resources. while this level of amlysis explati,
the most immediate causes of productivity differences between the tiee countries,
the second and third levels attempt to explain why the production process is setup
as it is. On the second level we look at differences in the nature of competition of

the industry in each country. Finally, on the third level we examine external faders
such as government intervention (e.g., regulation) and market characteristics (e.g.,
product demand) which can influence the production process.
Causality at the
Production Process Level
me productivity gaps which exist between Germany and the U.S., and Japlm
and the U.S., are explained by differences in tie production processes across the
three countries. In particular, capital and scale turn out to be the leading factor
explaining the productivity differences, especially with regards to Japan. Product
mix/variety and product design, along with the organization of functions and tasks
also turn out to be important contributors to the gap.
T

Cap ital and scaleas a maior causal facto r. fie differences in productivity
between craft and industrial production dominate our comparisons.
While the majority of operations in the U.S. industry made the transition.
to industrialized mass production prior to 1980, much of those in Japan.
and those in certain categories in Germany remain craft-based. In
Germany craft industries are restricted primarily to bakery and meat
products, where consumer tastes and buying habits have helped preserve
traditional production methods. Productivity in these two categories
wotid be even lower if the craft shops below 20 employees were included,
where it is estimated that there are at least another 150,000 production
workers. Doing so would most likely lower overall German productivity
by 5 to 10 percentage points.
Associated with the level of craft production is the scale of production. In
Germany, entities tend to be roughly three-quarters the size of those in the
U.S. as based on employment levels (Exhibit G-14). This is in part due to
the fact that plants were designed based on “local-for-local” strategies. In
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the case of Germany, this meant serving a popdation of ordy 60 million.
Furthermore, in Germany many of the plants suffer from an old
implantation, meaning poor logistics configuration, wrong building
tiemions,
etc.. These factors impose a productivity pemlty but one
which is not large enough to ou~eigh the capital costs associated with
relocating a plant.
In Japan, the signs of craft productiori are much more pronounced. On
average, a plmt in Japan employs only 17 workers while the comparable
figure in the U.S. is 70 (Exhibit G14). This is reflective of the fact that
Japan has more than 67,000 food processing establishments while the
number in the US, is only 21,000. A consequence of this proliferation ~~f
small craft businesses is that often the minimum scale needed to adopt
mass-production technologies
isnot present.
The issue of craft production is not restricted to small establishments,
however. As was shown earlier, even the larger plants in Japan are mluch
less productive than their U.S. counterparts. Part of this difference is
attributable to the fact that the iargest plants in Japan are involved in
bakery products, whose output per hour is substantifly,below that of
other categories. Aside from this effect, however, a substantial
productivity gap remains even among the largest plants. They too have
not completely switched to industrial production. This result is reinforced
when one looks at levels of capital intensity (Exhibit G-15). Japanese
capital stock per hour worked is 41 percent that of the U.S. This implies
also that while capital per unit of output is similar in the U.S. and Japan,
the Mvestments in Japan simply require much more labor to operate.
This is not to say that there are no modern plants in Japan. However,
those which do operate on an industrial basis are in markets with
relatively low levels of competitive intensity. Although these companies
may adopt advanced processing methods, they do not reduce employment
accordingly because of a lack of competitive pressures, as well as because
they used more flexible machinery with smaller lot sizes to accommodate
product variety
Product mix/varietv/aua

litv as a causa 1 facto r. As mentioned in the

introduction to this case, the processed food industry has historically been
dominated by national or local players. This situation has been due in part
to differences. in consumer preferences across borders. These differencf:s
have hii~deted the ii~dustry’s ability to standardize products on a large
scale. The effect of these differences in consumer tastes on productivity
can be broken “downinto those restiting from differences in product ~lix,
the existence of unique products, the level of product variety, quality
differences, and differences in the design of products.
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SKU PROLIFERATION
PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY

Average number
of SKUSper
supermarket
Germany

6,600”

Numberof
new product
introductions
per year
nJa

Japan

30,000”

30,000-40,000

Us.

20,000-30,000”
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Source

Total number SKUS in a market at any one time will be lar9er than the avera9e
per supermarket as not all stores cary the same products
New Product News Kokubu; McKinsey analysis
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Product mix Germany/U .S . An example of differences in product mix
across countries in food can be found in the larger bakery industry fin
Germany relative to that in U.S. The opposite is true with presemed
fruits. Depending on the relative productivities of individual
industries, there cotid be a mix effect influencing aggregate restits. ~ a
country specializes in an inherently low labor productivity industry
because of consumer preferences, its aggregate productivity will refl{~ct
this bias. To assess the size of this effect, new productivity figures were
calcdated for Germany using the”employment distribution of the U.S.
food industry. This calcdation estimates what productivity levels
wotid be if all three industries had the same product composition.
The effect of product mix was relatively small for Germany, raising
productivity from 76 to 78 percent of the U.S. level. The above
productivity adjustment might be larger if it were possible to make a
mix adjustment based on individual products rather than product
categories.
e Droducts and Product mr“x lavan/U .S . Mlde from differenct?s
in product mix, a related factor is “uriiqueproducts, ones which are
simply not sold in the other markets. Japan is the most striking
example of this effect. Roughly one-fourth of all shipments of
processed food in Japan have no direct equivalent in the U.S. or
Germany (Exhibit G16). Among the products which fall into this
category are Japanese noodles and soy bean paste. In some ways,
including these products makes our productivity comparisons
inconsistent. The’ restit of the correction for product mix and unique
products for Japan was estimated at 13 percentage pointa, bringing tile
overall total for Japan to 46 percent of the U.S. level.
Y-..
The issue of variety and product differentiation is also
important. While the proliferation of SKUS (stock keeping units) has
been an issue in all three countries, Japan appears to be the one for
which it has had the greatest impact on production. The number of
existing S~s as well as new product introductions is considerably
higher in Japan than either Germany or the .U.S. (Exhibit G-17). This
proliferation of SKUS affects the production process because critical
scale is more dlfficdt to achieve and thus the potential benefits from
automation are reduced. Typically in Japan one factory produces 25 to
40 items per day, which makes equipment for mass production not
appropriate
fOr marginal products. Even with specially developed
flexible equipment, time and capacity losses are unavoidable. A
proliferation of SKUS also makes achieving brand scale downstream
more difficult because it reduces one’s ability to take advantage of
economies of scale in terms of advertising and promotion of product

brands. The differences in product proliferation across countries sh~ow
different levels of product standartiation.
u.
Theoretically, differences in product quality s.hodd be
reflected in higher output prices, thus resr.dting in higher productivity.
This is contingent on the PPPs being based on exact product matches.
Given the detail used in matching products for the calcdation of th[e
PPPs (i.e., 500 food matches using the same brand when available and
always the same contents and package sizes)l, we have no reason to
believe that the matches are inaccurate. However, the PPPs do not
capture quality differences in the ingredients of the same product irL
different countries (e.g., if Uncle Ben’s rice uses higher quality rice in
Japan than in the U.S.). While it is not believed that this issue is of
primary importance for explaining the productivity gap, the added
costs associated with higher quality cotid be adding to the lower
productivity in Japan and Germany to a small extent.
The two aspects of product design which impact fm]d
production in drmany and partitiarly Japan are packaging and
additives. The former is particularly important in Japan where the
appearance and presentation of food are key buying factors. AS a restit,
the qufllty and quantity of paclcaging materiak” used in Japan is higlher
than in the U.S. In addition, the average package size tends to be
smaller in Japan, thus increasing the packaging material per unit of
contents ratio, The restit is higher packaging costs. In Germany,
“green” packaging required to address environmental concerns add:~to
manufacturing costs.

~roduct

desia

A second aspect of product design which can affect productivity is the
use, or rather failure to use, additives. In Japan and Germany public
concern about addhives and preservatives often restricts their use.
This in turn reduces a plant manager’s ability to operate long
production runs as he/she is more conscious of the potential for
spoilage of unsold product.
~

Organization of functions and tasks as a causa 1 facto r. While the majority
of the gap in productivity can ,be explained by differences in capital and

scale, and by product mix/variety, a portion of the gap is attributable to the
organization of functions and tasks.
Over 80 percent of the processed food produced finds its way into retail
outlets. For a number of reasons, the efficiency of this distribution
charnel can have a strong im”pacton the productivity of food processors.
The primary reason is the added labor needed to organize the logistics and

1

The PPPs take into account quality differences to a large extent.
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handling associated with fragmented retail channels. These costs tend to
be high in Japan as a resdt of smaller delivery and production lot sizes
caused by the large number of ret~ers and products.
In the case of Japan, food processors must deal wifi a retail food industry
which has over 620,000 outlets, as compared to the US. with 190,000
outlets for a poptiation twice as large. In addition, in Japan there are
57,000 food wholesalers compared to 42,000 in the U.S. (Exhibit G18). The
problems created by the large number of stores in Japan is made worse by
the need to make two or sometimes three deliveries per day to the same
store. This frequency is due in part to the freshness demands of
consumers as well as to the retailers’ inventory space comtraints. In the
U.S., high turnover rates can burden operations with additional training
requirements which cm temporarily lower labor productivity.
External Factors and the Nature of Competition
Why is it that the food processing operations in the U,$, and @rrnany to a
large extent, have been able to consolidate while those in Japan have not?
q

The natu re of comneti“tion. Part of the reason why industry consolidation
is so different among the three countries is that the nature of competition
is very different across the markets. The most apparent difference is in the
number and size of pIayers in each market. The U.S. (and Germany to
some extent) is dominated by large or at least medium-sized industrial
processors. By contrast, Japan appears to have “twotypes of competitors,
differentiated by product category. On the one hand, the vast majority of
firms are small and unconsolidated, using craft-based production
techniques. These tend to produce traditional Japanese products. On the
other hand, large firms in categories such as dairy and meat processing
hold large protected market positions, and as such face limited
competition.
In addition, Japan, in conhast to Germany and the U.S., has a relatively
small share of its market controlled by global companies with leading edge
productivity, thus reducing the incentive of other firms in the market to
increase productivity. Rather, most firms operating in Japan tend to
compete on a national or more often local basis.
Furthermore, the U.S. industry and mu+ of the German industry have
reached a level of product standardization which makes price competition
an important factor, and in turn puts pressure on compaties to reduce
costs. In Japan, the effect of price competition is much less pronounced.
Rather, product differentiation forms the basis for competition. The latter
system, because of its constant Aange over and its effect on production
line scale economies, is inherently less productive.
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The Japanese industry is also forced to compete much more on the basis of
product “freshness; which, as will be discussed later, has a number of
implications for the production process. Freshness is also an issue in
Grmany, but primarily for bakery and seafood products.

e

Competition among the large Japanese firms is also controlled through
the use of manufacturer rebates. Retailers are given rebates based not only
on volume but also on loyalty. As such, the retailers help to preserve the
status quo amongst the manufacturers.
~ The regdatory
-

environment

Domestic remlatio~. Of the tlu’ee industries, the one which has been
most affected by re@ation is in Japan (Exhibit G19). In Japan the
government has been active both at the domestic and internatioml
levels. On the domestic side, the government has input requirements
which force focrd processors to purchase domestic inputs before they are
granted licenses to import raw materials. This, can pose problems for
processors in that in addition to being more expensive than ~ported
inputs, domestic inputs can pose logistics complexities in terms of
getting access to remote agridtural areas. Furthermore, some
domestic products, e.g., wheat, are of lower quality than imports and
can cause quality consistency problems as well as produdon problems
from adjusting machinery for different levels of input quality.

@

In addition to input requirements, the Japanese government imposed
until very recently, strict labeling requirements which mandate that
the date of produ~on as well as expiration must appear in large letters
on the container. This labeling allows consumers to choose ordy tie
freshest product and thus adds to the problem of unsold merchandise.
In this same vein, the government regularly conducts strict sanitary
inspections.
In Germany, the domestic re@ation which could potentially have an
impact on productivity is the requirement that processors take back
packaging material and arrange for its recycling. This increase in
materials handling results ,in higher labor costs and as such lower labor
productivity.
International renllatinn (tariff and n~.
On the international
side, the Japanese government has a number of tariff as well as nontariff barriers to imports. Tariffs range from 15 to 30 percent for canned
vegetables up to 50 percent for beef. Aside from tariffs, there are quotas
on food imports, both raw as well as finished products. While Japan
agreed that starting in 1988/these quotas would be gradually in~eased
and eventually done away with, many categories such as beef and
cheese were still subject to import quotas in 1990. Japan is not the only

e
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one of the three countries which has re@ations regarding its food
imPorts. Both Germany and the U.S. also have tariff systems.
However, they do not serve to restrict competition to nearly the same
extent.
Another form of tiport restriction which is equivalent to an import
quota is state trading. Certain products such as rice, wheat, and beef can
ordy be bought by governmental or quasi-governmental agencies,
w@ch use this power to control domestic prices.
A further means by which the government restricts imports is through
the use of food quarandnes for imported products. These quarantines
can range from 3 to 10 days and sometimes 100 percent of the product
will be i~pected. This quarantine period imposes a stiff penal~ on the
ability of imports to compete on the basis of freshness. Pressure from
importers has forced the government to experiment with @petting
product in the country of origin before it is shipped rather than placing
it in quarantine in Japan.
will take hold.

However, it is not clear whether this practice

Aside from the bureaucratic obstacles described above, the Japanese
government also imposes content restrictions on imported products.
The most significant of these restrictions regards the use of additives
and preservatives.
Several chemicals used in the U.S. and Europe for
preservation such as benzoates are bamed in Japan at any level of
concentration.
As such, foreign processors are forced to reformdate
their products, thus increasing their costs, in order to comply with the
Japanese additive restrictions.
In certain cases, however, even
reformation
is not sufficient as some of these chemicals form
naturally, e.g., bemoates in dairy products. Even though the levels are
very low, the product is not allowed into the country, though products
produced domestically have similar levels of benzoat~s. Germany, and
the U.S. for that matter, also has stiict requirements regarding additives
and preservatives.
However, they apply uniformly to both domestic
and foreign producers and as such do not necessarily disadvantage
foreign competitors.
Relations with other industries. One of the major environmental
differences between Germany and the U.S. on the one hand and Japan on

the other is the level of pressure processors feel from the retailers and
wholesalers to compete on price. On the one extreme is the German case
in which the retail trade is highly concentrated, with the top five food
chains accounting for 43 percent of sales. The overall U.S. figure stands at
half that of Germany, 21 percent. However, if taken on a market-bymarket basis, concentration levels are over 70 percent in major areas in
the U.S. By contrast, in Japan the top five food retailers account for
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approximately 5 percent of market sales. The retailers in Japan cannot
impose on the processors the pricing d~ands which U.S. and German
retailers can. Furthermore, the German and U.S. processors face much
more competition on the basis of price from private label tti
is the case
in Japan. RougWy a quarter of sales in Germany and 14 percent in the U.S.
are private label while in Japan the figure is 5 percent. This low level of
concentration amongst retailers and the minimal degree of competition
from private label impart little pressure on Japanese food processors to
improve their productive effiaency.
The fragmentation and complexity of the Japanese distribution system not
only restricts the level of pressure processors feel from retailers, but also
helps to set up, informal barriers to foreign competition. As is widely
known, it is very difficdt for new firms regardless of tieir scale to
establish the distribution network needed to be successfd in Japan. The
same difficdties exist on the input side, where, relationships with the
agrictitural producers require time to develop. There have been instances
in wfich foreign processors have setup operations in Japan only to be
forced to close them down, not because they were unproductive, but
because they were uble
to get access to the distribution channels.
product demand. h the previous discussion on product mix and variety,
we showed that differences in products codd account for part of the gap in
productivity. Here, however, we address the consumer preferences
behind those differences. This effect is most apparent in Japan where the
emphasis on quality, freshness, and variety is extremely high. This
emphasis is partly rooted in the Japanese lifestyle. Consumers tend to
make small shopping trips but do so every day. As sum, they become
accustomed to buying fresh products. This preference is strong, and food
processors are required by law to put not ordy the expiration but also the
manufacturing
date on the product.
In the case of some products, the time
of delivery to the store is even stamped on the package. For dairy
products, this has caused the production of milk to start at midnight so as
to be able to put the most recent date on the label.
These freshness demands and preferences for traditioml as well as new
products imposed on the processors by the consumers help to keep the
industry unconsolidated. Because in order for the product to be fresh, one
needs to locate plants near the individual metropolitan areas, thus
discouraging centralization of production. This is especially true when
manufacturers make mdtiple daily deliveries to the same store often
because of lack of inventory spaces in stores. Preferences for both
traditional and new products lead to high product variety, making it
difficult for food processors to capture scale economies in production as.
well as marketing.
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Daily demand is also affected by freshness requirements, through the
weather of all things. In bad weather, people tend to shop less and as such
stores sell fewer products. While in the U.S. this wotid not necessarily
affect the purchashg of retailers, as it is often done on a weeldy or
monthly basis, in Japan it can add a fl day to the age of the product and
thus reduce the likelihood of its being sold. As such, order changes from
retailers occur frequently on a daily basis, with the difference in sales
between the best and worst days being as much as 50 percent of production.
For this reason it is said that the best factory mamgers of milk production
are also the best weather forecasters.
l’he resdt of this system”is a potential for high levels of unsold product. ~
a product is not sold within a few days of being put on the shelf, it will not
be sold at all. And, given that the processors are obliged to repurchase
unsold product, the cost to the processor can be quite high, As such, they
may end up producing a good deal more*
what they actually sell.
In the future, however, we wodd expect the freshness demands to be
reduced as the buying habits of consumers change, and more choices
become available. As the time families can devote to shopping declines,
the frequency of trips to the supermarket shodd alao drop; thus reducing
the freshness expectations.
The issue of freshness is also of concern in certain German food categories,
particdarly bakery, which is still dominated by craft-based enterprises.
However, some baking companies in Germany have been successful in
making the transition to industrial production while continuing to meet
the freshness demands of the consuniers. The Wendeln Group is such an
example. With sales of roug~y 1 billion DM, this firm has been able to
consolidate its production while providing fresh German-style bread (with
no preservatives) to its customers. h exchange for the benefits of
industrialization, however, it must incur high distribution costs, but the
net effect is a big advantage.
fi issue related to the proliferation of craft
co rvorate ~ov~.
production is ownership structure. While the large industrialized
processors are usually publicly traded, this is not the case of small craft
businesses, whi~ tend to be privately and most often family owned. ~s
makes it more difficult for an industry to consolidate as there often exist
incentives other than economic ones for maintaining the integrity of a
business. As such, the ownership structure in Japan and somewhat in
Germany help those industries remain unconsolidated.

*
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OUTLOOK
The future outlook for the three comtries analyzed here is quite different, as
each appears to be at a different stage of consolidatioxi. On the one extieme is the
U.S. market. ”As mentioned, the 1980s saw a wave of mergers and acquisitions in the
U.S. food processing industry, with giants such as Kraft and General Foo@ being
merged into intermtional powerhouses. While there may still be. room for further
consolidation of production facilities, the focus of attention in the 1990s will more
than likely shift to ratiomlizing the selling and trade relations side of the business.
Firms will need to find ways of reducing the advertising and trade promotion
expenses wl-dch swelled in fie 1980s. They will also be facing growing pressures
from the retail channel, as it attempts to streamline in the face of mounting
competition from non-traditioml store formats such as Wal-Mart which are’
entering the food market.
Firms based in the U.S. will also have to turn to foreign markets for future
growth. With the domestic market mature and population growth minimal,
foreign markets pose the best opportunity for growth. This growth, however, will
more than likely entail increased foreign direct investment and as such growth in
domestic production way lag that of U.S.-based firms overall. To be successfd in
foreign markets, however, firms in the U.S. will need to explore ways Of obtaining
the craft-like quality of Japanese and German products while not losing the
efficiencies of industrialized production. .
Germany, while closer to the U.S. in terms of consolidation, still has a few
industries such as meat and bakery which more closely resemble their Japanese
rather than U.S. counterparts. While consumer tastes will continue to slow ttis
convergence, experiments in industrial bread production in Germany show that
these preferences can be met without having to continue craft production
techniques. The further consolidation of ,food operations in Germany will also be
helped by the reduction of intra-EC trade barriers as well as by a potential increase in
competition fro~ Eastern Europe. These factors will create pressure for a
rationalization of production by mdtinationals on a pan-European basis. This
rationalization holds the potential “forincreased productivity, though it will also be
accompanied by substantial reductions in employment levelsj especially in Germany
where labor costs are high.
The Japanese market is likely to undergo the most extreme changes in the
coming years. This change will be due in large part to the increase in price
competition accompanying a reduction in trade barriers. To prepare for this new
wave of competition, the larger Japanese food processors like Ajinomoto are
increasing their levels of foreign direct investment in countries such as Australia
and the U.S. for the purpose of exporting product back to Japan (Exhibit G-20). From
1982 to 1987 annual Japanese foreign direct investment in the food industry
While this investment is being done in
increased over 350 percent to $320 tiliion.
large part to take advantage of lower factor prices and is far below the levels of the
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U.S., it shodd still have a positive impact on the productivi~ of firms based in
‘ Japan as they adopt production processes used in the countries in which they are
investing.

@

The effect of this shift in investment abroad on the productivity of operations
in Japan is unclear in the short run, however. If this investment replaces low
value-added domestic production, one cotid see a rise in average productivity.
However, the opposite codd also be true in the short run if the larger firms simply
move their production off-shore, leaving only tie small, craft-based firms to
produce domestically. In rhe long run, though, these too will be eliminated or
transformed by foreign competition. Either, way, the reduction in trade barriers will
put pressure on producers located in Japan to close the productivity gap between
themselves and their coimterparts in the U.S. and Europe.
In addition, as the retail trade in Japan becomes more consolidated, as is
happe”ting, downstream pressure to increase manufacming productivity will
increase.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISS~S
As mentioned in the introduction, the processed food case was chosen as an
example of a major consumer goods industry. As it turns out, it is also one of the
cases with the largest gaps in productivity. Between Germany and the U.S., there is
a gap of over 20 ‘percent, which wotid undoubtedly be larger if small company
statistics were available. With Japan, however, the contiast is even more strild~g.
With productivity levels of roughly one-third those of the U.S., the major difference
in the industries is attributable to the proliferation of craft-based production in Japan
as opposed to industrial forms of production in the U.S. Part of the gap can be
accounted for by differences in product mix/variety and another part is attributable
to inefficiencies in non-production functions such as distribution.

a

These differences in production techniques are primarily the restit of two
factors. On the one hand, the food processors in Japan have not faced the degree of
price competition which exists in the U.S. and German markets. This situation is
due in part to their having been relatively stable and insulated from foreign
competition. Furthermore, competition in Japan has tended to revolve around new
products rather than price. Also, while there was strong domestic pressure for cost
reduction from the retailers in the U.S. and Germany during the 1980s, the same
was not true in Japan. These factors combined to reduce the degree of price
competition in the marketplace.
The other major factor affecting the production
process is the preference of consumers, particularly their concern for freshness and
variety (Exhibit G-21).

The opening up of the Japanese market to imports and foreign companies,
along with .a gradual consolidation of the retail cha~el, should help increase the
competitive pressure in the industry to improve productivity. Thus, the challenge

@

~‘ these firms will face will be how to move from craft to industrial production while
continuing to satisfy the preferences of the consumer. This process will necessitate
both a consolidation of production facilities as well as a molding of consumer tastes,
processes which have already bep.

e
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Much like the U.S. 30 years ago, the beer industry in Germany is highly fragmented.
Germany has over 1,000 breweries that produce 12.5 billion Iiiers per year. This is in contrast

with the U.S., where 67 plants (excluding microbreweries) produce 23.1 billion liters per year.
German beer drinkers remain fiercely loyal to their Iocsl brews, resisting efforts of big brewers
to launch pan-German brands and consolidate production. The fragmentation means that breweries
in Germany are far too small to duplicate the economies of scale, and hence the productivity, of
their counterparts in the U.S. and Japan.
While the breweries in Japan are large enough to capture most scale economies, their
productivity lags behind the U.S. because the Ministry of Hnance - which sets prices and issues
operating permits for breweries, distribution centers, and retail outlets - has consistently
protected the weakest brewers from competition. Because the prices sre high, the brewers in
Japan compete by introducing new products aimed at small market niches. Kirin, for example,
despite producing four times less beer than Anheuser-Busch, sells 17 brands. of beer, compared to
the latter’s 14. Smaller volumes and more products mean shorter bottling runs as well as
increased logistical complexity, exacting a considerable toll on productivity.
While the case examines labor productivity in brewing and bottling, fragmentation
and
product proliferation cause further inefficiency outside the factory gate. Trucks have to be loaded
for small deliveries to retail outlets, making logistics and administration less efficient than in the
U.S. and thus, contributing to the productivity gap.

e

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE
BEER INDUSTRY
The beer industry illustrates how mass production for large mwkets Ieads to
high labor productivity. It shows how strong preferences for local products can
provide barriers to efficient competition, leading to industry fragmentation and low
productivity, and it makes a case for dere@ation.
~s case provides a good example of consumer goods manufacturing. It
shares, indeed, many characteristics with food products: beer-making starts with
basic agricdturid commodities, involves rather simple processing and packaging, is
distributed through retail outlets, and requires an intensive marketing effort.
Beer-making has evolved into a highly capital-inteWive industry in which
economies of scale and scope determine productivity and profitability. As with
many oher packaged goods, these economies are tied to marketing even more than
to manufacturing; it is access to the national market that makes it economical to
mount the advertising campaigns that sell beer, which in turn, makes it possible to
build efficient-scale plants using labor-saving technologies and to operate them at
ffl capacity. ,
This report is organized into four parts. After defining the scope of the
industry, we turn to measuring productivity. Then we will shed light on the
reasons for the large productivity differences among the U.S., Germany, and Japan.
Finally, we will oudine our conclusions concerning the outlook for the industry
and the implications for national industrial policies.
THE BEER INDUSTRY
Beer is a product with four principal componenk
Malt, which is barley that is allowed to germinate and is then dried
Yeast, which causes barley to ferment and is thus responsible for beer’s
alcohol content
Hops, which give the brew its distinctive flavor
Water.
addition, brewers sometimes use other flavoring ingredients, such as rice,
corn, or even frtit juices.

*

The process that produces beer consists of letting the mixture of ingredients,
called liquor, ferment until the desired alcohol content is reached. It is then
decanted and filtered, sometimes diluted with water, pasteurized, and packaged in
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kegs, bottles, or aluminum cans. Several variants of theprocess
used.

0“”’

aresometime$

Until the mid-nineteenth century, beer was made using the “top-fermenting”
process, in which the liquor is allowed to attain the high temperature naturally
produced by fermentation. This process resdts in heavier beer, such as ale and
stout, which is still poptiar in the U.K. but accounts for oxdy about 5 percent of the
market in the U.S. and Germany, and even less in Japan.
Modern lager beer is made by ‘bottom-fermenting: which requires coohg
the liquor during the process. Bottom-fermenting became the process of choice
when mechanical refrigeration made large-scale production possible.
After reaching the target alcohol content, the liquor is decanted and filtered to
remove most of the solid matter. It is also necessary to remove all active yeast at
this stage to stop further fermentation and maturing, which wotid spoil the beer.
This can be done by passing the brew through a fine filter, producing “draW beer, or
by pasteurization, whifi was actually invented for this purpose.l
The equipment used in brewing is speaalized, which is why breweries
generally produce nothing but beer, making it one of the “purest” industries.
mere capacity exceeds demand, bottling equipment
can be employed
for other
purposes, as it frequently is in ~rmany and, to a lesser extent, in Japan.
e

Beer closely resembles other packaged goods, and p?rtic~arly food produ~s.
Its raw materials are agricdtural commodities (Exhibit H-l), processing is very
simple, and business success depends more on developing a consumer franchise
than on securing cost advantage in manufacturing. Moreover, consumer franchise
has often little relationship with the country of origin. Little do American drinkers
of Kirin know that their favorite Japanese beer is manufactured by Molson in
Canada. In addition, beer does not travel well, which is why the volume of
international trade is insignificant. This is why vast differences in producti~ty
between faraway countries can persist, but manufacturing economies can permit
consolidation of the industry once the brewers learn to use marketing effectively.
Finally, the beer industTy is not a big business. In 1990, all American
breweries combined employed 32,200 workers to produce 23.1 billion liters of beer
valued at $15.1 billion (Exhibit H-2). If it were a monopoly, the company wotid
place 24th on Fortune’s list for that year. The outputs of the German and the
Japanese beer industries are even smaller, and in none of the countries is demand
growing rapidly (Exhibit H-3).

●

1 Pasteur’s goal was to increase what we wotid call today the shelf life of
wine and his methods were aimed at killing residual yeast. Universal application of
the technique to milk and other foods came later.
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Breweries in Germany have more bottling capacity than the demand for beer can
support. They have developed a profitable sideline in botiing sofi drinks and fruit juices.
Value added from these activities represented 30 percmt of the totaJ value added retiz~
by tie industryin 1987and20 percentin1990. To make a fair comparisonof marmfactrrring

productivity,we adjustedhe ou~ut by treatingail value added as if it came from botding
beer. We !rave thus added41 percent,or 3.7 b~lon litersto the reportedoutputfor 1987
and 2S percent,or 2.3 bMlonlitersfor 1990.
Qualityof GermanBeer
Theissue of the quality of German beer seems to arise in every discussion of this subject.
‘Ihe usual argummt invoked to extol tie qtilty of imported beer is that American
wilfingly pay mom than twice the price of Budweiserto sampleBeck’sor
-umers
Patier.
Also, everyone has a story of a really superb brew tasted in an mmamed Bleratube
in Munich. However, the price of imported beer in an ~erican supermarket reflects tie
marketing decision to sell imports to the small segments of the public that value the
different taste and, above all, the image of foreign bears tie most. llds segment exists in
Germany as well- Corom, a mass market Mexican beer, sells in Germany at a 50 percent
presnium over local brews where it is available. Also, for every exceptioml brand sudr as
Stuttgart’s Dinkelacker, there is a Red Hill in the U.S., and all agree that there is little
difference between the more popular Dortrmmd Union and American Miller.
More importantly, most of the beer sold in Germany can be made ustig large-scale
production methods. The ingredients and the processingarethesame,md Beck’s brewery
in Bremen is as large as the average plant irrthe U.S. Therefore, we made no adjustments to
the output or tie productivity data based on quality.

Differences in Distribution Syst~

The distribution systems in the three countries are different (Exhibit H-4) In the U.S.,
manufacturers sell to distributors, who in turn service retailers. In Germany and Japan,
between 50 and 70 percent of the output is delivered to the restaurants and stores directly,
resuldng in smaller, more complex shipments, and requiring more delivery manpower. Siice
we decidti to compare manufacturing productivity ordy, we removed the estimated number
of employees engaged in delive~ of ftished goods from the analysis. These numbers were
estimated at 10 percent in the U.S., 14 percent in Japan, and 21 percent in Germany. The
result of WISadjustment is that we are comparing the products at the factory gate. The
relative inefficiency of the distribution systems in Germany and Japan has another effect on
productivity inside tie factory, which we will discuss in the following section.
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PRODU~

RESULTS

In this study, we deaded to measure physical productivity expressed in liters
per hour worked. This is possible because both the output and the input of the
industry are nearly identical in the three countries stidied. Despite somewhat
different methods of production, there are no significant tangible differences among
the beers. Furthermore, “breweries’ purchases are also almost identical. Other than
the beside the usual raw materials, they buy energy (in the form of fuel oils, gas, and
electricity), packaging materials, such as bottles, cans, paper boxes, and services, such
as advertising. If we measure productivity at the factory gate in order to adjust for
the differences in the distribution systems, liters per person-hour is a reliable gauge
of productivity.
Adjustments
Before comparing productivity of the industries, we had to make some
adjustments reflecting subtle differences in the products, the delivery systems, and
the reporting methods used by the three countries examined in this study. There
were three such adjustments: specialization of industrial operations in Germany,
quality of German beer, and differences in distribution systems (see box entitled
“Adjustments”).
Labor Productivity
Afler these adjustments, U.S. brewey workers produced 436 litms per personhour in 1990, compared with 300, liters in Japan and 193 in Germany (Exhibits H-5
and H-6). Dun”ng the preceding 3 years, productivity in Japanese breweries
improved by 4 percent annually, German brewen”es improved by 1 percent annually,
while it remained unchanged in the U.S.
In this study, we are concerned only with labor productivity, but were we to
consider capital as well, the restits wodd not be very different. The Japanese use
more capital per hour worked than the U.S. breweries, so the gap between their joint
factor productivity and that of the U.S. must be wider than the 31 percentage points
that we found in labor productivity in 1990. On the other hand< the German
breweries are not as capital-intensive as those in the U.S., so the joint. factor
productivity gap between these two countries is smaller than the 55 percentage
points observed in labor productivity.
CAUSES .OF PRODU~W~

DIFFERENCES

Using the general framework for this study, we will examine the reasons for
the observed productivity differences at three levels.
o
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First, we will examine the differences in the production processes, that is, in
the way the companies organized themselves to do business, their scale, efficiency of
utilization of resources, and their abfity to take advantage of the best technologies.
The main cause of the low productivity in Germany is the scale of the breweries they are too small to be efficient. In Japan, productivity lags behind the U.S. mainly
because of the product variety and less efficient organization of functions and tasks.

Second, we will analyze the differences in the industries’ structure and
behavior, that is, in how the companies compete. The small size of plants in
Germany is the resdt of local near-monopolies enjoyed by breweries, while the
product variety in Japan comes from the way in which the companies are trying to
expand their customer base.
Finally, we will direct our attention to the external factors in which the
industries operate, such as the characteristics of the markets and the nature of the
governments’ intervention in the business. Here we find that the local nearmonopolies in Germany are the companies’ response to the peculiarities of
demand, while the companies in Japan compete in the reamer that they do mainly
because of their government’s regulation of the industry. The causes of the
productivity differences are summarized in Exhibit H-7.
Causality at the
Production Process Level

T rap ital and stale as causa 1 facto rs.. In the beer industry, as in many other
process industries, capital and scale are important determinants of
profitability. Appropriate scale of the plant is crucial to being able to use
efficient packaging technology. For example, a modern filling line
processes 1,200 bottles per minute. Ahuninum can filling lines operate at
the speed of 2,00012-02. (0.355 liter) cans per minute. This is why the beer
industry requires scale. Analysts estimate that plants with capacity below
170 million liters per year are at an inherent and insurmoun.table cost
disadvantage compared to larger breweries (Exhibit H-8). An elementary
calcrdation shows that to utilize even one canning line at 80 percent of
capacity requires amual volume of over 130 million liters, assuming a
two-stift operation. Because most brewery workers are employed in
bottling, the ability to use the most efficient technology there determines
labor productivity.
Yet, while the average production capacity of a brewery in the U.S. is on
the order of 350 million liters per year, its counterpart in Japan is less than
half that size, while a typical plant in Germany produces only 11 million
liters per year (Exhibit H-9). This is one reason why aluminum cans are

*
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very rare in Gerrnany2, and even in Japan they are used much less than in
the U.S.
There are other labor-saving methods that are commonplace in the U.S.
and in Japan, yet are ordy infrequently seen in Germany. Examples are
large-scale refrigeration and automated cleaning. Increasing the capacity of
a refrigeration unit by a factor of 10 increases its cost by a factor of 6, and
doubles its energy efficiency. Yet the two urdts require virtually the same
maintenance. At a large-scale plant, cleaning can be automated and done
less frequently than is required at a plant in Germany.
~ese are examples of how the scale of operations explains most of We
relative inefficiency of German plants. Other, less important factors
include the breweries’ strategies to produce a fd assotient
of beers
(re@ar, dark, etc.) in a variety of bottles (0.33 liter, 0.50 liter, and
sometimes 0.67 liter and 1.00 liter) and the logistical difficulties of
assembling mixed shipments for individual retail outiets.
Some breweries have pooled their resources and invested in central
bottling plants, to which the filtered product is shipped for packaging.
ms solution, however, requires additional transportation of the product
and frequent set-ups of the bottling lines (for different products, bottles,
and breweries). In all, the choices that breweries in Germany have made
explain why their productivity is less than half that of the U.S.
In 1990, productivity in Japan was at 70 percent of the U.S. level. As we
noted earlier, the plants there are close to the minimum efficient scale, so
that insufficient scale explains only a part of the gap. h addition, the
Japanese beer industry, almost equal in capital intensity to the U.S. in 1987,
embarked on a massive investment campaign during the 1987 to 1990
period (Exhibits H-10 and H-n). That, however, does not mean that scale
and technology differences do not exist. For example, we have already
noted that canned beer is nowhere near as commofi in Japan as it is in the
U. S., which is one consequence of smaller-than-optimum scale plants.
Also, canning lines in Japan require as much maintemnce as in the U.S.
but have lower output, which has an obvious effect on productivity.
’11 Product varietv as a causal facto r. The strategies of Japanese breweries call
for constant introduction of new products. For examplei Kirin, despite
being four times smaller than Anheuser-Busch, markets 17 brands of beer,
compared with the latter’s 14 (Exhibit H-12). Even if these products meet
with only limited acceptance (Asahi dry beer was a notable exception), the
2 Another reason is a popular perception that alurninium is harmful to the
environment.
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high prices (and margins) make the strategy profitable. However, the
necessarily short bottling runs and the logistical complexity caused by the
proliferation of products exact a considerable toll on produdvity.

e

‘II Qrvanizati“on of functions and tasks as a causal fa~.

About half of the
outiut in Germanv and Tauan leaves the plant for retaif outlets, such as
sho-ps and restaur%ts. MS means that %tead of loading uniform pafiets
on 18-wheelers, much beer in Jap~ and in Germany has to be loaded for
retail delivery. But assembling truckloads for delivery of small amounts
of diverse products requires more labor than putting homogeneous pallets
on a truck bound for one distributor. These practices cost 4 percent h
excess employment in breweries in Japan and 11 percent in breweries in
Germany. In the U.S., ~ese costs are born by distributors and wholesalers.

The complexity of the Japanese distribution system exacts a further penalty
on the brewers’ productivity. Dealing with hundreds of wholesalers and
thousands of retailers requires much more labor than the American
breweries employ to administer transactions and to maintati
relationships with the distributors. Japanese beer industry executives
chdm that having to deal with the distribution system lowers their total
productivity by 10 percentage points.
As we noted earlier, breweries in Japan are as modern and as automated as
those in the U.S. However, they have not been able to capitalize on the
technology fully. Because of the lifetime employment tradition, they have
not been able to lay off the redundant employees and have had to create
new jobs for them, often in sales and public relations (e.g., dealing with
visitors and conducting plant tours).
In summary (Exhibit H-13), scale and technology are the most important
determinants of beer industry productivity. The complexity arising from product
and package variety adds to manpower requirements, and thus, lowers the observed
productivity further. Inefficiency of distribution systems, which is to some extent
beyond the”control of the companies in the industry, also contributes to the
productivity gap. Ineffective use of labor may also be a consequence of labor policies,
such as lifetime employment, where the technology was upgraded only recently and
led to excess employment.
Industry Behavior
Why have the American brewers been able, udike the Germans, to build
some of the worlds largest plants? How do they manage to compete without
introducing proportionally as many new products and packages as their Japanese
counterparts?

.*
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‘JI l’he nature o f compe~.

In both the U.S. and Japan, the beer industries
are concentrated. h the U.S., five companies are responsible for 88 percent
of the output, with Meuser-Busch
controlling 45 percent 6f the market
md producing almost 10 billion liters per year, more than the total
consumption of the former West Germany. In Japan, there are, only five
beer companies, of which Kirin is the largest with half of the market,
while Orion, the smallest, is virtually undistributed outside the island of
Okinawa.

In contrast, more than 1,000 separate companies operate in Germany, with
only a few natiomlly distributed brands, the largest of which had under a
4 percent share of the so-called mtioml market in 1987. In a trtiy mtional
market with 1,000 competitors, the availability of the economies of scale
would create a power~ incentive to consolidate production, build
modern plants, and change the dymmics of competitive interaction,
leading to a more concentrated industry. But Germany has only a liited
national market. It is a collection of local monopolies or nearmonopolies, in which virtually all producers distribute their output
within a 30-rnile radius of the plant. This structure of the industry enables
the breweries to charge prices sufficient for survival.
There is no convergence between the U.S. and German productivity
levels, and there can be none without a massive restructuring of the
industry. We will discuss the “tipediments to such a restructuring in the
following

section.

In Japan, beer has been the beneficiary of the decreasing trend in alcohol
consumption, because the trend has manifested itself as a switch from
higher alcohol content beverages to beer. In part, this is due to the
competitive tactics of Kirin and Asahi, who compete for shelf space and
customers by introducing new products and new packages, and by offering
the trade a high level of service through salesmen’s attention to retail
outlets. Prices are relatively high, for reasom explained later in this
report. The recent Japanese manufacturing productivity increase is
mainly due to demand growth.
Because of lack of an efficient distribution infrastructure in Japan and
because of the nature of the consumer franchise in Germany, breweries as
well as other consumer goods manufacturing companies, must perform
many tasks that are not necessary in the U.S. Most of the penalty on
productivity can be seen in distribution, i.e., the delivery to the immediate
buyer, which lies outside the scope of this study and is often performed by
a subcontractor.
Exhibit H-14 gives an overview of how the conduct of the industry
participants ifiuences productivity in the three countries.

8
Finally, exporting beer is not the mainstay of breweries’ strategies.
Transportation of beer over long distances is expensive, so the product
must be able to command a high price relative to the local offerings. This

is possible ordy if the tiport is positioned at the Mgh end of the market,
thus limhing the volume that can be shipped. Since vigorous
intermtioml competition is one of the forces that make production
methods converge, lack of it in the. beer ind~try explains the persistence
of the productivity gaps.
,,
me veMeles of vrodutivltv convergence. Despite the low level of
international trade in beer, -there ar~ mechanisms wifi tie potential for
causing productivity levels to converge. The most powerfti of these
mechanisms is tie universai availability of modern manufacturing
equipment. Interestingly enough, most of the hardware is supplied by
European man@acturers, among which the German suppliers are the
largest. The recent productivity gains in breweries in Japan are in no
small measure due to the installation of state-of-the-art German
equipment.
There is also a new wave of foreign ventures by brewers, of which the
recent Anheuser-Busch-Kirin agreement is the most prominent. Such
joint ventures may influence both the organization of plants and the
structure and behavior of the industry, but, for the reasons outlined in the
next section, we do not believe that they will have an effect on
productivity soon.
External Causal Factors
The beer industries in the three countries operate in very different
environments. Other than taxation and some restrictions on labeling, advertising,
and retail sales (for example, no sales to minors or, in some states, on Sundays), the
U.S. beer industry is free from regulatory constraints. h addhion, there are few
constraints on the market for corporate control, which explains how the industry
was transformed from 490 plants in the early 1960s to 67 today. The efficient and
productive beer industry that we see in the U.S. today is a direct consequence of
these conditiom. We will discuss in this section the very different external factors
that the Japanese and German industries face.
1

.
et comns
and the rezu Iatorv environment.. in Tauan.. Even
though the structure of the Japanese industry, with five players, resembles
that of the U.S., its history is different. Prior to the end of World War II,
the beer industry was a state monopoly. As a part of decartelization, it was
divided into two companies Asahi was given the west of the country, and
Sapporo’s franchise lay in the east. Kirin started out after the war, while
Suntory, a wine and spirits company, entered the beer market only in the
1970s.
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The Japanese beer iidus@y has always been strictly re@ated by the
Ministry of Finance @OF), and so remains to this day. Companies are
aUocated plants, and permission is needed to open distribution po~ts, and
even retail outlets. All this is accomplished by the MOF, which is trying to
create the tax base for the local administrative regions (prefectures).
Because of the competitive dynamics, permissioti to build a plant or to
open a distribution outlet is equivalent to an order; if the competitor with
such permission declines to invest, another competitor will. The process
is motivated by local politics; breweries pay taxes equal to almost
30 percent of sales value to the prefectures in which they are located.
There are 37 breweries and 57 prefectures, with some prefectures sharing
the benefits of a brewery.
Moreover, prices are negotiated with the MOF. we central planners’ goal
has been to protect the weakest player. The restit of this environment is a
re@atory “spiral of death.” H a weak player is threatened, he/she
petitiom the MOF for a price increase for everybody. The new price,
which is granted more often than not, changes the other competitors’
economics, because”they always want to produce up to zero marginal
return. p~owever, the ordy way to grow in volume is to create new
products aimed at smaller and smaller market niches. This creates
inefficiencies in manufacturing, particdarly in bottling, ~eatening
productivity. But the real problem is in lo@stics and distribution, where
the complex product line requires. more investment and manPower. ~ a
resdt, weak players get weaker, requiring another round of price increases
(Etibit H-15).
Because the reg”datory mechanism forces the competition to serve smaller
market niches, demand inJapan has also been evQlvtig @ferentlY from
that in the U.S. The Japanese consume much more bottled “draft: i.e.,
unpasteWized beer, This product has to be consumed fresher than
ordinary lager, which arguably places additioml stress on the logistics.3
co nditions and the rezu latorv environment in Ge rmanv. The
German business environment is different still. Operation of breweries is
left to brewers. The salient fact determtntng the shape of Ge~i~\a,~
ii~dus~y
today is tradition. And tradition requires that beer drunk locally be
produced locally, hence local monopolies.

Market

3

Most

modern

mana~ement

theories

proclaim that shorter throughput

time increases efficiency and productivity. However, when the production system ‘is
conceived for political, rather economic benefits and when the distribution system is
antiquated, shorter service time imposes additional rigor on all factors and may thus
require additional effort.
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In general, German beer consumers equate quality with price, making a
low-price strategy self-defeating. This is reinforced by the preference for
locally-produced beer. The only reason for buying a product from far away
wodd be a lower price combined with at least equivalent quality, which,
for most consumers, is a contradiction. This situation creates limits for
competition and for rationalization, leading to low and stagnant
productivity (Etibit H-16).
Adding to the productivity tiemrna in Germany is the control structure
of the industry. Many small breweries are locally owned, often by the
descendants of the original founders. Local banks may hold shares in their
portfolios, and they certairdy hold th~ debt. As long as the debt performs.
there is no easy way to acquire the local producers.
In the last few years, several companies tried, or at least formdated plans
to carve a profitable niche for fiemselves by consolidating local brands. So
far, all have failed. Brau und Brunnen, a Dorbund-based company and
the corporate parent of Dortmund Union Bier, became the largest German
brewer by acquiring some 30 companies. Yet, Brau md Brunnen did not
manage to consolidate production. Similarly, Heineken, the market
leader in Europe, found out that even owning a German brewery did not
help to build acceptance for the company’s flagship brand.
In the 1970s, Anheuser-Busch, Miller, and Heileman consolidated the U.S.
beer industry. Their stiategy did not rely on price. Their value
proposition relied on product differentiation and their products were
priced higher than those of the local competitors. The economies of
national advertising, the real driving force of the beer industry strategy, is
what made it possible. Duplicadng this strategy in Grmany is difficdt,
because advertising may be the ofly means of convincing German
consumers that there are acceptable alternatives to their local beers.
advertising is not as pervasive in Germany as it is in the U.S.

Yet,

Exhibit H-17 is a summary of the environmental factors’ effect on
productivity.
OUTLOOK
Barring a major technological imovation in packaging, we do not foresee much
further convergence betieen the Japanese and the U.S. beer industries. The gains so
far have been due to the growth in production and to massive investment. The
growth was achieved at a cost of increasing product complexity, thus setting a limit
to productivity improvement. A new wave of investment is unlikely until attrition
solves the problem of the lifetime employment tradition. The relative inefficiency
of the distribution infrastructure, the other major impediment to productivity, is an
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economywide problem in Japan. The beer industry is too small and ticonsequential
to tackle this obstacle by itself.
Improvement of productivity in Germany holds a brighter promise. With
the creation of a European market, local acceptance of mtional and transmtioml
brands may increase. The influence of advertising, the key factor to consolidation in
the U.S. industry, may increase, thus making it more attractive for some producers
to create these brands. Consolidation of the industry and the improvement of
productivity will follow, as it did in the U.S. 20 years ago. The changes have already
begun to happen. The Warsteiner and Bitburger breweries have doubled their
output during the years 1990 to 1992. They achieved this growth through a national
advertising campaign.
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES
We have discussed the beer industry as a case example of consumer goods in
general, and of beverages in particdar. We found large differences in productivity
between the U.S. and Germany and smaller differences between Japan and the U.S.
We discovered that scale and technology are the most important determinants of
productivity. Product line complexity arising from strategies aimed to serve small
niches in Japan is a consequence of re@atory restrictions on other forms of
competition, such as price. In Germany, product lines are complex relative to the
markets because of the fragmentation of the latter. Complexity contributes to the
relative inefficiency of these industries, as does the lack of a large-scale distribution
system ~ Japan, though the latter is beyond the control of beer companies. h Japan,
ineffective use of labor maybe the consequence of the lifetime employment policy
(Exhibit H-18).
The analysis of the causes of productivity differences between the U.S. and
Japan suggests that the type of re@ation selected by the MOF exacts a heavy price on
productivity. More open competition, including price competition, together with.
operational freedom to open and dose plants and distribution ~enters~WO~d
probably result in lower prices, consolidation of production, and productivity gains.4
Preserving the local tax benefits wodd, however, require replacing current
production taxes with a larger consumption tax. In addition, buildlng an efficient
distribution system for consumer goods would benefit the entire economy.
The German productivity lag is largely caused by barriers to rationalization,
which are a consequence of the peculiarities of demand. Overcoming these barriers
involves more cultural than policy issues. Once these issues are resolved,
productivity would benefit from letting the distribution of beer be handled by the
system that already distributes other consumer goods efficiently.
4 Recent developments in Japan suggest that pricing of beer may become
more flexible.
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Global companies drive productivity convergence in soap and dete~ent market. Low
productivity in Germany partially reflects consumer preference for powdered
detergents.

Although the economies of scale and organization of labor play a role, productivity
differences in the soap and detergent businese arise largely from variations in
consumer tastes. Germanconsumershave a preference for bleach in their detergents. until
very recently, bleach could only be incorporated into a powder product. For purely technological
reasons, the process of making powdered detergent is less productive than the process for making
liquid products. A liquid detergent plant employs about 30 percent less labor than a comparable
powder plant. As a result, Germany’s productivity lags behind that of the U.S. and Japan. In
addition, the cost of complying with differences in antipollution regulations across the three
countries affects labor productivity.
In 1987, Japanese productivity stood at only 76 percent of U.S. levels. Today, U.S. and
Japanese productivity have virtually converged, driven by increased competition and foreign direct
investment. The convergence of U.S. and Japanese productivity, and the eventual convergence of
German productivity, can be traced to a rapid transfer of manufacturing know-how within the
handful of global giants that lead this industy
Colgate Palmolive, Procter& Gamble, Unilever,
and, to a lesser extent, both Kao in Japan and Henkel in Germany. These firms are highly
competitive with one another, and therefore innovations rapidly @ffuse within multinational
companies and also within the industry. The players, especially Colgate, Procter & Gamble, and
Unilever, are so large and globally dispersed that the competition between them is enough to drive a
convergence in naticmal productivity numbers, All these firms devote considerable effort to rotate
staff among countries and have cross-country organizational structures. ”Global productivity is
converging because these companies are, in essence, producing similar products with similar
state-of-the-art technologies in different locations.

PRODU~
IN THE
SOAP AND DETERGENT INDUSTRY
The evolution of this industry serves to illustrate how large-scale forei~
direct investment by several global companies has led to considerable international
convergence at high levels of labor productivity. The differences that do remain are
explained in almost equal proportion by differences in the product mix demanded
by consumers and by other factors.
The soap and detergent industry provides a case study example of
productivity in a chemical process based industry. The major products of this
industry play a central role in the non-food part of the consumer goods sector, and
some part of the output is sold for ~dustrial use. The consumer part has similar
characteristics to the processed food industry in terms of pakaging and distribution
through retail outlets, but it involves an even more intense marketing effort.

e“

The soap and detergent industry has evolved into a higNy capital-intensive
industry in which the major participants either are, or are trying to become,
established in the three major economic regions of Europe, North America, and
Asia. In recent years, marketing has become more important to the economics of
the business; regional product formulation (which can be sold either under the
same or different brand mmes in different markets) and advertising has made the
construction and efficient utilization of plants that more folly exploit scale
economies possible.
THE SOAP AND DETERGENT INDUSTRY
The soap and detergent industry produces cleaning agents”for both household
and industrial use. In the U.S. the split is 20 percent industrial, 80 percent.
household. On the household side, products include both solid and liquid laundry
detergents and soaps of various sorts (bars, liquids and so forth). On the industrial
side, the products are primarily detergents but also include specialty soaps for
indwtrial use formtiations designed to assist in the removal of heavy industrial
oils and greases, for example (Exhibit I-l).
Output value, at industry purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates
calcdated from unit value ratios ranged in 1990 from about $2 billion in (the former
West) Germany (detergents onIy) and about $3 billion in Japan to around $15 billion
in the U.S. The industry employs around 8,000 people in Germany – counting, as is
standard in the German census data, ody firms with more than 20 emPloYees - and
on the order of 9,000 in Japan and 36,000 in the U.S.
Value added is typically around 50 to 55 percent of output value with only
minor variations across both time (from 1987 to 1990) and geography. This
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translates into 1990 value-added figures of a little over $1 billion (at PPP) in
Germany, about $2 billion in Japan and about $S billion in the U.S. (Efibit I-2).
The soap and detergent industry’s products are distributed to both household
~d industrial users. For household end users, the route from the factory to the
kitchen or bathroom usually involves both a wholesaler and a retailer, although in
the case of many larger supermarkets (e.g., Aldi in Germany), the wholesale stage
can be effectively bypassed. Large industrial users typically obtain supplies directly
while smaller users are likely to work through a wholesaler.

Soap and detergent companies include such household names as ColgatePalmolive, Henkel, Kao, Procter & Gamble and Unilever (Lever Brothers).
the industry is led by these giant mtitinationals in alxnost all markets. It is
common for these firms to be vertic~y integrated, owning businesses at all
the production process. Jn the case of Unilever, for example, this includes
everytig
from plantations in developing countries that produce palm oil
plants that fimlly wrap and crate bar soap for shipment to wholesalers or
supermarkets.

Indeed,
quite
stages of
to the

In terms of the production of detergents, there are essentially two processes
one for producing powder detergents and one for producing liquids. Powder
detergents are produced by the process illus@ated schematically in Exhibit I-3. Inputs
are saponified fats of either vegetable or animal origin, and various other chemicals,
e

for example, sodium stifate. In a standard modern powder plant, a basic detergent
formulation will be made up into a slurry. This slurry will then be passed through a
spray dryer. The dryer is a large and expensive piece of capital equipment which
serves, by passing the slurry through heated air under the influence of gravity, to
cause the formation of regular and uniform flakes or”crystals of detergent that have
reasonable shelf stability and flow properties. ~s
mother powder is tien passed to
one of several post-dosing stations where enzymes, perfumes, and coloring agents

are added to produce the individual brands that will fimlly reach the public. The
various powders are now held before being passed to the other capital intensive part
of the process the automated packing lines. The holding bim serve the function of
optimizing utilization of the packing lines. After packing (typically in cardboard
boxes, but since 1990, increasingly in recyclable refill containers made of paper or
plastic) the detergent powder is cased and readied for stipping.
The process for producing liquid detergents is a little different and somewhat
less capital intensive. At its simplest, it coWists solely of vats for mixing the inputs
and then some means of packaging, typically in plastic bottles. A larger-scale plant
will, instead of using this batch process, employ a continuous flow process using
static mixers and computer-controlled, metered pumps to produce the detergent.
Compared to the typical powder production process, a modern liquid detergent plant
will employ approximately 30 percent fewer workers per ton of output (Exhibit I-4).
The main areas of difference be~een powder and liquid production are a smaller
requirement for labor at. the goods inward end of the process as there is less need to

.
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Packaging

ADJUS~S

Indus~

Coverage

Amok involvedadjustmentconcernedthecoverageof GermanSIC1 4M. Unfortunately,
thisclassificationcontainsparts of Germany’scosmeticand haircareindustries. These
industriesare characterizedby smallerscale, less capiti-intensive productionand larger
directaalesforcesthan soap and dete~ent productionper se, and so sew? to depress~tific~Y
Germanproductivitylevelsrelativeto those of Japanand the U.S. The solutionadoptedwas to
use estimates by those familiar with operations in Ge_y
within M~ey
h placeof census
employment data while relying on the dlsaggregated (fiv#lgit SIC) emus data for output
value of detergents, which gave greater detail than for employment. We derived value added
as a proportion of output value at a level baaed on the knowledge of McKinseyconsuitanband
consistency with the observed values in other countries.

PPP
me data was now ready to be &anSlatedinto U.S.doliarsat industrypurchasingpower
parity (PPP)exchangerates basedon factorygate prices.z ThesePPP exchangerates were
detived horn weightedaveragesof unitvalue ratiosfor detailedmatchesof censuscategories
acrossthe three“countries.We conciudedthat our PPP rates were perfectiyacceptablefor the
purposeof internationalproductivitycaicuiatfonsas we were ableto bothmatch a reasomble
percentageof each SIC’soutputand, in contrastto many otherindustries,determinethat the
matchedproduc~ reallywere very similaracrosscountries;a spray driedpowderdetergent
realiy is not very d]fferentacrossGermany,Japan and the U.S. It is, of cou~e, entirelypossible
that one shodd use different PPPs for the translation of inputs and outputs in the production
process. This wodd arise when, for example, the market for a key input is distorted by, say,
government intervention, such as the EC’s Common Agricd@ai Policy or U.S. agricultural price
supports, in one country but not in otiers.

Double Deflation
We investigated the need for separate PPP”rates for inputs and outputs in the soap and
detergent, industry and concluded that it did not significantly enhance the wdue of our analysis.
Our conclusion was based on examination of price data for packaging materials, both plastics
and cardboard, across the three markets and discussion with chemical industry experts. On the
packaging material front, it was found that U.S. and German plastics prices for the relevant”
types of plastic aligned quite well with the PPP, as did U.S. and Japanese cardboard
paperboard prices. Furthermore, on the chemicais side of tl~einput equation, our discussions
suggested price relativities across the three counbies that were strikingly in iine widr the PPP
rates.

1

~oughout

O“r s~&1e5 we will u5e me U.S. English abbreviation SIC to refer to all co~~ies’

systems of industrial classification. mere are, of course, subtle a,nd not-so-subtle
industries are defined by each data gathering authority.
2

DM:$ 1987 2.21; 1990 2.07; %$ 1987 210; 1990188.

differences in the way that

3
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monitor mdtiple input feeds, a much smaller need for labor in the automated heart
of the process, and a slightly reduced labor requirement in packaging as bottling
lines require somewhat less oversight than cardboard packaging lines.
PRODUCTIVITY RESULTS
Adjustments
Before a meaningfd comparison of productivity levels codd be made across
countries, it was necessary to make a few adjustments to the data (see box entitled
“Adjustments”).
Results
Our comparison of PPP-translated data on value added per hour worked3
shows that in 1990, productivity in Germany stood at about three quatiers of U.S.
levels while productivity in Japan was close to that of the United States @xht%itI-5).
If we adjust for product mix difference, German productivity reaches almost
90 percent of the U.S. level.

e

In 1987, productivity in Japan stood at 76 percent of the U.S. level, implying
that a considerable catching up has occurred since then (Exhibit I-6). Unfortunately,
because we have not been able to obtain reliable estimates of German detergent
employment for 1987, we have not calcdated productivity levels for that year. Our
research suggests, however, that we would find lower levels relative to the U.S. in
Germany in 1987 than in 1990 because major European industry participants were
still at an early stage of the process of restructuring themselves to meet the expected
challenges of the single European market.

Analysis of value added per employee hour by size of establishment for Japan
and the U.S. reveals a pattern surprisingly similar to that seen in other industries.
While productivity shows a definite decline in the U.S. as establishment scale is
reduced, productivity in Japan dedlnes much more than scale effects would suggest
(Exhibit I-7). This can be construed as further evidence of the dual economy in
Japan. Two distinct tiers exist in many Japanese industries: the large-scale,
unionized, capital-intensive, lifetime-employment firms; and the small-scale, nonutionized, family-run, low-wage and low-benefit firms. These smaller firms both
3

For productivity

comparisons,

per hour worked data adjusts for

differences in average hours. For example, in 1990, average amual hours worked
were the following Germany, 1606; Japan, ,1969; USA, 1942. In the German and
Japanese cases, these figures represent a decrease in hours worked relative to the

1987 situation, especially in Japan where average hours fell by 52 hours.
*
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provide flexibility in the manufacturing process and also engage in low productivity
production activities that the larger plants wish to avoid. In partictiar, we found
that some small companies,. are engaged in specialty soap production using different,
and perhaps more traditional, oil and fat ingredients.
CAUSES OF PRODU~

DIFFERENCES

In this report we are focusing on both the reasons why productivity
differences persist and the mechanisms of convergence that have served to bring
about some de~ee of productivity leveling across countries. We first consider the
reasons for the remaining differences in labor productivity. Exhibit I-8 summarizes
our hypotheses regarding the differences between the three countries.
First, at the production process level, we believe that the principal reason for
the 1990 productivity gap between Germany and the other countries lies in that
counhy’s different product mix much more low labor-productivity powder
detergent and much less liquid than in Japan or the U.S.4 Moreover, Mere are four
ancillary reasons for the lower level of labor productivi~
more limited
exploitation of economies of scale, lower levels of capacity utilization on the part of
some firms, less efficient internal organization, and less optimal utilization of labor
resources across functions and tasks.

o

Second, at the industry level, we see extensive evidence of global competition
in the industry pushing companies toward equal levels of productivity. Hence,
there is little remaining productivity difference to explah.
Third, at the level of the overall market enviromnent, the preference of
German consumers for powder detergents containing bleaches has, given the
inherently lower labor productivity of the powder process, held down German
productivity. secondary external reasons are twofold: the complex Japanese
distribution system continues to impose an employment penalty - and hence, labor
productivity – on producers in that country, and environmental regulation”
pressures affect producers in various countries to differing degrees.
In the following section, we examine the reasons for differences in labor
productivity in more detail, beginning at the level of the production process and
moving on to the industry and external factors and their impact on management
behavior and production.

4
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Liquids

have

never

accounted for more than 15 percent

of German

detergent sales; U.S. and Japanese levels are more than twice as high.
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Causality at the
Production Process Level

Why then, do German firms show such low productivity levels relative to
their U.S. and Japanese counterparts in 1990? Our view is that the primary cause of
differences operating at the company level is the intrfiic productivity difference
between powder and liquid production processes.
product mlx as a causa 1 factor. German consumers have historically
shown a marked preference for powder detergents, and the process by
which these are made is simply less productive than that by which liquid
detergents are produced. On the basis of inte~ews with industry experts,
we estimate that about 30 percent less labor is required by a 150,000 ton
liquid detergent plant than.by a comparably-sized powder plant
(Exhibit I-4). This translates directly into a physical productivity advantage
of up to 40 percent for those firms operating in markets where liqui~
have attained a considerable share (Exhibits I-9 and 1-10).
There are four less important reasons for lower German produdvity levels
more limited exploitation of economies of scale, lower levels of capacity utilization,
less efficient internal organization, and less optimal utilization of labor resources
across functions and tasks.
Sca 1e eco nomies as a causa 1 facto r. German producers la~ market scale
equivalent to that enjoyed by most firms in Japan 5 and the U.S. This
affects both plant-level economies of scale and the ability to exploit the
lesser scale advantages in advertising and marketing.
Organization of functions and tasks as a causal factor
Utilization of equipment matters primarily because spray drying towers
and automated packaging lines are expensive pieces of capital
equipment that should be as ffly utilized as possible. We have already
seen that plant designers take steps to ensure efficient use of packaging
assets and the same is true of spray dryers. Today it is not uncommon
for dryers to run for 24 hours a day, 5 days a week. we
spray drying
looks at first glance like a batch process, companies have striven to
make it continuous; for example, the production of a mother powder
that is post-dosed to give individual formulations rather than running
each formulation through tie dryer in as close to final form as possible
(some inputs, such as enzymes, are rather heat sensitive and so cannot
be spray dried). We believe that, in 1990, some companies operating in

5
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~te,

however,

the existence

of small Japanese firms with very low

productivity
and, it is hypothesized,
very low – and most definitely
minimum
efficient scale - plant and equipment
levels.

well below
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Germany were not able to reach as high levels of equipment utilization
as those in Japan and the U.S. Consequently, their productivity level
suffered.
Some evidence suggests tit management in the three countries have
had different degrees of success in flexibly and efficiently employing
their labor resources. First, in Germany, resistance by the traditionally
strong unions and worker councils (Befriebsrtite) has limited the extent
to which it is possible to rapidly redeploy workers as shop floor
situations change. Second, in Japan, the complexity of the distribution
system forces producers to retain large numbers of workers to both
administer” the transaction flow with the myriad distributors (often
literally hundreds of fir~), and to maintain appropriate relationships
with them. It is not unheard of to sell to parts of the Tokyo market
though an Osaka distributor and vice versa.
The Japanese census does not cover all workers in overhead functions.
We estimate that, taking fd account of all attributable overhead, labor
not captured in the Japanese census would lower the 1990 Japanese
productivity level by approximately 5 percentage points.

*

Capital intensity does not appear to be a differentiating factor across countries.
Soap and detergent operations in Japan were more capital intensive than those in
the U.S. in 1987 while productivity was lower. Howeverr productivity in Japan
improved quite dramatically, relative to the U.S. between 1987 and 1990. This
achievement seems, at least in part, attributable to large-scale investment in new
plants. overall, Japanese investment. during the period was much higher than that
of the U.S. (Exhibit 1-11). One might also expect consolidation of the industry,
through the exit or acquisition of some of the many smaller firms, to have played a
part, but this does not seem to have been the case (Exhibit 1-12).
External

Factors and Industry

Behavior

Factors ,at the industry /envirorunent level of causality served, in 1990, to
determine competitive intensity, multinational presence, and features of corporate
cultures. In addition, these factors set the stage for the different productivity levels.
Turning first to the nature of competition in this industry, we see that there
seem to be few structural impediments to productivity convergence at the level of
external factors. Thus, we wotid expect similar competitive conditions across the
three countries. At this point we shotid note that advertising plays an essential role
in competition in the soap and detergent industry it often consumes 30 percent and
even up to 50 percent of the value added in production. This investment in
advertising forms a barrier to entering the market, but it also forces existing
competitors to exploit their brand investments to the fullest extent possible. One
*
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means of more ftiy exploiting a brand or fo~tiation
is international expansion,
““ particdarly into areas in which comumer tastes are relatively homogeneous.
. .
me nature of co~
The handfd of large companies that lead this
industry are in global competition with one another. Each of these players
is exposed to the best practices fo~d outside of their own company.
However, the mture of competition is not uniform across regions. In the
U,S., despite the leading market share of Procter & Gamble, the big
companies are in head-to-head competition, fotising strongly on beadng
each other. In Germany, both Unilever and Procter& Gamble lie behind
Henkel in market share, and neither is close to catching up. Brand loyalty
may have served to dilute effective competitive intensity in the eighties.
In Japan, Kao’s market position originates from its advantages in
distribution as well as its focus on technology. The usual path to top
management at Kao is through the engineering ftiction rather than
through sales and marketing (as is most often the case at Unilever and
Procter & Gamble). This focus has led Kao to many technological
innovations and market leadership. However, other players have
advanced to the point where competition is now as intense in Japan as in
other regions.
At the environment level, differences
Ma rket demand as a causal fare.
in consumer buying patterns serve to handicap German soap and
detergent productivity. German detergent buyers have traditionally
favored the incorporation of bleaching agents in their laundry detergents.
Until 1991, the addition of bleaches to liquid detergents was rendered
impossible due to the fact that. such detergents were universally water
based and strong bleaches and water react chemically together in an
undesirable way. Given the preferences, of the German consumer for
bleaching agents, liquid detergents were more or less assured. of a distant
second place to powders in that market (Exhibit I-9). Given the labor
productivity relation described above, the German soap and detergent
indristry could only be less productive per labor hour.
Since the development of anhydrous bleaches in the last year or two, the
share of liquids in Germany has grown somewhat and seems set to
continue climbing, although competition from super compact powders
and component-based detergents remains strong.
Distribution svstem as a causa 1 facto r. The Japanese system for the
distribution of consumer goods is labyrinthine. As noted above,
manufacturers sometimes sell detergent to Tokyo retailers through an
Osaka-based distributor/wholesaler. Managing, maintaining, and
administering this tangled web of relationships imposes a labor penalty on
Japanese detergent companies that does not have to be borne by firms
operating in the relatively simple and streamlined distribution

8

environments of Germany and the U.S. The example of Procter&
Gamble, which experienced considerable” difficdty in sewing adequate
distribution in Japan, illustrates that this complex distribution system can
form a formidable barrier to any foreign and domestic new entrants
although the situation has recently shown signs of change.

The lesser factors affecting productivity are regulation, labor markets, and
relative factor prices.
~e~dati “on as a causal facto r. Another environmental factor is the
government regdation of effluents and other pollutants. Germany has
extremely strict rules on env~onmental impact, banning not ordy
phosphates but also certain other chemicals traditionally used in soap and
detergent manufacture. Such re@ations tend to impose costs on
producers and will negatively impact productivity in the short run. The
long-run effect of environmental re@ation is less clear, as firms maybe
spurred to develop more efficient technologies. In the particular case of’
Germany, consumer pressure also contributed to shifts away from the use
of chemicals that cause environmental problems.
The U.S. also has reasonably strict environmental standards. The majority
of states has instituted phosphate bans. Operations in Japan have had a
slightly freer hand but environmental legislation is becoming an issue for
producers there also.
Much of the regulation in Japan and the U.S. was imposed after 1990, and
this may have contributed somewhat to Germany’s relatively poor
showing in the 1990 productivity comparisons.
Labo r markets and um“ens as a causa 1 facto r. Some evidence suggests that,
at least in the recent past, labor usage was somewhat less flexible in
Germany than in the U.S. and Japan. Unionization rates were higher and
work rules more strict; thus, efficient labor utilization was impeded.
Relative input pr icesl factor availabilitv. Have different factor-price ratios
in the three markets contributed to differential increases in capital-labor
ratios, and hence, to different levels of observed labo,r productivity? Japan
certainly saw a shift in the domestic factor price ratio in favor of capital
and against labor in the late 1980s. Furthermore, evidence from our
discussions with those knowledgeable about the industry suggests high
levels of investment in Japan. during that period.
As noted above, our investment data shows that Japanese investment was
high during the late 1980s. Thus, relative factor price shifts may have
helped boost labor productivity levels in Japan towards U.S. levels.
However, the U.S. factor-price ratio also moved in favor of capital, but
there is much less evidence of an investment spurt.
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Productivity levels in soap and detergent manufacturing have been
converging. This process is definitely occurring between Japan and the U.S., and
from our discussions, it appears to be occurring between Germany and the U.S.
Why has productivity converged? Possible hypotheses include international trade,
differing relative factor prices leading to changing capital-labor ratios, transfer of
skills through personnel movement, and technological transfers within
corporations,
. . .
in
f
dwm its.
The trade. hypothesis can be quickly discarded. Detergents are not a good
candidate for international trade, having a rather low value to volume
ratio. As Exhibit 1-13 shows, trade flows are miniscde relative to domestic
consumption in Japan and the U.S., and only appear large in Germany
when trade with EC neighbors is included. Trade within the EC does not
expose producers to productivity levels in other regions, so for our
purposes it is interregional, not merely international, trade which is
important. Since interregional trade is negligible, the threat of foreign
firms shipping detergent into one’s home market does not appear to spur
productivity improvement and convergence.

Y 3’he mechm~v

Transfer of skills through personnel movement between companies
appears to be a weak factor in productivity convergence in tis industry.
Remarkably, few persomel move between companies in either the sales
and marketing or the engineering functions. However, technological
breaktluoughs still seem to be replicated quite quickly though a mix of
patent inspection and reverse engineering of molecdes in a field that does
not have especially complex chemistry.
We are left with internal diffusion of innovation. This diffusion,
fac~ltated by the global presence of the companies (Exhibit 1-14), has, we
believe, been the primary driver of productivity convergence. Each of the
firms has a reputation for devoting considerable efforts to diffusing
innovation internally through such policies as regular staff rotations
among countries and cross-country organizatioml structure.
The main reason that we see productivity convergence is hat the same
companies, are in essence, producing the same products using the same

technologies in different places. Germany continues to lag behind Japan
and the U.S. because its consumers continue to demand lowerprodtictivity powder detergents rather than liquids.
OUTLOOK

e

Barring a major technological imovation in detergent production, we foresee
further steady, but slow, convergence of productivity levels between soap and
detergent industries in Germany, U.S. and Japan.
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In Japan, the relative inefficiency of the distribution infrastructure continues
to bean issue. This economy-wide problem isanimpetient
toproductitity
irnprovments that the soap and detergent industry is too small to tackle ftiy alone.
However, there are signs that large companies based in Japan are engaged in a
process of encouraging the wholesaler system to efiance its efficiency.
A future issue for companies in Japan may well be the extent to which they
may have overinvested during the late. 1980s. Will firma be able to r~se total factor
productivity and earn their cost of capital?
Productivity improvement in Germany depends substantially on the
behavior of consumers. If Germans shift their purchases toward liquid detergents
and away from powders, then German productivity levels will rise. H they remain
with their traditional powders, the gap will persist. Current evidence is “tit
consumers are not moving towards liquids, indeed, the liquid share of the market
fell in 1992; the gain went largely”to the new Komponenten Waschmittel or
Bflu/castenSysteme (component-based detergents).
SUMMARY AND POLICY ISSUES

*“

The case study of the soap and detergent industry serves to illustrate
consumer goods in generali and a chemical process-based industry in particdar.
Our overall conclusions are that productivity in Germany remains below that of the
U.S., and that Japan has made great strides in closing its labor productivity gap with
the U.S., almost acheving parity in 1990. At the production process level, we find
the principal reason for the continuing lower German productivity figure to be the
requirement to make relatively more powder detergents than liquids in response to
consumer tastes and demands. Other secondary reasons at the production process
level are lower capacity utilization, and less flexible and efficient use of labor
resources. At the level of external factors, we find tit operations in Germany
continue’ to be hampered by the preferences of German consumers, while operations
in Japan are held back by having to work through a complex distribution system.
Other secondary external factors are the environmental regulations and relative
labor market inflexibility in Germany, and a ?hift in factor Price ratios in favor of
capital during the late 1980s in Japan (Exhibit 1-15).
In the soap and detergent industry, the large mdtinational firms that are
present in key markets make strenuous efforts to ensure internal diffusion of
imovation. Their activities are central to the process of convergence of national
productivity levels. Thus, the present case example shows the positive power of
open and global markets in which global companies can produce and sell in a
decentralized manner, capturing the benefits from fully leveraging both product
research and development costs, and, to some extent, the costs of advertising.

o

A possible future global industry struct~e is developing that might limit
competition in the years ahead. Nevertheless, barring major shifts in corporate

*
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cdture at each of the major companies, this threat is minimal. Indeed, a global
industry structure has already arrived and competition shows no sign of abating,
given the parddar nature of the industry participants.

0“’

CHA~R

3 SYNTHESIS

Each of the case studies in this report provides a discussion of cross-countIy
productivity comparison and the reasons for the differences. While tis level of
detail provides a picture of the industries studied, general lessons across industries
are not so easily observed. In this chapter we try to summarize what we fo~d ~.
the case studies and draw out these broader lessons.
The most striking results that emerge from the case studies are
Large productivity differences exist at the industry level.
Achieving and maintaining high relative productivity seems to require
that companies compete diiectly against the best practice production in the
global economy.
Mamgement can transferor acquire best practices to take advantage of
productivity differences. The differences in industry productivity are
caused primarily by differences in the technology used, the design of
products for manufacturing and the way functions and tasks are
organized.
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CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY OF THE
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Case Study Results
Exhibits 3-la, 3-lb, and 3-lc show a summary of the case study comparisons
for all nine of our industries. (Each exhibit uses a different country as the basis for
its index. In the interest of clarity and consistency with the case studies, we will refer
in tis chapter to Exhibit 3-la). Looking first at we German-U.S. compariso~,
there
are two industries (metalworking and steel) in which labor productivity in 1990 was
vir~ally identical and where a convergence of productivity occurred. Such
equalization of productivities is not, however, because the industries in the two
countries are identical in their production processes, but rather because of offsetting
differences, as we will see shortly.

e

Exhibit 3-la also reveals that productivity in Germany is substantially lower
than productivity in operations in the U.S. in six of the industries. And since the
exhibit also shows that productivity in operations located in Japan is ahead of those
in the U.S. in five of these industries; it is clear that productivity in some operations
in Germany is far lower than the international productivity leader. One of the
important questions addressed in this report is why manufacturing operations in
Germany have failed to catchup to best practice or have fallen behind in many
industries.
Turning to the U.S.-Japan comparison, the wide variations in productivity
relative to the U.S. are strklng. In food processing, for example, operations in Japan
have only a third of the U.S. level of output per hour, whereas in the steel industry,
operations in Japan are 45 percent above the U.S. level.
Another notable feature of this bilateral comparison is that operations in
several industries in Japan have made productivity gains relative to tie
corresponding U.S. industries from 1987”to 1990, despite the brief time period
(Exhibit 3-la). Furthermore, the average labor productivity in automotive assembly,
automotive parts, metalworking, computer and consumer electronics in Japan was
already close to, or above, the average of plants in the U.S.

e

One possible explanation for this growth pattern is that the economies were at
different points in the business cycle. The U.S. economy was weakening in 1989 and
went into recession in 1990, while in Japan, output was low in 1987 and very high in
1990. To address this, we examined capacity utilization data, and adjusted the auto,
auto parts, and metalworking figures for the business cycle. These adjusted figures
are reported in Exhibit 3-la. In steel, capacity utilization in the U.S. remained ~gh
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in199cI, so that a Cyclical adjustment was not appropriate. Since we have removed
‘‘ the effects of the business cycle, it follows that the Japanese auto parts, metalworking
and consumer electronics industries must have achieved large gains in productivity
by changing their production methods.
Relationship of Case Study
Results to Aggregate Results

@

In the Objectives and Approach chapter, we reported estimates of labor
productivity for the manufacturing sector as a whole. The aggregate manufacturing
productivity numbers of the ICOF’ group in Groningen, prepared by vm Ark and
Pilat, are the ones most directly comparable to those used in t~s report; we relied on
census data on output and employment, and their indtistry PPPs were the starting
point for our case study work. From a casual exarrdnation, the case studies in
Exhibit 3-la look inconsistent with the aggregate figures for the Japan/U.S.
comparison reported in Chapter 1 (Exhibit 1-13) because a majority of industries in
Japan show higher productivity. That impression is misleading, however, because
six of the case studies were in industries in the branches of Japanese manufacturing
where productivity is thought to be high and only three in the branches where
productivity is thought to be low (Exhibit 3-2). We chose case studies that covered a
range of different types of industries, but did not select an equal number of
industries in each part of the Japanese manufacturing sector. In fact, it is apparent in
Exhibit 3-3 that the case studies represent very different shares of employment as
well as different levels of productivity. For example, food processing in Japan has
more employment than the combined total of steel, auto assembly, auto parts, and
metalworking. Therefore, when we calctiate the weighted average of our case study
productivity results, the employment and productivity of food processing
substantially affect the outcome.
As Exhibit 3-4 shows, the weighted average of our case studies restits shows
rough comparability between our findings for a sample of industries and the
aggregate restits of labor productivity for total manufacturing (as reported by van
Ark and Fiat, 1993). The results are comparable despite the fact that we made
changes in some of the original van Ark and Pilat industry I?PPs on the order of 40
to 50 percent. Thus, our results tend to confirm that productivity in Japan and
Germany is lower than in the U.S. on average.
Our sample of industries does not allow us to make a precise estimate of the
aggregate
labor productivity differences in manufacturing. However, the estimates
from various studies we reviewed in the Objectives and Approach chapter agree
that the U.S. had higher productivity in 1990. At the aggregate level, no one, appears
to know exactly how much higher the U.S. is or whether labor productivity in
German manufacturing operations is above or below productivity in Japanese
operations on average.

*
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To see what has led to the pattern shown in Exhibit 3-la, we will now review
“’ tieprohate
camesof tie Wferences attieprodtition
process level forom case
stidies.
CAUSES OF PRODU~
DI~RENCES
AT THE PRODUCTION PROCESS LEVEL
Exhibit 3-5 shows a s~ary
of the factors at the production process level
that led to productivity differences in the nine industries studied. These causes
have been collected into three groups. The products produced within an industry
differ across countries and the way these differences affect productivity (because of
mix, variety and quality) are given in the output row. The items under production
factors reflect intrinsic differences in the factors of production - such as the skills of
labor or the amount of capital available or the mture of the technology. And the
operationsrows reflect differences in the way the factors are actually used or
combined in production.
Shaded arcles indicate factors that are of major importance for at least one of
the bilateral productivity comparisons, clear circles, indicate factors that are of lesser
importance
and crosses indicate factors that were, not important sources of

e

productivity differences. A moss next to some factor does not imply that this aspect
of the production process is unimportant to overall performance.
It simply
indicates that we did not find that this factor to be a source of productivity difference
across the countries.

The assignment of circles and crosses was done at the case study level. It was
made on the basis of the relative importance of each of the elements of the
production process in explaining the productivity differences for that industry. By
looking down a column, therefore, the reader can determine which are the one or
two key causes of productivity difference witi. that industry. For example, design
for manufacturing and organization of functions and tasks are tie two most
important sources of productivity tiference in auto parts. IrI this synthesis chapter,
however, we will draw out the common themes across the case studies, indicated
along the rows in Exhibit 3-5.

e

For this purpose, we ,have constructed an average column which summarizes
the overall importance of each factor. The organization of functions and tasks is an
important source of productivity difference in steel, metalworking, auto assembly,
auto parts, and consumer electronics, and it is also of some importance in all of the
other industries. We therefore judged it to be of high importance on average.
Output mix, variety, and quality, by contrast, are very important in the consumer
goods industries, but they are of sig~ficantly less importance to the other industries
and were therefore judged to be of .ody S?me importance
On average.
~ the next
sections of this chapter, we examine each row in turn in order to understand the
most important production process factors which account for differences in
productivity in manufacturing operations across the three couritries.
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Output Mix, Variety and Quality
0“’”

As a practical matter, we used census data for our productivity comparisons.
~ese data provide information on the outputs and inputs of a group of plants that
are defined to be in the same industry. Industries and products are not
synonymous, however, since all of the industries in our case studies produce a
variety of products. For example, TVs and VCRs are different products, but are both
manufactured within the consumer electronics industry.
The productivity resdts reported in Exhibit 3-la therefore reflect, in part, the
impact of differences in product mix, variety and quality. The role of these three
elements on the case study resdts is summarized in Exhibit 3-6.
~

Ouput mix. Within a given industry, some products have higher value
added per hour worked than others. As a matter of simple arithmetic, the
value added per hour for the industry is the average of the values added
per hour by each product, with the products weighted by their share of the
industry’s total employment. ~s means mat if the mix of output is
different among the countries, then overall value added per hour will
differ, even if the productivity in the production of each good viewed
separately were exactly the same in the countries.
We did find that product mix differences were of some importance in
several case studies.
In the soap and detergent industry, Germany suffers a significant
productivity disadvantage because German consumers demand much
more powdered detergent than is the case in the other countries. If the
German productivity figure is adjusted to remove this product mix
penalty, then it wotid increase to 88 percent of the U.S. fi~re.
h consumer electronics, mix differences were also important, but they
do not help explain why productivity is so high in Japanese operations.
The production of VCRs and audio equipment has lower value added
per hour than the production of TVs, and operations in Japan have a
larger share of production in VCRs and audio equipment than do
operations in Germany or the U.S. If productivity were calcdated on a
comparable product by comparable product basis, therefore, the
productivity advantage for operations in Japan wodd be even greater
than the industry average figure shown in Exhibit 3-la (see the
consumer electronics case study for a comparison ,of productivity in TV
production).
—

In food processing, even though product mix is not the most important
source of productivity difference, it still has a significant effect. Japan
has lower productivity, in part, because of its high share of output in

6
product categories such as seafood, which have relatively low
productivity in all countries.
In metalworking, product mix differences were also somewhat
important, but Ws effect is tied to the changes in technology that are
taking place in that industry and to we way products are designed.
Output per hour is higher in standard machine tools than in
customized tools, and the output of Japanese operationa contains a
larger share of standard machine tools. Productivity differences due to
these factors are attributed to technology and design for manufacturing
and discussed later in this chapter.
9utput qua litv. As we explain in Chapter 1, our methodology takes most
quality differences into account in the calcdation of productivity levels.
We did not find any remaining quality differences that caused significant
differences in productivity.
Outout varietv. Product variety on the plant level was a source of
productivity differences in two industries, beer and food, and in both cases
it helped explain lower Japanese productivity. A remarkable proliferation
of products in the food industry in Japan hurts efficiency. In the beer
industry, producers in Japan have introduced a large number of new
products to try to build market share. These new products reduce lot sizes
for production and delivery, creating inefficiency (e.g. by increasing set-up
time).

*“

Production Factors
Within the category of production factors there were two main sources of
productivity difference
capital and technology associated with different generationa
of manufacturing equipment on the one hand, and design for manufacturing on the

other.
1

Cauital, technolovv and scale. Periodically the process techntilogy in an
industry undergoes a major transformation that results in large increases
in productivity. In the industries studied there were large variations in
the extent to which such new technologies have been adopted across
countries. In one country there may be a substantial fraction of output
that is manufactured using a process that”has been largely superseded
elsewhere. Since productivity varies with these different generations of
technology, we found that the mix of generations of technology is an
important source of productivity difference across the countries.
Industrial-scale food processors dominate the industry in the U.S., but
account for only a small fraction of output in Japan. German output
comes heavily from multinational food companies, but a sizable craft
industry remains in certain food categories
(e.g.,
bakery,meats).
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Large-scale breweries have taken over the beer industries in the U.S.
and Japan, but beer production in Germany rem~
largely in small
plants. U.S. plants have been able to take Ml advantage of tie high
speed canning and botding lines that require very large volumes.
. .

.

Mmundls were developed as an industry in the U.S. and are now
widely used there and in Japan. Very liffle minimill production
existed in Germany in 1990.
Most metalworking plants located in Japan have introduced” methods
for producing standard machine tools on production lines. Many
matie
tool makers in Germany have not yet adopted ttis
innovation.
We found that shifts to new generations of technology in ow case studies
were usually accompanied by large increases in capital intemity, as
measured by the amount of capital per worker employed (or by the
amount of capital per hour). Modern food processing plants are highly
automated compared to traditional food processing methods, for example.
But the amount of capital required per unit of output (the capital output
ratio) is often not higher with the new generation of technology. For a
given level of output, the innovation may save capital, and it saves even
more labor. For example, minirnills in the steel industry require less
capital per dollar of value added than integrated mills (even though they
are more capital intensive). Thus, from a business investment point of
view, a new plant of given capacity can actually be less costly than
continuing to run the old plant and technology.
In Exhibit 3-7 we show capital intensities in metalworking, steel, beer and
food to illustrate the fact that the technology shifts described above for
these industries usually involved a substantial increase in capital per hour
or per employee (higher capital intensity). The main exception to this rule
was metalworking, where the industry in Germany was just as capital
intensive as that in Japan, but few companies in Germany had linked
machines into a production line, resuldng in lower productivity. The
same pictme is also reflected in investment intensity from 1987 to 1990
(Exhibit 3-8). The only exception is beer where operations in Japan
embarked on a massive investment campaign during this period, an
investment surge that helped their productivity move closer to the U.S.
level. Because of inefficient labor organization, however, labor
productivity remained substantially lower than in the U.S.
~ Desivn for manufac turing. An important source of productivity
advantage for many companies has been their ability to create product
designs that are less complex, use fewer parts and are easier to assemble,
without producing products that are different from the customer’s
e

BASIC MBOR SKILLS.
AIUDLABOR PRODU~

of edurafion completed by tie workforce h Germany
In recent decades,tie average ~
and the U.S. has increased. Jn boti comtries, however, there is a gr~ing concern over the
perfo-ce
of the education system and tie relative akiJlsof hose educated. Companies in
both countdea echo tiese concerns end stress the difficulties of recndtig workers. In the U.S.,
there has been a sharp fncrease fn the wage pmrniucn associated with skill snd education.
Againat this backdrop, our conclusion that basic labor skills are not an important causal
factor for explaining productivity dfierences in any of our 9 case swdies seems somewhat
s~fiskg.
In this box we provide a reconaliation of tie popdar view witi our findfngs.

me ‘%asic skills” we measured refers only to the basic, pre-hfring skills of production
workers. Differences in post-training worker skills and in management and engineering skills
are Mgely accounted for in the “organization of functions and tasks” and in “desi~ for
manufacturing”. Furthermore, we were interested ordy in the skills of workers actutiy hired,
not those rejected.
We found that the industries we stidled required skill levels that were widely available
fn the labor markets of aU three countries. We fourid no observable differences in the basic,
blue-collar labor skills that expJain tie dfiferences in p~ductivity observed in ow 9 case
studies. Furthermore, we found no differences in the “trrdnabfity” of the blue-collar laborers
that explain productivity dfierences in our cases.
For example, we found cases where transplants achieved productivity levels similar to
~ose in theii originating countries (e.g., cars, metalworldn~ computers, and soap end
detergent). In addition, auto companies originating in the U.S. have achieved best-practice
productivity levels in the U.S. using the existing – ofien unionized - workforce (e.g., FordAtlanta, GM/Toyota-NUMMI). Finally, these findings were confirmed in our interviews with
companies across tie Triad. Managers in aU three countries (even those managing tmnspkmts)
confirmed that he basic skills of their production workers were not an obstacle to achiev:mg
best-practice productivity levels.
With the exception of computers, the industries we studied did not include my small, hightd or rapid-~owfh manufacturing industries. By and large, we chose developd industries,
~pe~ating @ 510wlY~owhg or stable markets, that hired few new workers.
LabOr reliability and flexibility. not skills
In some of our cases, we found hat different levels of labor reliability affect labor
productivity. SpecFlcally; companies operating in Ge-y
experienced higher levels of
absenteeism than compardes operating in Japan and the U.S. and, in some industdes, companies
compties operating ti Germany
operating in the U.S. experienced higher turnover rates ~
and Japan. This lack of reliabllify reduced productivity by as much as 10 percent.
In all three countries, companies (imcludingfiansil~ts) screen Po@ntial new emPlOYeestO.
find tie most attractive. They fmd large numbers with the necessary basic skills. The critical
factors that drive their hiring deeisions, however, are atti~dinal factOrs that make workers
more flexible, less likely to call irIsick, “md committed to retining on the job for a long period
of time. Others often define these atibutes ss “skills”. ~ our study, emplOyeescreefing ~d
motivation are captured mder the “orgardzation of functions and tasks”.
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perspective. Innovations in this area have usually been introduced first+
manufacturing operations in Japan.
Techrdques that are used to raise productivity through product design
include standardizing components, optimizing the nmber of pa~s, and
designing the product so that its manufacture can be automated and its
assembly done with no or few tools. The industries where tis has been
important are metalworking, auto assembly, auto parts, and consumer
electronics. While companies based in Japan have been the leaders, some
in the U.S. have been changing as a resdt of transplants and. the adoption
of the new methods. The Ford Taurus is one of the most successfd
examples of a product designed for easy manufacture by a U.S.-based
company.
Operations in Germany have been slow to adopt the innovations in
product design. German-built cars, for example, required more parts and
more complex assembly than cars designed in Japan. We observed. similar
disadvantages in product design in both the consumer electronics and
metalworking industries in Germany.

1

labor Skills and intrinsic motivation. We did not find evidence that
intrinsic motivation and basic labor skills were major explanatioti for the
cross-country productivity differences that we observed in our case studies.
As we noted earlier, this finding does not mean that managers can ignore
these factors, but rather that manufacturers were able to recruit workers
that could be trained and motivated adequately to achieve intermtional
producdvity standards. We reached our conclusions mairdy by looking at
transplants (see the box entitled, “Basic Labor Skill and Labor
Productivity”). ~s
general conclusion about the lack of impact of labor
skills and motivation is subject to two qualification.

Basic

-

Japanese transplants in the U.S. do report a small productivity
disadvantage with U.S. workers, resdting from higher turnover than
in Japan.
Some companies in Japan have achieved higher levels of worker
motivation that give them a small productivity advantage. For
example, some auto workers in Japan work additional unpaid time
devoted to meetings and discussions about ways to achieve higher
productivity and quality. This behavior is partly because of incentives
generated within the company (e.g., quality circles) and partly because
of intrinsic motivation. Toyota selects workers who devote
themselves to the company in a way that is not seen in the U.S. or
Germany, or even in other Japanese companies.

Y Raw materials and parts.. The use of raw materials and parts only played a
role in explaining productivity differences in auto assembly. In auto

9
assembly in Japan, the lack of defects and high quality in pati helps
companies avoid inspections of incoming parts and rework and thus
achieve higher labor productivity.
Production factors tell us about the equipment, parts and labor which are
available for use. We now turn to a comparison of operations. Operations describe
how the factors of production are combined to produce the output.
Operations
Within operations, there are two main sources of productivi~
capacity utilization, and the organization of functions and tasks.

differences

uti“Iizati“on. Metalworking, autos, auto parts, and consumer
electronics are all industries that are rather sensitive to the business cycle.
And, as we noted in the introduction, these industries in the U.S.
experienced the effects of a downturn in 1990. We made rough estimates
of the likely effect on productivity from differences in utilization that were
caused by the recession and the unusual upturn in Japan. The resdting
cyclical adjustment reduced the gap between Japan and the U.S. In the case
of autos, the cyclical adjustment was about 8 percent, but in the other eases
the effect was smaller. We have reported the cyclically adjusted figures for
metalworking, cars, and parts since the influence “ofthe business cycle
turned out to be significant.

T Capaue

~

Qrgatization of functions and taskS. Somewhat surprisingly, there are
very large differences in productivity among plants that look similar and
that produce similar products (after accounting for differences in design
for manufacturing).
These productivity gaps result from the way in which
work is organized. The most productive operations in Japan have refined
and refined their production methods in order to p~ as much labor out

of the process as possible. There is no one large change that has been
implemented, so that the mture of the improvements seems mysterious.
It is the accumdation of thousands of small changes, to the point where
the placement of every small part and every machine and the movements
of every worker are optimized for productivity. It not ordy includes the
Optimization of time and motion, but also the management structure. For
instance, the delegation of responsibilities, such as production worker
empowerment and suggestion systems where improvements are directly
implemented, played a large role in the way operations in Japan were able
to achieve high productivity. In addition, these advances in
organizational efficiency can only be achieved by cross-functional training
in mdtiple tasks as well as on-the-job training in specific tasks.
The Toyota production system is predominantly a method of
organization, not a new patented or proprietary technology. Other
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Japanese companies and some U.S. companies have been able to adopt
similar innovations and have achieved very large productivity increases.
The U.S. ~s
are run with very lean metiods; one firm with over
$1 billion in sales operates with fewer than 20 employees in their
headquarters, a much lower ratio than for the integrated mills., The high
productivity of minirnills has much to do with their organization of
functions and tasks.
The organization of functions and tash was seerI as a factor affec~g
relative productivity in all of our case studies. It is particularly important
in steel, metalworking, autos, auto parts and consumer electronics. Based
on McKinsey benchmarking s@dies and surveys, it is clear that there are
many companies in all three countries that can make large i.inprovements
in productivity by improving the organization of their factories.
Not all manufacturing operations in Japan score high on the organization
of functiom Wd tasks. Beer producers in Japan adopted process
technologies in recent years that are sirniiar to those used in U.S.
operations, but many workers were retained in spite of these labor-saving
investments and are now being used for labor-intensive marketing
programs. Other examples of ineffiaently organized functiom and tasks
in Japan are the ftid, and soap and detergent industries, where sales
administration requires more labor than in the U.S.
In the automotive industry, we concluded that the subcontracting system
used with parts suppliers in Japanese operations creates efficiency
advantages. There is a “pyramid” stiucture, in which the small plants
supply simple parts to the large plants, and the large plants then assemble

more complex parts to be sold to the OEMS. This appears to be a better way
to organize functions and tasks when final products are highly complex
fid when the first tier suppliers have the ability to mamge the second tier
suppliers. It facilitates the transfer of technology from the OEMS to the
first tier suppliers and it simplifies the OEMS’ supplier relationships.
PRODU~VITY
DIFFERENCES
AND THE NATURE OF COMPETITION
Defining
the Nature
of Competition

As we examined the results of the nine case studies, a relationship emerged
between the competitive environment in which industries operate, and their
productivity performance. To explore the ways in which competition has affected
productivity in our case studies, we set up a three-way classification, depending
upon whether the” manufacturing operations located in a given CountrY are
0“

managed by companies that compete only locally, in regional markets, or globally.
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..
Local competition. Companies that compete loc~y are part of
unconsolidated national industries, where small companies serve local
markets. In some locally competitive industries there are several small
companies serving the same local market which provides some pressure
for cost cutting. ~ other cases, companies. are essentially the sole suppliers
to different local markets.

..
Re90nal competition. Companies that compete regionally sell directly
against the most productive companies in tieir own national or regional
market, but d~ not face the best exterml producers.. Regionally
competitive companies may export, but they do not export substantially to
third markets where they have to compete against the best exterml
producers. For companies that operate primarily in the U.S., regional
competition means that the companies are selling in the U.S. ,or North
America; in Germany it means that they are sellixig in Europe; and in
Japan it means selling in Japan. An industry is regional if most of its
production is mamged by regioMlly competitive companies.

e“

. .
Global comueti hon. We classify companies as globally competitive if they
compete in their own region and .ilso against the best external producers.
Such companies have an external, global orientation and the mture of
this global competition can take several forms. (i) Globally competitive
companies can sell in their domestic market against transplant production
or imports from the best external producers. These external producers
must have a substantial market share. External competitive pressure is
weakened if trade restrictions, particdarly VRAS, limit import market
shares. (ii) Globally competitive companies can export a substantial share
of their production to the home market of the best external producers.
(iii) Globally competitive companies can set up transplants that compete
&rectly against tie best .exter~al producers. (iv) Globally competitive
compaties can compete against the best exterml producers, either through
trade or tramplants, in third countries. An industry is global if most
plants are run by global companies.
The Nature of Competition
in the Case Studies
Using the information from the case studies, we made a subjective judgment
and assigned each of the twenty-seven industries in ow study (9 industries times 3
countries) to one of these three broad Classflcations. The specifics of our assessment
of all of the industries in the three countries are described as follows.
y m.
The steel, metalworking, autos, auto parts, consumer electronics,
and computer industries in Japan are globally competitive. These
industries sell worldwide and build transplants in other countries; they
meet their best external producers in a substantial reamer.
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We also view the soap and detergent industry in Japan as heavily exposed
to global competition because transplants from the U.S. and Europe in this
industry have a significant market share in Japan and now set the
competitive environment for the industry as a whole.
The beer industry located in Japan has consolidated and competes
regionally; however, the government regdates prices and prevents Ml
competition, even in the regioml market. In the food industry a
consolidation process is just beginning with the growth of some mtional
companies and the entry of mtitinational food processors. The bti of
the industry competes locally, however.
~.
Two of the nine industries in this country compete intensively
with world productivity leaders computers and soap/detergents. The
bdk of mainframe computer production is either produced in transplants
from multimtionals originating in the U.S. or assembled by companies
headquartered in Germany using parts imported from Japan. The
personal computer market faces worldwide competition. The soap and
detergent industry consists of a large Germany-based producer competing
head-to-head with multinational companies.
The majority of industries in Germany- processed food, steel,
metalworking, autos, auto parts, and consumer electronics - have most of
their production managed by companies competing regiomlly in Europe.
Auto companies originating in Germany did not compete extensively in
the main segments of the industry against Japanese producers until
recently, and the auto parts suppliers were tied to the OEMS in Germany
with no large segment competing globally. .@rmany had the world’s
leading metalworking companies in earlier decades but these companies
retreated to the European market in the 1980s. Mdtinational food
processing companies produce and sell in Germany to a certain extent and
are growing, but there is also a substantial unconsolidated segment of the
industry.
Beer is the only industry in Germany that we studied that faces only local
competition. Small breweries are either the sole local supplier or face
competition from other small local breweries.
Y United States The processed food, auto, computer, soap and detergent and
consumer ele~tronics industries in the U.S. compete gIobally. The major
domestic operations in food processing, consumer electro~cs, and soap
and detergents belong to multinationals that have transplants in the
leading economies in the Triad. The computer industry in the U.S. also
has transplants overseas and competes worldwide in export markets.
The U.S. beer industry has thus far competed mainly in the regional
North American market. Beer is a product where exports are uneconomic
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except to serve fiche markets because of transportation costs. Transplants,
until recently, have been unco~on.
The bti of output in the metalworking, steel, and auto parts tidustries in
the U.S. is produced by companies that compete regiomlly. There are
some companies that are global. The metalworking industry is in
transition. Substantial production is performed by companies originating
in the U.S., but transplants managed by globally competitive companies
headquartered in Japan also play an active role. Steel operations located in
and integrated
the U.S. are a mix of globally competitive ~lls
producers that still use work practices that date from a time when the
industry was not globally competitive.
In
dynamic
adjust to
represent

o

making these assignments, however, we judged that there is an important
component that is still missing. Several industries are in transition as they
changes in the competitive environment and thus our assignments
an “average.”

The case studies in which the evolution of an industry was important in 1990
are shown in Exhibit 3-9. The arrows indicate that companies in these industries are
facing increasing competitive pressure. The lengths of the arrows indicate the
extent to which the competitive environments facing the various comPanies wi~
each industry are changing.
1

In Germany, some computer production is still moving towards global
competition. In the food processing industry small craft companies are
consolidating and the mdtinationals are expanding. The steel industry is
facing increased competition as the EC restrictions are breaking down.
.
In Japan, the food processing industry is gradually consolidating and
multinationals are entering.
In the U.S., the steel and auto industries have a legacy from the era of
regional competition where 2-3 large companies were slow to adjust to the
challenge of global competition. These ,large companies still have a
significant share of total output. h metalworking the transplants are
growing and will influence industry productivity within a few years. The
auto parts industry is also still in transition. Transplant production is
growing, but the group of companies originating in the U.S. have not yet
responded to the increased global competition with improvements in
productivity.

Consideration of how the industries had evolved in recent years led us to
adjust their classifications. An industry maybe largely global, but may have a
regional component if it is in transition.
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Productivity and the
Nature of Competition

To see whether our classifications of the industries were related to their
productivity, we plotted them against the industries’ productivity r-gs.
The
resdts are summarized in Exhibit 3-10. The exhibit suggests that there is a strong
relatiomhip local or regioml industries are lower in productivity than the same
industries competing globally.
A few cases deserve special mention. The soap and detergent industry in
Germany is ranked lowest of the three in productivity within the industry despite
being globally competitive. The low productivity is largely the result of its large
share of powdered detergent, not weak competitive intensity.
The food industry in Japan and the beer industry in Germany are ranked
third in productivity, similar to several regionally competitive industries. In fact,
their productivities (at 33 and.44 percent) are by far the lowest of the group (see
Exhibit 3-la). Local competition with its assoaated lack of consolidation exacts a
large productivity penalty. This pemlty is not fully revealed by a simple
productivity rank ordering within an industry.
To clarify our hypothesis and to create a more quantitative and objective
measure of the intensity of competition, we refined this analysis with WO
definitions.
o

~ The productivity leaders are the most productive manufacturing
operations within the Triad. ~ each of the nine industries there iS a
productivity leade~ metalworking, steel, autos, auto parts, and consumer
electronics in Japan; computers, soap and detergents, beer and food in the
Us.

~ The productivity followers are the manufacturing operations whose
productivity on average is below that of the leaders. The productivity
followers are the remaining eighteen industries.
Dividing the industries into these two groups allows us to see more clearly
the effect of the competitive environment on productivity. We start b y looking at
the productivity leaders.
Globalization Among the
Productivity Leaders
Maintaining Leade rshiv

e

With the exception of beer, all of the industry productivity leaders studied are
exposed to both the best internal and external producers. Through continuous
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improvement in their production processes, they have been able to develop and
maintain their labor productivity lead.
r to best e xternal ~1
The companies exposed
% EXPOSUe
pro-.
to ,tie best external competition compete head-to-head throllgh
transplants, exports and, to a lesser degree, imports.
All of the operations in Japan that are leaders export large fractions of
their output to sell in direct competition with their best external
producers. In the cases we studied this has meant competing in the
U.S. market. Several companies in these industries have established

transplants in the U.S. and Europe.
The large computer companies originating in the U.S. have long
exported arotid the world, set up transplants, and faced competition
from “impofis. The companies that mamge soap and detergent and
food processing operations in the U.S. are mdtinationals, meeting
competitors around the globe.
The beer industry based in the U.S. is the ordy exception where the
North American operations mainly compete regionally. However,
operations in Germany and Japan are not exposed to greater global
competition than the U.S.

‘JI Conti“nuous imurovexnent o f the Production proc~.

The nine industry
leaders have maintained their productivity advantage by continually
improving their production processes. This improvement is achieved
through either increasing efficiency within the existing process or
incorporating
innovations.

In the automotive industry, Toyota has maintained its productivity
lead through refining its lean msrmfacturing process. The beer
industry in the U.S. uses the same production process as years ago, but
increasingly with the addition of computer controls.
—

Productivity

—

Leadership in integrated steel has required imovations in continuous
production systems and in the size of blast fmnaces. ~tegrated Plants
in Japan are newer than in the U.S. and Germany, and by virtue of
their youth they have been productivity leaders since they were built.

improvements have also come through imovations in
the product or in the production process itself, and can originate from
suppliers. The productivity leadership of computer companies
originating in the U.S. has been maintained largely through product
innovations sufi as new standards of workstations and client-semer
networks.
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But these plants have maintained their leadership through. further
innovations in the production process.
Peco~

a Lea&

In the computer, soap/detergent, food and beer industries, productivity
leadership has not changed, but has remained with the U.S. for a long period of
time. In the other five cases Japan overtook competitors in productivity within the
last two decades.
@osure
to past leaders. Prior to becoming produ@vity leaders, most of
these operations in Japan were competing against their best external
producers in Europe and the U.S.
When the metalworking, autos, auto parta, and consumer electronics
industries in Japan were followers, they were exporting and competing

extensively with the productivity leader at that time.
During this period, operatiom in Japan were well below tie highest
productivity operationa worldwide, and imports and transplants were
discouraged. This “protection” lasted well beyond the point where
operations in Japan codd be described as infa,nt industries. However,
given their external orientation through exports, the limits to
competition did not prevent these operations from becoming
productivity leaders.
Reaso ns for beco minq Ieade rs. Followers improve their productivity by
competing with and learning from the leaders. However, revolutionary
innovations appear to be important in Ieap-frogging the leaders.
Innovation is intrinsically hard to predict and the reasons why particular
leaders became leaders may be impossible to determine. However, we do
have a few concrete examples of how operations in Japan swpassed the
leader at that time through a significant imovation.
—

Lean manufacturing

and design for manufacturing,

which originated

in auto operations in Japan, have proven to be enormously significant
imovations.
They use continuous incremental improvement and
integrate product design engineering and process engineering. They
also utilize suggestions from line”workers. These imovations have
spread among the auto makers. to auto parts and metalworking (all
major suppliers to autos) and have been adapted by other industries for
their own production.
Sweeping imovations such as standardization and automation in
metaiwo~king were largely responsible for the operations in Japan
overtaking those in Germany and the U.S. for productivity leadership.
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Exposure to the best interml and external producers and innovation appear
“‘” to be important for maintaining leadership, and innovation appears to be important
for gaining leadership in the first place. Innovations may well be tiiggered by the
pressure generated by the competition with the productivity leader, although we do
not have data to confirm this. We do argue, however, that the intensity and scope
of competition ~eatly affects the speed of diffusion of innovations, and hence the
size of the gap between follower industries and the productivity leaders that are
observed across countries at a point in time. We turn now to an examination of the
productivity followers among our case studies in order to show this.
Productivity and Globalization
Among the Productivity Followers
Our hypothesis for the productivity followers is that, the greater the exposure
of a productivity follower to competition with the productivity leader, the closer
this industry’s productivity will be to that of the leader.
We constructed a globalizati“on index for each of the eighteen productivity
followers in the case stidies and found that the evidence supports ow hypothesis.
Our index is highly correlated with relative productivity levels.

*

Exhibit 3-11 presents the resdt. The horizontal axis measures the degree to
which a country’s production volume comes from the productivity leader
(transplants), or is exposed to competition with the productivity leader. The vertical
axis is the productivity for each industry normalized to the leader at one hundred.
Exhibit 3-11 suggests that all of the industries where the globalization index was
above about 0.7 have productivities very close to the productivity leaders.
The globalization index for a domestic industry takes the following factors
into account
The volume of production in transplants operated by productivity leaders;
The exposure of domestic operatiom to the productivity leader’s
transplants;
The exposure of domestic operations to competition with the productivity
leader through trade imports from the leading country, exports to the
leading country, and exports to third countries where head-to-head
competition with the productivityy leader exists.
Exhibit 3-12 shows the factors considered in calcdating the index, which is a
weighted sum of all the components. Other factors were also taken into account
~ The extent of trade protection, as measured by the difference between the
PPP and the market exchange rate, was included in the import component.

@
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Transplants from third countries added to the globalization of domestic
company production if operations in the third country have higher
productivity than that of the domestic industry, even if it was lower than
the productivity leader.
The globalization of the auto parts industry was adjusted for the
globalization of the auto industry (the OEM), due to their skong
influence on supplier productivity.
We have constructed country-level globalization indexes for productivity
followers, with each industry’s globalization index weighted by its employment
share. The resdts of these caldations are shown in Exhibit 3-13. We find that
productivity followers in the U.S. have the highest overall level ,of globalization,
with follower industries in Germany next. Productivity followers in Japan are low
in overall globalization, held down by the large food industry. Some German
industries have faced limited direct competition with productivity leaders. We
believe that this has been an important reason for the lower productivity found in
those industries.
Determining the Direction of Causality

@

It seems clear that there is a strong association between productivity and
degree of competition with the productivity leaders. However, we need to probe
carefully into the reasons why this association exists and why we believe that
competition with the productivity leader determines productivity rather than vice
versa.
A possible criticism of our conclusion is that the direction of causality is the
opposite of t~t stated above. This would imply that competitive industries became
highly productive first and then started to export or to make foreign investment in
order to exploit their cost advantages. We disagree with this alternative perspective
for the following reasons.
It is possible to be externally oriented and to export well before levels of
productivity are achieved that rival the world frontier. This is certainly
the case for countries in South East Asia today and was true for Japan and
Germany in the 1960s and 1970s. The decision to participate in the global
economy typically preceded the high productivity levels rather than vice
versa.
In those German industries that were competing against the leading edge
in the 1960s and 1970s, productivity growth was very rapid. As German
manufacturing turned to its protected regional market, productivity
growth slowed down.

o

These arguments about why we believe that it is globalization that leads to
high productivity, rather than vice versa, can be greatly strengthened by examining
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what actually happened to U.S. industries that faced leading edge competition from
“ Japan.
Exhibit 3-14 summarizes the impact of increased competition on industries
operating @ the U.S. Six of these have faced strong competition in ref!ent years
from industries in Japan with high productivity.
Of these six, there are two that have clearly responded to the Japanese
challenge and improved the productivity of their operations - computers
and autos.
A third industry, steel, has @anged dramatically. The U.S.-integrated
mills did not invest heavily to upgrade their facilities, but they have
responded, albeit slowly, by streamlining their operatiofi and retiring
many integrated mills. Minimdl
“ s entered the industry, which can be seen
as a response to the n~ed for lower-cost production in the face of increased
international competition.

e

At present there is still a large auto parts industry consisting of plants that
originated in the U.S., but transplants are being setup to compete with
these. Our data suggest that the origiml U.S. plants have fallen well
behind the average of Japanese operations in productivity. ~~s industry
may be one where existing plants adjust in response to the increased
competitive intensity, or it may be one where these plants exit. Either
way, we expect productivity to rise in U.S. operations in auto parts.
Companies founded in the U.S. have almost completely exited the
consumer electronics industry, and to some extent, left metalworking too,
as transplant entry and import competition has occurred.
To the extent that there is a pattern in these findings, it is that IJ.S. compaties
exited from low value-added-per-hour-worked industries, but increased their
productivity in other industries. This pattern is to be expected, given relatively high
U.S. wages, since U.S. production can only be profitable if there is enough value
added during production to pay for wages.
Local Competition and Productivity
In the case studies we found that two industries, beer in Germany and food in
Japan, show,ed large productivity shortfalls compared with the productivity leaders.
They have a common feature which distinguishes them from the rest of the
productivity followers: they have remained local and unconsolidated with mostly
small companies serving local markets.

*

These two industries also lack the scale and technology of the productivity
leaders. But to achieve high productivity it may be necessary for most of the
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companies in the industry to go out of business, creating worker dislocation and
lower total employment in the industry. Opening up these industries to greater
competition is likely to force this type of change; thus we might expect those who
wodd be potentially affected to resist increased competition.
We conclude’ that within the productivity followers, there are essentially two
groups unconsolidated industries which show a substantial gap and which are at
most competing on a local basis, and others which are conaofidated .natiomlly or
regionally and serve national or regional markets.
Importance of Factors in
the Globalization Index

If we look at the three main components of the globalization index in
Exhibit 3-15 (leading edge transplants, exposure to leading edge transplants, and
exposure through trade to the productivity leader), we can see that the U.S.’S high
overall globalization index is mainly due to the high level of transplants. The
exposure factors contribute sixrdlarly to Germany’s overall index value, but at lower
levels. In those industries where Japan is a productivity follower, however, there is
significantly less transplant production relative to bade as well as low exposure to
the productivity leader through trade.

0,

To examine whether the relationship between exposure to productivity
leaders and relative productivity holds without the influence of transplant
production volumes, the globalization index was recalculated for domestic
production volumes only. The productivity levels were recalcdated for domestic
operations excluding leading edge transplants. The restit is plotted in Exhibit 3-16.
Although the relationship is not as strong as when the transplants were included, a
high correlation between globalization and relative productivity remains.
CAUSALITY CONCLUSIONS
The main effort to understand causality in this report has been directed at the
production process level. We wanted to know what companies were doing
differently in these countries. Several themes have emerged from the case studies.
First, the products manufactured are somewhat different and this helps explain
some of the productivity gaps. Second, very different production technologies
coexist within a given industry and productivity varies greatly among these
generations of technologies. Third, imovations in product design for
manufacturing have sharply reduced cost and raised productivity for companies
that have adopted the new techniques. Fourth, even with a given technology and
product design, there are very large increases in productivity that can be achieved
through the efficient organization of functions and tasks. Fifth, we did not find that
intiinsic motivation and skill differences were a major source of the productivity

e
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gaps, although improved organization of functions and tasks will require on-the-job
training.
Moving beyond the production process level we found a strong association
between the degree of competition with the world’s productivity leader and relative
productivity. It is also the case that unconsolidated local industries have very low
productivity. Global competition appears to be very important in achieving and
sustaining best practice productivity levels.
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IMPHCATIONS FOR POLICY

e‘

We have argued that the pressure of competition leads managers and
companies to adopt the most productive methods. In this section we look at those
factors, external to companies, that increase or decrease competitive pressure and,
based on this analysis, we suggest policies that codd be used to increase competition
and hence raise productivity.
We recognize that raising productivity is not the ordy goal of policy and that
there are trade-offs that have to be made by policymakers and voters. We are
concerned, however, that these trade-offs are not well understood, and so we start
this section by looking at what they are.

POLICY TRADE-OFFS
The trade-offs involving productivity can be divided into three groups
productivity and employment; productivity and domestic ownership; and
productivity and other public interests. As we examine these trade-offs, we will
argue that some of ~em are real, so there is a real cost to raising productivity.
However, we also find that some trade-offs are ordy perceived. In these cases, we
find little or no real cost to society as a whole from policies that wodd raise
productivity.
*

Productivity

and Employment

The source of most productivity increases is innovation, defined as new ways
and technologies for producing goods and services. ~ovation
changes the
production process and the natore of output, and to increase labor productivity
these changes must increase output, decrease labor input, or do both. Policymakers
often believe that productivity increases involve a reduction in labor input. At the

end of the road they fear a society plagued with unemployment, hopelessness,
crime and social unrest. We believe, however, that these social ills are not the
result of productivity increases, so the fear of productivity increase is not wellfounded.
1 and Total Employment. There is widespread
T Productivity
misunderstanding about the nature of the trade-off between productivity
and overall employment; high productivity
does not generally
go along.
with high unemployment. For an economy as a whole, rapid productivity
growth need not mean slow employment growth or rising
unemployment, because output “is not fixed and can expand enough to
generate new jobs and sustain high employment. Provided the
appropriate
macroeconomic
policies are followed, GDP will grow faster
over the long term when productivity growth is faster. For example,
unemployment in the U.S. and Europe was lower in the 1950s and 1960s,
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when productivity growth was relatively rapid, than it was h the 1970s
and 1980s, when productivity growth was slower. Workers displaced from
one job by productivity increases will generally find other jobs in a
dynamic and growing economy with strong job creation performance.
They will contribute to the growth of GDP in their new positions. The
prime responsibility of government is to maintain a macroeconomic
environment in which this process can succeed.
Even though the trade~ff between productivity and total employment is
not a real one, there are situatiom where there is a trade-off between
productivity and the preservation of exisdng jobs.

. .

. .

.
M

For workers in a particdar plant or office, a
producti~ty increase c: be either good or bad news. Productivity
increases allow companies to hold down production cost and prices, which
can sdrndate demand for the goods and services they provide. This, in
turn, can lead “tohigher employment. For some companies or industries,
however, if demand is not very responsive to price or if the price level is
falling, for example, due to intense international competition,
productivity increases will end up displacing workers. While there are
clearly costs associated with the disruption of individual lives when
market forces are allowed to operate without policy mediation, these costs
have to be weighed against the benefits of higher productivi~ and higher
average standards of living.

T Producbv V and e~s~

One outcome of increasing productivity in a comp~y maybe that
employment stays constant while labor is redeployed within the same
company (or within affiliated companies) in ways t~t increase output.
This approach is taken by large companies in some industries in Japan,
and it is an approach that worked well. Productivity is increased and
workers move to new positions. In general, however, this is a second-best
approachr one that carries the danger that the Productivity benefits of
innovations will reduced or even lost.
When innovation leads to reduced labor requirements, this creates an
opportunity. Human resources can be returned to the labor market to find
the most productive alternative uses for those resources. Productivity will
thus be tigher when management has the option of releasing workers
from the company. If an economy restricts itself to increasing productivity
without displacing labor from its current company location, the economy
is unIikely to achieve all possible gains in productivity. The creative and
productive use of people is restricted to the next best ideas within
companies instead .of the next best ideas within the whole economy. We
found in beer operations in Japan that investments had been made to
improve productivity in the core processes of the industry, but the
companies had retained their employees, using them in very low
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productivity marketing positions. ~s
penalty.

led to a substantial productivity

While we believe that it wodd be a mistake \o force companies to
redeploy workers internally, we recognize that employers WN often
choose to provide some job security to their workers. This cm be good for
morale and will reduce workers’ resistance to tinge.
There is probably an
optimal degree of job security within companies, high enough to reduce
resistance to innovation and productivity increases but not so high as to
make innovation unprofitable or impossible. The optimum may change
over time as the globalization of the economy makes capital and
technology more mobile. We cannot say from our case studies what that
optimum is, but we think hat extreme job insecWity and extreme rigidity
are undesirable.
We believe that historical experience does not support the contention that
there is a trade-off between productivity and total employment. We do conclude
that there is a real ,tiade-off between productivity and existing jobs, but we are
concerned that in practice, policies may favor existing jobs too much when assessing
this la~er trade-off. The policies that preserve existing “jobs may O~Y preserve them
temporarily and may do so at the expense of future jobs.

. .
bdutivlty

One of the consequences of trying to tame
market forces is the proliferation of re@ations and other policies whose
explicit goal is the protection of specific jobs and incomes. Most often,
although not always, it is manufacturing employment that is protected,
even when service employment is more common and more promising.
This practice is more frequent in Europe and Japan than in the U.S.,
although it can be found everywhere. Such policies may occasionally be
defensible, if they are intended and implemented only to preserve social
harmony and cohesion by smoothing the shocks associated with rapid
economic change, and if the benefits are large compared
with the costs.
However, the policies and re@ations often have complex effects not
foreseen by policymakers. In particular, they maybe a bad bargain because
they give temporary shelter to existing jobs and incomes at tie expense of
future jobs and incomes.

and Future W.

European policies, which have achieved greater income equality than in
the U.S., may have discouraged employment. By contrast, the U.S.
economy over the past 30 years has shown a remarkable abt~ty to create
new jobs, many of which have been well-paid. Rapid job creation has
enabled the U.S. to move from having the lowest percentage of working
age population employed among the leading economies in ].973 to having
the highest percentage in 1989. This has led to lower total reemployment
and – consistently over time – to lower long-term unemployment in the
U.S. than in Europe.
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Until recently, these policy trade-offs have not been part of the mtional
debate in Japan. With the restructuring and reform now underway,
however, some of these issues may arise.
Productivity and Domestic

Ownership

Perhaps the most important way in which productivity can be increased,
especially in an industry where productivity is lagging, is through the entry of
transplants managed by companies that have best practice methods. However,
allowing or encouraging tranaplarits is seen by some as a loss of national
soverei~ty. Companies owned by “foreigners” are seen as less likely to act in the
interest of the home economy and as less subject to national policy control. Some
poli~makers argue that it is a mistake to use transplants as a vehicle for
productivity improvement.
The argument for protecting domestic ownership shodd be challenged.
Governments have legal authority over transplant operations, just as they do over
domestic companies. Some mtitinational companies have been willing to promote
talented people, even up to the CEO level, without regard to national origin. We
think that voters should question what they are really getting when politicians
propose laws to defend domestic companies against either transplants or takeovers.
Often it is a suecial interest that is at stake and not a mtional interest.
Productivity and Other Public Interests
The two areas where we see real trade-offs between productivity and other
public interests are in the health and safety area, and in wor~ng conditions.
1 and safety Environmental protection (pollution and emissions),
Heath
ensuring public safety (e.g., airlines maintenance regulation) or co~umer
protection (e.g., deposit insurance, food and drug purity) are examples of
regulations concerning non-marketed industry outputs and production
processes. If market forces alone ca~ot control undesirable outputs,
government regulates the output directly. This regdation can affect
productivity. There is, however, a broad cofiensus across the OECD
countries that governments play an important role in trading off these
goals against more narrow “economic” gains.
..
No rkin~ cond 1tIo ns Labor laws regulate job conditions and industrial
safety and some of these will involve a productivity saaifice. Any loss of
productivity from these laws can be weighed against the benefits.
Moreover, harsh or unsafe working conditions are not generally
conducive to productive operations, so there may be no productivity
penalty from regdatiom to alleviate such conditions.
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Laws mat re@ate ~ormal, working con+tions are not as easy to defend if
theyreduce productivity. Inamarket system, employers mustprovide
appropriate work conditions in order to attract good quality employees and
a productive workplace. And workers canjoin unions to represent them.
There may be no need for speaal laws to govern normal working
conditions. We discuss the impact of labor laws and union roles on
productivity later in this section.
We have examined the trade-off between productivity and other social goals
from a societal point of view, and found that the trade-offs between productivity on
the one hand, and health and safety and working conditions on the otier, are real.
However, the trade-offs between productivity and total employment, and between
productivity and domestic ownership, are not real social trade-offs.
In the remainder of this chapter, we review the external factors that we
believe have affected the nature of competition in our case study industries and
suggest the kind of policy changes that wodd raise productivity. Policymakers have
the responsibility to decide which trade-offs they are willing to make between
productivity and other objectives.

a

EXTERNAL FACTORS AND
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Our productivity findings show that there are unexploited opportunities for
productivity improvement in the manufacturing sector across the Triad. The
achievement of these gains wotid mean a measurable narrowing of the existing
difference in real per capita income between the U.S. and other large, advanced,
industrial nations, and an increase in per capita income in the U.,S. Therefore, the
stakes are not trivial.
We believe that there is a “productivity cycle” operating over the long run
that connects the critical drivers of productivity to exploit these opportunities
(Exhibit 3-17). External factors, especially policy and re@ation, create a competitive
environment which, in turn, heavily influences management objectives and
behavior. Pursuing its objectives, management creates and changes the production
process through imovations and higher capital investment, which improve the
labor productivity of the company and titimately, the industry. The productivity
cycle then provides a feedback loop to the external factors through assessments of
economic performance.

*

Our purpose in this chapter is narrow. We will judge a policy only on
whether it is favorable or unfavorable to labor productivity, and will not make
judgments on other objectives. Having stated this, we will now discuss the
influence of external factors on productivity. Exhibit 3-18 summarizes our
conclusions. Looking along the rows we can see the importance of each external
factor in determining the competitive environment in the case industries.
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The industries in Exhibit 3-18 can be grouped in three clusters. First, there is a
cluster of companies around the auto industry. The car industry ~uences
labor
productivity as w important customer for the metalworking industry (tie
“demand” factor), and in its use of materials from industries such as al~to parts and
steel (the “other industries” factor). Restrictions .on competition in the auto
industry thus have an indirect effect outaide that industry, as illustrated in
Exhibit 3-19. Labor roles, corporate control, customer preferences and @ade
restrictions in the car industry end up affetig
indirectly the metalworking, steel
and auto parts industries.
The consumer goods industries (beer, processed food and soap and detergenta)
form another cluster. As shown in Exhibit 3-20, common factors like customer
preferences and the distribution system for consumer goods (the “other industries”
factor in Exhibit 3-18) explain productivity differences in these three industries.
Many of the external factors that affect the mture of competition are
interrelated; some of these external factors would diminish in importance if the
industry in question were fully exposed to the leading edge in productivity. For
example, if there is fd global competition in the product market then work roles
may have to adjust if companies are to survive. This means that thepolicy
implications that we develop here shodd always be viewed in the context of this
interrelationship.

*

An important policy issue that cuts across many of the categories shown in
Exhibit 3-18 concerns transplants. What are the consequences of policies that
encourage or discourage transplants?
We have found that transplant production from companies that are using
best-practice methods contributes positively to average domestic
productivity in four ways. Transplants from leading edge producers
(1) directly contribute to higher levels of domestic productivity, (2) prove
that leading edge productivity can be achieved with local labor and many
local inputs, (3) put competitive pressure on other domestic producers,
and (4) transfer knowledge of best practice to other domestic producers
through the natural movement of personnel. Moreover, the politics of
foreign direct investment has been good because it .meates local jobs,
whereas the politics of trade has been bad because it destroys local jobs. As
Exhibit 3-21 shows, transplants in the U.S. have the highest impact. We
have seen this partictiarly in the U.S. auto industry, but also in
metalworking, and consumer electronics.
There are significant barriers to the introduction of transplants in all
countries, but particdarly in Japan and Europe. Companies setting up
transplant operations may experience differences in the labor force or in
the business relationships of the country in which they are investing. In
addition to such natural hurdles, however, there are often formal and
informal barriers that restrict foreign ownership. In many cases,
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government. permission has to be obtained before setting up new
operations. If a government or interest group chooses to discourage
transplants, it can find ways to delay them or rtise the costs of entry. In
addition, there can be barriers created because of the market for corporate
control. For foreign companies wanting to buy existing enterprises rather
than building new greenfield plants, share purchases maybe limited
either by law or because voting shares are held by banks and other
companies that choose not to sell. Both Japan and Germany have
significant barriers of this kind. A final barrier to transplants is that they
may be affected by other industries in the economy. If access to the
distribution system is difficult to get, this raises a transplant’s costs
compared to existing operatiow.
‘il Our findings suggest that barriers to transplants are, in fact, barriers to
productivi~y imp~ovement.
Goverrunent~ that want to increase
productivity shodd seek to remove such barriers, as the positive impact
far outweighs the problems that foreign ownership allegedly creates.
We now leave aside
factors and discuss each in
in tie order fiey appear in
global competition to be so
restrictions first.

any interrelationships among the remaining external
turn and their policy implication.
We will go over them
Exhibit 3-18 with one exception. Because we ~ve found
important, we discuss specific re@ations
and trade

e
Specific Regulations
and Trade Restrictions
Domestic and trade regulations were a major reason why there were MIts
competition in many of our case studies. We believe that these restrictions hurt

to

productivity growth.
Apart from tariffs, the most common trade restriction (one that has become
widespread in the last few years) is the Voluntary Restraint Agreement or VRA.
These agreements are setup once imports Start to take a sigxiificant market share.
They are usually negotiated government to government, but the exporting
companies are often willing to go along with the plan because they are then able to
raise their prices. The losers in the short run are consumers, who are forced to pay
above world market prices for their goods.
A question remains whether Jempo rarv protection from foreign competition
might not have a positive effect on a domestic industry’s performance by providing
it with time to reform. In principal, the answer cotid go either way. We found
evidence of beneficial effects in only one industry in one country car production in
the United States, where trade protection led to improved productivity in existing
facilities. The VRA on Japanese car imports in the U.S. provided Chrysler and Ford
0“
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with the time they needed to become competitive with Japan. We found no other
recent example (Exhibit 3-22).
If one goes back far enough, there. are other examples. The Japanese
government’s protection of its infant auto, computer, metalworking and consumer
electronics industries very likely helped those industries develop to the point where
they codd compete on their own. Moreover, in knowledge-intensive industries
like computers and metalworking, the Japanese government used the power of
market access to require the transfer of technology to companies in Japan, thereby
increasing domestic and eventually global competition. But as a general rtie,
protection, once given, is hard to withdraw. Persistent inefficiency is its most likely
restit.
The public case for trade protection is usually made in terms of protecting
producers that are headquartered domestically, but one codd also make a case for
trade protection on the grounds that it encourages transplants. If the leading global
companies invest in a protected market, they bring high productivity facilities into
the domestic industry. We look at this issue in two steps. The first step of the
argument is illtitrated in Exhibit 3-23. It shows the case studies where transplants
have helped productivity and there are plenty of examples where this happened.
The country that has been most helped by transplants is the U.S. (although, as yet,
the share of transplants is small). The general conclusion is that transplants do help
domestic productivity.

*

The second step of the argument is illustrated in Exhibit 3-24, which shows
whether or not transplants were encouraged by trade restrictions in the 1980s. For
the U.S. there were some signs that transplants were encouraged in the auto, steel,
metalworking, and consumer electronics ~dustries. But based on ow interviews,
the impact of these trade restrictions on corporate decisions was small.
In summary, therefore, we conclude that there are few, if any, examples
where trade restrictions encouraged productivity improvements in existing facilities
and many examples where they have hurt productivity by reducing competitive ~”
intensity, as we described in the conclusions se”ction. Productivity in a domestic
industry is helped by the arrival of high productivi~ transplants, but trade
restrictions do not appear to have been a major factor in inducing them in the 1980s.
These findings led us to the following implications:
General trade restrictions. Given our finding that global competition
leads to higher productivity, a specific step that can be taken to
encourage global competition is to phase out the variety of different
trade restrictions that are in effect in Europe, the U.S., and Japan. These
include VRAs, subsidies and quotas.
Wbal versus regional trade DOlicy. k recent years there has been a
shift towards regional trade groupings. The most important of these

,....
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has obviously been the European Community, but N~A
has also
become an important policy issue in North herica.
The restits of
our case studies suggest that while these regional groupings can
improve the productivity in a region, they are not a substitute for the
expansion of global trade. A regional grouping will not ensure that
companies reach world-class productivity levels unless the frontier is
included within the grouping.
If the EC becomes “fortress Europe: and restricts trade with the U.S.
and Japan, as well as the penetration of transplant production,
European companies will not be forced to adjust to the world
productivity frontier in several industries. The productivity benefits
that are hoped for from the EC, although they may still be positive,
may not be as great as they codd be.
Demand Factors

0

Differences in customer preferences can affect labor productivity by either
causing industries to produce different products or by initiating operations from
other ones. These preference differences can arise in three ways. First, consumers
in one country may simply have different tastes for products from consumers in
another. Second, consumers may be better informed about the characteristics of
products in one country than in another. Third, some nations’ consumers may
prefer certain products because of formal or informal relationships with the supplier
(e.g., formal vertical integration or national identity). Demand factors of these three
types were important in our case studies ,in autos, beer, soap and detergent,
processed food, and metalworking.
In autos, the preference of German consumers for cars made in Germany
has helped insulate that industry from ftil external pressure.
German consumers strongly prefer beer with local brands, which allows
small breweries with low productivity to remain in the market.
In soap and detergents, consumers in Germany simply favor powder over
liquid detergent. This preference has an adverse effect on productivity in
that industry because powder detergent production involves a more laborintensive

process.

The processed food industry in Japan is affected by consumer preferences
for traditional
items. However,
since not all consumers
have other types
of products available to them at lower prices, we do not know how this
preference
wodd
change if consumers
were given suh access.
In the metalworking
industries in Japan and Germany,
producers
often
have alliances or ownerstip
relationships
with customers
that affect
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purchasing deasions.
Germany.

It was a cause of lower labor productivity in

It is hportant to an efficient market economy that customers have adequate
information about quality and other characteristics of products in the market and
that customers have access to all relevant products so that they can choose freely
among them. However, the provision of independent consumer information is not
an appropriate role for government for the vast majority of consumer and
industrial goods. Government policy shodd instead make clear that independent,
private consumer testing firms can substantially benefit consumers and the
economy, and should not prevent consumers from choosing freely among the ffl
range of products. Open trading and distribution systems as well as an open and
compedng media sector increase the range’ of customer choices.
Other Industries

e

The auto parts and steel industries are the two cases where other industries
(see Exhibit 3-18) play an important role in explaining productivity differences. Both
parts and steel are stiongly tied to and influenced by the original equipment
manufacturers (OEMS) in the auto industry (see also Exhibit 3-19). This is most
dramatically manifested in the differences in how relatiomhips between cars and
parts companies are designed and managed. Since implications from this vertical
relationship are mainly for corporations, this discussion is presented h the next
section, “Implications for Companies”.

Access to the distribution system is another way in which the factor; “other
industries”, affects productivity. We found that this barrier to competition is
important or somewhat important in all consumer goods industries in Japan
(Exhibit 3-18). For example, wholesalers often have established relationships with
one or more existing manufacturers. A new entrant wishing to produce and sell in
competition with these companies may find that distributors will not carry its
products for fear of being cut off from the established suppliers. ~ough
interviews
we learned that it had taken 15 years of effort to establish adequate distribution for a
new entrant in a major consumer goods industry.
Some industries and plants located in Japan with relatively low labor
productivity are protected to some degree by the distribution system. Eliminating
the regulation of the distribution system should provide additional surpluses to

consumers in Japan, and would also increase domestic competition and therefore,
labor productivity.
Relative Factor Prices and Availability
We did not generally find that relative prices or factor availability were
important reasons why operations in one country were more productive than those
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in another. This was true for physical capital (equipment and structures), energy
and parts and stipplies. The relative cosp of energy, capital and labor are not totally
equal in each of the three countries, but they had no significant impact on
explaining productivity differences. However, there are two qualifications to this
general statement.,

e “’

First, in the late 1980s, the cost of debt in Japan was extremely low for Japanese
investors. In certain industries, especially in beer, soap and detergents, and, to some
extent, in steel, this led managers to finance substantial investments h plant
renewal. The outcome of this investment was to mrrow the labor productivity gap
in beer and soap and detergents, and to sustain a lead in steel. Second, the
improvements in product and process design that oc,curred extensively in Japanese
operations required the aeeumtiation of intangible capital. We do not believe that
factor price differences were a significant cause of the more rapid accumdation of
intan@ble capital in Japan, but we camot rule out this possibility.
The U.S. policy debate includes much discWsion.about differences in the cost
of capital and the role such differences may have played in economic
competitiveness.
Our studies do not support the common view that operations in
Japan attained their leadership in productivity because of cheap capital. ~s
issue is
further explored when we look at the market for corporate control.

e

Labor Rules and Unionism
In a number of industries we found, that labor/union rules had affected the
methods of production. For example, there are labor agreements in the auto and
steel industries in the U.S. that prevent the reduction of employment and the
reassignment of workers to new tasks that codd increase productivity.
German labor laws contain restrictive practices that reduce productivity.
Rigid job classifications and universal work roles are examples of such restrictions.
Adjustments to the policies that sustain these practices are necessary for
productivity improvement in many of our case study industries. Furthermore,
companies in Germany must pay large severance settlements to workers laid off.
These rules raise the cost of economic adjustments and delay the adoption of best
practices that have been developed outside the region.
Wage and work practice negotiations in Germany are now carried out at the
branch level where, for example, steel, auto, and metalworking unions negotiate
together. This”arrangement gives effective veto power to the most restrictive union
rules “and perpetuates rigidities. Rigidities like this sustain the tight arrangements
in which coal, steel, auto, metalworking and other economic interests refrain from
forcing competitive adjustments on each other.

o

But .we also found examples where competitive pressure led to substantial
changes in labor rules. When unionized plants in the U.S. were faced with the
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e

necessi$ of changing in order to survive (as at Ford and Chrysler), chmges to work
rties were made. The Toyota-GM joint venture (NUMMI) has achieved very high
productivity, and its work force is unionized. Other examples include transplant
operations in Germany in such industries as computers, soap and detergent and
processed foods. These plants have also operated at or close to world-level
productivity despite restrictions created by tie German labor market.
In our case studies we did not find evidence that the lifetime employment
system in the Japanese labor market had impeded productivity growth except in
breweries. In fact there is some evidence that this system encourages workers to
make suggestions for productivity improvements.
There are several reasons why the Japanese labor market has been able to
achieve the benefits of what is called lifetime employment without the costs of
ticreased rigidity. First, the Japanese labor market has always had more flexibility
than appears from the pratice of lifetime employment. The arrangement applies
only to a minority of workers and only up to age 55; after that age, workers must
move to affiliated plants or out of manufacturing altogether. Within large plants,
contract workers or part-time workers are often released if there is not enough work
for them.

o

Second, employment and output in Japanese manufacturing has been
growing over time, not shrinking. Companies can more easily guarantee
employment during a period of industrialization than during the shift to services
and tertiary employment. As the Japanese economy matures, it will face more
difficulties in ensuring stabilhy in existing jobs. In fact, this is happening in the
current recession in Japan as plants are being closed.
As Japan faces the economic challenges of an advanced economy, labor
market institutions will be pressured to become more flexible while, at the same
time, trying to maintain high morale and motivation among workers to increase
performance.
If adequate competitive intensity does not exist, policy should encourage
greater labor market flexibility in the roles that govern contracts between labor and
industries.
Corporate Governance Rules,
Market for Corporate Control
Differences in
co rvorate Gove rnance Rules

*

An open and competitive market for corporate contiol can also be an
independent source of competitive intensity. Powerful shareholders can impose
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discipline on managers and create pressure for increased profits.
encourages

the adoption of more productive

This pressure

processes.

The system of corporate governance in Germany, called an inaider system, is
built on the idea of committee governance. The key characteristic of the German
system is a supervisory board which leaves management a high degree of discretion
and only intervenes if there is clear evidence of managerial failure. Labor has a
substantial stake in the supervisory board. Ownership and control of companies is
infrequently traded, and supervisory boards are often comected by formal and
informal networks through holdings and house banks. These banks codd facilitate

information transfer and the screening of mamgers. This system helped finance
large inves~ents after World War II, but the lack of competition in recent decades
among controlling agents has given managers little incentive to make substantial
improvements in productivity. While some compa~es are so large that they are
immune to hostile takeover, even small companies face few threats in this system.
Japan has a system of corporate governance similar to that of Germany.
However, a high proportion of its most productive industries are subject to global
competition. As a resuk, corporate governance roles play less of a role in protecting
weak players in these industries, but may play a more significant role in others not
studied.

o

The U.S. system, by contrast, relies heavily on the capital market for corporate
governance. As a result, the U.S. market for corporate control is relatively open. In
most cases large shareholders can wield a great deal of power, which puts pressure
on managers to increase profits. Compaties that do not perform well cm be taken
over in many cases and the managers replaced.
On”the basis of our case studies, we found that differences in the market for
corporate control were a factor in determining overall competitive intensity in
some industries. The auto industry in the U.S. was passed in productivity by that in
Japan in part because some U.S. firms were too large to be disciplined by owners
through the capital markets at the time. h Germany, the limited market for
corporate control in Germany was a major factor in lowering competitive pressure
in the automotive industry.
The market for corporate control is also important for an industry which is
fra~ented
with many small privately held companies. The ownership structure
cre~tes a barrier prev~nting b~youts a-ridtakeove~s that would consolidate the
industry. This is the case for the beer industry in Germany, where family ownership
makes small breweries, more difficdt to acquire. A similar story holds in processed
food in Japan. The price that a purchaser must pay for the assets of the small
fragmented companies can greatly exceed any reasonable present value calculation
of the returns that will be generated.

*

Policies that limit the power of shareholders and discourage changes in
ownership weaken the pressure on managers to improve productivity. Banks are
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often not a good substitute for shareholder pressure, especially when tiere is lfited
competition

among banks and their own customers

sit on their boards.

Time Horizons and
. .
Westrnent Decl_
It is often argued that, in the U.S., managers cannot concentrate on raising
productivity by means of long-term investments or restructuring programs because
of the short-sighted market for corporate control in the U.S. Managers concentrate
instead on ensuring that quarterly earnings keep rising, often because their persoml
compensation and job security is tied to short-term performance. In Germany and
Japan, it is argued, managers are able to undertake investments with long run
payoffs.
Based on our case studies we found that differences in long-term physical
capital investments are not the main reasons why operations in tie U.S. have lower
productivity. Our resdts on this issue are summarized in Exhibit 3-25. In five of
the industries we studied, operations in Japan have demonstrated superior
productivity compared to those in tie U.S. and Germany. Among these industries,
however, the only case in which higher productivity in Japan was achieved
substantially through investment was in the steel industry. In the other cases, it was
superior product design and superior organization
the key drivers.

of functions and tasks that were

e
In the auto industry, those plants operated by companies founded in the U.S.
were the ones which made heavy investments in highly automated plants. These
investments often failed to achieve targeted productivity results. Toyota, on the
other hand, economized on capital spending and achieved much better productivity

res,tits. In metalworking, and to a small extent, in the auto parts industry, the
superior performance of Japanese plants was also based on a shift to newer
technology. We found no evidence, however, that the decision of the U.S.
manufacturers not to make the same shift was based on differences in investment
hurdles.
When it comes to investment in R&D, the problems that U.S. companies in
our case studies had in the 1970s and 80s were not generally the resdt of too little
R&D; rather, they were because the R&D funds were not well spent. Product design
teams in operatiom in Japan were much more successfd in improving design for

manufacturing and in improving product function and reliability.
It is true that the nature of the OEM-supplier relations in U.S. auto operations
seem to be based on considerations of short term cost saving, perhaps at the expense
of longer term reductions in the cost of parts and components. But even there, the
case that short time horizons were a problem can be questioned. Some suppliers
were integrated with the OEMS, so that their incentives to raise productivity for the
@
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long term shodd have been excellent. And yet these suppfiers have not improved
productivity any more than did the independent suppliers.
There are examples of U.S. managers whose compensation is based on short
term profitability and there may be adverse consequences of this that we have not
observed. We are simply reporting the restits of our case studies, where short time
horizons did not appear to be a major factor in productivity differences. Arguments
about short term behavior shodd not provide an excuse for resisting the
introduction of a more competitive market for corporate control.

Competition

Rules

Policy can also act to encourage competition, which is the purpose of antitrust
policy.

Our case studies point to two industries located in the U.S., autos and steel,

where a single company became so large that it was able to avoid the no~al
discipline of the market for corporate control for a long time.
There were two industries in our case studies where policy interventions in
the past increased later competition. The first is the computer industry, where ~
made IBM share its patents in the 1960s as a condition for enteririg the Japanese
market. The government negotiated this knowledge transfer to develop a domestic
industry. This, in turn, allowed for the development of a more competitive worldwide industry.
0
The second industry is the metalworking industry in Japan, where MITI
forced standardization of many machine tools, and the consolidation of many
machine tool companies. The immediate goal of this policy was to facilitate
imovations that greatly increased productivity and export performance. In the long
run, however, this policy also encouraged greater competition and knowledge
transfer among the local, consolidated companies. It is unlikely that ~
anticipated these further consequences, however.
Government policy can and also does limit competition in some industries.
This has been true in many instances in service industries, such as
telecommunications. It is less common in manufacturing, but not *own.
me
Ministry of Finance in Japan re@ates beer prices .in order to protect the weak
players and prevent the stronger players from competitive pricing. This re@ation
discourages the full evolution of the industry to a state in which only the strongest
compa~es survive. It distorts the nature of competition, encouraging a
proliferation of different brands. It also allows companies to retain excess employees
that would be forced out by competition.
The computer industry based in Germany is affected by the fact that public
procurement favors local suppliers and keeps some production facilities in the
industry that would probably be forced to change more rapidly.
@
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The high competitive intensity in many Japanese industries is not the result
of stronger antitrust re~ation in Japan. It reflects, on the one hand, exposure to
the global market place, and on the other, a history of ctitural attitudes among the
leading Japanese companies, arising from the way the government set up large,
competing corporate groups to industrialize Japan.
Encouraging global competition among several companies is the best antitrust policy. But if one or two companies come to domimte a developed industry,
mtiomlly or globally, “tothe point where its managers no longer face pressure to
perform, then ariti-trust action (broadly defined) maybe appropriate.
CONCLUSIONS ON EXTERNAL
FA~ORS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

@

This section concludes the discussion of the external factors that determine
the competitive environment faced by the industries and the policy implications
that we see as following from these findings. We have identified a variety of such
factors that are very important in creating the particular competitive environments
that we found in our case studies. Demand factors, driven by consumer tastes and
the nature of tied sales, are very important in several @dustries and play some role
in almost all of the studies. Labor roles and unions are of some importance in
several industries, although not decisive in our judgment. Corporate governance
can limit competition in the capital market and stifle a source of competitive
intensity that is separate from the product market. Finally, competition roles and
specific regulations are very important in a number of our industries.

Each of these external factors is important, but the combination of all of them
together can be much more powerful than any one by itself. If there is intense
competition in the product market, then labor rules or the ties of vertical
integration or the market for corporate control will not exert control over the
production process. Without the pressure of competition, these other external
factors can become important for determining productivity.
The implications that we have drawn for policy from our findings are
straightforward.
Where policy is impeding global competition, we propose that
voters and policymakers consider whether the loss of productivity is really
worthwhile. We find that the arguments that have been made to support
protectionist policies are generally weak. It is not surprising that managers and
workers resist policy changes that will expose them to more ,competition. But in the

long run it is better to face the competition and make the necessary adjustments
sooner rather than later. Widespread foreign travel and increased communication
encourage consumers to press for the destruction of barriers to competition. The
walls of fortresses ultimately are vulnerable.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COMPANIES
*

The most important implication of this study for companies is that
mamgernent can transfer best practices in technology, product design Ud
organization of functions and tasks from one geographical location to another.
Companies that have achieved best practice levels in one region have been able to

replicate the same productivity advantage in other regions, and companies that
were behind have been able to improve by acquiring best practices. The differences
we observed in productivity suggest that there are still significant opportunities to
transfer best practices. This section will focus on locating these oppotities
and on
identifying ways to exploit them.
OPPORTUNITIES ARISING FROM
PRODU~
DIFFERENCES

a

Our productivity comparison suggest that manufa~ring
companies in
Germany, Japan, and the U.S. face significant opportunities and risks h competing
with each other in the ever-expanding global market. In all but one case
(computers), we observed pronounced productivity differences in 1990. We found
two cases where the gap between the most productive and least productive
operations was around 25 percentage points (metalworking, soaps and detergents),
two cases where the gap was closer to 50 percentage points (consumer electronics,
steel), three cases where the gap was almost 60 percentage points (automobile
assembly, auto parts, beer), and one case where the gap was well over 60 percentage
points (processed food). Moreover, we observed large labor productivity differences
even within an industry in a country. h some cases, e.g., automotive, computer
and steel, the productivity differences within each industry in one country were
almost as large as tie differences found among countries. These figures represent
significant threats and opportunities for the companies operating in these regions.

Exploiting these productivity differences or improving low productive
operations can be very profitable (seebox entitled “Productivity and Business
Success”).

Although imovative

products or production

processes may require

in order to cross geographic and ctitural borders, the productivity
results of our case studies in automotive, metalworking, steel, consumer electronics,
food, and beer suggest that they can be transported successfdly and adopted by labor
forces in every part of. the Triad. For companies that are able to transfer or adopt
sum innovations, the productivity advantage should translate into superior
performance and higher profits.

modification

o

me fundamental reason why. best practices can be transferred or acquired
across the three countries we studied is that the basic skill of labor and intrinsic
motivation are not a ,major reason for productivity” differences. Managers of
companies in Germany, Japan, and the U.S. (including managers of transplants)
confirmed that the basic skills and “trainability” of the workers they hired were

I

PRODU~

AND BUSINESS SUCCESS

!

Althoughthe focus of tis reportwas productivity,we dld tie note of the ~~c~
performarrceof the factories and companies we shrdied., our findings confirm the long held
view that here is a strong correlation between productivity and business success if two or more
companies operate in the same ursr@ ated market. As a general role, therefore, ompardes
that seek to maximize stieholder value .shodd always look for ways to ~crea I e their
manufacturing productivity. me more productive a factory, the lower its COSBand the higher
i@ profit (or the smaller its 10ss).
There are three ways to achieve higher productivity and improve business performance.
me first two are obvious one can either produce more output with the mrne mrm~er and cost of
~Puts, or, if ~ket
c~ditiom do not aftow des to fncrease, the same output a
e produc+
with fewer inputa (and lower costs). Anotier way to achieve higher productive J is to get a
higher price premium. If one can supply a product that is perceived by customers ~ be superior
to anything else on the market, but does not quire additional or more costly inp~b, one can
also increase value added (through higher mark-ups), and thus productivity, relative to other
companies in the same market. In addition, higher vahre added per hour worked Imd business
success may rwdt ti’ombusin~s fimctions other than tiufacturing.
For exsrnpl~ in industries
requiring substantial amounb of advertising (e.g., consumer goods), business succ J ss is heavily
dependent on establishing brand premiums and on developing a consumer frsnchise. ~erefore,
the highest priorities of such companies might be to focus reources on developing successti
marketing, distribution, or R&D.
There are situations where raising productivity may not be the first priority ~f
~ge~t,
ad ev~ si~ations where ~lgher productivity dOesnot h~slate ~tO W=ter
bustness success. Altiough raising manufacturing productivity will always imp~ve a
company’s relative competitive position within a single market (e.g., higher labbr
productivity will translate tito lower costs), there might be little correlation beheen
productivity and success for companies operadng in different markets. We found h example of
this in our case study on the auto indus~
the productivity of assembly operations in Japan and
the U.S. was higher than that in Germany (and have been for some time), but auto companies in
Germany had much higher profits in the 1980s than auto companies in the U.S. Similar
examples can be found in consumer goods industries liie beer and food.
One set of reasons for the breakdown in the relationship.between productivi~ and business
success is that companies in different markets may experi~ce large differences + the cost of
their inputs or swings in the exchange rate. l’his effect was certainly visible duqng the
appreciation Ofthe Japmew yen in the rrrid-1980s. For example, the operating profits of many
productive, export-oriented machine tool makers were wiped out in Japan, while less
productive companies in Germany still experienced satisfactory profit margins. k e more
common cause of the breakdown bbmn productivity and business success, howe,4“,
er, rs
differences in global competitive intensity resulting either from customer loyal~ or market
protection. For example, a relatively unproductive company could still be profitable in a closed
market. In other words, productivity is the main basis of competitiveness, but ok y when there
is competition.
I
The globalization of product markets and the convergence of consumer prefer~nces are

eliminating tie distinctions between mtioml markets, however. As markets bec me more
?
global, the relationship between productivity and profitability is becoming stronger across
markets, and is putting pressure on less productive companies. This process may~accelerate,
especially if highly productive companies establish new production facilities (?.e.,
transplants) in markets dominated by less productive companies.
I
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similar in all three countries (in most cases, workers were hired only after carefd
screening of applicants). h addition, the high productivity of transpl~ts and of
some local operations stiggests that operations in all three countries are capable of
achieving best practice levels of productivity with the current work force.
For productivity leaders, the basic message is obvious. Companies with high
manufacturing productivity shotid exploit their advantage within their local
market, but shodd also look abroad to see if their advantage can be transferred.
Companies that have a productivity advantage can use it as a 5tI’ategiC.Weaponin
international competition, whether through trade or foreign direct investment.
Companies that have a disadvantage .ti productivity also have opportunities
within their domestic market - if they are quick to exploit them. Companies whose
productivity is below the global leader shodd consider redesigning their core
processes before they are forced into open competition with more productive
companies. Innovations from abroad can be imported to help weaker players
compete successfdly within local or regional markets. In general, importing
innovations is much better for raising productivity and maintaining employment
than importing products new technologies and operating processes can be used to
close productivity gaps, but importing products does not shore up locfl
manufacturing weaknesses, and often displaces workers in the industiy.

e

HOW TO EXPLOIT OPPORTUNI~ES
In order to adopt or transfer best practices, one must first determine two
things. First, it is important to determine what innovations are causing the
productivity differences. Second, one has to determine how to best transfer or
acquire these innovations.
Which Best Practices
to Transferor Acquire
The causal factors that had the largest effect on productivity differences in our
case studies were related to differences in technology, design for manufacturing, and
organization of functions and tasks (Exhibit 3-5). In each of these areas there are
opportunities to transfer best practices. While managers of manufacturing
companies often search the world for innovations in technology (i.e., new
manufacturing equipment), they may spend less time searching for imovations to
improve their product-design or organizatiorial capabilities. Our findings suggest
that there are significant opportunities for imovations on all three fronts. Listed
below are the key areas where opportunities are available.
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In our case studies, we found that there are differences in the amount and
type of machinery and equipment used in some industries (e.g., small scale
production in beer and food, lack of ~s
in steel, and automation in
metalworking). stat~f-the-art
technology is generally hewn to managers and is
widely available. In industries such as food and beer, however, best practices in
other business functions are required to take advantage of productivity differences.
In consumer goods industries, applying new technology to achieve a scale advantage
depends on developing a successfd consumer franchise. That in tin depends on
the development of, and access to, the distribution system as well as mounting”
successfd advertising and marketing strategies. In spite of such obstacles, some of
the mdtinationals we studied have demonstrated that it is possible to transfer
technological imovations across the whole Triad.
Automation, as an example of technology, was important for explaining
productivity differences. h Japan, metalworking operations have consolidated and
redesigned their products so that they can now be assembled from standard parts,
components, and modules. The restdt has been higher volumes of superior,
standardized products which have opened the door to extensive automation.
Design and Redesign
Fo r Manufactu ri n~
In many of our cases, we observed that design (and redesign) of products for
manufacturing is an important vehicle for productivity improvements.
This is
especially txue of assembly industries such as cars, auto parts, metalworking,
consumer electronics and computers. In recent decades. there has been a growing
emphasis on product design and a revolution in the technology used to capture
these opportunities (e.g., CAD/CAM). Our cases illustrated that standardization
(especially when it can be coupled with automation) was one practice that helped
productivity. Moreover, extensive product proliferation imposed a penalty on
productivity.
~

In the cases we studied, we found that the growth of standard products or
components was important in computer, automotive and metalworking.
Products that could previously ordy be assembled from specialty or
custom-built parts and components are now often assembled in a moddar
fashion from standard parts and components. This change translates into
lower costs and greater flexibility for users; traditional manufacturers are
losing their market power (and sales premiums) as a growing part of the

market is served by commodity products. In metalworking, for example,
one can imagine a pyramid of products, with high volume, commodity
products at the base, and low volume, specialty products at the top. What
we have observed is the flattening of the pyramid while the area has
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remained the same, the base is growing bigger while the space under the
point is shrinking. ”

trends are important, especially with regard to niche
strategies. M niches can be eventu~y exposed to competition from
commodity producers and thus represent temporary advantages.
Successfd niche players WW continually seek or create new tithes, ”
keeping well ahead of the pack. Less successfd ones will see competition
ficrease and their market share erode. Even N*
players shodd seek to
be as productive as the best commodity player. Examples of a failure to do
this are visible in the auto, metalworking and computer case.
Standardmation

Just as the standardization of products was important in the indus&ies
mentioned above, extensive product variety often explained productivity
differences in the consumer goods industries we studied, such as beer and
food. The productivity pemlty arises from the overly complex production
process required to produce a wide variety of products (e.g., smaller
production and delivery lots, and additional set-up time). In such cases,
the extensive variety of products restited from the nature of competition
in some markets (e.g., food in Japan and beer in Germany).
Qr~axu“zation

e

In many of our cases, we observed that the organization of functions and
tasks was one of the most important causes of productivity differences (e.g.,
automotive assembly, parts, metalworking, steel, consumer electronics). Unlike
other factors, this tended to be true both in assembly and process industries.
$

Organization w~,
Factories that have similar machinery
and equipment and produce similar products may exhibit different levels
of labor productivity, depending on how their functions and taska are
organized. In recent decades; most of Me industries we stutied have
developed new forms of organization. The mass production model is
slowly being replaced by flexible manufacturing that emphasizes quality,
speed, responsiveness to market con~ltionsl and the adaptability Of the
work force. These new forms of organization are defined by how
employees work together, how the execution of tasks is continuously
improved, and how communication is organized. An example of this
development can be found in auto operations in Japan which emphasize
labor integration (e.g., teamwork, front line empowerment) rather than
labor specialization, as found in industrial operations in Germany and, to
some extent in the U.S. This approach, combined with numerous,
continuous, bottom-up improvements, results in significant labor savings.
Behind many of the differences in manufacturing productivity is an
ongoing revolution in the collection, organization, and communication of
data: computers have become more powerfd and are now often linked
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through networks and databases; product design and development phases
have been shortened due to the emergence of computer-aided design
technologies; and trdy flexible manufacturing has become kcreasingly
feasible. However, realizing gaina in productivity depends as much on
numerous small improvements in organization (i.e., the ability to
coor~ate
and integrate activities in every phase of the production
process), as well as the integration of manufacturing with R&D, marketing
and sales.
The mture of relationships with
with supp~lbuym.
suppliers Wd buyers was also a significant cause of productivity
differences. In some of our cases, the most productive manufacturers
depended on two way relationships with their suppliers for a broad range
of products and services to a greater extent than did less productive
companies (e.g. automotive, metalworking, consumer electronics).

1 ~on

Successfd OEMS have successfd suppliers. The successful supplier
relationships we observed were characterized by the following: (1) a
balance of pressure and incentives that forced constant cost reduction and
‘ productivity improvement while sharing the gaina from improvements;
(2) a partnership that divided responsibilities for quality, delivery and
support, without duplicating efforts; (3) a two-way flow of tetical
advice
and engineering support; and (4) the early involvement of suppfiers and
buyers in product development and design, together with the integration
of functions and tasks in the manufacturing process.
As a consequence, successful OEMS were often characterhed by having a
smaller number of suppliers. These suppliers were often looked upon as
strategic partners, however, and were often given respomibility over a
significant part of the manufacturing process. .h those operations where
supplier relationships were less well developed (e.g., in metalworking,
automotive, and consumer electronics companies in Germany and the
U.S.); OEMS were often unable to raise productivity as fast as in areas
where they were more developed (e.g., in Japan).
Successful OEMS work closely with their customers and end users. In
many of our industry studies, we observed cases where innovations
originated with the end user and fed back into the production process.
Successful relationships today are no longer exclusive. Suppliers often
deliver to a number of players in the industry. This provides many
challenges to managers and politicians alike, from assuring client
confidentiality and protecting proprietary technology, to preventing
excessive market power and potential monopoly inefficiencies.
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Transferring or
Acquiring Best Practices
Companies that are currently successti

in their domestic market,. but with

much lower productivity than companies in other markets, either produce output
that is not globally tradable, are being protected by trade barriers, depend on
consumer loyalty, or are subject to exchange rates that allow them to price
competitively despite low productivity.
Nevertheless, these manufacturers are still
vdnerable.
International competitors with superior productivity can export their,
production process tiough
foreign direct investment instead of exporting their
products. For example, productive mrdtinational companies can do the following
(1) buy existing players in the local market and make use of established brand names
and distribution systems; (2) set up greenfield plants and develop th~ own market

share over time; or (3) sell their technology to a domestic player duough a ~censing
agreement or joint venture. These forms of internatioml competition have taken
place in the U.S. market where mtitinationals originating in Japan and Germany
have opened (or are opening) transplants or have purchased existing facilities in
industries such as automotive assembly, auto parts, metalworking, consumer
electronics, and steel.
Transferring

Production and Products
Companies that have achieved best practice levels in one location have been
able to replicate the same productivity advantage in their plants around the world.
For example, despite very different cdtures and practices, multinatiomls
originating in Japan have now established productive operations in the U.S. and
Europe (e.g., autos, consumer electronics). Mdtinationals originating in Europe,
Japan and the U.S. have also set up operationa around the world in industries such
as food, computers, and soap and detergent, and are also achieving world class
productivity in those operatio~ (Exhibit 3-26).
In planning transplants, managers are often more concerned about the
flexibility and reliability of workers than they are about their basic sW1 level. For
instance, many of the transplant operations experienced differences in labor rigidity,
turnover and absenteeism. This had some impact on productivity, but many
transplants have overcome this friction with innovations in their organization of
functions and tasks or through training. In addition, differences in management
and engineering skills could have an impact on productivity. In our case studies,
however, we observed that these differences can also be overcome through training
and through transferring managers and engineers into transplant operations.

e

Productivity leaders can exploit their advantages either by producing in
several regions or by exporting their output from one central location and
distributing through local sales offices. The choice between the two depends on the
industry. We found that foreign direct investment was often Iess risky, since trade

0

is subje~ to swings in exchange rates and is heavily influenced by political deasion
When trade displaces local jobs, it becomes the focus of political debates
“ making.
and actions. Nevertheless, in our case studies we found that operatiom in some
industries in Japan (metalworking, automotive) have been able to successfly
exploit their productivity advantages through trade. Foreign direct investment

creates local jobs but raises the issue of foreign ownership. In the U.S. at least,
foreign ownership is not as significant a political issue as lost jobs.
Vehicles for Trartsferrtig
gr Acau tiln~ Best Pr_
There are a number of ways to facilitate the transferor

acquisitions of new
management processes.
Benchmarking, transferring management, acquisitions, and
licensing are all examples of ways to move practices from one region or company to
another. In mtiy of our cases, companies have used these methods, md their use

has become vital for sustaining competitive performance.
For example, our cases suggest that companies shodd benchmark their
operations against the leading companies of me world, wherever they are found,
not just their competitors in local markets. As we saw in many of our cases, few
companies were aware of their productivity disadvantage until new players began
competing h their market.
a

In many cases, transferring management from one country to another was an
important vehi~e for tra~ferring knowledge ~d m~agement abilities (e.g./ autos.
soaps and detergents, computers). In the soap and detergent industry, some firms
devote considerable effort to rotate staff on a global basis and have developed crosscountry organizational structures.
practices in technology, product design, and in the organization of
functions and tasks shotid be transferred and implemented. The disparity in
performance along these dimensions was an important cause of the productivity
differences we found. However, there are other business functions whose transfer
can also be important for business success. In the consumer gtids sector, for
example, we found that there are large opportunities in transporting or adopting
best practices in marketing (e.g. beer, food, and soap and detergents). The companies
that aeate large national brands in the German beer industry will reap substantial
benefits. Similarly, there is substantial money on the table for the companies in
Japan that can convince their customers to buy industrially processed f~ds. We
expect a substantial rationalization of plants in these industries in the next decade.
Best

o

Overall, we found that the effort that many manufactoxing companies put
into finding and acquiring advances in management practices or software is often
far less than what they spend on developing and acquiring capital equipment. Our
findings suggest that many companies have a significant opportunity in redefining
this balance.

